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INTRODUCTION

The original "Welcome to the World of Computers" was written because of a
need to acquaint adult students and teachers with computers and their
functions. "Welcome to the World of Computers", Part 2 was written because
the students and teachers indicated a need to go beyond Part 1 and learn
more about the computer's uses such as basic programming, evaluating
software, Computer-Assisted- Instruction, etc. Adult Education directors
indicated interest in learning more about data base programs to keep track

of student enrollment, and spreadsheets to readily look at their budgets
and make needed changes.

"Welcome to the World of Computers", Part 2 is written more for the teacher
or administrator than student, but activities for students have been
included throughout the manual. As in Part 1 the activities have been
written for different levels of students.

Also, as in Part 1,some of the manual has been written so that instruction
can be given (or information received) with or without a computer; as part
of an established class, or as a complete class just on computer literacy.

Remember, computers are fun! If you have any questions, suggestions,
just need assistance or want to talk, please call us:

NANCY BENTLEY, Project Manager
Adult Education Computer Literacy
Planning, Research and Evaluation
ESC, Region 20

1314 Hines Avenue
San Antonio, Texas 78208
(512) 271-7611
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COMPUTER REVIEW
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REVIEW

Remember - a computer is just a machine. It really isn't smart at all.
A computer is very obedient. Except 'hen there is a power failure or
some part inside the computer breaks down, it will always

. exactly
what it is told.

A computer has a super memory.

ROM (Read Only Memory) stores information that is put
into the computer in the factory. It doesn't change.

RAM (Random Access Memory) stores the information that
ptope type into the computer. RAM keeps changing.

A computer is very fast. t a matter of seconds, it can solve
problems that would take a person many days to do.

A computer is accurate. It does not make mistakes. If you give
it the right information, it will give you the right answer.

A computer doesn't get tired. It runs on electricity. It doesn't
need sleep.

A computer must be told exactly what it has to do. Someone must put
information into the computer's memory. Someone must give the computer
instructions on how to use the information. These instructions are called
a program. The person who tells a computer what to do is called a program-
mer. The prograniner understands how computers work to solve problems.

Computers solve problems in three steps.

1. INPUT. Input includes all the information and instructions
that go into the computer. Input carl be typed into the
computer on a keyboard, or through a scantron machine.
Computers can't solve problems unless they get input.

2. PROCESS. The computer processes cr works on the information
in its Central Processing Unit (CPU). This is where the
computer solves all its problems.

3. OUTPUT. Output is the answer to a problem. The computer
puts its output on the monitor's screen, or it prints it
out on a printer.

6
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A programmer can use a flowchart to plan programs for the computer. A
flowchart is a diagram showing the main steps needed to solve a problem.
A flowchart shows the steps in the right order.

Special symbols are used to make a flow chart.

- OVAL comes at the beginning and end of the flowchart.

ARROW points from one step to the next.

- RECTANGLE tells what has to be done in each step.

- DIAMOND makes a decision (always has a yes and no arrow)

In a flowchart you must follow all the arrows until you get to STOP.

AP-

ESTOP

4



REVIEW

PARTS OF A COMPUTER

. Microcomputer - a small computer (with ? K of memory) usually with a
keyboard. monitor disk drive, and a printer.

. The numbers of K's (16, 48, 128) tells how much information the
computer can hold.

. Monitor looks like a TV set (Hardware).

. Disk drive is a small box-like machine with a narrow door on it (Hardware).

. Disk looks like a square record. It has programs, games, and data stored
on them (Software).

. Printer is the machine that prints the computer output on paper.

. The computer keyboard looks like a typewriter keyboard.

. When you want to leave a space between letters, you press the space bar.

. Whenever you want to start (type) a new line, you press the return or
enter key.

5



MINI QUIZ

A. Your teacher has all the GED scores from her class. She wants to know how
many people passed their GED test. She is going to use the computer tohelp her arrange the scores and make a report. Circle the step the computeris using to help solve your teacher's problem.

I. The computer prints out the student's names and scores on
the printer.

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

2. Your teacher types all the student's scores into th, amputer.

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

3. The computer shows the average of the classes' GED test scoreson the monitor.

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

4. The computer adds the GED scores and divides by the number of
students in the class to find the class average.

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

5. The computer arranges all the student's names in alphabeticalorder.

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT
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MINI QUIZ CONTINUED

B. Henry solved some arithmetic problems using the computer. He put
some numbers (data or input) into the computer and receives the
answers (or output). Can you circle the correct process the computer
used to get the answers? The TITsTtwo are already done.

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

1. 7, ft. 0- x 4 11

2. 6,3 +Ox ; 3

3. 8, 13 + - x ; 21

4. 18, 6 + - x 1 12

5. 8, 3 +- x -1 24

6. 21, 3 + - x -1 7

7. 38, 21 + x L 17

8. 90, 10 + - X L 9

9. 6, 6 + - x 1 36

10. 7, 49 + - X L 7

iv



MINI QUIZ CONTINUED

ROM

RAM

memory

input

data

CPU

BASIC

computer

output

program

programmer

flowchart

Each of these words completes a sentence below. Fill in each blank.

1. A computer language most computers use is

2. The information that we put in (input) to the computer is
called

3. A machine that solves problems is called a

4. A computer stores information in its

5. The two kinds of computer memory are and

6. We give the computer instructions in a

7. The step in which information and instructions get into the
computer is called

8. The person who gives the computer the information it needs to
solve problems is called a

9. The computer processes information in the

10. When the computer shows you the answer to a problem it is
called

11. In order to diagram the main steps needed to solve a program,
the programmer sometimes uses a

11
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MINI QUIZ ANSWERS

A. 1. output

2. input

3. output

4. process

5. process

B. 1.
6.

2. -
7.

3. +
8.

4.
9. x

5. x 10.

C. 1. BASIC 7. input

2. data 8. programmer

3. computer 9. CPU

4. memory 10. output

5. ROM, RAM 11. flowchart

6. program

12
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MATH

il
Because we use the "BASIC" computer language when given the computer
instructions, some of the math signs the computer uses in solving
problems are different than we usually use in the classroom.

WE USE THE COMPUTER USES (BASIC LANGUAGE)

+ (plus)

- (minus)

x (times)

(divided by)

= (equals)

EXAMPLES:

+

*

Seven times nine equals sixty-three 7*9=63

Forty-nine divided by seven equals seven 49/7=7

Twenty minus ten equals ten 20-10=10

Three times three equals nine 3*3=9

Nine plus eight equals seventeen 9+8=17

13
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENT III

USE OF THE COMPUTER AS A TOOL

A. Use commercial software packages in a variety of applications.

1. Use a word processor to generate documents such as letters, reports,
or homework.

2. Use a data filing system for simple data storage and retrieval, such
as a simple phone or address listing.

3. Use a spread sheet package to solve a meaningful problem such as

checkbook calculations.

4. Use graphics utilities to solve problems such as computer aided design
of floor plans.

5. Use the computer for other applications, based on software availability.

B. Demonstrate the ability to review and evaluate Lommercial software as to
its effectiveness for intended purpose and ease of use.

C. Identify which kinds of application software are appropriate for given
tasks.

D. Demonstrate skills for data entry and error checking in the context of
application packages such as a data filing system.

15
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WORD PROCESSING

Word processing is the combination of people, procedures, and equipment
that transforms ideas into printed communications.

A word processor is actually several tools joined into one. A complete
word-processing system is made up of:

- A microcomputer,

- A keyboard,

- A monitor,

- One or more disk drives or tape drives (cassette players),

- A word-processing program that comes on a disk or on a tape
cassette. (The program gives the cc.nputer instructions for
processing words.),

- A printer for making "hard copies" (copies on paper) or
what you write.

There are many word processing programs (on disks, cassettes cartridges),
that will turn a general purpose microcomputer into a word processor. There
is also a "dedicated word processor'which is a computer with a built-in word
processing program; that program is the only one that the computer can run.
( It can not run a variety of programs like a general-purpose computer.)

A word processor is made up of two parts. The first part (the text editor)
lets you enter and change writing (text) or the screen. The second part
(the text formatter) lets you send the writing to the printer exactly as it
will appear on the printed page.

A word processor allows you to use your computer in much the same way you
would use a typewriter with some exceptions. With the word processor, you
can insert, delete and move words, sentences, or paragraphs around. You can
save what you've written and go back and change it later.

.16
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HOW THE WORD PROCESSOR WORKS

After you load the word processing program into your computer, you use
the keyboard as you would an ordinary typewriter. Instead of appearing
on paper (as in typing), the words appear on the monitor (screen). Every-
thing you type is stored in the computer's memory and can be saved for
later use.

The best thing about word processing programs is that they make it easy
for you to add to, change, erase, or correct your work.

WORD FROCESSING WORK FLOW
I TYPE DOCUMENT 1

PROOFREAD
ON 5CREEN

J
EDIT AND REVISE 14(

WORKING
DRIFT

CHANQE1,.. YES
uRREf I IQPN

NO
SAVE FINISHEDi/
PRINT IVA /

IMPORTANT TERMS TO KNOW BEFORE YOU USE THE WORD PROCESSOR

DOCUMENT - Anything you type on a word processor is called a document or
a file. Before you begin writing your document, most word processing
programs require that you give it a name. This is called a filename.
Most word processors have rules that limit your choice of a filename.

L
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LOAD - Before you type your first word,you have to LOAD the word-processing
program into the computer's memory. This is done through various inputdevices.

LOAD

MPUT DEVICES

Disk Drive

Floppg Disk

Tape Plager

Cassette

. SCREEN DISPLAY - A word processor's screen display is the number of
characters (letters, numbers, symbols, and spaces) that can be displayed
on the screen of your monitor at one time.

A CHARACTER - Is a letter, number, punctuation mark, symbol, or spice that
you type onto the computer screen. The screen is like a piece of graph
paper with invisible lines that make hundreds of boxed-in areas (positions).Most of these areas are filled with characters you type in, while some
areas are filled in by characters just for the word processor and they do
not show up on the screen.

r
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CURSOR - A cursor is a small patch of light that moves on the computer
screen as you work. The word cursor comes from the Latin verb currere,"to run." It may be a solid rfijle, an underline, or a special symbol.
On some word processors, the cursor blinks off and on, on others it shines
steadily.

Whenever you see the cursor on your screen, you know that is the spot
where the next character you type will appear. As you type, the cursor
moves.

WORD WRAP - In most word processing programs you do not have to worry about
the carriage return or the RETURN (ENTER) key as you write. When you come
to the end of a line, the cursor moves to the beginning of the next line
automatically. This is called word wrap or wrap-around. If the line ends
in the middle of a word, the word (or part of it) moves down with the cursor.

MENU - When you first load your word processing program you will see a list-6TThe things your program can do. This list is called a menu. This menu
can either be made up of words or pictures (ICONS).

MODE - This is a section on a word-processing program devoted to a particu-
lar set of tasks. Usually there are tasks that are involved in writing,
editing, saving and printing and are grouped by themselves.

SCROLLING - The computer screen is like a window through which you see one
section of your text at a time. Scrolling is moving text either horizontal
or vertical onto or off the screen, either by line-by-line or in blocks.
You scroll when you want to see a part of the document that precedes or
follows the present screenful.

SCROLLING

To see sections of documents which are not
currentlg in view, scrolling of the text can be
either horizontal or vertical.

HORIZONTAL SCROLLING VERTICAL SCROLLING

VARIATIONS:
Line by line
Screen by screen

17
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TRANSPOSING - When you transpose two characters or two words, you make
them change places with each other. If your word processor does not have
a command for transposing you can still make characters and words change
places by first deleting and then inserting.

WORD INSERT - The word insert usually means to add characters to existing
text -- to place new charactersin between other characters you've already
typed.

"insert" allows you to split the text and
add words or characters.

awns
as

CENTERING - To type or print a line of text so that it has equal margins
(equal space on both sides), a word processor centers text by putting the
same number of characters to both left and right of the center point.

REPLACING - To get rid of a character that you've typed and replace it
with another character.

21



MARKING BLOCKS - A block of text can be anything from a word to A whole
file. A block is a section of your document that you want to handle as a
unit. Marking a block means to show with signs or highlighting the begin-
ning and end of a block of text.

COPYING A BLOCK a TEXT - When you copy a block of text, you leave it in
th' original location but repeat it in one or more other places. The
original text is not destroyed.

(Block copying comes in handy when you type the words of a song for example
and want to repeat the chorus after each verse.)

MOVING A BLOCK OF TEXT - When you move a block of text you take it away
from one place and put it in another.

BLOCK ACTION
COMMANDS

The move operation allows you
to own a bluck of text from one
location to another.

FINDING WORDS IN THE TEXT - Your word processor can search through your
text and find the word or words you specify. Other words for finding are
"search" or "locate."

(SE ARCH)

SEARCH is used to find everg occurence of a
word. phrase. or block. of text.

22
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I DELETE]

DELETE - Delete allows you to remove a word or character.

ALSO, used to "ERASE" a block of text from a document.

L____7 DELETE

Used to "erase" a--\-- block from a document

23



FINDING AND REPLACING - Finding a wc.'d or phrase and replacing it-0Th whatever other word or phrase you specify.

IREPL ACT]

REPLACE is used to change a ward. phrase. or
block of text to a different set of characters

0110
SW 0411.

L

ERASING A BLOCK OF TEXT - Same as deleting or removing text from your wordprocessor or from a storage disk. In some word processors when le computererases lines that you have marked, it removes them from the screen, but alsostores them in a section of its memory called a buffer. If you change yourmind, you can get the deleted material back from the buffer by pressing acertain key.

ADJUST -

BlIJUST

The adjust or align block
operation allows you to change
the format of a block of text
to match the format of another
paragraph in the document
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JUSTIPTINS

Ragged Right

Lood o wore processing program into
your computer Using either the
manual or on interactive tutorial, prop
typing and moving the cursor. Now
try deleting characters or words
inserting characters or words.

Using the manual for your word process
program, identify the processes f
performing the folowing task

Justified margins
left and ri ht

Laid a word processing program Into
your computer. Using either the
manual or an Interoctive tutorial
prochce typing and moving the cursor
Now try deleting characters or words
and inserting characters or words

Llsmg the manual for your word
processmg program, identify the
processes for performing the following
tasks

.1

Word processing programs can accomplish
justification b3 either inserting extra spaces
between words or controlling the space between
letters.

25
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MIIIIIATTIIND

WHAT IT CAD DO FOR YOU ?

Allows determination of .

From 5to

1. linespacing
2. placement of page numbers
3. width of margins
4. size/stgle of print
5. indentations
6. underlining

Objective Use commercial software
packages in a variety of Applications
Word Processing cursor movement,
tab setting, deleting a character,
deleting a word, deleting a line,
inserting a character

1

OBJECTIVE: USE COMMERCIAL
SOFTWARE PACIAGES IN A
VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS

WORD PROCESSING

-cursor movement
-tab setting
-deleting a character
-deleting a word
-deleting a line
-inserting a charactfm

26



SAVE

To transfer from the computer's
Demon/ (workspace)

To a storage disk.

-Saving prevents work from being lost when
the computer is turned off.

-Saving allows you to use old documents to
create new, similar ones.

-Saving requires a filename.

2/



THE PRINTER

To generate a printed copy locate the
commands/keys to accomplish the
following:

1.) Print whole document

2.) Print specific page or pages

3.) Print a selected block of text

4.) Interrupt printing

5.) Print control codes for changing
font size or emphasis (bold,etc.)

6.) Line feed, form feed, and paper
loading

28
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WHAT CAN YOUR WORD PROCESSOR DO?

There are different word processing software programs such as, Appleworks,
Apple Writer, Super Scripsit, Framework, anq PFS: Write, Bank Street Writer,
and Paper Clip.

The r.hecklist on the following pages lists all the functions a word processing
program usually does. The set of instructions has been left blank so you can
fill in the "How To" according to the word processing program you are using
while working on the activities.

Depending on the Word Processing software you are using, your computer should
do the following:

It should have:

40 Cursor Control - means we can move the cursor anywhere on
the screen.

40 Standard Editing Functions -

. Delete - the delete function erases characters (words,
lines or a paragraph).

. Insert the insert function lets you insert a word,
sentence, or paragraph wherever you'd like.

. Search and replace - lets you find a particular letter,
word or sentence and replace it with
another letter, word, or sentence.

. Block Operations - a block is defined as all characters

between two marked points in the text.
You can move this block of characters
(words, sentences) to other locations,
or delete a block of characters.

40 Standard Formatting Functions. (Formatting lets us decide how
the text (words) will appear on the printed page after it is sent
to the printer.)

41.1=immilit
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Space formats include:

Margins (left, right, top, bottom).

Tabs.

Justification means lining up the ends of the lines. Left
justification means all lines are straight on
the left side; right justification means all

lines stop at the same place on the right side.

Centering - can center titles, or lines.

Headers - are bits of texts that appear at top of each page.
Footers appear at the bottom of the page.

Line spacing - you should be able to specify single, double, or
triple spacing of text.

Form formats include:

Boldface - makes the text stand out.

Underlining.

Superscripts - sometimes used in footnotes and subscripts used
for mathematical notations.

Your Word Processor program should also have:

File Merge - means you can separate text files from one disk or
one file to another.

Help directory - lets you remember some of the commands for your
word processor you may have forgotten. Two types
of help are available: continuous in which a
section of the screen is set aside for help mes-
sages and on demand in which the help message
overwrites part of the screen when you call it up.

File size - is the maximum space allowed per text file.

Automatic Backup - makes a backup copy of the file on which you
are working.

SWIG - or See What I Let - means what you view on the screen is
what is printed out on paper.

Mail Merge - lets you combine your word processor with a data base
to prepare form letters or other personalized docu-
ments.

30



L
40 Embedded Printer Commands lets you switch the type of lettering

(Fonts) you use, page length, margins,
and page numbering.

40 Printer Support

40 Add-On Packages

- refers to the process of making the word proces-
sor communicate with the printer.

spelling checker checks the spelling of words
in your text against a dictionary stored on
disk. Grammar checker checks commas, proper
punctuation, capital letters. Thesaurus
lists synonyms. Style checker checks for
stylistic errors, i.e., awkward phrases, cliches.

40 Integrated Packages - combines word processing with spreadsheet
and database management programs.

r
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SOFTWARE PROGRAM

WORD PROCESSING CHECKLIST

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOW TO DO IT

Getting Started Put program disk into disk
drive before or after
turning on computer.

Command to type to tell
computer to load program
into memory.

Command needed to quit or
exit from program.

Information screens?

Menu--do you need to
indicate a choice?

Need to answer any questions
before writing.

Need to make up a file name.

What does writing screen
look like?

Type of cursor.

Entering Text How do you type capitals
on keyboard?

Do keys on the keyboard
repeat when you hold them
down?

Correcting a typing error.

Key to press to start a
new line.



0
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOW TO DO IT

Entering Text Cont'd. Maximum number of characters
you can put on one line.

Moving the Cursor

Deleting Charact rs

Maximum number of lines the
screen holds.

What happens when you fill
the last line on the screen?

How do you return to the
previous screen of text?

How do you start over with
an empty screen?

What happens when you
press the TAB key?

Can you move cursor without
erasing?

How do you move cursor?

Can cursor be moved by
giving it a command?

Can cursor move faster?

The character preceding
the cursor.

The character the cursor
is on.

The word preceding the
cursor.

The word following the
cursor.

33
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WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOW TO DO IT

Deleting Characters Everything to the right of

Cont'd. the cursor on the same line.

The whole line.

Inserting (Add) Dc you need a certain mode/
Characters menu to insert character?

Special instructions or
keys to hit before inserting.

Where do you place cursor
before insertion?

Replacing How do you get rid of a
Characters character you've typed and

replace it?

Do you need to delete the
unwanted character and type
a new one in its place.

What command do you have
for a strikeover or over-
write operation that allows
you to type the new character
over the old?

Transposing Special command for
transposing two characters.

Special command for trans-
posing two words.

Place for cursor to
transpose characters.

Place for cursor to
transpose words.

3 11



WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOW TO DO IT

Inserting Words How do you insert a word or
string of words?

What if the insertion runs
onto a new line and hen

leaves part of the new line
blank.

How do you insert a paragraph
break?

Scrolling Can you scroll horizontally?
How many spaces?

How do you scroll to the
previous line?

To scroll to the next line.

Command to ;,roll more than
one line at a time.

To make lines scroll
continuously.

To scroll at different
rztes of speed.

Any specific scroll commands.

Marking Blocks How to mark a block of text.

What shows on screen when
you mark a block?

Can you start/end a block
in a middle of a line?

Way to cancel the marking
of a block.

3;



WORD PPOCESSING PROGRAM

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOW TO r'0 IT

Marking Block:-, Cont'd.

Erasing a Block of
Text

Moving a Block of
Text

Copying a Block of
Text

Limit to the size of block
you can mark.

Certain mode/meriu needed

to erase a block of text.

How do you erase after
marking the block?

Can you erase a block
without first marring it?

Can you get back what you
erased?

Command needed to adjust
lines after erasing.

Limit to number of charac-

ters/lines you can get back
after erasing.

Specific mode/menu to move
block of text.

How do you show WP where you
want block of text moved to?

Command used to move the
block.

Can you move block back
where it was before?

Is there a copy function -
menu /mode?

Steps needed to copy
block of text.

36
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WORD PROCESSING PROGRPJI

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOB TO DO IT

Copying a Block of How do you show where you
Text Cont'd. want copy to be placed?

Finding Words in the Certain node/menu needed to
Text select FIND or SEARCH.

What command is needed to
find something?

Any restrictions on what
the WP will find?

How will you know when WP
has found word?

How do you tell WP to find

next occurrence of word?

Are there any "wild cards"
symbols to stand for any
letters?

Finding 3 Replacing Need a certain mode/ menu to
select REPLACE.

What command is needed to
make WP find and replace
something?

Is there a command for
"search & query?"

Will the WP replace without
asking permission?

Restrictions on length of
repl acement.

37
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WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOW TO DO IT

Saving Your Work Do you have initialized

formatted disk or cassette?

Need certain mode/menu to
"save" your work.

Command needed to "save"
document.

Must you save all text, or
part?

Restrictions on file name.

How do you review catalog
of files on the disk or
cassette?

Retrieving a File Certain mode/menu to
retrieve file from storage.

Command needed to retrieve
file.

How do you merge two files?

Formatting/Printing Menu/mode needed for printing.

Functions you can use -

commands needed.

--Number of characters on
a line.

--Number of lines on a page

--Change page break

--Single, double, triple
spacing

--Justifying margin

--Indenting

--Centering
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WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

W P CATEGORY WHAT IT DOES HOW TO DO IT

Formatting/Printing
Cont'd.

--Type of characters

--Underscoring

--Super/sub scripts

Pausing in printing.

Other printing commands.
,
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Most of the activities in this Word Processor section can be attempted using
any Word Processing Software application you currently have in your classroom.

Popular Word Processors currently on the market include:

WORD PROCESSORS UNDER $100:

TI Writer - TI

Atari Writer - Atari

Bank Street Writer - C-64, Apple II, Atari, IBM PC/PC Jr.

Color Scripsit - Radio Shack

Easy Script - C64

Friendly Writer - IBM PC

Mac Write - Apple Macintosh

Paperclip - C-64

PC-Write - IBM PC/PC Jr.

Write, Edit and Print - IBM PC/PC Jr. Apple II, C-64, TRS 70 Model I/III

WORD PROCESSORS OVER $100

Apple Writer II, III - Apple ,I, III

PFS: Write - IBM PC, Apple II

Super scripsit - TRS 80 Model III/IV

Word Star - IBM PC/PC Jr., Apple II, Zenith

r
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ACTIVITY #1 Input.

With your Word Processing program, type in the foll6wing sentences. Don't
worry about correcting errors. Just type the lines below and finish each
sentence.

My name is

My phone number is

I am taking an Adult Education class in

My favorite color is

Today I hope to

Go to ACTIVITY #2 without turning off the computer.
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ACTIVITY #2 - Scrolling.

The computer screen is like a window through which you see one section of yourtext at a time. To see other sections, you have to "scroll" the text up or
down, right or left. The term "scroll" suggests a resemblance to the scroll
documents of ancient times. Although a computer does not look like the long
strips of paper that could be written on and rolled up, many people find that
the image of reading up and down helps. Some word processors move to the
"next screen" (instead of scrolling down) or move to the "previous screen"
(instead of scrolling up).

Use the sentences you completed in ACTIVITY #1 to determine how your computer
performs the following. (Does it use,* oripp or 0 or 10 or a function
key?)

1. Move the cursor to the bottom of what you've written.

2. Go to your phone number line.

3. Gc to the last line.

4. Go to the first line (Can you do it without using the arrow keys?)

4)ti
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ACTIVITY #3 - Inserting

The word .sect means to add characters to the words already on the page.
Find out the key or command you need to use on your word processor to insert
a character, then type the words in the columns below:

I. sap

2. men

3. boom

4. sat

5. for

6. raid

7. lap

8. eat

Now, using the insert key or command, insert a letter to change each of these
words to mean what is listed below. For example, to change "sap" to a word
meaning a "cleanser" we would insert "o" to make the word "soap."

1. cleanser

2. nasty, terrible

3. to flower

4. chair

5. quartet

6. pigtail

7. lighting fixture

8. toward the sunrise

qsea 'dwei 'pli.e.Aq 'Anoj 'leas 'wooN 'ueaw 'duos :a13msNv
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ACTIVITY #4 - Inserting Characters

Type the sentences and then decide where the characters indicated below
need to be inserted to make the sentence correct.

1. The team rose from the tea kettle.

2. Please do not lose this door.

3. I will give you five cents or each empty bottle.

4. The princess sat at the window, combing and low-drying her her.

5. The cattle were gazing in the pasture.

6. It was our fist fight; I do not remember the case.

7. The pioneers traveled wet in wagon rains.

8. A lit pane with teen students aboard is missing.

9. Noone here knows how to count to 144 by elves.

LETTERS THAT NEED TO BE INSERTED:

1. s

2. c

3. f

4. b

5. r

satqam4 'auo ON '6

uaarnl 'auPld 61011 '86. r, u
sup.41 64sam
asneD '3s.41.1 -97. s, t

6ul.zeJ6 s
r4opci *t8. gh, 1, fif
,AO} *E

asolo *z9. one space and tw
weals 1

:913MSNV
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ACTIVITY #5 - Deleting

Decide what key or command your word processor uses to delete a character,
or word. (Some word processors use the delete key, or back space, or spacebar.) Then type tnese nine sentences.

I. I'm not just bregging when I say I'm the most popular fellow in school.

2. I guess I have at least two dozen close friends.

3. Recently I received a letter proposing marriage from someone I have never met.

4. My savings account has six thousand dollars in it.

5. I have a scrapbook of newspaper stories about my exciting trips to foreignlands.

6. On my desk is a photo of me driving a Mercedes Benz.

7. Ivy College keeps telling me not to forget to apply for admission.

8. I am going to get a Ph. D in European history.

9. My uncle is a commander in the navy.

As you can see, the person who wrote these sentences is not being very truthful.
By leaving out the following (deleting) characters and words, we can see what
the person really meant to be writing.

I. not

2. dozen

3. proposing marriage

4. thousand

5. my

6. me driving

7. to forget

8. Ph.

9. com ... der in the navy
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ACTIVITY #6 - Replacing.

Now do you get rid of a character or word that you have typed and replace it
with another? Type the following words and then using the key or command for
replacing on your word processor, change 2 letters (characters) in each wordto make a new word.

1. act

2. art

3. tow

4. owe

5. won

6. dairy

1. a grown-up kitten

2. rodent

3. 2

4. sorrow

5. possess

6. journal

&leo *9

uMO s
aom
OMB .£

leJ z
leD I

:S?J3MSNV
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ACTIVITY #7 Plovina Blocks

A block of text can be anything from a word to a whole file. A block is a sectionof your document that you want to handle as a unit. You may want to erase it,
move it, copy it, or save it. Find the command, key, or process in your word
processor in which text to be moved is marked. In many word processors, the begin-ning of a block of text to be moved is marked by moving the cursor ther,-.. and press-ing a key or combination of keys. The cursor is then moved to the end of the textto be MOVE.. and the same marking process is repeated. Next,the cursor is movedto the place in the document where the block is to be moved, after which, if youpress a key or combination of keys, the block can then be copied and/or deletedand copied.

Type in the following poems:

Hickory dickory dock
The mouse ran up the clock
Its fleece was white as snow
And everywhere that Mary went
Hickory dickory dock

Mary had a little lamb
The clock struck one
The mouse ran down
The lamb was sure to go

Decide what key or command your word processor uses to move blocks of text.
Make each of the poems read properly.
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This feature is really two articles ,

in one First and foremost, it is
an article about how to help

develop word processing
skills One of the "secrets" to doing
this is to breal, instruction down into
bite-size lessons. each of which intro-
duces and helps develop one of five
basic word processing skills On the
following pages you will find a student
lesson on each of these skills'

File Retrieval. This usually re-
fers to the ability to retrieve or call
up information from a disk.

Cursor Movement. The cursor,
that video marker that indicates
where type will next appear on the
screen. is essential to word process-
ing With the help of a word process-
ing program. the cursor can move
about and :;,alit. corrections any
where in text

Text Deletion. This is the pro-
cess of removing characters, words.
or blocks of type from text

Text Insertion and Replace-
ment. The process of inserting char-
acters. words, or blocks of type
Sometimes this is done in place of
other text (text replacement): some-
times in addition to other text (text
mserttar.).

.

Text Creation. This is the sum
of the previous four skills Put them
all together, and you are read\ to
create an original sentence para-
graph. story. poem. or essay Vords
are now easily added, deleted.or oth-
erwise movf.d about the -creen
You'll be amazed how much quicker
creativity comes

Another "secret" to teaching word
processing effecti..eh is to in. orpo-
rate language arts exercises into el
er: lesson This makes students
aware of how word processing can
make writing easier. hence. encour-
aging them to learn the necessary
skills The activities in this feature
provide exoenence with editing writ-
ing and roan, other lanagt arts
skills. ano can be performed on am
word processing software

This article has a second side tt it
It is also th( tale of the late Moms
Q. Moneybucks and the outrageous
incidents that result after the reading
of his last will and testament. Moms
was an eccentric old fellow who had
original ideas on how his personal
possessions should be divided among

A

49

his three children. Dons. Horace,
I

and Chlons . oh yes. and their
faithful butler. Max The complex
story of his legacy unwinds through-
out these word processing lessons It
is loaded with family intrigues. mys-
terious messages. and convolut,;
codes Don't worry, though they're
all meant in fun (Morris took care
that no one would leave his estate
empty-handed I

This fascinating saga will motivate
even the most reluctant word proces-
sor to work on and learn the five
basic skills'

1
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RIDDEN PRIZE
Word Processing Skill. File re-
tneval
Language Arts Skills Following
directions, making inferences
Materials: Scrap paper Student
Task Card 1, and eight special data
files NOTE, CLOCK. PORCH SINK.
CELLAR. OVEN. CLOSET. and Plivi

Preparation: Using a word process-
ing program. create the following
eight files

NOTE

The first relatne to read thi, note
Will get a special prize
If 1w figures out the clues I wrote
And hid from greedy eyes,

Start at the clock and read the
clue

I'm serious. this is not funny'

Write down the letter that fills the
the blank.
It's worth a lot of money.
Keep reading my clues and filling
their blanks.
Then look at the letters that you
wrote down
Add them together.
And see what you've found

Fite 2. CLOCK
I have a _orch at the front of MN

mansion Go there to find the se
owl t rue

3 PORC H

There is a large s_rik to ',.he kitch-
en Go there for your next due

SIN1
Way down in the cell r is the next
clue to this mysten Are you
stumped yet'

CELLAR
The ove_ is a great place for bah-
mg and for hiding clues' gm.
you another hint you're getting
warmer'

ACTIVIT1 I:

(10 OVEN

Deep inside ms bedroom cLset
you will find the last clue

7 CLOSET

Read the five letters you have
used to fill the blanks They spell
the name of my favonte musical
instrument Look into that to claim
your prize (cantinu,d

3
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Congratulations'gratulations' You now own my:
walrus tusk collectior I know that
it bung you great happiness
By the way, please dust the piano
when you finish reading this note
I'd appreciate it'
Sincerely, Morns Q Monevbucks

Cut out and laminate Student Task
Card 1

Demonstrate how to load a word
processing program Then show stu-
dents the disk tor cassette' on which
the eight fie, for this acuvit are
stored Boot up the disk and teach
the class how to rcuiew the file
called NOTE.

Next give Students a little back-
ground on Mums Q Moneybucks
Morns was not your ordinary rich
man He was what vou might call an
"eccentric He left a will to his three
children but he also left notes all
over his mansion that promised still
another treasart to the first relatlyt-
to arm( di h:- nianqur. and %.1,1\ Ill(
(11.1( 11) hi, Nat.:, whet thy-
akuvn\ is al; about
ActivIt: Theft are eight notes in
all each is stored in a clifierem da'.4
file and has a secret file name Tell

students to start their search for
Moms notes with the NOTE. file the
rust called up Each note, including
this one. contains a clue to finding the
file that follows it The eighth file
contains the prize Students who can
retrieve each file correctly will find
what it is that Moms has left
for the lucky relation who arrives at
his mansion first (A walrus ti.ci col
lecturrl'I



HOUSE HUNT
Word Processing Skill: Cursor
movement.
Language Arts Skills: Following
directions. making inferences.
Materials: A transparency of Mor-
ns' house (sample on this page).
transparent adhesive tape. Student
Task Card 2, and the HOUSE text file.
Preparation: Using your word pro-
cessing program. make a screen full
of periods Save them under the file
name HOUSE

On a blank transparency sheet.
draw Morn,' house as shown on this
paw Tape the transparency to the
screen be sure that when you call up
the HOUSE file the penods on the
screen are aligned directly under the
lines on the transparency Position
the cursor at the ST ARI position

Cut out and laminate Student Task
Carc 2

keviev, cursor movement.
Demonstrate hov, the cursor

can be moved through the HOUSE file
Tell student> that Chlons. one of

Horace s tAc, sisters. is convinced
tha; there are more treasures to be
found in the Moneybucks. mansion It
is their job in this activity to help her
locate them

ACTIVIT1 2:

Activity. Mdkr sure the cursor is at
the Si Nil position on the transpar
enc.% of Morns' house Then have
students follow the directions on Ac-
twity Card 2. They are asked to "re-
visit" the house locations that Horace
explored in Activity 1. At each stop
on their journey they will find a single
letter. Tell them to keep track of all
eight letters that they come to. The
eight letters together spell the name
of an additional treasure that Horace
overlooked (A neckince

MORRIS'
HOUSE

E

120-X

lA*E_11,

Mak, 0 ttatt.parin,-, it,114k, filo kat or man. hidden tr( akar(
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TNICE-TYPED TEXT
Word Processing Skill: Text dele-
tion
Language Arts Skill: Determ.rung
correct spelling of words in a pas
sage
Materials: The text file DOUBLE and
Student Task Card 3

Preparation: Using your word pro-
cessing program, type the following
file into the computer. (Be sure to
include misspellings.) Save the file on
a blank disk or cassette under the
name DOUBLE.

FILE DOUBLE

M dear Maax,
M childreen. as you may re-

memmber, are a bin selfish. 1 know
the will be angry iff you receive too
mans items from my estaate I am
venting this letter, therefore, to tell
you off things thhat I have hidden
foor you in thee attic.

Among the throngs I have saved
fort you are my bowling ball. the
enurre soda bottle collection, twellve
beetle boxaes. and my green books

he certain to remooye the items
whhen Dons, Horace and Chlonss
are not booking. Don't get caaughti!
Stricerel:,. Moms Q Moneybucks

Show children how to delete text
on the video screen Then show
them how to save a data file on a
blank disk or cassette

Cut out and laminate Student Task
Card 3

ACTIVITY 3:

Activity: Tell students to call up the

11(4 RI F file and follow the instruc-
tion- on ')tudent Task Card 3 The
,ard :ells them to delete all the extra
It-',Ters tho rine in the words tr. the

.(1,:F tt \t Hai e kids make 3 print-
,ut ,t neir Aorl-, and then sae it on
1 ,11.1, ,t- ,d-,1-t-',Ir

52
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TOO SHORT FOR WORDS

Word Processing Skills: Text in-
-( r.or, reptat ement
Language Arts Skill: Determining
Ai.rc ricaririL; t.hp Pugh context
Materials. -E_Eult.A.1 text file and
*`'0,10r71. 1-3:.i% Card 4

Preparation I sing your word pro-
,.(.--mng program. type the following

:nt, the ,omputer Sae the file
11,h 41" as,...ette ur der the

name F 1,E(JR-11

FILE TELFGRAM
DEAR MAX

I M \,ERY SAD 2 HEAR ABOUT
MORRI.,-, M ON MY WAY
TO D klAMION MY CAR BROKE

)WN ILB A LITTLE LATE
E1'..F. COLLECT MY THINGS

o Ht )RALE N CHLORIS DO NOT
TAKE M M BRINGING MY DE-
LICIOUS BROWNIES 2 U. (NO
LOOT. No BROWNIES).

R L GOING SHOPPING TODAY'
Y DON T U HAVE A BONE READY
4 V ALDO WHEN WE ARRIVE' HE
WOULD LOVE I

SINCERELY.
DORIS

Show students how to insert and
replace words in an existing test file

Cut out and laminate Student Task
Card 4

ANL.

. --Jew 3T
''.40tiPirqw.e..,,

esra;Ak.,

Activity: Tell students to call up the
TELEGRAM file and follow the instruc-
tions on Student Task Card 4. The
card tells them to replace all the
shortened word symbols they find to
the TELEuFtAM file with correctly
spelled words For example, "sad 2
hear . should be replaced with
"sad to hear and "I L B A little
late" ,hould be replaced with "1 will
be a little late."

When they're finished, have stu-
dents make a printout of their work

Iand exchange it with a neighbor to
check spelling Then save the work
on a disk or cassette
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ACTIVITIES 5 - 8

INVITING

ACTIVITIES AND MORE
Word Processing Skills: Text cre-
ation. plus additional practice with the
four won) processing skills previousl,
introduced.
Language Arts Skills: Letter com-
position. following directions.
Materials: DATE text the and Stu-
dent Task Cards 5. 6. 7. and 8.
Preparation: Using a word process-
ing program. type the following file
into the computer Sae it under the
name NvITE

FII.E INVITE
Dons Monevbucks
and Wilbur Weedwacker
corthalk invite you
to their wedding
PLACE
ADDRESS

DATE.
TIME-
RECEPTION

Kindly RSVP (that's French for
let us know if you can make a").

Cut out and lab 'nate Student Task
Cards 5-8

I

r-.. -.. v
: --

Z., . A -:%,k
Activity: Have students call up the
LNVITE file and complete Student
Task Cards 5-8, in order In cards 5
and 6, kids are asked to insert and
change information on the wedding
invitation found in the DAM file In
cards 7 and 8, students are instruct-
ed to write onguial letters to Dons
taking the roles of Horace and
Chlons. respectively.

For each activity, students make a

printout of their work and then save
it under a :Ile name of their choice.

Thomas E. Boudrot is a computer
coordinator for instrucUan in the Alief
Independent School District in Alief.
TX. He is also the author of Byte-
Sized Activities The Generic Word
Processing Activity Book (Scott,
Foresman and Company; 1985).
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r TASK CARD 1

Hidden Prize
CS.,1a7:\ Cr*. 76 CSZ VIha CNZ.

When Hordtc arrix mail
sion of his father. the late M Q N1,1,
eybucks. ht Sound a note It was
written in poetic form

Horan isn't too smart See if
can help him follow the tristri',:t.ons
on the note

1 Retrieve the file caller Non- It

will lead ou to a second fit Plow 11,
i.fic letter that goes in the blank sp,i,

thc sc«ind file and a will lea(1 %on

dnolic, flit
2 I here are five files that wort.

like v% rite down the missing let-
( t n, cat h fik put the ;owls togt'th

er and mull find the file lat teils
whai Moms left Horace

.t l nu !call% deserve a part of the
Urn for helping, wt Is it sonxthurg
'hat can he ,,hd-ed'

Twice-Typed Text

Complete Task Card 2 before you to
the card

Moms' faithful butler Max unco%
ered an unusual letter while cleaning
Call up the tiUBLE fib and read it

L1. Sometimes the old electric
typewriter that Moms used typed
double letters where only a single

letter belonged Ci,n you find exam-
ples of this in his note)
Delete second letters wherever the%
do not belong

2 Make a printout of Your ark
Then save it under a new name
so that you can call it up again d
necessart

r TASK CARD 2
House Hunt

IS,IN,a2*NL).--:->0:,41c7"--6.1%1:41-7.,,,.10SI%-?slt1;0aSD(ISP
Complete Task Card I before you in
this card

Chloris. the youngest Money-
bucks. was furious that her brother
Horace found the walrus tusks first

Lhlons decided to see if there was
something else to steal er. find in
the house

I Call up the HOUSE file Tape the
maze transparency of Moms'house to
the screen Be sure that the periods

on the screen are underneath

the lines of the maze on the transpar-
ency

2 Position the cursor at the word
START. then move your cursor
through the maze of the mansion and
"revise (in order' the seven places
that Horace visited in Activity 1: the
clock. porch, sink cellar. oven, clos-
et. and piano. Write down letters you
find along the wa%

3. What do the% spell) Could it be
the fanl% heirloom that Chlons has
been searching for

r TASK CARD 4 '11
Too Short for Words

oi:tt 0.4%; .."Rtrips.fr. . '141. lo %
Complete Task Card 3 before you try
this card.

Dori:. tie final inheritress of the
Moneybucks fortune, lived in Wash-
ington. D.C.. about 900 miles awry
from the mansion. When the bed
news about Moms came. she packed
her dog, Waldo, and her Siamese
cats into her car (she was afraid to
fly) and started out for the mansion.
The Journey went smoothly for the
first mile or so. Then the car broke
down.

Doris immediately sent a telegram
to the butler. Max. (She was afraid of
what her brother and sister might be
up to without her.)

1. Call up the TELEGRAM file and
read whit Dons salt' to Max. flovs
shortened many of the ,ords the
telegram so that it would be cheaper
for her to send Change the short-
ened words that she used into cor-
rectly spelled words.

2. Make a printout of your work..4
Then save it under a file name of 101
your hoice.
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r TASK CARD 5 1
An Inviting Activity

Nzt Ni Nk* N.1*
Complete Tisk Card !letore
this card

Dons surpnsed everyone- she de-
cided to marry Wilbur, the man who
repaired her tar' Atter some
thoo,,kt the couple decided tt wouk
be bt._ ,,) get married 111 fransvIva-
nia. (Wilbur is a castle butt

1. Call up the NN1TE file. You will
find the beginnings of a wedding
invitation

Complete the imitation to show
the following information.
PLACE: Transylvania Castle
.NDDRESS. 1313 Vampire Court.
Transylvanta
DATE October 31. 1986
TIME Midnight
RECEPTION: Pumpkin pie will be
seri, ed.

3 Make a pnntout of your com-
pleted invitation Also. save it under
a rile name of your choice

r TASK CARD 7 I
Saying No Gracefully

Complete Task Card 6 before you try
this card.

"Attend Dons' wedding' Are you
ILkidding' I never really c.ared for 1)o-
ns. She was a very bossy big sister!"

1 PretenJ that you are Horace
Wnte a letter to Dons to inform
her that you will not attend the

wedding in Transylvania.
2. In your letter. tell Dons about

all the beautiful things she turned
down when she didn't show up at the
mansion. inducting the walrus tusks
and the necklace

3. Make a pnntout of your let-
ter. Then save a under a special
tile name

TASK CARD 6
A Change of Plans

At". .- ist'. eisAtz,oti, is; ...no. 40'4.4

Complete Task Card 5 hefore you try
this card

kfter some thought. Dons and V (I-
bur hided that they didn't want to
wait until Halloween to marry It was
too far off for them. They agreed that
Valentine's Day would be a more ap-
propnate holiday for a marriage. any-

way. They decided to change some
of the other wedding plans. too.
1 Call up your invitation the

2. Change the invitation to show
that the date (s now February 14.
1986

3 Change the note about the re-
cepuon to read that guests should
bring their own chocolates.

4 Add a personal note at the bot-
tom of the invitation to Horace or
Chlons.

5 Make a pnntout of the file.
Save the tile in ease you need it
later

TASK CARD 8 -111
Do"&"7 Will"

Complete Task Card 7 be /ore you by
this card.

Chlons and Dons usually got along
as children.

1. Pretend that you are (lions
Wnte a letter to Dons to inform her

t you do plan to attend the wed-
g Be sure tote!! her Your airplane

flight number,Ls well as the day and

time of your amval m Transylvania.
2. While you're at it, a few ques-

tions about Wilbur are in order. Also,
how about his family? Will they be
attending? Are Waldo and the cats
going to be there. too? Ask Dons for
some more details about the big
event.

3 Print out your letter. Save
the file.
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DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

What is a database?

A database management program is like an electronic filing system. Database
management programs are used in hundreds of different ways. For example-

-Business people use them to store information about their.
customers.

-School librarians use them to store information about the
books they have it the library.

-Airline companies use them to store information about
flight reservations.

- Police departments use them to store criminal records.

- Adult Educators use them to keep track of their Adult

Eaucation students' enrollment, contact hours, GED scores,
or pre/posttest scores.

The word 'data' simply means information. That information may be words or
numbers or both. A 'base' is a starting point or central location or collection
of stored information. A database management program is a computer program
that manages (organizes, stores, and retrieves) data (or information).

There are many database management software applications currently on the
market. They include:

AppleWorks Apple Computer, Inc. Apple II Series

File Microsoft Macintosh

The Consultant Batteries Inc. Commodore

Profile 4 Plus Compusoft Radio Shack

Data File Manager Softbyte Computing Radio Shack

Database 3 Holiday Software IBM-PC, CP/M

PFS:Report Software Publishing Apple

PFS:File Software Publishing Apple, IBM

DB Master Stoneware, Inc. Apple

Condor I, III Condor Computer Corp. IBM, Apple

VisiFile VisiCorp Software IBM-PC

dBase II, III Ashton-Tate IBM, CP/M

Data Manager 2 TimeWorks Commodore
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Database

What equipment will you need?

You will need a purchased software database program, and your basic computer.
Most database software packages also require the use of a disk drive, and a
printer. Since a database program must be able to instantly look at large amounts
of information the use of a 'cassette' is not recommended. In fact, because
of the huge quantity of information they carry, many database programs call for
a minimum of two disk drives one for the program itself, and the other drive
reserved for the data disk.

You may be able to run a database without a printer, but you will lose much of
what a database program can do for you. Besides being useful for hardcopy
printouts of mailing lists, test scores, class lists, telephone numbers, you
will also want a printer for those systems that can give jou database information
in the form of tables and charts.

What to look for in a database

since a databaseis only as good as the way it arranges and sorts information,
you should determine how well the program you want to use arranges and sorts
the information you have entered. Can you sort through your information and
pull out just the students that are at a certain age and of Hispanic origin?
Can you arrange all the students in your class alphabetically? Other con-
sideration should include the ease of data entry, ease of updating information,
and program speed. Since a database system spends most of its time looking
for information, the speed at which the program accesses and sorts data should
be a prime concern. If you need to change addresses often does it take a long
time to call up a students' name? Can you ask for any name, or do you have
to sort through all the names? Another important area is exactly how much
data can be stored in the database program. How many records? How many
characters? What kind of printing options are available - can you print re-
ports, or mailing labels? How helpful is the manual or program itself? Some
programs have 'help' notations while you're working on the database prograw.
Finally, database programs range from under $100 to well over $500. So, you
need to decided what you can afford.

How a database works

A data-base management program generally consists of two main parts: (1) a
form with blanks which you fill with information ahout each member of the
database (a group of people, enrollment, addresses, sex, age): and (2) a
routine for sorting the information into categories, and printing the resulting
list or report.

For example Using a database program, you can keep track of the students
currently enrolled in a GED class. The information ycu enter into the com-
puter is organized into fields, records, and files.

Fields- Different categories or items of information are called fields.
(Some programs call them variables) The space for a students'
name would be a field. The space for the students' sex, or age
would be a field.
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Records - A record is a collection or listing of related fields. The
data or information that you enter into the computer on one
person (their name, age, address, sex, GED score) is called
a record.

Fields
or

Readings

Data

liPaPP.5k-4z6E44*-IMPF30-'4A-t-hia-t,a

John Smith

4

a71dress I; 110 Cricket Lane

'Phone Num]: 512-434-2111

10ccupatiot":1 PrograrPmer

.yieliaMOCIErrriaik4W41.4aOalop

Files The word file refers to a collection of related records. All of
the student records make up one file. A file may consist of
dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of records. All of the
students in a GED class would make up a file. We would probably
call it file "GED Class".
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LORD THE

nunG SYSTEM

When you load your database program into your computer the firs, thin you see
is the Database Menu. A typical menu looks like this:

Database Menu

1. Develop Format
2. Add Records
3. Search Records
4. Print

1. Develop Format

To develop a tormat press "1" on your computer keyboard and then press
the enter or return key. The program may ask you to name your file. For
our example, it will be called "CLASS", since we're keeping track of the
students in the GED class.

Based on what information you want to know about the class, you must develop
a blank format or outline of the fields you want in each students' record. The
number of fields you can have in your format depends on the sophistication of
your database program.

CLASS

Name

Address
Sex

Ethnic

Age

Total Hours

2. Add Records

Once you have created the format you then need to add the information
needed for each student. Your program will return you to your format starting
with the name of student #1. After you type in all the information for student
#1, the program automatically goes to student #2. You type in all the infor-
mation until you have finished with the GED class.

CLASS

Student
Name Jose Castro
Address 321 81rn
Sex Male

Ethnic Hispanit
Age 25

Total Hours 39

Student 02
Name Connie Jones

Address 105 East

Sex Female

Ethnic White
Age 41

t.. Total Hours 98

In some database programs it is easier for the
computer to retrieve information if they ara in
codes. For example sex would be coded as '1' for
male and '2' for female.
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FS-EARCH.

3. Search Records

Once you have all the records stored in a file, your database program will
let you search that file many different ways. You might ask the computer to
search for all the males in the class, or the students who came to class more
than 35 hours.

In addition to searching for different records most programs will arrange
your records in alphabeltical or numerical order. This is called sorting.
Some can also sort data into categories and subcategories and present the

information in the form of an organized list or table.

4. Print

Every database management program includes an option for printing the records
of any file. You can print out just the information for student #1, all
the names of the males in the GED class, or all the students you were in class
every day. If you want to mail newsletters to the students in the GED class
you can tell the computer just to print mailing labels with the name and address.

What else?

In mcr database programs
there are many more menus and

ANN .a..
me,

options to pick from than those
mentioned above. This flowchart
chows the options and menus that
are available in the AppleWorks
database program.
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GUIDELINES FOR USING A DATABASE SYSTEM

',Creating the Format:

- When storing names, create separate fields for first and last names.
- Be certain to allow enough space for data in each field.
- Create a "miscellaneous field" (dummy) to allow expansion.
- Make the first field the one you will likely search or sort on
most often.

- Create fields in the order you will most likely use in printing
hardcopy. (i.e., mailing labels are usually priAted with name,
street address, and city/state.)

-Plan for adequate expansion room on each disk.
- Name the data disks so that they let you know what kind of data
is stored on that disk.

-Select field names that are meaningful.

Inputting the Data:

- Spell correctly and consistently.

-Decide ahead of time whether data should be stored as numeric or
alpha-numeric. Be consistent. Don't use both forms. (i.e., use
June 6, 1986, or 06/06/1986)
- Don't use commas in large numbers if you intend to sort on that
field. ( Many programs won't include in the sort what comes
after a comma . This includes names and timbers.)

',Maintaining the Data File:

- Frequently make backups of data disks.

- Purge needless records form your data-file. (Delete them)
- Gain skills needed to add, delete, and modify information in
fields.

-If data disks become full, use copy utilities to split files
into 2 or more disks.

- Create and store frequently using printing formats.
- When necessary, use utilities (or menus) to modify your data-file
format.

-When necessary, use utilities (or menus) to merge data-files.

.41..141111.r

6;

11411..kAL
u:diri4irr

411.14..A. 411
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DATABASE PROGRAM

Each of the following definitions below have something to do with a
database program. Match the letter pith its definitioo.

1. A list of tasks that a program can do.

2. A central location for related information.

3. A collection of related records.

4. Different categories or items of information. Sometimes
called variables.

5. Being able to go through all your information and retrieving
that information by certain specifications.

a. sorting/searching

b. database

c. menu

d. fields

e. file
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ACTIVITIES FOR USING A DATABASE SYSTEM

Activity #1 Creating a format for the database

Suppose you want to keep a file of the 10 students in your GED class. Using
your database program create a format for this file (database) which includes
field headings for the following:

Last name
- First name

-Street address
-City

-State

-Zip code

-Sex

-Ethnicity
- Age

-GED Math Score
-GED Reading Score
-Total Hours Attended

Activity #2 Inputting data

Type in the information for each field for 10 students. Each student's
information represents one record. You will probably need to go to the
menu and ask to add new records, or update information.

Create a Format 1

rriefo
L

I Data

IIIPEIT
13 II
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Did you name your file "CLASS"? %
Nk /

eP

MIER..
, THREE

Activity #3 Updating the file

Since you first put in the information some changes have been made. Make
the needed changes in your database.

Two of the 'tudents have changed their addresses.
-One student retook the GED math test and got a higher grade.
One student retook the GED reading test and got a lower grade.

-One student had a birthday, change the age.

- One student torgot to sign in on one day and you didn't give them
credit for 5 hours of instruction.

Activity #4 Retrieving/searching the file

Using the specific menu or utility on your database program search your
database for the following.

-All students with the same last name.
- All students that are male.

-.111 students that scored below 30 on the GED math test
- All students living in your city.

-All students scoring above 35 on the GED reading test.

WETRIEVE
/
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Activity #5 Sorting your file

Using the menu and/or utility on your databases correctly go through the
steps to sort your database to obtain a list of the students in the GED
class in the following order.

-alphabetically by last name

-from youngest to oldest ( by age)
- by zip code order

- by those males that are also under age 30
-by the least to most hours attended
- with a ranking ( lowest to highest) for math scores
lowest co highest reading scores

Activity #6 Removing information from your file

The following information is no longer needed. Remove i;-. from your file.

One student got married and left class. You now have 9 students.
- One student wants to to called just by their first name.
One student moved to a new address but won't give you tne nee.
address

One student doesn't wan; anyone to know their ethnic background
- One student told you tt'ey really hadn't taken the GED reading
test

Activity #7 Printing information from your file

You need the following information from your Jatabase to show your supervisor.

- Print a list of all the students who have passed their GED reading
test.

- Print a list of all the students who have passed their GED math test.
-Print a list of all your students in the GED class. Include their
addresses, age, sex, and ethnicity.
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HOW TO SET UP A SOCIAL
STUDIES DATA FILE ON U.S. PRESIDENTS

\--""11111111464

PARTS OF DATA BASE
DATA BASE PRIMER

A data base management pro- lecuon or listing of related fields In
tit U S presionts data file, the
information in th- fields TERN. OF
OFFICE POLITIQ AL PART\ , and
ACHIFvEMENTS IN OFFICE for Franl,
lin I) Roost:kelt would bt 111 ont
record Tht TERM OF OFFICE POLIT1
CAL PART and ACHIFVEMENT IN
OFFICE for Woodrow Wilson would
malt up another record

3. Fil: A file is a collection of
related records The record for
Franklin D. Roosevelt. the record
for Woodrow Wilson, and record,
foe the 3t4 milt t U S president,
would make up a file

gram is like an electronic filing cabi-
ne, or a computenzed index-card
box It is ' piece of software that
Let, you organize. store. and re-
tilt xt iniormatior,

Al data management programs
cont w, three unpo. an', elements
field, records and files

1. Field: A field is a categor
or nen, of information For exam
pit. in the U.S presidents data file 1

in this feature TERM OF OFFICE PO
1.7'. AI PART\ and ACHIEVEMENTS
I\ ol } I, I arc fields

2. Record: A record is a col

AMINEIG

RM. Imensh
tisolovr
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

DESIGNiht "4 DATA FIU
When creating a data file, the first

thing you must do is to develop a
structural design that each data re
cord will follow The worksheet

shows a sample design for a
record on a II S president When
transferred to the computer, this re
cord should fill three screens This
allows students enough space to enter
detailed political and personal infor
mation about a president, and to list
the sources from which the triforma
tion was taken

Feel free to tailor the file design to
suit sour cumculum needs and the
make-up of your particular data man
ag ment program Thri make at
least one cops of the worksheet to;
eat h of sour students

DISCUSSING
TERMS IN THE FILL

tor( students begin gathering ir,
tormatton tor the file, the need t( bt
fins en a standard format for filling in
tht for each record (It
ha \ e used d compntenzed datrl flue

\ (IL knov, hov, difficult it is to re
tnes( data it it has not been spells d

\ anr' Input in a simile st,,t,
int ndmt - 0: \ fit. (I
r ' ,;I( A- , ii.,s dl- .

, lot rt
hi,v

,,ojir Cd*, 10; fit IT

1;,, 1.17- I t 01 -lit -at,1;)I it ,
page

'1\ AM! ht lOrTn,r for tuI rig. r.
jl't - halm. tht.

KNOWN POP"ARLI AS Students fill
in this field with a popular nickname
for the president, such as "Tedd\
for Theodore Roosevelt, or with a
popular phrase. such as "First in war,

first in peace, first in the hearts of his
countrymen' for George Washing
ton

TERM OF OFFILE Students should
fill in two years for each president
the year the president first sersed
and the year he left the office For
example, ?resident Jimms Carter s
term would be filled in this way
FROM )97E TO 1986

7 1

11=1
HOW BECAME PRES The usual way

a person becomes president is by
winning a presidential election that is
conducted ever four years To win a
presidential election one must at
quire a majonts of diet toral votes
(winning the popular stote is not
enough) If no candidate for president
wins a majonts of the electoral votes
the U S Houst of Representatises
elects the president Two presidents,
Thomas Jefferson (in 18011 and John
Quinc Adams (in 1825; entered the
()sal oificzt this was Also some We
presidents became president when a
president died in office resigned
was removed from offke, or for
some other reason could not fulfill the
duties of the presidencs Nine VICE
presidents became president in such
ways As a clas,s, agree on standard
terms to describe how each president
came into office (e g Electoral Col-
lege House of Rep: Filled Death
Vac ancs

POLITILA1 PART) Discus the his-
tor and ideologs of the vanous polit-
ical parties students will encounter in
their research Importan, I S

uaroes include tht Fedtrahst
Antil-ederabst Denys-Tau( -Ret(Jb1,-
car. National Republk-ari Democrat,-
it 'A tug Republican. Greenndtk
Popultst Progress's t and Amencan
pIrties (Check entstiopechaL for
mort information or, the partit--

7' r, c-,1 r pn J. r I 0, ,';,,
Crdl, rd. than 1,/t rd.

A. 11:! .:; 1\ );.Li. FU (a,1_

prt. -rat stuocr - rr,Jl. Crn Nt
Plc a. nit Gilt I rt), wt ;t Li
nr . important and 1 imp at G sirs'
summar\ thrr ,:somching tha:

tht - e

SZ171,0 -,1.1^.711(1, 1'41: IV. -int
Cs s atm,- ements "states act

Corps, ordered naval blockade of
Cuba dunng Missile Cnsis, ordered
end to racial discnrnination rn federal
Is-subsidized housing



EVENTS DURING ADMINISTRATION

StHents should compose a short
summary of the most important U.S
events that took place during the
president's acirrurustration For exam-
ple, during Lyndon B. Johnson's ad-
ministration. the following Important
events took place. "Gulf of Tonkin
incident (beginning of Vietnam Vvar).
first wall, in space, Vietcong Tet of-
fensive, assassinations of Martin Lu-
ther King, Jr and Robert Kennedy,
riots outside Democratic conven-
tion

MIEPARING

STUDENTS FOR RESEARCN

Divide the class into pairs of stu-
den,s, and assign each pair the re-
sponsibilits of gathering the record
data for at least one president (Make
sure all 40 presidents are assigned I

Arrange for students to go to the
school library to use reference
sources. or provide sources in the
classroom (Helpful reference maten-
als include encyclopedias, the Draw-
nar, of American Bwgraph, and bi-
ographies of American presidents 1
Students also ma find valuable infor-
mation m counts libraries. local mu-
seums, and college libraries

Before hasing students gather
da,a work with them to fill in one
sample form (Set sample record on
George Viashington at left )

Explain to students that the\ may
not alwas s be able to fill in all of the
fields on the form for eser' presi
dent For example there are some
pre,idents who do not hase a nick-
name or e ouAt dhoti' therr tha'

,a1C, Dc r-- -ec ih ;h i"
\ iv

GATHERING

AND ENTERING DATA

)" sIJOt.-1;- /art TErsC%
re-q arch Disinbute cope, of tht
kr/11,T1t-t'l on page 17 Tell students
to u-t the II mate real- to fit
u !hie wrt..,h,et,, At the bo.t,w
t ,I( t. w orktic t uncle! KEPI kE \
students should jot down the titles of
the sources (and the page numbers)
the used to get their information

Once studentshave filled in at least
one form, have them exchange forms
and check them for accuracy To
check a form, students should look
up the informatmi in the books listed
on the worksheet under REFERENCE
They should check for factual accura-
cy as well as correct spelling and
abbreviation, and make corrections
as needed

Have students check the format of
the data also For example, are the
dates for TERM OF OFFICE written in
the correct format' if an incorrect
format is spotted, students should
make amendments according)

students should examine carefully
the ACHIEVEMENTS IN OFFICE and
EVENT DURING ADMLNISTRATION data
Items if students don't think that the
achiesements and events listed on
the data form are the most important
ones to put in the file the should
discuss other possibilities with the
L.assmates who wrote the data

Once forms have been checked
students can take turns entering the
data into the computer For this task.
it's best for students to enter date
from forms that the themselves did
not fill in or check One person
should type while a partner reads the
Instructions and data Eacr, parsner
should check the data for accuracy

11VNG TIE FRI
`IOW students have no k createc a

tilt of data about the tha'
can help them stuns a Nanci.
question-, such as

Which presidentl- came into ofike
without being elected-

Wha. are the orr-.1 ir. D:t
1.,j*" t I. u pa lion- of

V ,16:, '

get r. s numDer .13( 11,

Wrueh president sent c tn. long
lent; In Of1-1, c

Is there and be 11A c en

ter, nth of tern, in ofn, t alio the
at tut t mew- male he pre nt

I- the re an \ re Lii,n,le;
length of term en offs,( anc, she the
the country was at war'

Which first ladies made important
contributions to our country?
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Looking at epub can presidents
as a group and Democratic president,
as a group, are there any major chi-
feren(o. in the groups' achieve.

Did most presidents hold a political
office pnor to becoming president'

Which presidents were mos! effec-
Use'

Hate each student choose one of
the pre vious questions or deft( a

difie rent question on the presidents
and ust the date file to produce a

printout that is useful in answenng
the question

Most data management programs
hate a function that allows students
to pnnt hsts of speciallt selected in-
formation from their record file
Teach stud, is how to use your data
management software to retriete
specific information For example,
with the Scholastic pis hi( program
students fill in a "Print Spec* form
that tells the computer which fields to
print from each record For example .
tf the question exar _Ines the relation-
ship betw eer, vanous president- po-
litical parties and achievements it 01-
fitt ale\ probablt would wan;
pnr.: the date licteG in the \ msti
1 1 , 1 , 1, 1.-:,1,1s awl ;till} \I \I! ;\
of 1 LI lit Id, emit

student- aim use the Pnrr spec
tom, it, teL the t outer h( w tt-, rir
gewt int records aeiore pnrcam. int
list F0- cxampit d studentsar( I ')!-
Lr: Int presidents polite
and at'rut-ternents thet mgr wan:
to sor; tht form, so ,ha: al! tot :ire:
dent- tut one pant would be grou;tc
topetne- iTht box at ngh snow s
n sam:ti, report that ha- be 7 ,7)7 ed

a pa-4

l Al, do . ":1
-r 1,; :Jrrit Ir '1

All in'rJ
111.I tot .,'?2,,Istl Pr rite

v .c -,ud! n: tit IT. 1 .7 dilt.

;11, k 1)( thti alt 'N 11)1 11

'I" 1! th< mien, h.! tow
! or! wit - l prui: 10! 10!

1! - haft the
1.1,c I: afikAAt ltif a (1,1c

Lion Sometimes the pnntout pro-
vides more information than students
need If that happens, tell students to
circle the information on the pnntout
that is directly related to their ques-
tion and then us: that information to
draw their conclusions.AIMMIIS

To answer some questions com-
pletely, students may need to get
several different printouts and make
lists from these prtntouts. For exam-
ple. to answer the question, "Is there
an relationship between length of
term in office and whether the coun-
try was at war?" students may
ch(x)se to son one printout by TERM
OF OFFILL From the pnntout. stu-
dents make a list of presidents that
served the longest terms (headed by
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was
elected four tunes) and another list of
presidents that served the shortest
terms (headed by Witham H. Ham-
son who died a month after his mau-
gurauon). Then they compare those
fists with a rnntout of presidents in
office during wars.

In some cases, the data in the file
can on/y give part of the answer to
students' questions They may need
to look up additional reformation in
the library. For example, to answer
the quests ,n, Which presidents
were most effective)" students may
need to consult critical biographies
and pobucal editorials published in
newspapers anti magazines

It might be fun to tape everyone's
printout on the wall for a couple of
class, so all students will have a
chance to study the data Have stu-
dents discuss with their classmates
what they learned from their pnnt-
outs Also asst them to write up their
findings and report them to the class

ADOMNAL AMITIES
Here are some class projects stu-

dents can do using data from their
5le s

Conduct a panel discussion on the
top. "How to Prepare to Br:orne a
United States President To prepare

or the discussion, have student pan-
elists examine file printouts that
show the education, political parts,
previous occupations. and previous
expenenct of S presidents Note
how, many presidents were pollu-
aans, lawyers, and bankers
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Make a bulletin board display of
the U.S presidents At the top of the
board, tack paper letter, that read
"Hail to the Chiefs!" Use your data
file to prepare special printouts that
illustrate interesting collections of
data about certain presidents, such as
all the presidents born in Ohio, all the
presidents who didn't attend college,
or all the presidents who were for-
mer teachers Tack these printouts
and students' sketches of favorite
presidents throughout the board

Role-play the presidents. Have
each student select a president and
use information from the file to pre-
pare a hypothetical speech the presi-
dent might give to the American peo-
ple of his time. For example.
President Coolidge may talk about
Charles Lindbergh's flight across the
Atlantic, while President Lincoln
would probably add-,!ss the issue of
slavery Students will find information
in the ACHIEVEMENTS Es OFFICE and
E\ E'.Ts DURING ADMINISTRATIO\
fields particularle helpful in writing
then speeches The also may need
to consult additional sources. such as
newspaper and magazine articles
from the time period, to make then
speeches historically accurate

Have students take turns present-
ing their speeches to the class, with-
out telling classmates which presi-
dent they are. Encourage students to
incorporate physical clues, such as
military attire for President 6e-nt or
cowboy boots for President Reagan,
into their role-playing. The other stu-
dents try to guess which president
their classmates are "playing

Write a "help wanted' advertise
ment for the lob of U S president in
the year 2(00 What kind of qualified
uons do kids think the future presi-
dent should have What past expen
ences would be helpful' What
previous -upations' Compare
these qualifications to those needed
in a president during the early ISIXs

Beverb Hunter is the developer of
a series of data management instruc-
tional packages for social studies sci
ence. and language arts called Scho
lactu pt!, Curmulun; Data Baca
Material lot the. article Lame trim,
the package titled Scholastu pts t .S

Philo', Data Baso Dr Mar) Fur-
long is co-author of Schylasti, pry
1' S &sten Data Baso She is also
associate professor in the Depan
ment of Edumion at the UTIF
of San Francisco
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RICAN PRESIDENTS

Washington, George
KNOWN POPULARLY AS "First in
war, first in peace, first in the

arts of his countrymen
TERM OF OFFICE

OM 1789 TO 1797
HOW BECAME PRES.', Electoral Col-
lege
POLITICAL PARTY None
ACHIEVEMENTS IN OFFICr Set an
example for future presidents, two
terms, created the Ertl Cabinet
(department heads); put down
Whiskey Rebellion: signed the Jay
Treaty
EVENTS DURING ADMINISTRATION

Clashes between Alexander Ham-
ilton (Sec. of '1'reasury) and
Thomas Jefferson (Sec of State,
cause formation of f-st political
parties, French Revolution

PERSONAL DATA

NAME Georg Nasfungton
BORN 1732 DIED 1799

VOLITICAL MEM CV 1111 to

cieveia....;, Omar iseciond term)

Democratic
Unison, Itcdrow Democratic
Carter, Jima E. Demerit=
Johnem, lesion B. Democratic
Remedy, John V. Democratic
'rumen, ferry S. Dm1ocratic
Roosevelt, Pranklin D. Democratic
Cleveland, Grover Democratic

Jews Dmsocratic!Richman,
Pierce, reankila Democratic
Polk, Jere R. Democratic
Van Buren, Markle CNVOCTOLIC
Jackson, Ardent Democratic
Adams, John Quincy

Derocratic-itpubliCen
Monroe, James

Democratt&megibliemo
Millen, James

Derocratic-Impublican
Jefferson, Thomas

Demccratic-Depublkemo
Adios, John Moralist

BIRTHPLACE W stmoreland Coun-
t} VA
EDUCATION Finished schooling at
age 15
PRE ICUS OCCUPATION(S) Sun ever
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE Fough' in
French and Indian War. Con-.-
mander of Continental Arms
NAML Of "FIRST LADY Martha
Cusys
HER CONTRIBUTION Traveled ioni:
distances during the Revolutionar\
War to share her husband s harc

organi7t-:: a W4)IM
mp CITt it t( enc ciothe - to: tn
trow-

V biter Amencan Bt, traph,
19:9. pp 1097-1099

I The World Book Encyclopedte
1485 pp 8F.-6f,

4 sump., or,

Johnson, Marva Wational Union
mashington, George Mole
Rarriscm, Benjamin Depiollcan
Meagan, Ronald W. Republican
curd, Gerald R. 1101blacar.
Mixon. aicherd M. Republican
Eisenhower, Dwight D. Pemublicar
Hoover, Norbert C. Republican
Ccoldge, Calvin Republican
!larding, Warren G. Republican
Taft, William R. Rspublcar
Roosevelt, Theodore !Republican
McKinley, William Republican
Artha:. Chester A. Repuol.car
Garfield, 3aem A. Republica:
Raves, Rutherford B. Repuolicar
Grant. Ulysses S. Repub'icar
Lincoln, Abraham Republica:
Prlimore, Millard Whac
Tey:or. Zachary Whag
Tyler, John. Wag
Harrison. William B. Wig

Tr datc report printrd win

.1.0.e-'1 V- flic strIV thf pnctacw tr
7 i,113, at part e

or AVAILABLE
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COPY

0 YOUR NAME:

I AMERICAN PRESIDENTS DATA RECORD
DIRECTIONS: Use a reference book to find

' information about a U.S. president, and write It

in the spaces provided below

NAME:

KNOWN POPULARLY AS:

TERM OF OFFICE

FROM:

HOW BECAME PRES

POLITICAL PARTY.

ACHIEVEMENTS IN OFFICE

TO:

EVENTS DURING ADMINISTRATION:

PERSONAL DATA

NAME:

hORN: DIED.
BIRTHPLACE:

EDUCATION:

PREVIOUS OCCUPATION(S):

PREVIOUS EXPERIENLE:

NAME OF "FIRST LADY":

HER CONTRIBUTIONS.

REFERENCES
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data.
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would
recalculate
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UMW
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1
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1
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An electronic
paper, with rows,
are usually made-up

4=44444:.._.2

.

IF/

large

and a display

by numbers.

ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEETS

spreadsheet is like a very
columns, a work area,
of letters, and rows

Display Area

Rom

Spreadsheets

-store data

. _

can be used to:

(usually numbers)

based
of formulas we

on

I
Column

and display them either

on what Hata or numbers we put
use.

the row!, or columns of numeric

formulas and calculations, and
old numbers, or even wonder

numbers, the spreadsheet will

columns.

outcomes
the kind

-perform calculations

spreadsheet remembers
insert new numbers, change
happen if you used different
the entire worksheet.
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PARTS OF THE SPREADSHEET

Rows and columns intercept to form cells.

* Display

1

I

area

Line

then by the
B2.

a spreadsheet
are called

the cell
The edit

is currently

Display area

Edit line

.,0:, ''
,,,.........a....=6.;.6,-.....ti........,77.14"IPEdit

Cells

row number.

A cell

program,

values.

The display
where
line

located.

This

called

You can

or up
from

B
'. if

p 4

. 04111, r , CELL 62 ,,' .-

3 , .
_ , -

' ,,t .

4
,

N.

Rows

are named

ctn

words

the cursor
tells

columns

first by the column it intercepts, and
The coordinates of this cell are B and 2 or

contain a value, a formula, or a label. In
are called labels; numbers and formulas

area te'ls uou where the cursor is, and whether
is, contains a label, value or formula.

you what is inside the cell where the cursor

B2

Label
,IMIIIIIIIMer % 4 ''

spreadsheet
January.

move
and

one cell

C

3

4

5

January

indicates that inside cell B2 is a label which is

the cursor one cell at a time along a row (horizontally),
down a column (vertically). You can also move the cursor

on the worksheet to any other cell in one jump (direct

0 Ini Iii Ii1111 I 11111



Spreadsheet

1_1 1 1 11 1 hIll le 1111 Ile t I I--

move) depending on the software program you have.

You can label your rows and columns with words, numbers, or symbols. mi..

Labels can be placed anywhere in the worksheet.

On the spreadsheet below, we have words (level, ABE, ESL), numbers
....

(263, 456, 300, 151, 321, 185), and symbols ( ). The display
area indicates the cursor is in cell B2 which is a label. The edit ....

line indicates

Display

the contents of B2 is the month January.

iB
62

Area
LABEL

Edi t Januar 41?!---#eirt .
- -c'T'41,- e-

A B C D

I

2 Level January February March NMI

3

4 ABE 2E3 456 300

5 ESL 1:,1 3,1 185

6

7

8 .

If the cursor was at cell C4, the display area (cell inuicator) would
show C4,(that it was a value) and the edit line would show 456.

. U The column width can be changed. All the columns do not ;ove to be
the same size. For example student names can be in column A (and have
15 to 20 characters), and contact hours (about 3 characters) can be
in columns B, C, and D.

...
The spreadsheet software program you are using dictates how many rows
and columns you can use. Some of the new spreadsheets print side-
ways on the printer giving you more area to display the columns.

If we want to add or subtract (or multiply or divide) the numbers we
have in the columns we need to place formulas into the cells. Formulas

are used to ask "what if" questions. The formula symbols are the same
as tnose used in Basic language.

MII
II Addition +

....
Subtraction
Multiplication *

i.
Division /

.,

....

TI IIIII II II ll II I III I IIIIIII II I 1 II



Spreadsheet
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Functions are codes that stand for a common or complex calculation.
When you type a function into a cell, you are calling for a special
formula that operates on cells you specify or values you supply. All

functions start wi4' ''e @ sign ( the 'at' sign) and an abbreviation
that stands for the 'unction, such as @SUM. A function command tells
the computer to perform some kind of calculation, such as adding a
series of numbers, or finding the average of those numbers. Functions

I can perform more complex calculations th,n simple addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division such as averaging. Spreadsheet programs
may differ in how the computer enters formulas.

Depending on the spreadsheet you are using, you may have commands or
options on your spreadsheet such as:

blank format column

clear integer inserc

zap deleate left-aligned
II

move edit right-aligned

print store save

load quit review

add change copy

Some spreadsheets have a function called 'standard values'. Spread-

' sheet standard values specify how information in the spreadsheet will

I be displayed. Spreadsheet standard values tell, for example, whether

IF labels are left justified, right justified, or centered in cells.
They also tell how many decimal places values should have, or whether
they should have dollar or percent signs.

IIIiI

iI

I
... .R...I
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WHAT iF you were
number

needed to work
to buy the

II 1

I

1l
1111

111 I

I

1

I

1111

1111

I

1111

iir,

but you
enough money

planning to buy a computer,
of hours before you hada certain

computer.

Cell B1 shows
Cell B2 shows
Cell B4 shows
Cell B5 shows
Cell B7 shows

There is a
in order to
check the

number
sheet program

The formula
the amount

puter (65).

WHAT IF you

4111.11111WL-411

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

A
iii---- . -

,

B

SPITE S5 00

'HoursFlours 3 5

PA'rcH[co 5175

Comp Cost $200

NEED $ 25

.

how .uch you make in your job.

how many hours you worked t,..is month.

how much money you will ,eceive in your paycheck.
how much the computer costs.

how much money you still need to get the computer.

formula in cel B4. The formula needs to indicate that
find out how much money you will receive in your pay-

computer needs to multiply (*) the hourly rate (B1) by
of hours you have torked (B2). Depending on the spread-

you are using the formula probably looks like this..

+B1 *B2

in cell B7 needs to tell the computer that depending on
of the paycheck, deduct (-) it from the cost of the com-

The formula should look like this

+B5-B4

worked 40 hours instead of 35 hours this month. All you
is move your cursor to cell B2 and change the 35 to 40.nee. to do

I III I il
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SPREADSHEET ACTIVITIES

Using the software spreadsheet program you have for your computer can you
do the following acti'. Its?

0 Practice moving your curse, from cell to cell. Begin it Al acid move

to A5, A6.

0 If your spreadsheet program has a function or command like "GOTO", move
from Al to C7; from D5 to E8; from B3 to B8.

0 Type the following labels in the cells inorcated. If you do not have

a computer write in on the blank spreadsheet where the labels would go.

Type in cell A2 ABE

A3 ESL

A4 GEU
A5 - --

A6 Total Enroll
Bl Jan

Cl Feb

Dl Total Hours

rype ir1 the amount of hours of instruction for ABE, ESL, GED during
the months of January and February. (Whatever you want)

',Using the commands or fonctions that your spreadsheet program specifies
type in a formula in cell B6 indicating the sum of B2, B3, and B4. Type
in a formula in cell D2 that indicates to the computer to add B2, and

B3 together. Do the same thing for cells C6, D6, D3, D4, and D5. Some

spreadsheet programs have a sct, functior that lets you do this at the

same time if the formulas are the same. (Replicate command)

0 Now change the ESL hours -.'or February and the GED hours for January. Did

curls B6, C6, D3, D4, D5, and D6 change? Did cell D2 change?

Use tie PRINT command on your spreadsheet program to print your worksheet.

Use the SAVE command on your spreadsheet program to save your worksheet to

a data disk.

11111111Immip"
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PFS: plan

SwiftCalc
Lotus 1-2-3
Framework
Practi r%lc
Visi Caic
Calc Result
Educalc

AT

ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET SOFTWARE

Timeworks

Handic Software
Grolier

Commodore

Commodore
Apple, Commodore, IBM

li
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENT IV

COMMUNICATING INSTRUCTIONS TO THE COMPUTER

A. Learn the syntax of a higher level language (BASIC, LOGO, and Pascal):

I. Identify the valid forms for constants, variables, and operation
symbols used in standard BASIC.

2. Differentiate between numeric and string variables in BASIC.

3. Differentiate between commands and statements in BASIL.

4. Identify and use variable assignment (LET, INPUT, DATA/READ).

5. Identify and use various formats for output in BASIC, (PRINT
statement with comma, semicolon, and tab for formatting).

6. Identify and use control statements in BASIC:

- The GOTO statement.
- The IF/THEN statement.
- The FOR-NEXT statement.
- The SOSUB statement.

7. Identify and properly use subroutines in BASIC.

8. Correctly predict the output of a given rrogram seq,:ence in BASIC.

9. Demonstrate skills 'n debugging programs in BASIC.

B. Develop problem-solving skills.

C. Writing reasonable structured programs.

D. Interpreting error messages.

E. Finding and correcting program errors.

F. Predicting output of given programs.

88



PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
CYCLE

Understand the problem and plan the
solution.

Prepare a flowchart or other representation
of the problem.

r

Prepare the instructions in coded form.
ado% Form

--1)" Test the program until it is working
properly.

..--
t:

0
vocot, \L._

v
--- 0

Prepare detailed documentation of the
program.
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BASIC PROGRAMMING

All computers must have instructions to perform a task. A set of
instructions that tells the computer what to do is called a program.
Programs must be written in a language that the computer can under-
stand.

There are many computer languages. Each one is designed for a
particular purpose. Some of the common computer languages are:

BASIC

PASCAL Named after Blause Pascal

FORTRAN

COBOL

Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instructional Code

Formula Translator

Common Business Orien, J Language

The language most microcomputers use is BASIC. The BASIC language
contains ordinary English words, but they must be used in a very precise
way. Words such as RUN, PRINT, END, and GOTO are words used in the
BASIC language.

The computer reads these words or instructions and carries them out.

How would you ask a computer what 13 + 15 equals or 15 13 equals? We
want to instruct the computer to find the sum and difference of two
numbers. When the program is typed into the microcomputer, it will
appear on the computer screen this way.

10 PRINT 13 + 15

20 PRINT 15 - 13

30 END

Typing this program is what is called input. We are using the computer
keyboard to enter the program into the computer. Lines 10, 20, and 30
make-up the program, or input. After each line of the program is typed,
it is stored in the computer's memory.

After you type in a line, you press either RETURN or ENTER - depend-
ing on your computer's keyboard.

I 111

IN

II

IN

I

In

t
Is
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The computer will not process (add and subtract the nuCiars) until it
is given a command. The command is RUN. RUN is a word in the BASIC
language which means "process the instructions."

After RUN is typed, the computer will follow the instructions in tha
program.

The computer will "READ" the first line of the program
(line 1p). Then it will calculate and print the sum
of 13 + 15, which is 28.

The computer will then "READ" the next line of the
program (line 20). Then it will calculate and print
the answer to 15 13, which is 2.

The computer then will "READ" the next line (line 39)
which tells it to stop.

When the answers 28 and 2 appear on the screen, it is called output.
Output. _ the result of running the program.

10 PRINT 13 + 15

2V PRINT 15 - 13

3V END

RUN

28

2

GIVING YOUR COMPUTER INSTRUCTIONS

Each instruction starts with a line number. The lines must be
numbered in the order you want the computer to follow them, starting
with the lowest number. You may use any numbers for yourline numbers,
but programmers usually skip 10 lines at a time.

Instructions to the computer consist of state. ents and commands.

Statements are words such as PRINT and END. They
have line numbers. They are stored in the computer's
memory but the computer does not follow the "statement
instructions" without a "command."

Commands tell the computer to do something immediately.
They do not need line numbers.

1110.11.11i ICI Lill grinILEIFilips

I

9 1
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program

prints

PRINT
computer
you'll
-- not

"

+ 4 in line
"5 + 4

In line

The

Inirtni-ihril

and HELLO inside quotation
to print whatever

see on the screen
PRINT HELLO.

10 produce a sum
= ". The computer

20, the compute- reads
oily result yoJ see

is

after

in

only

(output)

riri

marks
inside the
yob RUN

the

prints
PRINT

is

11

Ii'

11
Iii
Iii
rj
I I

I-1

11
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ICI
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Ili
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ICI
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II

I

this:

Program Input

10 PRINT "HELLO"

20 PRINT "GOODBYE"

30 END

Command to process the

RUN

Output -- what the computer

HELLO

GOODBYE

Line 10 contains the word
( " " ). It tells the
quotation marks. So all

the program will be HELLO

I I

11

11
11
11

Iiii

Ill
Ill
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11
11

riProgram
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11
11
till
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Ilimi

III
I
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Remember:

Calculating

Input

10 PRINT "5 + 4 =

20 PRINT 5 + 4

30 END

NT

Command

RUN

Output (results)

5 + 4 =
9

Why didn't the calculation 5
output? Line 10 says to PRINT
what is inside the quotes.
5 + 4 and calculates the answer.
the sum of 5 + 4.

Inn Ir o I ilii Ili II II II II II II 1111
87
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If you want the computer to print words, they must be written inside
quotation marks. The computer will print anything that is put in
quotation marks.

Input/

Statement

Command

Output

10 PRINT "COMPUTERS ARE FUN"

RUN

COMPUTERS ARE FUN

The output does not show the line number, the BASIC word PRINT, or
the quotation marks.

Remember the difference between input and output:

Input any instruction or information that gets put in
the computer.

- Begins with a line number,

- Uses a statement word to tell the computer
what to do.

Output.. ill. any information that comes out of the computer.

WHATS A BUG???

In computer language, a mistake in a program that prevents the program
from running is called a p22. Getting the mistakes out of a program
is called debugging. Some computers tell you "Syntax Error" if you
have a mistake in your program.

This program was wrong. The person wrote the following but got an
error message.

10 BRINT "NOT EVERY BUG IS AN INSECT"

RUN

SYNTAX ERROR in Line 10

1

sI

lij
lit

not know what BRINT meant.

le Is IN IN IN IN Is

Print is spelled wrong. The computer does

Iii IN Is IN IN I Is
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order to debug

computer
is RUN, the computer
number first.

and so on.

The computer
number no matter
the line numbers
the b'ord LIST

this program, it needs to be rewritten.

When a program
lowest line

statement,

the lowest line
If you type in
in order, type in
computer to dis-

order.

teach this week.

include:

IIn

I

I

I

II

1
mml

1

mmi

I

I
In

I

I

I

I

I

UI

I

I
120

I

UI

1

10 PRINT "NOT EVERY BUG IS AN INSECT"

RUN

NOT EVERY 2A IS AN INSECT

needs line numbers to
will follow

Then it will follow

will follow the instructions
in what order you
out of order, an0

- LIST is a command.

do things in order.
the statement with

the next higher

starting
typed in the lines.
you want to see
It will command

in a program in

classes she has

the
numbered

with

them
the

the right

to

so you

play all the

Your teacher
You need to

then find

Your program

numbered statement

wants to nrint out the
type the program:

10 PRINT "MONDAY: GED-HISTORY"

20 PRINT "WEDNESDAY: GED-MATH"

30 PRINT "FRIDAY: GED-SCIENCE"

out she must teach on Tuesday night,

15 PRINT "TUESDAY: GED-READING"

looks like this:

10 PRINT "MONDAY: GED-HISTORY"

PRINT "WEDNESDAY: GED-MATH"

30 PRINT "FRIDAY: GED-SCIENCE"

15 PRINT "TUESDAY: GED-READING"

RUN

11 mil II 11 il .1i i.II. II 1.-.1...1....1
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Your output will look like this:

MONDAY: GED-HISTORY

TUESDAY: GED-READING

WEDNESDAY: GED-MATh

FRIDAY: GED-SCIENCE

If you want your program to be in the right order, you use the command
LIST. After you type in LIST, your program now looks like this:

LIST

10 PRINT "MONDAY: GED-HISTORY"

1;)" PRINT "TUESDAY: GED-READING"

20 PRINT "WEDNESDAY: GED-MATH"

30 PRINT "FRIDAY: GED-SCIENCE"

III

ii-
1

iii11111.1111.011.11.11.11.11.411.11.11.11.11.1111.1
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Symbols to Remember

a slash through

a zero -- not the

(you cannot use

Because there
we use the slash.

BASIC PROGRAMMING

the number zero (0)
letter "O."

the letter x).

is no division sign

have to type a new line.

the computer

continue the
onto the next line.

OUTPUT

1

I

1

Iui

ICI

ICI

1

1

1

I I

1

iii

f 1

1

IiI
iii

1

ICI

lil

Most computers put
so you know it's

* means to multiply
(3 * 4 = 12)

/ means to divide.
on the keyboard,
(16 / 4 = 4)

USING PUNCTUATION MARKS IN

Combining instructions saves time.

A semicoln (;) in a PRINT
to continue on the same

The semicolon tells
output on the same line,

INPUT

You

statement
line.

the computer
not

just

don't

tells

to

to go

10

20

30

RUN

PRINT " 1.5+ 5 =";

PRINT 15 + 5

END

15 + 5 = 20

You can also use the
instruction on a line

INPUT

semicolon

with

I

to put more than one PRINT
one PRINT statement.

OUTPUT

10

20

PRINT " 15 + 5 =";

END

15 + 5 = 20

_1

ICI ill i IRi I Iii Iii Iii Iii lit
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41 f, comma (,) is used to combine instructions and print output in
different zones on the same line. 11

1 I A comma in a PRINT statement tells the comp.tei to continue
its output in different parts (zones) of the computer.

I.1 INPUT OUTPUT I I

Iii 10 PRINT 12 + 8, 11

I I

20 PRINT 16 - 4,

30 PRINT 4 * 3,

40 END

20 12 12

I.

111
RUN

.1
...1.1

I I

A comma can also be used to put more than one PRINT instruction Iii

1
on a line with just one PRINT

INPUT

statement.

OUTPUT iii

I I 10 PRINT 6 + 3, 4 + 2, 5 + 3 9 6 8
Iii

I I

ill

20

30 END

PRINT 10 5, 3 * 4, 6 / 3

RUN

5 12 3

imi

n
I I

tlIl

ill
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111.1

11
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STATEMENTSBASIC COMMANDS AND

RUN

LIST

NEW

DEL

CONT

BRUN

Control:

COMMANDS

LOAD

SAVE

DELETE
CATALOG
LOCK
UNLOCK

STATEMENTS

GOSUB
RETURN
END

GOTO
IF

FOR
NEXT

INPUT

LET

PRINT
REM
PLOT
HLTN
VLIN
HOME
SPEED=
FLASH

INVERSE
NORMAL
COLOR=
TEXT
GR

Action:
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I. Write the output for this program.

10 PRINT 14 + 6
20 PRINT 32 - 11

30 PRINT 5 * 6
40 PRINT 20/4

50 END

2. Write the output for this program.

PRINT "14 + 6 ='
20 PRINT "32 - 11 ="

30 PRINT 3 * 4
40 PRINT "20/4="
50 END

ACTIVITY

BASIC PROGRAMMING

3. Write a program using line numbers and symbols that will give
you this output.

25 - 5 =

20

4. Write a program that will give this output.

Answers

The answer is

10

.11Mk.

1 20
21

30

5

2 14 6

32 - 11

12

20/4

3 10 PRINT
20 PRINT

30 END
RUN

-25

25

- 5

5

, 4 10 PRINT
20 PRINT

30 ENG
RUN

The answer is'
60 - 50

could be other tort nations
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, 11

ACTIVITY

Type in this program. (Press ENTER or RETURN after each line.)

10 PRINT "This is a computer!!"
20 GO TO 10

Now RUN your program by typing RUN and pressing ENTER/RETURN.

When you want to stop the lines on the screen, press the BREAK key.

To clear the screen, type HOME or press CLEAR.

Type LIST. And press ENTER/RETURN. You will see a copy of your program
on the screen.

To get rid of line 20. Type 20 and press ENfER/RETURN.
Press clear.
Type LIST. Line 20 should not appear.

Press CLEAR to clear the screen.

To get rid of the program, type NEW.

FOR YOU TO DO

Write a program which will print your name on the screen lots and lots of times.
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ACTIVITY

Type in this program.

10 PRINT "Computers are Fun!";
20 GO TO 10

Type RUN, and press ENTER/RETURN.
The ; (semicolon) makes the phrase Computers are Fun appear
over and over, one right after another.

Remember, only the phrase written inside the " " will appear.

FOR YOU TO DO

Write a program which will print your name all over the screen.
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The computer

word
line

After
line

and print

GOTO.

will go to

GOTO

send it to
as you

when it sees the BASIC
want. Just tell it which

10, line 20 and because
then skip line 40 and 50
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MINI

any line you
as many lines
to.

It will skip
number

you
30

it should go

10 PRINT "I CAN KEEP A SECRET."

20 PRINT "I WON"T TELL A SOUL."

30 GOTO 60

40 PRINT "I' L'. JUST TELL AMY."

50 PRINT "AND JOE, AND GARY."

60 PRINT "ABSOLUTELY NO ONE."

type RUN the
commands it to

line 60.

computer will print line
go to line 60, it will

I CAN KEEP A SECRET.

I WON'T TELL A SOUL.

ABSOLUTELY NO ONE.

OEM
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After
and
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LOOP makes
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BREAK key.)

program

you type
30 over
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WM
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OMNI
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the computer
will keep repeating

the only way

is written

LOOPS

over.

over
to

If a program is
again. (On most

press the CONTROL key

screen lines 10, 20

I

1111

Iir
I
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Inlet

111

do something over and

itself over and
to get out of a loop is

in a loop.

10 PRINT "THIS IS A COMPUTER"

20 PRINT "IT IS FUN TO USE"

30 PRINT "I KNOW HOW TO PROGRAM IT"

40 GOTO 10

in RUN, the program will show on
and over and over until you stop the

the

program.

THIS IS A COMPUTER..

IT IS FUN TO USE.

I KNOW HOW TO PROGRAM IT.

THIS IS A COMPUTER.

IT IS FUN TO USE.

I KNOW HOW TO PROGRAM IT.

THIS IS A COMPUTER.

Irriliji II 111111111.11111111
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FOR - NEXT LOOPS

You can make the and over. The computer IIcomputer do sonething over
will repeat the instructions inside a loop as many times as you want.
A loop that tells the computer exactly how many times it must follow the
same instructions is called J FOR NEXT LOOP.

# Any letter can be used in i FOR-NEXT LOOP. Remember that the same
letter that is used in the FOR NEXT LOOP line must be used in the NEXT
LINE.

You want the program
this:

to count from 1 to 10. Your program looks like

10 FOR A = 1 to 10

20 PRINT "A"

30 NEXT A UI

The output looks like this after you type run.
I

1

2

3

4
II

I. 5

6

7

8

9
III

10

... ... ... ... ...

ILI ILI
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Can ycu answer the following questions on GOTO, LOOPS, and FOR-NEXT LOOPS?

1. Be a computer. Print the output of this program:

10 PRINT " DO YOU KNOW ME?"

20 GOTO 40

30 PRINT "YES"

40 PRINT "NO"

1

2. BE a computer. Print the output of this program.

10 PRINT 'BE AT MY PARTY."

20 PRINT "IT WILL BE FUN."

30 GOTO 10
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3. Be a computer. Print the output of this program.

10 FOR Q = 1 to 4

20 PRINT "UP, DOWN, TURN AROUND"

30 NEXT Q
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ire u-ri I-71
I

vART, 1LEs In

(..10 A = 6

20 B = 5

30 PRINT A + B 1

The letter A in this program
Lines 10 and 20 tell the

is called a variable,
computer that ti.a value of

so is letter B.
A is 6, and the

I

value of B is 5. Line 30 tells the computer to add A and B, then
print the answer.

11

10 A = 6
1

20 B = 5
1

30 PRINT A + B

RUN r
11

IN

1

The computer doesn't print anything from lines 10 and 20 but remembers
what the lines say about the values of A and B are and then does what
line 30 tells it to do.

.

I

I a

I

I

I .1 NI- NI IR
V 7V 7W

L.11I
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MEI
INPUT

IIII

INPUT is a statement
in

word that tells the computer
a value.

that someone
will put

- 10 PRINT "HOW OLD ARE. YOU?"

....
I.

20 INPUT N

1111

In this example, the computer will ask "HOW OLD ARE YOU?" The
letter N (line 20)is a variable and you can put in any number
to tell the computer how old you are. Every time you run the
program, you can type a different number into the computer.
The INPUT line may need more than one variable. If the question
requires two-number answer, the INPUT line will have two letters.

10 PRINT "TYPE IN TWO NUMBERS"

20 INPUT N, L

NMI

II

I

II
IIIMI
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STRINGS

A computer string is a variable that can stand for letters, numbers,
or other keyboard symixis. A "string variable" is made up of a letter
with a dollar sign after it; for example: E$

For the following program:

:0 PRINT "WHAT IS THE STATE CAP

20 INPUT M$

RUN

WHAT IS THE STATE CAPITAL?

?II

M is a variable (you can use any letter); $ is the symbol for a string.
M$ is called the string variable. INPUT M$ tells the computer that
someone is going to type in letters, numbers, or keyboard symbols. If

a number is in a string, it can't be used for arithmetic. You can't
add or subtract numbers that are in strings.

After running this program a question mark appears. The computer is

asked for you to type in the capital of Texas.

1

I
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this program:

line
IN

Line

someone

Line

correct

-

-

used
SYMBOLS

IF - THEN STATEMENT

decision nr

DIMES

and wait for

with the

10 (= means

then print the

I1
I1

1

I I

I I

I I

i I

ICI

II
I I

ICI

ICI

I 1

111
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I I

I I
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ICI

I

computer can't think for itself, it can make a
using an IF-THEN statement.

10 PRINT "HOW MANY DIMES IN A DOLLAR? II

INPUT20 N

! 30 IF N=10 THEN PRINT °ITU'RE RIGHT!"

40 IF N ;>10 THEN PRINT "WRONG, ITS 10."

RUN

POW MANY DIMES IN A DOLLAR?

,

10 tells tile computer to ask a question (HOW MANY
A DOLLAR?)

20 tells the computer to print a question mark
to type in the answer.

30 and 40 tell the computer to compare the answer
information, then make a decision.

Line 30 says if someone puts down the answer
equal to or the same as) at the ? (if N=10)
answer "YOU'RE RIGHT." (THEN PRINT "YOU'RE

Line 40 says if someone types in any number
or "not the same as" (4 ;>) 10 then print "WRONG,

in an IF-THEN statement:
MEANINGS

RIGHT")

"not equal to"
IT'S 10."

. is equal to> is greater than
4. is less than
>.
4

is greater than or equal to
= is less than or equal to

G> is not equal to

I 11 II il II 1 I II liali 11 11111 110
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Notice

cf
computer.

You
lots

make

When
computer
or
are

If

to

with

HOW

the spaces 5etween
the tree. That, spacing

can use character graphics
of regular letter L's
a face using O's.

means the amount
you write a graphics

what squares to color
pixels - are actually tiny
available, the more detailed

a computer system can produce
have high resoluticn graphics.

the

is important

to

of
program,

dots

produce

screen

called

pixel

first

to

create

detail

in

the

very

the

can

-

quotation marks (") and the start
information you give to the

make other designs. You can use
a giant L. You can also

that computer graphics have.
it is as if you are telling the

on the monitor. These squares -
of light. The more pixels that

drawing can be.

detailed drawings, it is said
A computer that produces a drawing
low resolution graphics.
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less detail is said

IT WORKS

to

Imagine
is

Each

e

you're

a

really looking at thousands
computer screen as made up of

pixeabout

be identified by its coordinates.

l. The average screen contains

For example, in a grid
that starts at 0, if a
pixel is in the third
column down and the second
row across, its coordinates
are 2, 1.

your computer addresses
off. You can control the color
draw the outer frame of a box,

of the box turn on. Most
have the capacity to

they address blocks of
creates a boxy look.

When you look at a computer
of tiny boxes of light.
little boxes - each box

25,000 pixels.

0

1

2

When you draw a picture
each pixel, telling it
and brightness of each
the specific pixels that
of our personal computers
address each pixel individually.
four or eight pixels as

In

4

.

on your computer,
to turn on or
pixel. If you

create the shape
don't necessarily

Instead,
one unit. This

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 le I I 1
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1

What do you remember about variables, input, strings and if-then statements?

A. Be a computer. Print the output of these programs.

1.

10 C=12

20 D=4

30 PRINT C+D

RUN

2.

3. 4.

10 X=36

20 Y=6

30 PRINT 36/6

RUN

10 S=15

20 T=10

30 PRINT 15-10

RUN

10 A=4

20 B=6

30 PRINT 4*6

RUN

1

B. Joe tells the computer to print "RIGHT" if sometypes in the number 5. Circle
the instruction the computer will follow?

1. 30 IF N=5 THEN PRINT "RIGHT"

2. 30 IF N is 5 THEN PRINT "RIGHT"

3. 30 IF N>8 THEN PRINT "RIGHT"
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DID YOU KNOW??

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 0 and 0

When the Hindu mathematicians invented the
open circle for the numeral zero, they didn't
use the Roman alphabet. So they chose a symbol
that, while not conflicting with their alphabet,
looks just like our letter "0". TETTomputer
keeps zeros and 0's distinct by putting a
slash through the zero 0.

113
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Math

Basic Statements - Let Statements

The following shows how the computer determines values of the
variables which are stored in the computer memory.

n Variables

I J K L M

10 LET I = 16 16

20 LET J = 4 4

30 LET K = I + J 20

40 LET L = K/J 5

50 LET M = L * 3 15

60 LET I = M - L 10

70 LET J = J + 5 S

Simulation

When you simulate running a program, you pretend to run it. Simulating
helps you find errors in your program before you go to the computer.

In the chart below, fill in how the computer stores the variables in
memory and what the output of the program would be once the command
RUN has been typed.

A B C

10 LET A = 22

20 LET B = A + 6
.

--
.

30 LET C= B + A

40 PRIN1 C

50 END

Output:

(22)

(28)

(50)

(50)

41111111111
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44 4* +++ ++ ++ + ++ +++
0 + +

+
4=74=7

._4

li; 4'

+ /
._............... .....

+
+

ACTIVITY +
Now the computer does math. +

4.
Type in this program.

10 PRINT 35 + 25

+ 20 PRINT 100 + 400
30 PRINT 9 * 3

+ 40 PRINT 50/2
50 PRINT 6 - 4

+ Type RUN. Press ENTER/RUN. You should get a screen that shows: +
500

++ 65

± 27

25

--7--

2 +
+ If you had wanted the problem to appear on the screen, you would

have had to put 35 + 25 inside quotes. +

6+

+
+
+
+

10 PRINT "35 + 25

Remember -

+ means add

- means subtract
/ means divide
* means multiply

= " +
410111.

1111 +++++++++++++++++++0
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DID YOU KNOW??

r---
...

NAME
i.-

Ads

COBOL

FORTRAN

Pascal

Some Widely Used Programming Languages

MEANING HOW USED

Named tc.- Ada Lovelace,
the first proyarnrner

Acronym For bc sinner's AF-purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code

Acronym for COmmon lioness
Oriented !invest

Act Orre, for FC1trnuta TRANslation

From the Greek word 1090 whtCh
means "thourt" or "'word

Named for Wu Pack 17e1
century mathematician

Imented for the Amencion military,
used m science and Industry

Foouir lansuriat with versions for most
minicomputers and microcomputers

Widens used in busaness

Used vitt engineenns and other
tonhulas in science and math

Fowl* Wirjurje for children and
young adult Inciudes commands for
cfeaUng 'whoa with I trwreuir IOW'

Developed for computer scientists
used m computer science
advanced-placement exam

I
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BEFORE YOU START

There is a special key on the keyboard that you will use
a ht. On some computers it is the ENTER key. On other
computers it is the RETURN key. This key "enters" the
instructions of your program into the computers'memory. You
must press this key each time you finish typing an instruc-
tion.

To start writing instructions on the computer you need a
prompt on the screen. The prompt is a symbol that means
the computer is waiting for you. Some computers do not
have a prompt. Most prompts look like > or 3 .

The cursor shows where the next character will appear on
the screen as you type. Cursor comes from the Latin
word 1c:Arsorl, which means "runner". (The cursor 'runs'
across the screen.) Depending on the computer, the
cursor looks like 111 or .

112
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DID YOU KNOW??

IMMEDIATE MODE

There is a quick way to use the computer as a
typewriter.

Type in:

PRINT 9*5

Then press the RETURN (or ENTER) key. The computer
then prints 45.

Using the immediate mode means you can print words,
or calculate numbers without writing a program (no
line numbers) but you can't save your instructions,
and you can't tell the computer to RUN it again.

1.,

1 1 s
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Some words in BASIC are
called system commands They

tell the computer what to do
with a program that is stored

in its memory They are not part of the
program itself Other BASIC words are
called key words or program commands They

are used in programs to tell the comput-
er what to do with each program state-
ment Here is a handy check:ist of com-
mon system commands and key wor,is

System Commands

Command Meaning

NEW

LIST

RUN

Tells the computer to
erase any programs that
have previously been
scored in RAM

Tells the computer to
show you the instructions
that are stored in RAM

Tells the computer to ex-
ecute (or carry out) the
instructions that are
stored in RAM

Key Words

BASIC Word hisailag

PRINT

GOTO

INPUT

Tells the computer to
show quoted information
or the answer to an
arithmetic problem, on
the monitor

Tells thQ computer to go
immediately to a
specified line number

Tells the computer to
expect variable infor-
mation to be entered into
memory

LET Gives a value tc a
variable

IF-THEN T:-.11s the computer that if
a certain condition holds
true, it must carry out a
certain instruction

FOR-NEXT Tells the computer to do
something a specified
number of times

END

REM

Used to show where a
program ends

Short for REMark, used
to identify programs or
parts of programs

119
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ROGRAMMING
TD

TEACHING APO COMPUTERS
iE0RUARY ION

BI S4NDR.4 M4RKLE

BEGINNER TASK
CARD CONCEPTS

A program is a list of instructions
that tells the computer to do a job or
combination of jobs.

Here is a short program that is
written in BASIC It tells the computer
how to process 2x2.
NEV ,

10 PRINT 22
20 END

In this program. NEW tells the com-
puter to erase everything in its cur-
rent memory and get ready to store
the program that follows. (Because
the \EY*, command is not part of the
program, it does not require a line
number )

The sample program has two lines.
10 and 20. in a program line. the
number of the line comes first. tol-
lowed by a space, the BASIL command
word. and whatever information and
other command words the computer
needs to perform the task (2'2. for
example).

Line numbers are always in nu-
mmcal order. Also, they are often in
multiples of 10 so that additional lines
can be added in the middle of the
pragram. For example, type 15 PRLNT
1.) and press RETURN or ENTER. Then
type LIST and press RETUR.% or EN.
TER (UST tells the computer to list
all the program lines.) Line 15 has
automatically been inserted between
lines 10 and 20.

The command in lint- 20 ,tg-
r:i:s the computer to stop e\t,utIng
the pr( ram

Fo mane :ht mputer ,tart exc.-
, wing the pro gram. t-ie Rt N and
press RETI RN. or EVER Again, RI N.
is cot part of the program and
does not require a Me numbei ) The
computer executes the lines, one at a
time. in line statement order For
this program it first multiplies 2x2
'line 10a and displays the output. 4
Then it multiplies 3x3 (line 151 and
de.piay s 9

To erase a line from the comput-
er s memory, type the line number
and press RE. ri RN or ENTER For ex-
ample. type 15 and press RETI-RN
ENTER List :he program again Line
15 has been erased

INTERMEDIATE
TASK CARD COMMANDS

One program can often Involve
several tasks For example. a pro-
gram that drills math facts might dis-
play problems. check students' an-
swers, and calculate scores.

One way to make such programs
more efficient is to combine all the
commands that perform a specific
task into a single block. These blocks
are called routines. The main block is
called the main routine. Secondary
blocks are called subroutines

Using the (AisuB command. the
programmer can make the computer
exit the main routine and go to a
specific subrc (tine. To specify which
subroutine. tile programmer writes
the command t,obt.13 and then the
number of firs: line of the ., ubroutine.
(For example tiosuB..ux).) The com-
puter then executes all the com-
mands Li the subroutine until it en-
counters the RETURN command
RETI RN tells the computer to return
to the place in the main routine
where it left off. (Actually, it returns
to the statement following the G(1sili
line that previously made it exit )

Subroutines can be called up in this
manner any number of tunes and at
any point in the program.

When using paired Gost_13 RE

TURN commands, programmers often
make liberal use of the REM state-
ment. The REM (for "remarks ")

statt nit nt i, used to int.ludi notes in
a program listing These notes are
not displaed Allen the program is
pro/ease.. A RI N.1 ,taternent direith,
atter .,Psi P. and it-5 hilt: nunther, or
one at the beginning of a subroutine.
can be used to explain what task a
specific subroutine is performing
This helps readers keep track ri the
program's flow and helps the pro-
grammer debug :he program (See
Intermediate Task Card 7 for exam-
ples.)

There are three common ern, s
that occur with (,(SIB RETI RN
First. the programmer might use a
nonexistent or incorrect line number
atter B Second. the program-
mer might forget to include a RETURN
command at the end of the subrou-
tine. And third. programmers might
forget to put an ENit) command at the
end of the main routine.

USING THE TASK CARDS
Following are the teaching objec-

tives and answers ..,r each of the four
BASIC task cards.

Beginner #7: Students debug a

program that converts 12 inches to
its equivalent in centimeters They
then write their own programs to
convert other English measurements
to equixalent metric units
Answer to Ached) 1

30 cent- imeters
NEW

to PRLNT 12 LNLYIE. =

20 PRINT 12 2

.30 PRINT LENTLMETERs
END

Awwer to .4ctivay 2
1. lb 5 feet

10 PRINT 7) METERS =
20 PRINT S 3 3

30 PRINT FEET'
40 END

2. 18 inches
10 PRINT '45 LENTLMETERS
20 PRLNT 45 4

30 PRLNT IN(HEs
4)) END

3. 6 6 yards
to PRINT "6 METE Rs -
20 PRINT 6 1 1

30 PRINT sIARIm'
40 END
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so

Beginner #8: Students write a pro-
gram to convert inches to feet. They
then modify the program to make
other English measurement conver-
sions.
Answer to Activity 1:

58 feet
NEW

10 PRINT "174 INCHES =
20 PRNT 174/3

30 PRINT 'FEET'
40 END

Answer to Achtnly 2:
1. 540 inches.

10 PRINT "15 YARDS =
20 PRINT 15 36
30 PRINT INCHES"

2. 12 yards.
10 PRINT "36 FEET =
20 PRINT 36,3

30 PRINT "YARDS"

3. 6 yards.
10 PRINT -216 INCHES =
20 PRINT 21636
30 AIN'T 'YARDS"

4. 540 inches.
10 PRINT "45 FEET = "
20 PRINT 45 12

30 PRN-T "INCHES"

Intermediate #7: Sti dents add
subroutines to complete a multiplica-
tion drill program.
Answer:
2000 C = N M
2010 IF X = C TrfEN PUNT "CORRECT" S
=S =i
2020 IF X< >C THEN PRLNT "NO, ITS

2030 RETURN

3000 PRLNT "SCORE = ",S." CORRECT
OUT OF 10

3010 RETURN

Intermediate #8: Students debug a
program that takes a poll.
Answer: The Mowing lines should
read:
50 GOSUB 1000 REM GET RESPONSES TO
QUESTION

130 END

1130 RETURN
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CUT OUT AND LAMINATE

a 1

I 's w

A BEGINNER

ACTIVITY 1
King Oscar wants to order a new pair of

shoes. He knows his foot is 12 inches long, but
the shoemaker only makes shoes in metnc
units. To place his order, King Oscar has to
know how many centimeters long his foot is.
Fortunately, hc. has a computer program to help
him figure this out. Unfortunately, the program
has five bugs in it. Find and fix the mistakes.
Then enter and run the program. How many
centimeters is King Oscar's foot?
10 NEW

PRINT "12 INCHES = "
20 12 * 2.5 PRLNT
30 END

40 PRINT "CENTIMETERS"
50 RUN

ACTIVITY 2
Write your own programs to change each of

these metric measurements into its equivalent
(what it is equal to) in English measurements.
Write the programs on a separate piece of pa-
per. Enter and run them to make sure they
work.

1. Change 5 meters to its equivalent in feet.
(Hint: There are 3.3 feet to a meter.)

2. Change 45 centimeters to its equivalent in
inches. (Hint: one centimeter equals .4 inches.)

3. Change 6 meters to its equivalent in
yards. (Hint: There are 1.1 yards to a meter.)

ANSWERS. Check your programs with your teacher.

BEGINNER

Recipe for a PROGRAM
ACTIVITY 1

Writing a program is like following a recipe.
Below are "ingredients" for a program that fig-
ures out how many feet are in 172 inches. Use
the ingredients to write the program on a sepa-
rate piece of paper. Then type it into your
computer and run it to make sure It works.

Ingredients for the Program
1. A command to erase the micro's memory.
2. A line statement to display: 174 INCHES =.
3. A line statement to display the answer to:
174/3.

4. A he statement to display: FEET.
. A line statement to tell the computer to stop

processing.

ACTIVITY 2
Write four more programs. Let each do one

of the following:
1. Change 15 yards to an equivalent in inch-

es.
2. Change 36 feet to its equivalent in yards.
3. Change 216 inches to its equivalent in

yards.
4. Change 45 feet to its equivalent in inches.
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CUT OUT AND LAMINATE

BASIC TASK CARD
INTERMEDIATE

The program below is supposed to dnll you 1 AND ADDS 1 TO THE SCORE IS) IF THE ANSWER IS
on 10 multiplication problems. However, two of CORRECT
Its three subroutines are missing. Fill in the 90 NEXT M
missing subroutines. Then enter and run the 100 GOSUB 3000 REM sUBROL TLNE TI-LAT DIS-
program. Use the program to practice your mul- PLAYS FLNAL SCORE
tiplication skills. 110 END
NEW

1 99 REM DISPLAY PROBLEM
10 REM MULTIPLICATION DRILL PROGRAM 1000 PRINT "WHAT IS ";N,"x";M.'''"
20 PRINT "ENTER A NUMBER FROM 2 TO 10." 1010 INPUT X
30 INPUT N ; 1020 RETURN
40 IF N<2 OR N>10 THEN PRLNT "ENTER ANOTHER 1999 REM CALCULATE AND COMPARE ANSWER
NUNIBER. ". GO ,. 0 20 2000
50 S = 0 2010
60 FORM = 1 T010 : 2020
70 GOSUB 1000: REM SUBROUTINE THAT DISPLAYS 2999 REM FINAL SCORE
THE PROBLEM AND GETS THE ANSWER FROM THE ; 3000
PLAYER

1 3010
80 GOSUB 2000: REM SUBROUTLNE THAT CALCU-
LATES ANSWER, CHECKS PLAYERS RESPONSE, I ANSWERS: Check your programs with your teacher

NTERMEDIATEl .e _ le's ICE
Polls are surveys that help you find out what

people think. The program bel w helps you find
out which rock group or star is most popular
among your friends. The program has a few
bugs in it, however. Find and fix the bugs. Then
type in and run the program.
NEW

10 REM POLL PROGRAM

20 PRINT "HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL TAKE THE
POLL?"

30 INPUT P
40 FOR I = 1 TO P
50 GOSUB 200th REM GET RESPONSES TO QUES-
TION

60 NEXT I
70 REM RESULTS

80 PRINT A;" VOTED FOR BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN"
90 PRINT B;" VOTED FOR MADONNA"
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100 PRINT C:" VOTED FOR THE POLICE"
110 PRLNT D :" VOTED FOR STUNG"

120 PRINT E;" VOTED FOR NONE OF THESE."
1000 PRINT.PRLNT "ENTER THE NUMBER (1-5) OF
YOUR FAVORITE ROCK GROUP OR STAR
1010 PUNT "1. BRUCE SPRLNGSTEEN."
1020 PRINT "2. MADONNA."
1030 PRINT "3. THE POLICE."
1040 PRINT "4. STUNG."
1050 PRINT "5. NONE OF THESE."
1060 ifPUT N
1070 IF N<1 OR N>5 THEN PRLNT "ENTER A NUM-
BER FROM 1 TO 5.":GOTO 1060
1080 IF N = 1 THEN A = A + 1
1090 IF N = 2 THEN B = B + 1
1100 IF N = 3 THEN C = C + 1
1110 IF N = 4 THEN D = D + 1
1120 IF N = 5 THEN E = E + 1

ANSWERS. Check your program with your teacher



GOTWREAD. . .DATA

BY SANDRA MARKLE

n this installment of the "BA-

it-: Challenge Cards" column, be-
ginning programmers learn how to
use the GOTO command to create

program loops; intermediate pro-
grammers learn how to use the
READ DATA command to assign val-
ues to variables.

The column includes two activity
cards for beginners and two activity
cards for intermediate level students

Accompanying
the cards is a section of teachers'
notes that define the new commands
and provide learning objectives and
answers to the task card activities.

BEGINNER
TASK CARD COMMANDS

The GOTO command, which is al-
ways followed by a line number, in-
structs the computer to jump to a
specific section of the program. This
command is particularly useful in
making the computer repeat a set of
commands continuously. This repeti-
tion of commands is called a loop. The
following program is an example of a
program loop created with GOTO.
NEW
10 PRINT "GARBAGE"

20 GOTO 10

30 END

Enter the program into your com-
puter. Line 10 instructs the compu:-
to display the word GARBAGE on the
screen. The GOTO 10 command in line
20 sends the computer back to line
10, where it again displays the word
GARBAGE. The computer continues to
pass from line 10 to line 20 and back
again without stopping, each time dis-
playing the word GARBAGE.

Run the program. Because the
computer never reaches the END
statement in line 30, the program
never ends. To stop it, press the
BREAK key or the CTRL and C keys
simultaneously. (If you have a Com-
modore, press the RUN/ STOP and
RESTORE keys simultaneously.)

INTERMEDIATE
TASK CARD COMMANDS

In the first installment of this col-

";.....,..

001-4'111N4'

.../11_

.-...ma.

umn (October 1985), intermediate
programmers learned how to use the
INPUT command to assign values t
vanables.

For example, the following pro-
gram asks the user to enter two
numbers, which the computer then
assigns to the variables A and B (line
20). In line 30, the computer adds the
numbers and displays the answer.
NEW
10 PRINT "WHAT TWO NUMBERS DO

YOU WANT TO ADD?"

20 INPUT A.B

30 PRINT A:" + ".B," =";A+ B

40 END

Notice that the user can only as-
sigi one value at a time to the vari-
ables. To add six pairs of numbers,
for example, he or she would have to
run the program six times.

The paired commands READ
. . .DATA allow programmers to as-
sign values to variables more effi-
ciently. Enter this revised version of
the program into your computer.
NEW
10 DATA 2,4

20 DATA 6,8

30 DATA 3,5

40 DATA 1.7

50 DATA 9,2

60 DATA 4,6

70 READ A.B

80 PRINT A,- + ".B."="A + B

90 GOTO 70

100 END

The DATA statements w lines 10
through 60 contain the six pairs of
numbers that are to be added. (No-
tice that each piece of data, w this
case each number, is separated by a
comma.) These DATA statements can
appear anywhere in the program: be-
ginrung, middle, or end. Also, they
could be grouped together in one
spot or scattered throughout. No

matter where the DATA statements1
appom in the program, the values !
that they crintain will be processed in
order. Therefore, in this program,
the numbers 2 and 4 (line 10) will be ,

processed first and the numbers 4
and 6 (line 60) will be processed last.

The READ statement in line 70 sig-
nals be computer to assign values to
the variables A and B. First, the
computer assigns the values 2 and 4
to the variables. In line 80, the com-
puter adds the numbers and displays
the answer (6).

The GOTO statement in line 90
sends the computer back to the READ
statement. Because the computer
has already processed the first two
numbers in the DATA statements, it
moves on to the next two numbers,
which are 6 and 8 (Ime 20). It assigns
these new numbers to the variables
A and B, adds them together, and
displays the answer (14).

Next, the computer loops back to
the READ statement to process the
third set of numbers (line 30), and
then the fourth, the fifth, and, finally,
the sixth set of numbers.

Run the program. Your screen will
look like this:
RUN
2+4=6
6-8=14
3+5=8
1+7=8
9+2=11
4+6=10
OUT OF DATA

The OUT OF DATA message means
that the computer ran out of %alues to
process. To prevent this signal from
appearing, programmers add a dum-
my piece of data, called a flag, to
signal the end of the data The flag
can be any value that is not contained
in a previous DATA statement. Add
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these lines to the p lgram:
o5 DATA -1.-1

75 IF A = .1 TEEN 100

Line 75 tests for the flag (-1). If
the statement is true, the computer
exits the loop and ends the program
(line 100). if it is false, the computer
continues processing. Run the pro-
grarn again. This tune, the computer
will display the six math equations
and then simply stop processing.

In this program, once a value has
been read and processed, it is dis-
carded. To reuse that value. you can
use the RESTORE command. The RE-
STORE command sets the computer's
pointer back to the first piece of data
so that it can be read again. Add
these lines to the program:
100 PRINT -LETS SUBTRACT NOW."
110 RESTORE

120 READ A.B

130 IF A= -1 THEN 160

140 PRINT A,".".B."= -,A.B
150 GOTO 120

160 END

Run the program again. The com-
puter will process the numbers in the
DATA statements twice, first by add-
ing and then by subtracting them.

READ DATA and RESTORE state-
ments can also be used to assign val-
ues to string variables. Simply substi-
tute letters or words for the numbers
in the DATA statements and substi-
tute suing variables, such as A$ and
B$, for the numenc variables in the
RFAD statement. (See the October,
1985 column for an introduction to
stung variables.)

Three rules to remember when us-
ing READ ..DATA and RESTORE are:
t., Use a comma to separate pieces
of data; (2) use a flag to avoid getting
an OUT OF DATA error; (3) use nu-
menc vanables for values and stung
variables for letters and words.

USING THE TASK CARDS
Here are the learning objectives

and answers for each of the four BA-
SIC task cards.
Beginner #i11: Students expen-
ment with and debug a program that
calculates the answer to a story prob-
lem. They should be familiar with the
mathematical operators +, -, ", and
/. Answers: (1) SYNTAX ERROR: (2)

computer is locked in an infinite loop;
(3) computer displays 14,277, which
is the wrong answer: (4) 50.
Beginner # 12: Students use the
GOTO command to make an in.uute
loop. The loop makes the computer
display a skyscraper that grows high-
er and higher. They use similar
means to mow a tree grow taller and
a flag move up a flagpole. .4nswers:
(1) 70 GOTO 40; (2 - 3) answers will
vary.
Intermediate #11: Students debug
and use a program that converts
some English measurements to met-
nc measurements, and vice versa.
They then add two other measure-
ment conversions to the program.
Students should be familiar with deci-
mals. Answers: (1) Change lines 120
and 1000 to:
100 RESTORE.FOR I =1 TO C READ

X NEXT I
1000 DATA 2.5..9.1 6. 04.3 3

a) 6.3 meters; b) .64 inches; c) 40
kilometers; d) 10 centimeters; e)
19.8 feet.

(2) Add these lines to the program:
72 PRINT -6. OUNCES TO GRAMS
73 PRLNT "7. POUNDS TO KILOMETERS

80 PRINT PRINT -ENTER A NUMBER
FROM 1 TO 7."

90 INPUT C:IF C 1 OR C > 7 THEN 80
1000 DATA 2 5. 9.1 6. 04.3.3,28. 45

Intermediate #12: Students com-
plete a number-guessing program
that uses READ.. DATA and RESTORE
statements. Answer: 40 N = 1 HOME
(Apple), PRINT CHRS(125) (Atari).
PRINT CHRS(147) (Commodore), CLS
(1BM and Radio Shack)
110 RESTORE

130 READ AS

1000 DATA SORRY PLEASE TRY AGAIN
1010 DATA BETTER LUCK NEXT TIME.
1020 DATA OOPS MISSED AGAIN
1030 DATA GIVE IT ONE MORE SHOT

MAGOG MD COMPUli OWL 1

1? 5
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CUT OUT AND LAMINATE

'BASIC TASIrekikrat:
BEGINNER

Story Problem:
Julie has 423 tickets to sell. She sells 168 on

Thursday and 175 on Friday. How many does
she have left to sell on Saturday?

This program is supposed to display the an-
swer to the story problem. However, the line
number is missing after the GOTO statement in
line 20.
NEW

10 PRINT "THE ANSWER TO THE PROBLEM IS"
20 GOTO

30 PRINT 423 + (168-175)
40 PRINT 168 + 175 * 423
50 PRINT 423 - (168 + 175)
60 PRINT (168 * 175)12 - 423
70 END

1. Run the program as it is. Write down what
happens on a piece of paper.

2. Change line 20 to GOTO 20. Run the pro-
gram again and write down what happens.

3. Change line 20 to GOTO 60. Run the pro-
gram and write down what happens.

4. Debug the program by inserting the cor-
rect line number after GOTO in line 20. Write
down the answer to the story problem.

MAN I

ANSWERS: Check with your teacher.

BEGINNER

-
This program makes the computer draw a

little house on the screen. Enter it into your
computer and run it.
NEW

10 PRINT
20 PRINT "
30 PRINT a a"
40 PRINT
50 PRINT " I I"
60 PRINT " I # I"
70 END

*If

* a"

It

r n
1. Add a GOTO command that will make the

house stretch into a skyscraper.
2. Write a program that displays a little tree

on the screen. Use a GOTO statement to mak:
the little tree grow into a big tree.

3. Use GOTO to write a program that raises a
flag up a flagpole.

0/1111i.

ANSWERS: Check with your teacher
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CUT OUT AND LAMINATE
INTERMEDIATE

ACTIVITY 1
The program at nght is supposed to change

some English measurements into metric mea-
surements, and vice versa. However, it has
three bugs in it. Find and fix the bugs. Then use
the program to make these conversions:

a. 7 yards = meters.
b. 16 millimeters = inches.
c. 25 miles = kilometers.
d. 4 inches = centimeters.
e. 6 meters = feet.

ACTIVITY 2
Chsnge the program so that it can convert

ounces to grams (1 ounce = 28 grams) and
pounds to kilograms (1 pound = .45 kilograms).
10 REM CHANGE

20 PRINT "WHICH CHANGE DO YOU WANT TO
MAKE?"

%
-..?.....--k.

30 PRLNT "1. INCHES TO CENTIMETERS
40 PRLNT "2. YARDS TO METERS."
50 PRLNT "3. MILES TO KILOMETERS."
60 PRLNT "4. MILLIMETERS TO INCHES."
70 PRLNT "5. METERS TO FEET
80 PRLNT:PRINT "ENTER A NUMBER FROM 1 TO

5."
90 INPUT C: IF C < 1 OR C : 5 THEN 80
100 RESTORE:FOR I =1 TO C: READ NEXT I
110 PRLNT "ENTER THE NUMBER TO

CHANGE.":INPUT N
120 PRINT "THE RESULT IS ":N X;"."
130 PRINT "RUN IT AGAIN?"
140 LNPUT A$: IF A$="Y" OR A$="YES" THEN 10
150 END

1000 DAT 2.5..9,1.6,.04.3.3

Atari users: Add taus line- I DIM A$(5)
ANSWERS: Check with your teacher

BASIC &fear INTERMEDIATE

Ike-. -..tavl..___ITIE__

----a,--i-Zs-+----I-i----;:-::----- l'r...1-_114".-

This program is part of a number guessing
game for two people. One person enters a se-
cret number and the other person gets five tries
to guess what the number is. Complete the
program by filling in the blanks. Then try it with
a friend.
10 REM GUESS AGAIN
20 PRINT "ENTER A SECRET NUMBER FROM 1 TO

100.

30 INPUT X:IF X < 1 OR X -. 100 THEN 30
40 N=1: -REM CLEAR THE SCREEN
50 PRINT "ENTER GUESS #":N;"."
60 INPUT Q
70 IF Q = X THEN PRINT "GREAT WORK!".GOTO

150

80 IF N= 5 THEN PRINT "THE ANSWER IS
";X:GOTO 150

90 IF Q < X THEN PRINT "TOO LOW."
100 IF Q > X THEN PRINT "TOO HIGH."
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110 _____REM SET POINTER TO FIRST PIECE OF
DATA

120 FOR 1=1 TON
130 ____REM ASSIGN DATA TO VARIABLE AS
140 NEXT I:PRLNT A$:N= N + 1:GOTO 50
150 PRLNT "SHALL WE PLAY AGALN?"

160 INPUT Y$:IF Y$= "Y" OR Y$= "YES" THEN 10
170 END
1000 DATA -REM ADD A COMMENT

THAT TELLS THE PLAYER TO GUESS AGAIN
1010 REM ADD ANOTHER COM

MENT TO THE PLAYER
1020 REM ADn YET ANOTHER COM

MENT
1030 -REM ADD ONE LAST COMMENT

Atari users: Add this line: 1 DIM AS(100).Y$(5)
ANSWERS: Check with your teacher
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Editing/Top- own Pyogyamming
BY SANDRA MARKLE

ech month. the "BAsle Task
Cares" column supplies you
with four student activit \ cards
that provide practice with !Asti_

programming skills Accompanying
the cards is a section of teachers'
notes that defines concepts and com-
mends introduced on the cards. The
notes also supply teaching objecti\ es
and answers for the card activities

Cut out and laminate the Beginner
task cards (numbers 9 and 10) on
page 45 and the intern -thate task
cards (numbers 9 and 1t1 on page 47.
Direct each student to the task cards
that correspond to his or her lexel of
programming expertise

BEGINNER TASK CARD
COMMANDS AND CONCEPTS

conect or change a program,
programers ust special commends
and editing techniques. The program
that follow s is supposed to display
the answer to the math problem

b. but it has an error in line 2u
N}..
le MIN] n

- t,
.9, i'Rrs1
4,, PRI\

pid\l 1111, 1,, -1,.\

LEV
ty, \i.

Enter the program as is into xoui
computer and rut it The computer
will dispia\ on the' screen (lin 101

will then dispito e si\T-k.\ 1-.1:1011:
me ,.age The emir message- ? re
mil ,1 the misspelled }Idyl c Inint,;nd
in ilia 21,

1 1 till the emir :1-pa . :s. 2,
ant. ores- kill R\ 01 E\1 Lk The
computer will list onk lint 21, Kt
woe line 2" 1 OrTri.1 thd. it reads
2, "RI\ kw, the
age, 1- n, l'

ie 'e , line nor tin
0 i. strip], lpe the .' Oft
pie " F;I t

Ole p i. 51, ant; pie ht L's
L\ Ilk and pie Kt It i\'.
or F \l I. to see the re\ ised progran
listing on the s rut it

I lit ,0111111,t'ld u-c 111!

410 aft.
101 1petitt po1-11011 01 ,1 Prt.-

gram. For example, type L151 2(1-3o to
display lines 2(1 and 30 on the screen
Type LIST zo to display Imes 2(1 to the
end of the program. And. type
3o to &pia\ the beginning of the pro-
gram to line 30

If ou are using an titan or a Com-
modore computer. you can edit com-
mands without ha,Ing to retype the
whole- statement First list the line
you want to edit on the screen Then
use the arrow keys 1,1 mo\e the cur-
sor to the character i,r the statement
that you want to change To add a
character. press the i\sERI Ite\ and
type the character To delete the
character to the k-t: of the
pre-- the 1)1.1.111 kec Aner
the 1 im)gt prey- :l

11u are usiTlt.
er \o..1 can use the E1,11 COMIliorid ti
change progran lines ed,It! than

ittl
jl of -a dc414,4,
t. t), I I. ; arts tit 4

it tr ,

INTERMEDIATE
TASK CARD CONCEPTS

Just as a good paragraph has a top-
ic sentence followed by supporting
details. a well-organized BASK, pro-
gram has a main routine followed by
supporting subroutines (For infor-
mation on how to create subroutines,
see last month's "BASIL Challenge
Cards ")

When you organize a program in
this way. you are using a top-dote,:
program design. To write a program
with top-down design, follow these
steps:

1. Write a step-by-step out-
line in English of what the pro-
gram should do. Here is a sample
outline for a program that asks the
user for his or her name and age, and
then comments on the user's age

1. Ask user for his or her name.
11. Ask user for his or her age.

Ill Tell user it is hard to believe he
or she is the age that was input

2. Use your outline to write a
main routine. The main routine of a
program is a series of BASK (me
statements that provides an overview
of the whole program Here is one
v.-a to wnte the main routine for the

am and Agc i.rogram
it) REM NAME AND AGE PRO(Ak.N1

hr e,OsIT DE REM NAME
{,test')- i 2110 REM AU
PRNI 'IT HUI) To BEM t F. lot

13 EAR, oLle Aa

L\1,
The two Gust it commands in line,

20 and 30 send control or a program
to different subroutines Vt ming sub
ioutines is the next step in top-cloven
pr(wreniming

3. %' rite the subroutine or
subroutines A subroutine pro\ ide-
the precise steps for soling a small-

Subroutine-n edit line
;H. ,4.41,144

F -4 44--

\

er 444 v. ithIn a progran,
de ,lei all\ tollom the dint;, 1,iutnie dart

Lidt ki %, -1.11( 111
be ttihnin.t. :ht s.armiu,

tin ,11,, i),}1 i, i)int

to the edt' ni, vie

eu: 1,, the \
t the \ it )1 111'.4. 1 OW]

t \ Ix a se nue olol, -1 her, pre s- II I,
Rut. the pro

agdm The time the ,in -nnt 1 In
the n di-1)1,, . d (0, tit, .Litt
lin. th equ,ii

IMMOMIMIIM

It \ 0,11)1:,xid dt tht
H_tt 1. (Olt tin 1,, tk nit the firs:

1 the A (i)L1 Oh. 21,0

program
inhi<1 \I N3,\IF

\\HAI 011
",.I\1',

KA

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The second subroutine could be
written like this
200 REM AGE

210 PRINT "HOIA OLD ARE YOU)*

220 INPUT

230 RETURN

Here is what the entire program
looks like.
10 REM NAME AND AGE PROGRAM

20 GOSUB 100 REM NAME

30 GOSUB 200 REM AGE

40 PRINT ITS HARD TO BELIEVE YOU
ARE ".B YEARS OLD. -.AS"
So END

100 REM NAME

110 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME''
120 NWT AS
130 RETURN

200 REM AGE

210 PRINT "HO% OLD ARE YOU'
210 INPUT B

230 RETURN

USING THE TASK CARDS
Here are the teaching objectives

and answers for each of the four BA
SIC tv.:4; cards.
Beginner Task Card #9: Students
edit z program that displays the story
of the Three Little Pigs. Answers (1)
Delete lines 20, 50, and 60: (2) Insert
the first PRINT statement as line 35
and the second as line 45: (3) Change
WRITE to PRINT in line 30 and insert
the first quotation mark in line 40, t4)
Answers will vary.
Beginner Task Card *10: Stu-
dents edit a program that displays a
word search puzzle. Answers Here
is the edited word search program
111Pk1NT'M
20PRINT RIIACATCHOC
30PRIN1'IICTAPTSKR
41' PRINT TLIIA1H)NEA

PkIVI E. At L. N1 A P NI T
:0 PRINT \PC LAPLPQC
00PRIVT (,1.101C

Eel
HrTt r th( ani%(-T

HINH

to th( puzdt
\\ 1 \ () I

P l A 1 C _H
I

1 lip \ 1.

A I L...t) A IP .A M

(4

1

r
K(,-r 01 ( .1 H

intermediate Task Card *9: stu-

129

dents write a program o( top-down
design that displays the words to the
song. Oh, Susanna'. Answer
10 REM OH. SUSANNA.

20 GOSUB 1000-REM CHORUS

30 GOSUB 2000. REM VERSE

40 GOSUB 10uu- REM CHORUS
50 END

1000 REM CHORUS

1010 PRINT "OH. SUSANNA' OH. DON'T
YOL CRY FOR ME

1020 PRINT "I'VE COME FROM ALABAMA

WITH MY BANJO ON MY KNEE

1030 RETURN

2000 REM VERSE

2010 PRINT "I CAME FROM ALABAMA
WITH MY BANJO ON M) KNEE

2020 PRINT "I'M GOING TO LOUISIANA
MI TRUE LOVE FOR TO SEE

2030 PRINT IT RAINED ALL NIGHT THE
DM I LEFT."

2040 PRINT 'THE WEATHER IT HAS DR)

2050 PRINT THE SUN SO HOT I FROZE TO
DEATH,'

2060 PRINT "SUSAN'NA DON'T YOL CR)
2070 RETURN

intermediate Task Card *10:
Students use top-down programming
to complete a program listing The
program is a number game. Answer
20 INPUT SN

30 HOME (Apple). CLS (Radio Shack).
PRINT CHRS(125, (Atari). or PRINT
CHRS(147) (Commodore)
50 IF 0:--10 THEN GOSUB 'Am GOT() 200
70 INPUT N

80 IF N= SN THEN GOsI'B 300(1 GOTO 49
90 GOSUB luou
2111 INPUT

230 EMI
1030 RE1 URN

20/ r(INT THE SL RE1 NI. MbLE
,s`c

203 ( RETURN

300 PRL\T Q Gl
3040 RETURN

TEACHINC, AND COPAP.:TER. MARCm IN*
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CUT OUT AND LAMINATE

BASIC TASK CARD
BEGINNER

The program at right is supposed to display
the tor of the Three Little Pigs. Fast. howe%-
i. it needs a few changes Enter the pcoailin

into your computer. Then make these changes:
1. Delete each line that doesn't belong in the

story. Then type LIST and press RETURN or
ENTER to see the new program.

2. Decide where the following PRINT state-
ments fit into the program. Then give them line
numbers and type them into the computer.
______PRLNT "THE BIG BAD WOLF BLEW DOWN
THE STRAW HOUSE."

PRLtiT "THE BIG BAD WOLF BLEW DOWN
THE STICK HOUSE."

3. Find and correct the two bugs in the pro-
gram.

4. Write an ending for the story and add it to
the program. Run the program to see the story.

NEW

10 MN' I HI I PI( EALII NAMED 1(1
HI ILI) A Hoi

pRiNT INDERELL A Lo!,-r ONE OF HER GLASS
SLIPPERS

30) WRITE 'THE FIRST PIG Bt, ILT HIS HOUSE OLT
OF STRAW

Iu PRLNT THE SECOND PIG BUILT HIS HOUSE OUT
OF STICKS."

50 PRINT "SNOW WHITE TOOK A BITE OF THE
WITCH'S APPLE

60 PRINT -MARYS LAMB FOLLOWED HER TO
SCHOOL."

70 PRINT "THE THIRD LITTLE PIG BUILT HIS
HOUSE OUT OF BRICKS."
80 END

BASIC TASK CARD

11110S CAI EC al

This program is supposed to display a word
search puzzle on the screen. The words in the
puzzle are all things that you can do with your
hands. To make the program work, enter it into
your computer and make these changes:

1. Replace lines 20 and 60 with these lines:
2 PRINT"RDACATCH0C"
to PRINT -N PCLAPEPQ C-

2. Insert this line between lines 40 and 50:
"E AUEWAPA T"

3. Delete lines 15 and 35.
4. Find three programming bugs and correct

them.
5. Pnnt out or copy the program on paper.

Check it with your teacher. Can you find 13
actions that you can do with your hands?

1:30

BEGINNER

Immo- -.4Ir
Nlit,,44:1441,8*

NEW

.10TYPE-WPOINTXOPS"
15 PRINT"XTNBMWRIVS"
20 PRINT-NETRGHBNO r
30PRINTISRIAPTSKR"
35 PRINT "G N W R N 10 X D
1 PRINT "I LDAVBYNE A"
50 PRINT "Z '1 J VHME (.4"

PRLNT -G KT0UCH,IN H"
70 PRINT END

Ali& -.AIWA..



CUT OUT AND LAMINATE
INTERMEDIATE

BASIC TASK CARD

ALONG%
Tht Aniencan talk song Oh. ,Slfdnild' w

\\ I-men b% Stephen Foster in the mid -lols
three steps to write 3 prognirn that

displas the horus. the erie. And then the
chi it us 1)) ( )h. Suminwi

1 On a sheet of paper. write a step-by-step
outline in English that tells what the program

do.
2. On the comps ter. wnte a subroutine that

uses PRL\T statements to display the chorus to
the song. Then wnte another subroutine to dis-
play the verse. (See vords at right.)

3. Fill in the missing parts of this main rou-
tine and type it into the computer.
NEW

10 REM OH. SUSANNA'
20 REM CHORUS
30 REM VERSE

Ri \1 LH( )R1 s
KEN! E \1 l'R( )(,R_k\1

\rntn4e the main routine and the two sub-
routines you wrote into a program, then run it

Ct, Susanne!
Chorus:
Oh. Susanna' Oh, don't you crt tor mt.
I've come _from Alabama with my banjo on my
knee

Verse:
I came from Alabama with my banjo on my knee.
I'm going to Louisiana. my true love for to see.
It rained all night the day I left,
The weather it was by;
The sun so hot I froze to death;
Susanna don't you ay.

INTERMEDIATE
BASIC TASK CARD

sib fr
Sis I low. 111

Eft

In the Guesser prograr, (listed below), you
enter a secret number into the computer and a
friend tnts to guess what it is. Before the
program can work. however, you must add a
kw commands. Fill in each blank in the listing, ,

then type in and run the program to make sure
it works.

NEW

u REM GI F.-'ER
In pkiN.1 EN1ER A 'FL RET MI)Ek

RE NI NIkEk
u. M LE ;k I HE IN:RE EN.

41) U REM (4 NI MITER oF LsAs
W U 10 I HE N. REM EXIT 1() INt RR( )( I INE

THEN, Go To LINE 110

PkIN1 ENTER SOUR GLE5S
1'1) REM ALL EPT GL'Ess (N)

mu IF N. = 'N THEN REM EXIT TO NLNNER BROI TL \E
THE (AID) LL\E 21x)
9() REM PUT TO HIGH OR UM L BR( n'TINE

131

Q = Q - 1 REM RUNNLNG TOTAL OF GL'ESSEs

11() GOT() 71)

2uu PRL\T' DO 10L W ANT TO PLAY AGAIN 1 N

21» REM ALLEM- ANN ER AS)

2111 IF 1 1HE\ Q (Mr() 1()
430 REM END MAIN Rol TLNE

1(U) REM TO() HIGH oR LOW

1011) IF N. SN THEN PRL\T 700 LOW-

10) IF N. THEN PRLVE TOO HIGH'
1o,31) RE\1 END OF 'A_ BR(k TLNE

20(mI kENI LoAk
ni) PRINT NO( kE «I'T of GLE1IEN,'

.!».! PRLNT THE ALIO- T Ni N1BF
2»(,) REM END IiRoUTLNE

sow REM WINNER
4,111 pkiNT i,kEa r N(n (,O1 1HE NI N1151-.k IN
t() 3l I GL EIsEs

ioau REM END OF ,( EiRol'TINE

Note: If you have an Atan computer, add this
bim AS( ti
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Twenty Basic BASIC Words for Six Microcomputer Systems
The chart below contains the simplest syntax in six microcomputer sys- Semicolons here precede second or third options for using the BASIC

tems for the words in the left column For refinements of some of these word (for example, READ A, B, [or] READ AS, etc.). Commas here are
terms (for example, PRINTing a file), consult your particular system manual required as part of the syntax.

Bask BASIC Apple II+ /e Atari 400/800 Commodore 64

Clearscreen HOME GR 0 (SHIFT -i-CLR keys]

DATA DATA 5.6.J0 DATA 5.6.J0 DATA 5,6;JO

DIM DIM X(20) DIM X(20) DIM X(20)

END END END END

FOR .. TO .. STEP FOR B I TO 9
STEP 2

FOR B = 1 TO 9
STEP 2

FOR B = 1 TO 9
STEP 2

GOSUB GOSUB 300 GOSUB 300 GOSUB 300

GOT° GOTO 150 GOTO 150 GOTO 150

IF .. THEN IF IR-- 10 THEN 90 IF R -,1C THEN 90 IF R<10 THEN 90

INPUT INPUT A;AS INPUT A,AS INPUT A,AS

INT INT(M) INT(M) INT(M)

LEFTS LEFT S(H S,3) LEFTS(HS,3)

LEN LEN(HS) LEN(HS) LEN(HS)

MIDS MIDS(HS,3,2) MIDS(HS,3,2)

NEXT NEXT B NEXT B NEXT B

PRINT PRINT A;AS,"Hll- PRINT A,AS,"H11- PRINT A;AS:"Hlr

READ READ A,B:AS READ A,B :AS READ A,B :AS

REM REM (Comment) REM (Comment) REM (Comment)

RESTORE RESTORE RESTORE RESTORE

RETURN RETURN RETURN RETURN

RIGHTS RIGHTS(HS,2) RIGHT S(H S.2)

132

Texas
IBM PC Instruments TRs-81): IV

CLS CAI L CLEAR CLS .

DATA 5.6.J0 DATA 5.6:J0 DATA 5.6:JO

DIM X(20) DIM X(20) DIM X(20)

END END END

FOR B = ' TO 9
STEP 2

FORB= ITO 9 FORB= 1T09
STEP 2 STEP 2

GOSUB 300 GOSUB 300 GOSUB 300

GOTO 150 GOTO 150 GOTO 150

!F R<10 THEN 90 IF R<10 THEN 90 IF R <10 THEN 90

INPUT A, INPUT A:AS INPUT A;AS

INT(M) INT(M) INT(M)

LEFTS(HS,3) LEFTS(HS.3)

LEN(HS) LEN(HS) LEN(HS)

MIDS(HS,3,2) MIDS(HS,3,2)

NEXT B NEXT B NEXT B

PRINT AAS:"Hl! PRINT A ;AS: "HI!" PRINT A:AS:"Hlr

READ A,B AS READ A,B;AS READ ,3:AS

REM (Comment) REM (Comment) REM (Comment)

RESTORE RESTORE RESTORE

RETURN RETURN RETURN

RIGHTS(HS,2) RIGHTS(HS,2)
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Differences Between the Versions of BASIC

Atari -BASIC Does not have a TAB function You can
convert programs that use this function as follows:

a) replace TAB(10);"' "
-with-

PRINT "(10 spaces)";"*"
b) replace TAB(W);""

-with-
FOR 1..1 TO W-1
PRINT " ";
NEXT I
PRINT ""

TI-BASIC Does not allow use of DIM statement with string
variables. In order to run the programs in this text, sim-
ply eliminate the string vanobles in the DIM statement in
each program.
Does not have string functions needed in order to

combine strings. Therefore, the following programs in
Chapter 5 cannot be run on the TI:

RHYME
AUTHOR

Radio ShackTRS-80 Color BASIC Does not use the
word LET in assignment statements Therefore, leave
this word out when entering these statements For
example.

Instead of: LET A .. B + 1
Use: A ..13 + 1

HP-2000 BASIC The format for the multiple GOTO
statement is different from the one used in the pro-
grams in this text.

Instead of: ON X ('OTC line ii,line#,..etc
Use: GOTO X OF line.,line#,..etc

134
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BREAK KEY Every computer has a breakor program
interruptkey. However, some use a different name,
or require a combination of keys. Use the grog, co-
mer's reference manual included with your computer to
determine what it uses. In this text, we have adopted
the convention of referring to this key as the break key.

RANDOM NUMBER FUNCTION (RND) The format for
this function varies. The Apple, HP-2000, Atari, Os-
born and IBM use RND(1), the IRS-80 uses RND(0),
and the TI uses RND. The Osborn and IBM computers
also require the statement RANDOMIZE in the begin-
ning of the program in order to get a different series of
random numbers each time the program is run.

PRINT statement using , (comma) or ; (semicolon) The
spacing produced by the , and the ; varies with each
version of BASIC. Therefore, some of the programs,
such as MVP in Chapter 10, which print a heading and
columns of numbers, may not line up on your com-
puter as shown in the sample output. Experiment with
your own computer to determine the proper spacing.

IBM BASICA, Osborn CBASIC, BASIC -Plus and Altair Ex-
tended Basic These versions of BASIC allow string
arrays. The programs in this text use standard BASIC
which does not have string arrays In order to run these
programs, leave out the string variables in the DIM
statements
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RECTANGLE

You can use the computer to draw lots of shapes This program
draws a rectangle. Use different numbers for the height and width
and see what your rectangle looks like

Try writing a program that draws a triangle.

SAMPLE RUN

THIS PROGRAM DRAWS A RECTANGLE
TYPE IN HEIGHT. WIDTH
710.20

PROGRAM USTING

100 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM DRAWS A RECTANGLE"
110 PRINT "TYPE IN HEIGHT. WIDTH"
120 INPUT W.10
130 FOR Ta1 TO W
140 PRINT "--1
15U NEXT I
160 PRINT
170 FOR Iia1 TO H-2
160 PRINT "*";TAB(W-1)!".."
190 NEXT I

200 FOR Int TO W
210 PRINT "-";
220 NEXT I
230 END

Note Line 140. The , tells the computer to remain on the same
print line. Try changing the , to a , and see what happens
Line 180: This TAB function tells the computer to pnnt the
next ' in column (W-1)

VARIABLE LIST COMPUTER NOTES

H Height of rectangle
W- -Width of rectangle

Atari BASIC Does not have the TAB function. Appendix A de-
scribes a method of converting these programs for the Atari
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YEAR 2000
How old vAll you be in the year 2000? low oklwal your best Mend
be? You can use this program to find out.

How would you change this program If you wanted to know your
age In the year 2025?

SAMPLE RUN

FIND OUT HOW OLD YOU WILL DE IN THE YEAR 2000

HOW 01... ME YOU NOWt12
WHAT YEAR IS IT MOW/1002
IN THE YEAR 2000. YOU WILL DE 30

NOW OLD ARE YOU MDWv35
WHAT YEAR IS IT NOW?1902
IN THE YEAR 2000. YOU WILL DE 53

PROGRAM LISTING

100 PRINT 'FIND OUT HOW OLD YOU WILL DE IN THE YEAR
2000"

120 PRINT
130 PRINT 'NOW OLD ORE YOU NOW",
140 INPUT A
150 PRINT 'WHAT YEAR IS IT HOW'S
160 INPUT V
170 AEMS0HOW CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF YEARS
100 LET T.200' -YoA
1,0 PRINT 'IN THE YEW 2000. YOU WILL DE "IT
200 SOTO 120
210 END

VARIABLE LIST

AYour age now
YCurrent year
1Your age In the year 2000
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COUNTING

Thk program cow by Ts. Hit your computer's break key to stop
the program.

See If you can theme II to count by S's.

SAMPLE RUN

ortri Mum SY 2

6

:0
:r
24
:6
13
t0
IR
124

26
to
30

PROGRAM USING

100 POINT '1 Ulm cotmT SY e.
110 LET 040
225 LET 0:142
:20 PRINT
125 SOTO 115
130 PIO

Note LMe 110: Starts A at aero.
Line 115: Adds 2 more to A each time the computer retum.
to that brie.
Line 125. Teas the computer to return to fine 115 and run
through the program again
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RETIREMENT

I you want to earn $900000 before you retire and you can earn
560,000 year, how many years will you have to walk before you
can mars? This program gives you the answer.

Suppose you want to earn $1,500,000. Can you change the pro-
gram to give you the right answer?

SAMPLE RUN

IF YOU EARN 1 50000. PER YEAR
YOU WILL NAVE TO WORK FOR 1$ YEARS
IM ORDER TO EARN 9 900000.

PROGRAM USTING

ISO LET 111.900000.
110 LET IP50000.
NS LET C.A'$
13$ PRINT 'IP YOU EARN 11"1111' PER YEAR'
140 PRINT YOU WILL NAVE TO WORK FOR 'ICI' MARS'
150 PRINT '1A ORDER TO ERNA 9 '1A
1911 END

Note: Lino 120: The symbol / tells the computer to divide.

VARIABLE LIST

ATotal amount you want to earn
BAmount you can earn each year
CNumber of years you must work
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POEM
You can turn your favorite poem into a computer program. Then,
whenever you want to read your poem, justrun your program.

Here is a poem Ion wrote. Put this in your computer by typing
each In* madly as shown in the Program !Jilting.

Ones you have ow poem working on your computer, try arcking
one of your own.

SAMPLE RUN

=Ss RED
VIOLETS ME SLUE
YOU COIN LifilM TO WRITE PROSIONS
FOR MOT MINIS OW BO

PROGRAMLISING

SOO PRINT 'ROSES NEE M-
lle PRINT °VIOLETS ARE OLLIE'
IRO PRINT YOU CON LOAM TO wRITE PROMMIS"
IRO PRINT POR ROST TWINES YOU SO'
140 ENO

Nose: Lines 100-130: When this program is run, the computer
prints out sway INN between the two " marks on each line.
Line 140: The and statement tells the computer that it is the
he Ins in the program. This statement is reouired for some
computers and optional for others We have included it in
this text so the programs can be used on raost computers.
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SOFTWARE

EVALUATION
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Software Evaluation

Before you rush out to buy a computer program, there are some important
questions you need to ask.

First of all, is the program written for your machine? Is the program in
a format you can use? (i.e. disk, cassette.) How much memory does the
program require? Can you get a copy of the disk if the original is
damaged? Are the instructions for how to use the prcylm clear and easy
to understand?

Much of the software you will want to use has probably already been
reviewed by people you know or by magazines. In this case, it is easy to
go by their recommendations. We have enclosed some software reviews in this
section so you can see the type of criteria they use in review.

If the software program you want to use has not been reviewed, then you
will need to review it yourself. We have enclosed some software (and
hardware) evaluations also in this section.

Don't overlook those programs known as public domain software. These
programs are available to the public free of charge.
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SOFTWARE EVALUATION FORM

Overall Evaluation
IDICELLENT program

Recommend without hesitation
PRETTY 0000 program

Consider purchase
_FAIR but might want to wart

for something better
_ NOT USEFUL Do not

recommend purchase

General Information
Program Tale

Package Title

Publisher

Copyright Date

Microcomputer (brand, model. memory)

Medium (disk, cartridge, tape)

Necessary Peripherals or Accessories (e g . toy sticks)

Program Overview and Description
1 Sublectturroculum Area

2 Topic'Obiectives Covered

3 Appropriate Grade Level(s) (circle)

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 i 1 12 Remedial On Grade Level Enrichment

4 Type of program Authoring System

_____ Drill and Practice Classroom Management (.pectly type below)

Tutorial

Simulation Other Ispectly type below)

Educational Game
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6 Briefly describe the program, mentioning any special strengths or weaknesses

6 Are the program's obiectives educationally sound" Are they echievecP Briefly explain

EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Please envoy Yes. No, or Not Applicable for
each question below To add
information or to clarify an ioniser, use
Comments at the end of each section

Educational Content
YES NO N/A

1 Is the program's instructional content
accurate'

2 Is the program's content appropriate for the intended users"

3 Is the difficulty level of the content (including vocabulary)
appropriate for the intended users"

4 Is the program free of racial, sexual, or political bias"

Comments

Presentation

1 Are the instructions clear and easy to follow"

1 Is the frame display clear and easy to read,

3 Do graphics, sound and color rt used enhance the instructional
presentation'

1 Is the program free of technical problems'

Comments

144
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Interaction

I Can students control the pace of the material?

2 Is the feedback effective and appropriate?

3 Can students access the menu for help or to change activities?

4 Does the program include good error handling capabilities,

Comments

Moocher Use
I Is recordkeeping possible (within the

program or through documentation
worksheets)"

2 Can the teacher modify or add to the content of the program'

3 Is the documentation clear and comprehensive'

Comments

Revo.twer's Name

Date of Review
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'PROGRAM NAME n) d
stieJECT AREA. REVIEWERS NAME

JO iticA:i .,01,064/.2,z4axia/eid,'17-yawewil 7 CONTENT

low

541
adilan,6 SOURCE /UaZItid lisseele2) COST

DATE

1 MYR TIONA RANGE "4) eizisa-
pedg, grade tees- 1(s)

aii.tag9.4J ability level(s)

2 INS19UCTIONAL GROUPING FOR PROGRAM USE

indendual

small group (size ________)

large group (see

S. EXECUTION TIME

minutes (estimated) for average use

PO77/41.4 USE(S)

2IA or placoce

tutoikal

eat Billion

MaltuCtiOnal gaming

7,4yobiem solving
allormationat

ogler (042Eadadi
S. USER ORIENTATION. INSTRUCTOR'S POINT OF VIEW 749

101v

O
high

flexibiity

high
. . CI) .

instrucuonal locus0 . instructional significance

0 .
soundness or validity

. G
compatioilay with other materials used

8 MOTIVATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL STYLE

passive active

low

.
high

type ol student involvement

degree of student control

none pool good
(I.) .

use of game format
. Co

use of still graphics
. 0

use of animation

use of color
. . .

. . . (.3
use of r'.onvomce audio

use of voiCe input and Output

. . . . use of light pen

. . . . use of anCilldry materials
freedom from need 10 intervene or assist

S. USER ORIENTATION STUDENTS FONT OF VIEW

lOw high

0
0

quality Of dire Chons (clarity)

quality of output (content and tenet

qualily of screen formatting

freedom from need for external intomialion

freedom ttorn disruption by system errors

Simplicity Of user niput

use ut _ t1-42
. . . . .

--4_.fistuA;
9 SOCIAL. JHAHACTERISTIQS 6i,vic4_, _,,,:;724;,.(24,6

present and
negative

not
present

present and
positive

Competilion

cor.p..4 alien

nurnau I.r y ul Lurnputer

Moral _..,"es ViiJc iJdgnientS

emir ary I ,I Ji I per Jul mance
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1. The grade levels and ability levels to a particular program we primarily determined by the concepts involved Other im-portant (actors we reading level, prerequisite skills. degree of student control. and intended instructional use It possible for aprogram to be flexible enough to be used across a wide range of grade levels and ability levels.
It. Some programs we designed for use by individuals Others have been or can be modified ?or panicipstion by two or threepersons at a time Simulations or demonstrations often pose oppodunities br :arge-group interaction A given program may beused in more than one grouping, depending on the instructor
11. TM time required for the use of a program will vary considerably Include loading lime for Cassettes. A time range is theappropriate response twee.

4. Instructional programs can be categorized according to their uses Some programs may have more than one use, thusfailing into more than one of the loNowing categories
Dna or pr race Assumes that the concept tx skill has been taught previously
Tutorial Directs the full cycle of the instructional process; a dialogue between the student and thecomputer
Smut/fon. Models selected. alterable aspects of an environment
Instructional gaming Involves random events and the pursuit of a winning strategy
Problem solving Uses general algorithms common to one or more problems
Informational- Generates information (data).
1. These we factors relevant to the actual use of the program from the Melt of view of an instructor
Flexibility. A program may allow the user or the instructor to adiuti the program to different ability levels, degrees of difficulty,or concepts
intervention or assistance A rating of low" means considerable teacher intervention or assistance it requWed
S. These are factors relevant to the actual use of the program from the point of view of a student
Directions. The directions should be complete. readable. under the user's control (e g , should not scroll off the screen untilunderstood), and use appropriate examples
Output Program responses should be readable. understandable, and complete If m response to student input, the outputshould be of an acceptable tone and consistent with the input request
Screen formatting The formats during a program run should not be distracting or cluttered Labels and symbols should bemeaningful within the given context
External information A program may require the user to have access to information other than that provided within N Thismay include prerequisite content knowledge or knowledge of conventions used by the program designer as well as maps,books, models. and so on
System errors System errors result in the involuntary termination of the program.
Input A program should ensure that a user knows when and In what form input needed Ir should c -old using characterswith special meanings. restrict input locations to particular screen areas. and require minimal typing
7. These are matters relevant to the subiect matter content of the program
Focus The program topic should be clearly defined and of a scope that patinas thorough treatment
Significance The instructional ()booms of the program must be viewed as important by the instructor Also. the programshould represent a valid use of the computer's capabilmes while improving the instructional process
Soundness or validity The concepts and terms employed should be correct. clear, and precise Other important factors wett, rate of presentation, degree of difficulty, and internal consistency
Compatibility The content. terminology, teaching style, and educational philosoptw of the program should be consistentwith those generally encountered by the student
I. Competition, cooperation. and values are concerns that may be a function of tie way a program expresses thorn (Wargaming and the "hangman" formal are sample issues ) Also. the "humanizing" of the :omputer may serve tor motivation or toreduce anxiety but it also may become tedious misleading. and counterproductive
the ;ummery of student performance can be dichotomous (win or lose), statistical (time expended or percent of items cor-rect), or subeictive (as in the evaluation of a simulation) N may be for student. teacher, or both

alIMEMEMENII
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SOFTWARE EVAIIIATION CORM

Name of Program

Topic

Compu ter Tape

Source

Disk Other Equ -pment_

Manor y Required Language Cost

CLASSIFICATION OF PROGRAM

Drill 6 Practive Simulation Game Tutor ial fest inR.--

Computer Managed Instruct ion Text Ed it ing 1"roblem Solv ing

Age Level Object ives

EVALUATION OP INTRODUCTION & INSTRUCTIONS

Clear and Well-f ormated Introduction

Presentation Suitable to Grade Level

Clear and (Complete Instruct ions

Presentation Suitable to Object ives

Additional Comments

YES NO NOT APPLICABLE

:111111.

EVALUATION OF PROGRAM

Random izat ion

Branching

Immediate & Approprate Feedback

Personalized Reinforcement

Graphic s Appropriately Used

Scores and/or Progress Reported

Student Control

Object ive (s) Accompl ished

Support Mater ial Available

Interaction El. id ent & Appropriate

Additional Comments

.......... ^NNW.' - -
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111
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Checkpoints for Evaluating Software:

1. Is the program for individual or group use'

2. Is it more appropriate for remedial, gifted. or
special -needs student s?

3. Arc the rate of presentation and degree(s) or
d if f 1,u1 ty appropriate for the intended audience"

4. Doe, It treat different learners In d 11 ferent ways'

5. Is the length too long to maintain interest or t 00
short to cover the subject well?

6. Is text presented in small, easy-toread blocks?

7. Do the graphics and sound contribute to the program.
or are they ancillary or even distracting?

8. Is the information presented in a variety of formats"

9i Does it of fer flexibility in use by permit t ink you to
adjust it to serve different concept, (c.e. sx1h-
tract ion as well as addition) and different degrees
of difficulty (e.g., the numbers from 10-50 as well
as those from 0-9)?

11). uo. 1110 1,1.9.1.4411 :II low lair lilt vr 1111v il 0 }1 11H 111111.,
t oril ptitcr'

11. Does the user have any contr il over the rate of presentation
or the 1 cyel of difficulty of the examples"

12. Will management components really make your 'lob easier'

13. Can it be executed by a student without the need for
your assistance in interpreting directions, responses.
or graphic displays'

14. Is there a constant "dialogue" between program and user?

15. Tc the program difficult to use?

16. Does it load properly and without errors'

I
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!mil 1.11.1 I.1 Iii 1.1 Iii 11111e1 lobluilmi
1.1

Is,
Is'
I

Isii

isi

Is
I

lot

I
IN

I

1.1

Content:

17. Are the instructions clear?

can t1w e,et help by returninr, to instriu t

or content material'

19. Does the program clearly indicate when and in what

form a user should enter k. e sp on

20. Do errors in use of the keyboard , ause unintentional

termination of the program'

21. Ar inhrent eloments of c ropct It ion, cooper.it ton,

or social values appropriate for t 1w audience?

1. Is the program pe,..agogically sound'

2. Is the content correct?

3. Is the spelling correct'

4. Is each instructional objective clear and appropriate

for its learning level'

5. Is the level of presentation consistent throughout

the program?

h. 11 t 1w progr.im will 1 re inf m.it or 1.11 .11read v

is the presentation consistent with your presentation

of the skill or concept?

7 Con Id A workbook do the came 1nh' t he (-molt -

ized version worth the price?

8. Do any good support materials cane to mind when viewing the

program'

9. Is t he treatment of right and wrong answers suitable?

10. Is the computer s react ion to right answers more apoeal-

ing than its reaction to wrong?

11. Will kids 1 .ke the program'

12. Do you 1 Ike the program'

1,

lid
4

e
k cf

pr

Is
II

Is
Ii

Is
I

is
la
Is

Is

Is
IN

IN

Ii.

I

Is
Ii

Is
loi 1.11.11.1111111111.11. El Isi NI IN
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STUDENT OBSERVATION OF MICROCCHFUTLR COURSEWARE USE

Student Name:

Crade:

Age:

I. Physical Environment Information

Courseware Program:

Section/Ievel Used:

Dtte:

11,

Describe physical layout of the classroom including: where the computers are
located; where the students are seated; and where the teacher(s) is ;are)
located. Use the following symbols:

/C/., Computer / /= Desks X= Student T=Teacher 1:11 Blackboard

Comments:

II. Ease of Use of Cotaseware Program

Student Checklist Yes Somewhat No

1. Student has a problem mani,olating the keyboard.

Comments:

2. Progra. holds student attention.

Comments:

3. Student has a problem following program's directions.

Comments:
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. Student is self-sufficient and i not asking
teacher many questions after initial intro-
duction.

Comments;

5. Student has a problem reading the screen.

IV. Student Questionnaire

1. Did you like this program? Why or why noc?

1111.115EPP
Yes Somewhat_ No

2. Did you learn anything from it? What did you learn (or why didn't you

learn)?

3. Could you follow the instructions all the time?

4. Would ycu want co use this program again? Why or why not?

5. Did you like using the microcomputer? Why or why not?

6. What did you think of the graphics/pictures (if there were any)?

7. Did you find the screen easy to read?

III. Teacher Questionnaire

1. What type of student is this?

2, Dues he/she do well in

3. What are his/her strengths?

Weaknesses?

subject area?
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+++++++++++++++++++
t
' EVALUATION CHECKLIST +
+ Please check Yes, No or Not Applicable for each

question below. To add information or to clarify an
answer, use Comments at the end of each section.

EDUCATIONAL CONTENT YES NO N//

1. Is the program's instructional
content accurate?

2. Is the program's content
appropriate for the intended
users?

3. Is the difficulty level of
the content (including the
vocabulary) appropriate for
the intended users?

4. Is the program free of
racial, sexual, or political
bias?

Comments:

1. Are the instuctions easy to
follow?

2. Is the frame display clear
and easy to read?

3. Do graphics, sound, and color
(if used) enhance the instruc-
tional presentation?

4. Is the program free of tech-
nical problems?

Comments:
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+++++++++++++++++++
1111 4rt:

441'.

40.Interaction

Can students control the pace 41111.

of the material?

41/11.
Is the feedback effective and
appropriate?

4111'.

Can the students access the
41'menu for help or to change

activities? +
Does the program include
good error handling 40'
capabilities?

4+.

411111.

1. 1.

41011.

4+
2.

4' 3.

gif
4.

4f.
Comments:

41/11.

41/19. Teacher Use 41/11.

1. Is record-keeping possible 40'

4101.

(within the program or through
documentation worksheets)?

41/11.

441'
2. Can the teacher modify or

41/11.

41"

add to the content of the
program?

4#1.

41011.

3. Is the documentation clear
and comprehensive? 4111'.

40. Comments:
441.

4* 4101'

4* REVIEWER'S NAME: 4*

a+
DATE OF REVIEW:

4*
sif

4111°.

lif
4111'.

441. 44
+++++++++++++++++++
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-Evaluating Hardware
Our Optimum System
Memory desired' Storage desired'
Potential desired for expansion? Color desired'
Graphics capability desired' High quality sound desired?
Software with which compatibility is desired

Number of microcomputers desired'
Number of monitors desired? Color BNV
Number of printers desired" Dot Matrix Daisy Wheel Piotters

Our Budget

COMPUTERS CONSIDERED
Name of Microcomputer
Memory capacity? Potential for expansion?
Type of storage recommended' Cassette Disk
Monitor' Integral to micro Separate - Color BW TV
Compatibility with desired software'
Rate the quality of the following 14 from worst to best
So mid Color Grapnics
Kind of printer with which computer is compatible
Cost per unity Microcomputer Monitor
Stc rage units Printer

Total per package

Name of Microcomputer
Memory capacity' Potential for expansion'
Type of storage recommended' Cassette Disk
Monitor' Integral to micro Separate Color &W TV
Compatibility with desired software'
Rate the quality of the following 14 from worst to best
Sound Color Graphics
Kind of printer with which computer is compatible
Cost per une Microcomputer Monitor
Storage units Printer

Total per package

Name of Microcomputer
Memory capacity' Potential for expansion?
Type of storage recommended? Cassette Disk
Monitor' Integral to nicro Separate Color BW TV
Compatibility with desired software?
Rate the quality of the following 14 from worst to best
Sound Color Graphics
Kind of printer with which computer is compatible
Cost per unity Microcomputer Monitor
Storage units Printer

Total per package
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.A...A...1...A...1..1 A.A.L..A...LA A. A
111.MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE EJALUATION FORM

44 OP.

1 Microcomputer Model Manufacturer

4
Dealer

Phone
0°.

411 Memory Size Expandable to Languages.

44 Cost Basic Components

SI.Graphics Text Jpper/Lower Case

Screen Size Stor, ge (Cassette or Disk) Cost

Special Features: (voice, color, mu -\

14
tib.RATE Poor Average Excellent

Video Display Quality 0 1 2 3 4 5
rir

441
Base of Use: Portability & 0 1 2 3 4 5 Ili'

44 arrangement of components

ka6Documentation: Readability,
Organization

0 1 1 3 4 5

Per ipheral Support 0 1 2 3 4 5

III.

4 Service & Repair: Local,
Proximity & Cost

0 1 2 3 4 5

4 User Training 0 1 2 3 4 5
011.

4 Warranty Length 0 1 3 4 5

4 Execut ion Time 0 1 2 3 4 5

/111.

i
Reliability & Sturdiness 0 1 2 3 4 5

Editing Capability & Ease 0 1 2 3 4 5 I*
4 Amount of Software 0 1 2 3 4 5 ill.4 Suitability of Equipment to Meet 0 1 2 3 4 5 ill.

4
Instructional Needs

Programming Text Editing Computer Literacy Testing ill.

4 Computer Assisted Instruction Computer Managed Instruction
)11-

44 Inf ormat ion Management

/111.

410 Comments:

4TV
points Evaluator

7' 7" 'V" -"wr 911" lr "7-7" -'7"--T-T,"-Nr-IT-'41rgir+



HOW TO LOAD SOFTWARE
APPLE I lus.lie, AND lc
Step 1 Turn on the monitor (The knob a
located on the front of the monitor on the right
side I
Step 2 Open the door on the disk drive
Step 3 Slide in the diskette, making sure the
IWO faces up and goes in last You will hear a
click when it is in place
Step 4 Close thri door on the disk drive
Step 5 Turn on the microcomputer (The switch
is on the, back of the keyboard on the left side 1
You will hear a beep The desk drive will hum
and the red in Use" light will come on tempo-
rarity Caution. Do not insert or remove a disk
while thu delve is humoring or while iihe red "In
Use " light d on
Step 6 Commercially prepared software may
"boot" automatically If it doesn't. wad for the
monitor prompt and type RUN and the name of
the program For example RUN STARFIND

ATARI 400 or SOO
For cartridges
Step 1' Load BASIC
Step 2 Pull the lever on the cartridge cage door
on top of the computer that is marked "Pull
Open
Step 3 After checking cartridge label to make
sure you are inserting the right side up push the
cartridge firmly into the slot until it clicks
Step 4 Close the cage door
Step 5 Turn on the monitor
Step 6 Turn on the monitor Step 7 Turn on the
computer (The switch is on the right side of the
keyboard) Step 8 Press START, then SYSTEM
RESET Step 9 Press SELECT to display options
Step 10 Press OPTION to enter options selected
Step 11 Press START

Step 1 Make sure the computer is turned OFF
Step 2 Insert the BASIC cartridge into the cage
at the top of the computer and close the cage
door Step 3 Turn on the monitor, teen the disk
drive Step 4 Turn on the disk drive and wait for
the humming to stop and the light to go out
Step 5 Carefully slide the diskette onto the

drive, making sure that the label is on top arid
goes in last Close the diskette cage door
Step 6 Turn on the computer aid wad for the
diskette to load When the light goes out and the
drive stops humming, the desk drives stops
humming the diskette will be loaded Step 7
Follow the vistructions on the monitor screen

COMMODORE PET
For tapes
Step 1 Turn on the microcomputer (The switch
is on the back of the keyboard on the left Wei
Step 2 Place the cass Me in the player and
rewind the tape
Step 3 Type LOAD and press the RETURN key.
Step 4 The computer will instruct you to press
the PLAY key on TAPE 1.
Step S The monitor will display the following
sequence
SEARCHING
FOUND
LOADING
READY
The cursor will then flash
Step 6 Type RUN and press the RETURN key
Follow instructions on the monitor screen

For diskettes
Step 1 Turn on the microcomputer and the dual
disk drive (The switches are located on the back
of the machine on the right side 1
Step 2 Open the door on the disk drive, and
gently slide the disk into place The label should
face up, toward you
Step 3 Close the door
Step 4 Type LOAD 6,8 and press the return key
(Programs vary greatly If this command fails to
work look for an accompanying manual I
Step 5 Type UST and press the RETURN key to
see a listing of all programs stored on the disk

Step 6 Type LIST and press the return key to
see all the programs on the diskette
Step 7 Type LOAD "PROGRAM NAME ",8 and
press RETURN

Step 8 The program will load Type RUN
and RETURN
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COMMODORE 14
For cartridges
Step 1. Make sure your microcomputer is OFF
Step 2 Turn on monitor or TV
Step 3 Insert cartridge
Step 4 Turn on microcomputer
Step 5 Type START
Caution. Do not move cartridges in or out of the
computer white it is on To do so will damage
the program
For cassettes
Step 1 Make sure cassette is rewound before
you begin
Step 2 Turn on the microcomputer and type
LOAD
Step 3 The monitor will respond PRESS PLAY
ON TAPE
Step 4. Press Play on your cassette machine
Step 5 The monitor will go blank for a minute
until it finds the program Then it will read
FOUND PROGRAM (by name)
Step 6 Press the Commodore key

For diskettes
Step 1. Turn on the monitor, the disk drive and
always last the microcomputer
Step 2 Open the door on disk drive:: and gently
slide the disk into Noce. The label should be on
top, facing you
Step 3. Close the lever over the Inserted disk
Step 4 Type LOAD "PROGRAM NAME",8 press
RETURN

Step 5 Wait for the program to stop humming
and the word READY to appear on your screen
Step 6 Type RUN

ISM PC and PC Jr
For diskettes
Read instructions carefully Some software
comes with specific instructions which you
must follow specifically Other software is
formatted to load in the following way
Step 1 Slide disk with the label facing up,
toward you Close drive
Step 2 Turn on the computer The program will
"boot" automatically

IBM PC Jr
For cartridges
Step 1 Turn on the monitor, then the microcom
outer
Step 2 Push cartridge firmly into one of the two
cartridge slots

Step 3 Program will "boot" automatically

Texas Instrument 16/4A
For modules
Step 1 4..-n on the monitor (the knob on the
front, nght) tni.ri the microcomputer (the-skiing
switch on the front nght)
Step 2 An introduction screen will appear on
the monitor
Step 3 Push the module firmly into the slot at
the right of the keys
Step 0 Press any key
Step 5 Select the number of the program you
wish to run and enter it on the keyboard Follow
the instructions that appear

IRS 410 COLOR COMPUTER
For Tapes

Step 1 Push the paver button at the back of the
computer to turn it on. (ft a located at the left of
the wires.)
Step 2 The monitor screen will light up Press
the ENTER key until it responds with READY
Step 3 Connect the cassette player to the
microcomputer
Step 4 Turn on the cassette player and rewind
the tape
Step 5 Type CLOAD and press the ENTER key
Step 6 Press PLAY on the recorder
Step 7 The monitor will display the following
sequence "S" PROGRAM NAME OK
The cursor will the flash
Step 8 Type RUN and press the ENTER key

IRS -g0 COLOR COMPUTER and LEVEL IN
For diskettes
Step 1 Turn on the microcomputer (The switch
is under the keyboard on the right edge 1
Step 2 Open the cage door of the disk drive
Step 3 Slide the diskette into the slot with the
label on top toward you
Step 0 Close the cage door
Step 5 Press the square orange RESET button
on the right of the keyboard
Step 6 As the microcomputer loads the
program, the disk will hum and the light will
come on Then a catalog will appear on the
screen
Step 7 Type LOAD 'PROGRAM NAME'

16o
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Software Best Sellers

Apri 1

This Last
Month Month

Entertainment
1 1

2

3
4
5

Education
1

TM*

Ultimo IV

Gate

Hardball
Bard's Tale
Right Simulator

Publisher Remarks

Copyright 1986
Billboard Research Dpt.

I

Systems

I I
Ongin Systems
Inc
Spectrum
Hoiobyte
Accoioae
Electronic Arts
Microsoft

Fantasy game

Submonne simulation

Baseball game
Fantasy/role-000V game
Aircraft simulation

2 Math Blastoff

2 1 1YrIng Tutor ad
3 4 New Improved

Masternop
4 3. Music Construction Set
5 Homework Helper. Math

Nbrd Problems

Home Management ,

i 1 Print Shop
2 2 the Newsn..tm
3 5 Swilax
4 4 Print .f.. op Graphics

Ubnity
5 Paperback Writer

March
Ibis Last

Month 1.3orith

kntertainment
1 3
2 5
3 1

4 4.
5 2

Education
1 1

2 2

3 4

4 3

5 5.

Iles

Davidson

Simon & Schuster
Scarborough

Eiectronic Arts
Spinnaker

Introductory matii program.
ages 6-12
Typing instruction program
Typing instruction program

Music composition program
Moth tutorial. high school
level

Broderbund
Springboard
Timeworks
Broderbund

Digital Solutions

Publisher

Do-If-yourself print shop
Do-it-v ouieff newspaper
Tax preparation program
100 additional graphics

Word processing program

*

Ultimo IV
F-15 Strike Eagle
Jet
Karoteka
Silent Service

typing MO( I
Math Blasted

Music Construction Set

Now Improved
AfasterTYP

I Am the C-64

Nome Management

ii.

Origin Systems
MicroProse
Sublogic
Broderbund
MicroProse

Fantasy game
Alf combat simulation
Jet simulation
Action karate game
Submarine simulation

i

Simon & Schuster
Davidson

Electronic Arts

Scarborough

Creative/
Actvision

Typing Instruction program
introductory math program.
ages 6-12
Musc composition program

Typing Instruction program

introduction to the C-64

1 1. Print Shop
2 2 The Newsroom
3 3 bank Street Wrtter
4 5 PAM Shop Groahier

Library
5 Swiltax

Brocierbund
Springboard
Broderbund
Broderbund

Timoviarks

0o-4-yourself print shop
Do-ftyourself newspaper
Word processor
100 additional graphics

Tax preparation program
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Applications Programs 13 Titles

Word processing

Ctassroom management

Auttionng

ofbcs mtormsticee and finaacial managemer!

41)
kotticaboss prorr a m

%"--Instructional Programs 105 Titles
E`, '._.,-;'%...ei:.:l ,.-

Ilan 16%,
6% '`i.,--(:-.?;:',01

Unguage kits It%
15-, 'I

PinT3MInlifig (4rElleneS and tr,ols) 3%,g5,
kt'Graphics 1%

...1...:1
SOCI3. Studies ro

%;.'..1-
Laity Educator 5%

-, , z)1--- _

SOenCe 11°0
i

lestrintona' pc,,,,grarns

1111.1timmum..

4

4

Music I%

foretr lieguate

ismputer Literal' D% I

' Logic

SAT Pntparabon I%

Typing I% I

4

machine Compatibility
alarm IF PIO:1M NIT MU. Ms immalase

In
I 1111% 4ri. Yrk

25%

1 'SABI IS ir% I2% %Ill
I 1 1 I I KIM I

machine liatibility: Year to Date
-4111C11011 OF MUMS 117011 MI V B. INCE MRCS 14, Ile TIIC WI. NM 01 TIM OWN&

12%
0% 4% 1.4 ttk Jr%
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ISM Irk
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1
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+++++++++++++++++++
++ +4 ++ ++ +if+ APPLE H ++ CATEGORY SOFTWARE

+ WORDPROCESSING AppleWorks Apple Computer Inc +
INFORMATION MGMT. AppleWorks Apple annputer. Inc ++ GRAPHICS Print ShopBroderbund Software ril 14-

+ GAMES

EDUCATION

Flight Simulator IISub- Logic Corporation

Sucks BearABC Field Publications
X.REARS

+ BUSINESS ACCOUNTING BPI AccountingBP/Systems CtICSC6smotpS
I s0+ PERSONAL FINANCE Dollars & SenseMonogram i y

SPREADSHEET AppleWorksApple Compi,ter, Inc.
1T'+ INTEGRATED AppleWorksApple Computer, Inc.

+ MUSIC

PROJECT MGMT.

Music Construction Set Electronic Arts

Think TankLiiring Videotext
4+-+ UTILITIES Copy Il PlusCentral Point Software

6+ 4++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ +
a+
+++++++++++++++++++
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SOFTWARE PRICES STABLE

CURRENT SOFTWARE PRICES WILL HOLD AS
SCHOOLS BEGIN PURCHASING FOR '86-'87

I I

I I

I
I I

I I

BETWEEN now and September. as
schools make their software purchases
for the next school year. school soft-
ware buyers can expect software
pnces to remain stable Despite what
Chnstine Johnston. Director of Mar-
ketint for Milliken Software describes
as "obvious pressure to reduce
prices. and sexeral cases of price
cuts in the past year by publishers like
CBS. Simon & Schuster and Sun-
burst a spot survey of 20 leading edu-
cational sefmare producers finds that
most publishers Ain be selling soft-
ware in September for the same price
they sold it in January

Almost three-quarters of the 20
publishers contacted by Elei front(
LearningApple. Broderbund. Da
vidson & Associates. DesignV arc
EduWare. Encyclopaedia Britannica.
K-12 Micromedia. The Learning
Company . The Learning Vi ell
MECC. Milliken. Mindscape Scho-
lastic. Simon & Schuster and Spring-
board will maintain their current
prices through September. and many
anticipate the same prices through the
end of 1986

Three companies in the survey
Grolier Spinnaker and Sunburst
haxe raised prices on some or all of
their software titles in the past two
months. and plan to mintain those
prices at least through September

Three additional companiesSVE
Holt and Educational AL n
ha\ e no firm plan, y et on their prey me
for the next six mnth,

HILL school. cannot expect to
find 1. heJpet pm..., on ...pity, .114. a:

least on indi)(dual oti \ arc title,
they can look for more companies of-
fering deals on volume purchases. or
on bundlr of software Grolier for
example raised the price of its utility

package,. EduCali Friend/ % Filer.
E(111 Graph and The Information
Comte( non b 10 percent in February.
At the same time. they are offering a
bundle of the four unlit) programs for
5189. w hich is about what three
would cost individually

EDUN ARE is selling its six algebra
programs as a group called The Alge-
bra Crirrilltiltin Pail, and five of its
writing program. together in a group
called Tic %ruing Curru alum Pac 1.
As a pack. the programs are available
at hall the price of the individual ti-
tles DesignVt are end EduWare also
sell assortments of their programs for
kindergarten through sixth grade. and
fifth through eighth grade

Ltd packs. multiple copies of a sin-
gle program. which have been widely
available this year-24 out of 39 pub-
lishers suneyed by Electronic Learn-
ing in October offered some sort of
lab pack will continue to be avail
able though publishers will be experi-
menting with larger packs and differ-
ent prking structures Scholastic, fol
example is considering enlarging its
packs thus dropping the price per disk
of its programs which currently come
use copies to the pack De.ignV are
has started selling lab packs. of 40

SCHOOLS can also look for more
and cheaper silL -110 used programs

0 c xampli L Op, COIIILILII1/4" 5\ "-
IL n / II( pro,21.111.
N. as ..111.1h1s t, s, n kok lot ,
111.ill Opit' or thy propJo as IN.
shit ol s% ants to mak. For an add'
tional fey of less than
xx 111 also haxi ilk right to send copies
of the program home ss ith stud-nt,

70w. .C1(Gintl
4, so, Jot( Lihr,,,

I
I

r
I I

.11.11111 1.11.11.11.11111.11.11II 1E11.017 1 1 11 4I I io
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The

P
Free Programs
For Your
Computer

Arlan

Good software doesn't have to
be expens;ve. You can accu-
mulate a reopectable software
library merely by taking ad-
vantage of the thousands of
programs in the public do-
mainthat is, programs which
are given away free by their
authors. Another alternative,
the "shareware" concept, sets
you test-drive a program for
free and make a voluntary con-
tribution if you like. Here's a
guide to public domain soft-
ware and shareware, plus the
results of a survey in which
users all over the country voted
for their top five favorites.

YOMMO.-11,1rilr.

34 4.-..sum Aty 1966

R. Levitan

Does the thought of paying
more for a program than
you laid out for your com-

puter make you grumpy and irasci-
ble? Cheer up. There's a wealth of
programs available for your com-
puter that cost little or nothing at
all. Public domain and shareware
programs can provide you with a
never-ending supply of grist for
yo:1 computer's mill.

The idea of public domain soft-
ware has been around since the
early computer hobbyists first start-
ed sharing their programs wits:
rad-, other People would cry run-
ning each other's programs, suggest
improvements, or make the im-
provements themselves. Few peo-
ple copyrighted their programs
becaube they were hobbyists rather
than software authors trying to
make a living. Legally, all it takes to
place a program in the public do-
main is for tl e author to declare it
so. (Of course, this excludes most
programs published in magazines
and books, which are nearly always
copyrighted to protect the authors.)

Public domain programs can
be freely exchanged between indi-
viduals or distributed by user

groups and computer bulletin
board systems (BBSs). They come
with no warranties, packaging, or
customer support. They are gifts to
the public and vary in quality from
marginal to very good.

To determine which public do-
main programs are the most popu-
lar among users, in April we
conducted a survey over three com-
mercial information services:
CompuServe, The Source, and Del-
phi. Below are he results of this
informal sun 'y. For each personal
computer, we've listed the top five
programs. The type of program is
identified within parentheses.

We have excluded from con-
sideration programs tv.at are not
truly in the public doma.n, includ-
ing programs which elicit a fee for
documentation, and programs
which have been published, are in
widespread tt:A.-, but are definitely
not in tie public domainsuch as
comPurv's own SpeedScript, for
example

Yot.'ll notice that many of the
popular programs on the list are
terminal programs. This is probably
due to the fact that the survey was
.unducted online among telecom-

puting enthusiasts.
To obtain col, es of any of

these programs, try contacting your
local user group or logging onto a
BBS or commercial information 5er-
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vice. Friends and coworkers are
alto valuable so: es for public do-

main programs

nother type of freely distrib-
uted software that is some-
times confused with public

domain software is sheremre (also

called user-supported software). The

concept rf shareware came about as

a response to the negative aspects of
mariceiing software commercially.

It seems that almost everybody
likes to complain that software is
too expensive. Critics of the &rift-

ware industry claim that prices are
inflated by a charge-what-the-
market-will-bear attitude as the
product filters through distribution
channels. The manufacturer typi-
cally sells to a distributor, who in
turn sells to a retailer. Each middle-
man adds a markup. The author of
the software receives only a small
percentage of the selling price.

Critics argue that this practice
causes a serious problem: The per-
ception of high prices encourages
unauthorized duplication of soft-
ware. This leads to a classic conflict
between the manufacturers and the
software pirates. Manufacturers
may be tempted to boost their
prices to make up for expected
losses to piracy, and pirates may
justify copying because they say
prices are unreasonably high.

For these and other reasons,
some software authors decide to
market their programs themselves.
There have been few success stories
among those who've tried this ap-
proach The authors attempt to
work within the established mar-
ketplace, but us sally fail because
the lack the resources necessary to
promote, advertise, and distribute
their product

About four years ago, a pro-
grammer named Andrew
Fluegeln. r wrote a terminal

program tor IBM computers called
PC-Talk Ill. To distribute his pro-
gram, Fluegelman combined as-
pects of both public domain and
commercial software to come up
with a new category he called
Freeware. Freeware is based on
three concepts:

Before buying a program,
computer users should have the op-
portunity to fully assess its value by

using it extensively to determine
whether it serves their needs.

Original software of high
quality written by ind dent au-
thors will be su a by the per-
sonal computing community.

Copying of these programs
should be encouraged, rather than
discouraged. The ease of dissemi-
nating programs outside traditional
commercial channels should be ex-
ploited by software authors to max-
imize distribution.

Fluegelman actually trade-
marked the term Freeware, so as
these ideas spread and other au-
thors began following suit, the term
shareware was coined for general
use. Here's how shareware typical-
ly works:

Anyone can get a copy of a
shareware program. Usually, you
obtain it from a local user group or
BBS. Since there is no packaging or
manual, any documentation is gen-
erally in the form of a text file on
the disk or BBS. You must print out
a hardcopy if you want a manual
for reference purposes.

Shareware programs contain a
notice suggesting that you send a
certain contribution to the author if
you fired the program useful. The
contribution is voluntary, and even
if none is made, you're encouraged
to share the program with others

Although no shareware au
thorn are reported to be making a
killing, many are said to De realiz-
ing a steady stream .'...,f tyui-i)lemen-
tal income.

How good is shareware? The
best of it is quite good indeed, and
often bettor suited to the needs and
abilities r.3,' casual users than more
expensive commercial programs If
you're will,ng to do without fancy
manuals ano can rely on fellow users
for technical support, shareware
may be right for yiu.

1111111111111MIIIIM

Here are the top five freely
distributed programs for
each poplar personal

computer. Shareware programs are
denoted with an asterisk (*). You'll
notice that only four programs are
listed for the Commodore 64/128.
That's because the other programs
which received votes are not truly
in the public domainincluding
two which are copyrighted by
ColourE,
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Commodore 64/128
Comm Term (Terminal program)
Haunted Hill (Gamer
Disk Doctor 128 (Utility)
Brut Thund_r (Game)

Atari 400/800/XL/XE
AMIS (Bulletin board system)
AMODEM (Terminal program)
MYRIAPEDE (Game)
POKEY Player (Music)
AMEN'I (Program autoloader)

Atari ST Series
STenninal (Terminal program)
STCaIc (Calculator desk accessory)*
Megaroids (Game)
RMDISK (RAM disk utility)
COPY (77:e utility for single-dm.,

systems)

Apple 11 Series
EAMON (Adventure game)
Free Writer (Word processor)'
EVE (Terminal program)'
RAMDISK128 (RAM disk utility)
ABBS (Bulletin board system)

Commodore Amiga
,;term (Terminal program)
StarTerm (Terminal program)
Mandelbrot (Graphics demo)
Hack (Ad nture game)
EMACS (I. xt editor)

IBM PC /PCir
MEMBRAIN (RAM disk utiliq)
PROCOMM (Terminal program)'
PC-File (Database manager)'
RBBS (Bulletin board system)
PC-Wnte (Word processor

Apple Macintosh
Red Ryder (Terminal program)*
BINHEX (File conversion utility)'
MazeWars (Game)
VMCO (Vocal/visual terminal program)
ResEdit (Resource editor)

Texas Instruments TI-99/4A
Fast-Term (Terminal program)
Disk Manager 1000 (Disk cataloger)
FUNL Writer (Word processor)
NeatList (Utility/
MassCopy (Utility) Ct
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SOFTWARE' SIDE BY SIDE
GRAPHING PROGRAMS

EDITORS NOTE: Each month. Software Side by Side takes a comparative look at different softv.ars packages within the
content of "Computers in the Cumculum The packaee% are reviewed by an educator with extensive eduLayonal omputing
experience This month s graphing programs for use in math classes are rated on a scale of 1-5 (1 = unsatisfactory 2 =
average, 3 = good, 4 = very good. 5 = excellent)

Readers should realize that this selection of programs does not represent (lie entire spectrum of software available

Superplot
$49.95
(Edu Soft
Educational
Software, PO

Apple II
family (64K)

Grades 8-12
Plots up to five
polynomial,
tngnometnc.
loganthmic. or

5 5 5

Reviewer's Comments: Superplot is a very
good program and would be exellent for
demonstrations where a large color nic.nitor
is available The use of standard algebraic
notation with raised exponents seems

Box 2560,
Berkeley. CA
94702)
1985

exponential
functions Allows
scrolling and
zooming in or out
either axis or on
both axes
simultaneously

4 4 4 4 natural The display of the equations color-
coded to the graphs and the on-line help are
very helpful features Program would even ,

be more useful if the graphs could be printed
or saved Haying a site-license allowing
lzgal multiple copies or networking for only
an additional S35 is a real plus

Has optional sound
and color User
can change :mph
limns

Publisher's Response: We plan to add both
saving and printing features in late Spring
'86 Program is also good for indnidual
student invesrigation

Graphing
$39

Commodore
64. Apple II

Grades 7.12
Three graphing

Reviewer's Comments: This program has a .
superb support manual Snark is a good

(MECC. 3490
Lexington Ave
N . St Paul, MN

family ;48K).
TRS-80 Color
32K. Man

programs. one
simulation and an
educational game

5 game to develop logic and visualization
skills klthough the color test works
perfectly the equation: were not graphed in

55112)
1984

in which students
try to locate a

4 4
color Pol%graph has a great deal of
flexibility allowing students to choose the

snark hidden on
a gnd b; ?^iering
a center and the

3 3 scale zoom in. or expand In all three
graphing programs, equations must be
entered in a form similar to that of BASIC

radius of a circle 2 2 rather than standard notation
Includes a 56-page
manual Not all
machine versions
allow pnnting and
saving

Publisher's Response: Publisher hat no
-esponse

Reviewed by Dr. Margie Mason, Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics, Northern Illinois University, DeNalb, IL.

aMINNIV.
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Graphing
V.quations

Apple II
family (48K)

Grades 7.12
A fo,,r-piogram

Reviewer's Comments: Green Globs is a
classic game that teaches students to draw

(including
Green Cloth)
SOO

package that
includes two game
programs and a

5 5 5 5 5 graph, It really promotes higher-level
thinking and can be used successtully by
sttidents at sanous levels of sophistication

'Conduit The
Unisersits or
Iowa Oakdale
Campus. Iowa
City. IA 52242
1983

utility program that
graphs functions
entered by
students Graphing
program gives
students guided
practice in
determining the
equation of straight
lines. parabolas
circles ellipses. or
hyperbolas User
cannot save and
print graphs

4 4 Thy top scoring game replay texture
promotes exploration and allows students to
see the strategic' others have used Warning
Green Blobs is addictive' Linear &
Quadratic Graphs provides excellent doll
with a great deal of flexibility on
determining graphs of various functions
Tracker is an excellent game for developing
logic and visualization skills
Publisher's Response: Publisher has no
response

= 1111111
Graphing Apple II Grades 7-12
Exponential family (48K). Contains a tutonal
Functions TRS-80 on functions in the
$29.95 Model 11114. form Y = A and a
(Educational Commodore section where
Activities Inc PET students enter their
PO Box 392 own values for A

Reviewer's Comments: This program is
useful for teaching about only one type of
functionY = A If students attempt to
repeat a section the message "Please get
your teacher. will appear According to the
documentation. the teacher is then supposed
to press Control and A on the Apple to

Freeport, NY and X and see the
11520) resulting graphs

3 3 3 3 3 3 continue However. this reviewer was never
able to get this feature to function The

1983 Maintains records CAPS LOCK key must be depressed on the
for up to 50
students User
cannot save or
pnnt graphs

2 Ile and tic for any input to be accepted. but
neither the program nor the manual mentions
this
Publisher's Response: Control A was tested
and worked properly The review (op% was
apparently defecate The program Was
developed for the Apple ll plas The CAP
LOCK key is only necessary for the name
input

Graph Plotter Apple li Grades 11-12
$75 family (48K) Demonstrates

Reviewer's Comments: This program has
tremendous capabilities and great potential

(Science various graphical
Research mathematical
Associates, Inc techniques such as
144 North basic graphing
Wacker Dr . transformations.

5 but it is very complex and takes much time
to learn to operate well On-line graphing is
somes, hat slow. especially to use for
demonstration purposes while lecturing but
screens may be prepared in advance and

Chicago. IL and calculus topics
606061 such as secants.
1984 tangents.

3 3 3 stored for quick recall later Screens may
also be pnnted. but only on an Apple
Silentype printer This program is definitely

derivatives. points
of inflection. and
solving differential
equations May be
used as a
"dynamic
t lackbodrd for
demonstrations

2 only for the upper levels of high school and
college mathematics
Publisher's Response: This program is
exceedingly powerful It not only graphs
functions. derivatives. integrals. and
differenttal equations. but also lets the user
perform various transformations on these
graphs

Graphs may be
stored for later

_...
recall
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STATEWIDE MICROCnMPUTER COUPSEWARE EVALUATIONS

This TECC project has identified effective mircocomputer courseware for use
by Texas Educators in improving BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTION. K-12 commercial
courseware for Applc., Radio Shack and Commodore hardware systems in the subject
areas of reading/language arts, mathematics, science, business education and
vocational education has been evaluated.

This document provides you with a brief summary of the following evaluation data:

. Hardware System to Accommodate the Software,

. Courseware Package Name,

. Publisher,

. Subject Area,

. Grade Level, and
Average score.

Each courseware package was evaluated by at least ten teachers throughout the State
of Texas and the results were then tallied and yielded an average score. The
possible scores range from a low of (1) one to a high of (5) five.

The complete evaluation data not only includes scores on the previous information
but also for:

. Program cost,

. Special Hardware Rcqui rements,

. Instructional Technique,
. Instructional Activities,
. Special Characteristics,
. Potential Uses,
. Student Instruction Time,
. Instructional Objec:ives,
. Presentation,
. Content, and
. Student Evaluation.

The entire evaluation data set will soon be available on-line with Bibliographic

Retrieval Services (BRS), a commercial networked database system. Access to BRS
requires a modem and subscription t) RRS. Please contact Keith Imon at 271-7611
for further information.

Evaluation is being expanded to include identification of courseware addressing
the essential elements of Computer Literacy and other general application
packages appropriate to instruction and will now include software for the IBM
microcomputer.

When using this document, please note that Apple Software evaluations can be
found on the yellow pages, Radio Shack Software evaluations can be found on the

areen pages and Commodore Software evaluations can he found on the blue pages.
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HARDWARE

APPLE

.lU

COURSEWARE EVALUATED 1982/83

PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

ANTONYMS-SYNONYMS HARTLEY COURSEWARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 4.10
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.84

APPROXIMATION, ESTIMATION HEINEMAN/SCOTT FORESMAN SCIENCE SECONDARY 4.16

BASIC ENGLISH SKILLS ENCYCLOPEADI:_ BRITANNICA LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.31

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.43

BECOMING AN INFORMED SHOPPER GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.24

BIRTH OF THE PHOENIX PHOENIX SOFTWARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.37

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.79

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.44

BUMBLE GAMES THE LEARNING CO. MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.58

BUMBLE PLOT THE LEARNING CO. MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.61

C.A.R.I.S. ENCYCLOPAEDIA °RITANNICA LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.41

C.L.I.P. EDUCATIONAL _,VITIES BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.55

CAPITALIZATION HARTLEY COURSEWARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.16
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.37

CASH VERSUS CREDIT BUYING GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.52

CELLS EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES SCIENCE ELEMENTARY 3.63

SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.69

CHALLENGE MATH SUNBURST MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.36
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.17
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.26

CHECKERS ODESTA MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.79

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.80
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.67

CHESS ODESTA MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 2.68
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.33

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.99

CIRCLES SOCIETY FOR VISUAL
EDUCATION MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.56

CLIMATE HEINEMAF/SCOTT FORESMAN SCIENCE SECONDARY 4.24

CLOCK HARTLEY COURSEWARE MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.05
CLCZE -PLUS I/CT LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.72

CLOZE -PLUS IP.OGRAM I/CT LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.80
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.69

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAM PART I BORG-WARNER LANGUAGE ART; SECONDARY 4.37

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAM PART I I BORG-WARNER LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 4.70
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.60

COMPARATIVE BUYING SERIES GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.41
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111/1 111/1 S
COURSEWARE EVALUATED 1A2/83

HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Cont'd COMPREHENSION POWER PROGRAM I/CT LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.61
COMPREHENSION PO'IER, LEVEL E 1/CT LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.58
CONTEXT CLUES NTS LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTAR( 3.21

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.03

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.14

COUNTING BEE EAU -WARE MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.22

CRITICAL READING A-H BORE-IIARNER LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.52

DECIMALS CONTROL DATA/PLATO MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.20
DRAGCN GAMES SERIES FOR L/

ARTS EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.52

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS N1S LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.45

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.08
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.95

EDU-WARE DECIMALS EDU-WLRE MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.61
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.75

EDU-WARE FRACTIONS EDU-PARE MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.13

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.55

EDUFUN: ALIENCOUNTER & FACE
FLASH MILLIKEN MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.78

EDUFUN: BATTLING RUGS W.LLIKEN MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.03

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 't.06

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.80
EDUFUN: FRENZY & FLIP FLOP MILLIKEN MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.59

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.01
EDUFUN: GOLF CLASSIC &

COMPUBAR MILLIKEN MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.04
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.96
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.88

EDUFUN: CULP! & ARROW
GRAPHICS MILLIKEN MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.21

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.10
EDUFUN: THE JAR GAME & CHAOS MILLIKEN MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 2.53

MATHEMATICS ELEMENTAR': 2.45
ELECTRICITY MAGNETISM J & S SOFTWARE SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.69

SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.21
ELECTRON STRUCTURE J & S SOFTL1ARE SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.68
ERNIE'S OUIZ APPLE COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.06

MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 2.94
EXPLORER METROS SUNBURST MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.20

MATHEMATICS MtDbLE 4.50
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.24
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITL:

COURSEWARE EVALUATED 1982/83

PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Cont'd FACT OR OPINION NTS LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 4.58

LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.88

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 4.66

FACT SHEETS HARTLEY COURSEWARE MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.88

FACTORING WHOLE NUMBERS OUALITY EDUCATIONAL
DESIGNS MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.59

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.97

FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS LEARNING WELL LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.75

LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.24

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.57

FRACTIONS CONTROL DATA/PLATO MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.23

GENETICS TRANSPORT J & S SOFTWARE SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.39

GEOMETRIC CONCEPTS BORG-WARNER MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.82

GERTRUDE'S PUZZLES THE LEARNING CO. MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 1.78

GERTRUDE'S SECRETS THE LEARNING CO. MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 2.55

GETTING THE MAIN IDEA LEARNING 'JELL LANGUAGE ARTS .LEMENTARY 2.72

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.30
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.27

GRAMMAR PROBLEMS MILLIKEN LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 4.28
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.98

LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 4.34

GRAPHING ON THE COORDINATE
PLANE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.71

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.76

GUINESS WORLD RECORDS SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCA-
TION MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.41

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.46

HOME SAFE HOME GUIDANCE ASS1CIATES VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.70

INCOME MEETS EXPENSES GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.75

INSTANT ZOO APPLE COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 4.11

JOB READINESS: ASSMT. & DEV. GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.58

JUGGLES' RAINBOW THE LEARNING CO. MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 1.81

LANGUAGE ARTS SEQUENCES MILLIKEN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.42

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.45

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.2
LETTER RECOGNITION HARTLEY COURSEWARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.88

LONG DIVISION EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.75

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.71

LONGITUDINAL WAVES HEINEMAN/SCOTT FORESMAN SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.75

MAGIC MAILER ARTSCI BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.57

C' MAGIC WINDOW II ARTSCI BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.66
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COURSEWARE EVALUATED 1982/83

HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Cont'd MACIL WORDS ARTSCI BUSINESS ST.::ONDARY 3.90MASTER TYPE NTS VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.95MASTERING THE PARTS OF SPEECH SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 4.58
LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 4.68
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 4.56MATH BASEBALL EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MAllIPUVCICS ELEMENTARY 4 57
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.40
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.13MATH FOR EVERYDAY LIVING EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.2
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.52
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.33MATH INVADERS EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.27
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.93MATH SKILLS-ELEMENTARY LEVEL ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.75MATH SKILLS- JR. HIGH LEVEL ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.55MATRIX PROBLEMS SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.98MICRO READ-LEVEL 1 AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.20
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.80MICRO READ-LEVEL 2 AMFRICAN ED, ,,TIONAL COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.12
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.15MICRO READ-LEVEL 3 AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.27
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.88MICRO READ-LEVEL 4 AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER LANCUACE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.54
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.27MICRO READ-LEVEL 5 AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.78
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.56MICRO READ-LEVEL 6 AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER LANGUAGF ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.43
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.23MICRO READ-LEVEL 7 AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.28
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.33MICRO READ-LEVEL 8 AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPUTEP LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.02
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.01MICROCOMPUTER AS A TEACHING TOOL SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.90
SCIENCE ELEMENTARY 3.73
SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.39
SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.56
LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.90
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.74

MICROCOURSE SERIES-L/A-LEVEL 3 HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2./2
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.08

rn
cn
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111COURSEWARE E UATED 1982/83

HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLTSHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Coned MICROCOURSE SERIES-L/A-LEVEL 4 HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 1.65
LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY '.68

MICROCOURSE SERIES-L/A-LEVEL 5 HOUGHTON-Mai ^LIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.32
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 1.91

MICROCOURSE SERIES- L /A -LEVE. 6 HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 1.60
LANGUAGE ARTq ELEMENTARY 2.90

MICROCOURSE SERIES -L/A-LEVEL 7 FOUGHTON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.00
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.13

MICROCOURSE SERIES -L/A-LEVEL 8 HoUGUToN-MIFFLIN LANGUACP ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.28
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.43

MICROCOURSE SEIIIES-READ-LEVEL 3 hOUGHTON-MI FILTN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.49
`ANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 1.92

MICROCOURSE SERIES -READ-LEVEL 4 HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 4.13
YI.CROCO1' F. SERIES-READ-LEVEL 5 HOUGHTON- MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.85

'LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 1.88
MICRG...OURSE SERIES-READ-LEVEL 6 HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.78

LANGUAGE ARTS MI DUE 2.30
MICROCOURSE SERIES-READ-LEVEL 7 HOUG4TON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.09

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.20
MICROCOURSE SERIES-REA:-LEVEL 8 HOUGHTON-MIFFLIN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.43

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.03
MIX AND MATCH APPLE COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.99

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.79
LANGUAGE AR1S SECONDARY 3.49

MOKENTUM-WORK AND ENERGY J & S SOFTWARE SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.46
MONEY MANAGEMENT ASSMT. SERIES GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.27
MONEY MNGMT: BASIC ?MATH SKILL GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.25
MONEY1 MONEY! HARTLEY GOURSEWARL MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.46
MULTIPLE CHOICE FILES COMPU-TATIONS VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 4.13

BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.04
ODIN ODESTA MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.69

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.79
MATHEMMCS SECONDARY 4.01

OPPOSITES HARTLEY COURSEWARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.63
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.93
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 5.00

OXIDATION REDUCTION J & S SOFTWARE SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.30
PAL READING CURRICULLM 2-6 UNIVERSAL SYSTEMS FOR EDUC. LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.09
PARTS OF THE MICROSCOPE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES SCIENCE MIDDLE 2.92

fJ
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COURSEWARE EVALUATED 1982/83

HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Cunt'd PERCENTAGES EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.37

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.24

PERIODIC WILE J & S SOFTWARE SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.19

PHRASE READING I CREATIVE CURRICULUM LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.41

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.33

PHRASE READING II LREATIVE CURRICULUM LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.40

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.26

PHYSICS: ELEMENTARY MECHANICS CONTROL DATA/PLATO SCIENCE SECONDARY 4.70

PHYSIOLOGICAL SIMULATION HEINEMAN/SCOTT FORESMAN 'CIENCE SECONDARY 3.83

POISON PROOF YOUR HOME GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.63

PM-ALGEBRA PART 2 SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION MATHEMA-IC c: 2.40

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.77

PROBLEM SOLVING IN EVERYDAY MATH GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.03

READ/C01P: BERMUDA TRIANGLE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA LA lcuArE AKTS ELEMENTARY 3.60

LANGUAGE MIDDLE 3.80
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.76

READ/COMP; IRON HORSE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA LANGUACE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.61

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.76

READING COMPREHENSION POWER MILLIKEN LkNGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 4.11

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 4.46

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 4.43

READING FOR DETAIL LEARNING 'TELL LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.02

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.43

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.21

RENDEZVOUS EDU-WARE SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.44

SCIENCE SECONDARY 4.20

RHYMES ArD RIDDLES SPINNAKER SOFTWARE CORP. LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.53

ROCKY'S BOOTS THE LEARNING CO. MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 2.81

SENTENCE STRUCTURE A-D BORG-WARNER LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.80

SEQUENCE LEARNING W2LL LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.98

LANGUAGE APTS MIDDLE 3.82

LANGUAGE Aus SECONDARY 3.97

SOCCER MATH COMPU-TATIGNS MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.81

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.03

SOLVING ADDITION & NULT. PROBLEMS GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES MATHEMATICS SECOND'RY 4.26

SOLVING EQUATIONS-LEVELS I-III EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MATHEMATICS SF.CON CRY 4.11

MATHEMATICS MIDDL. 3.69

SOLVING MULTIPLE STEP PROBLEMS GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.37

SOLVING SUBTRACT. & DIV. PROBLEMS GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.41
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111/1
COURSEWARE EV ATED 1982/83

HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT CRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Cont'd SPEED PEADING COURSEWARE CREATIVE CURRICULUM LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.61

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 2.86

SPELLING BEE GAMES EDU-WARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.30

SPELT ING WIZ DLM LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.95

SPOTLIGHT APPLE COMPUTER LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY S.55

LANGUAGE. ARTS MIDPLE 3.55

mATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.50
MAT 'MATICS MIDDLE 4.13

STARTING OUT, SET 1 NTS MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.28

STORY MACHINE SPINNAKER SOFTWARE Ce5P. LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.28

STUDY OUIZ FILES COMPU-TATIONS BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.84

POCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.94

SURVIVAL MATH SUNbuRST MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 2.98

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.82

TEASERS BY TOBBS SUNBURST MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.87

MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.92

MATHFMATICS MIDDLE 4.06

TRANSVERSE WAVES HEINEMAN/SCOTT FORESMAN SCIENCE. SECONDARY 3.46

UNDERSTANDING SALES BUYING GUIDANC: ASSOCIATES BUFINESS SECONDAAY 3.32

USING A CALENDAR HARTLEY COURSMARE MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 2.20

VERB USAGE 1, 2 & 3 HARTLEY COURSEUARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.07

;ERB VIPER DLM LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.55

VERBS HARTLEY COURSE'IARE LAmGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.94

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 4.09

VOCABULARY BASEBALL J & S SOFWARE LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.49

WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE NTS LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 1.98

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 1.77

WEATHER FRONTS TEACH YOURSELF C011:-. SOFT1YARE SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.56

WHO-WHAT-WHERE-WHEN-WMY HARTLEY COURSEHARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.96

WHOLE BRAIN SPELLING SUBLOGIC CORP. LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.62

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.08

LANGUAGE. ARTS SECONDARY 3.10

IMOLE NUMBERS CONTROL DATA/PLATO MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.86
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.14

WORD DEMON IDEATECH LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 1.91

LANGUAGE ARTS 1DDLE 1.89

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 1.85

WORD FAMILIES HARTLEY COURSEUARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.47

WORA) INVASION DLM LANGUAGE AMTS ELEMENTARY 4.27

WORD MAN DLM LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.56

3
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Cont'd WORD MASTER DLM LANCUMX Alus ELEMENTARY 3.95
WORD MEMORY PROGRAM I/CT LANGUAGE ARM'S ELEMENTARv 1.61
WORD RADAR DL'I LANGUAGE ARTS ELEmENTARY 3.76
WORD STRUCTURE A-H BORG-WARNER LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 4.53
WORDS ARE FUN, SET I NTS LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.07
WORDSEARCH HARTLCYCOURSPIARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.83

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.87
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.13

WORDSKILL, LEVEL 1 SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.93
WORDSKILL, LEVEL 2 SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LANGUAGE At:TS MIDDLE 3.25
WORDSKILL, LEVEL 3 SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 1.54

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.30
WORDSKILL, LEVEL 4 SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 4.10
WORDSKILL, LEVEL 5 SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 4.08
'IORDSKILL, LEVEL 6 SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 4.52
WRITING SKILLS: SENTENCE COMBININ MILLIKEN LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.97

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 4.11

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.94
YOU CAN BANK ON IT GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.05
ZOO" GRAFIX PHOENIX SOFTWARE MATHEMATICS ELE'rENTARY 2.00

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 2.00
MArHIMAII0-, SECONDARY 2.10

ALPINE SKIER DATA COMMAND READING 5-9 3.88
BIG DOOR DEAL DATA COTIAND READING 4-8 3.47
COMPREHENSION POWER MILLIKEN READING 4-1? 2.79
CO'IPU READ 3.0 EDU-WARE SERVICES READ INC 3-5 2.66
CONSONANTS/BLENDS HARTLEY COURSE:1111E IN READING 3-5 1.05
DIASCRIPTIVE READING EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI READING 3-9 2.52
EARLY ELEH DISK II COMPU-TATIONS READING K-2 2.98
ELEH MY DEAR APPLE SPECIAL DELIVERY SFT READING 3-12 4.10
GRAMMAR PACKAGE EDU-WARE SERVICES IN READING 3-9 4.15
HAPPY FACE CROSS ED SOFTWARE READING 2,3,4,5,6,9 3.70
HOMONYMS BARTLEY COURSEWARE READING 3-9 3.96
LANGUAGE ARTS PKG MICRO POWER & LIGHT READING 5-12 3.44
MAGIC SPELLS SPECIAL DELPERY SPY READING 2-12 4.26
MOPTOWN SPECIAL DELIVERY SR! READING 1-10 4.33
READ CONTENT AREAS EDUCATIONAL ACTIviTI READING 3-8 2.71
READING & GRAMMAR MILLIKEN READI-G 3-9 4.?5
READING COMPRE 3 & 4 BLS SOFTWARE READING 3-6 2,47
READING COMPRE 5 & 6 BLS SOFIIARE READING 5-12 2.79
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RiADWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Coned RIDDLE? ME THIS DATA CommAND
HARTLEY COURSPJARE
SPECIAL DELIVERv 51 4
DATA COMMAND
WMPUTER-ADVANC IDEA
vISI CORP
VLSI CORP

HARTLEY COUPSE"RE IN
HARTLEY CoURSFURE INC

To ADING

!WADING
READTNG
REAMNe
KFAD1NG

UAD1Nr:
krADiNG
RFADINC

WADING

3-5

3-8

7-12

3-9

3,5,6,7,8,9,10
9-12

9-12

K-3

3-5

3.55

1.40

3.34
4.23

4.02

3.42
3.62

2.97

3.04

ROOTS/AFFIXES
SPEED READER
TENNIS ANYONE?
THE GAME S110
VISIFILE
VISIPLOT
VOCABULARY noLcil
voirus
,IIZARDRY SIR-TECH SOVVIR INC LWADING 9-12 4.28MINUS MISSION DLM 'LATH 1-3 3.85METRIC DRILL HARTLEY COURSCUARE MANI 3-12 2.309th & 5th GR TAB CREATIVE 'IROCIIRPTRS mATH 1-9 2.78PERCENTAGES-REVIEU BLS INC mATH 7-12 4.07PRESCPIV MATH DRILL HARTLEY GOZIRSEUARE MA111 1-3 3.37READ SOLV Man PROB EDUCATIONAL ACTIvITI MATH 3-7 3.06SOCCER MATH COMPU-TATIONS MATH 1-12 3.85SOLVE 40RD PROB MATH EVE CATE MEDIA MATH 4-9 2.62vECTORS & GRAPHING CROSS ED SOFTUARE ttATH 11,12 4.01VISICALC VLSI CORP mATH 3 -12 3.84-mOLE NUMBERS STERLING SWIFT MATH 1-9 3.98cS COURSEWARE STATS AVANT-GARDE CREATI')N mArH 7-10 2.17ZES: QUADRIC PARABOL AvANT-GARDE CREATION MATH 11,12 3.20ALGEBRA 1 EDU-WARE MATH 8-12 3.27ALIEN ADDITION DLM MATH 1-3 4.09ALaGATOR MIX DLM MA1H 1-3 4.05ARITHMETIC CLSRM HALT STERLING S'4IFT MATH 3-9 4.09ARITHMElIC CLSRM ADD STERLING SUIFT mATH 1-9 3.67ARIMETIC CLSRM SUB STERLING SUIFT MATH 1-9 4.26ARITHMETIC CLSRM DIV STERLING St1IFT mATH 3-9 4.79ARITHMETIC GAMES SRA HATU 3-12 3.48BASIC MATH COMP SKILL EDUCATIONAL ACTIvITI ruvrii i-12 3.43COMP DRL INST MATH B SRA NATI' 2-7 4.26COMP MATH LEVEL C SRA mATH 1-9 3.61COMM. DRL & INSTRCTN FACT TRACK MATE K-0 4.14COM MATH SERIES EDU-'TARE SERVICES MATH 1-9 1.39COMPUTERIZED MATH - 3 EDU-DISK MATH 3-5 3.39COMPUTERIZED MATH 5 EDU-DISK 'IA IP 4-n 5.00DECIMALS-A REVIal BLS INC MAT1 5-12 2.99DEMOLITION DIVISION DLM MATH 4-6 4.02
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

APPLE Cont'd DRAGON MIX DL4 MMH 3-6 2.80
ELEMENTARY MATH MUSE CO mATH K-5 3.25
ELEM MY DEAR APPLE SPECIAL DELIVERY SFT MATH 3-12 4.30
EXPANDED NOTATION HARTLEY COURSEWARE MATH 4-9 3.90
FACT TRACKS SRA MATH 1-5 3.03
FRACTIONS & DECIMALS STERLING SWIFT mATP 5-12 4.32
FRACTIONS A REVIEW BLS MATH 5-9 3.62
GEMETRY MEASRMT 1 & 2 SPECIAL DELIVERY SP1 MATH 1-11 3.80
MATH & LOGIC PKG MICRO POWER & LICHT MATH 5-12 3.75
MATH CONCEPTS HARTLEY COURSEWARE MATH 2-5 3.41
MATH SEQUENCES 1-8 MILLIKEN MATH 1-9 3.30
MATH STRATEGY APPLE COMPUTER INC MATH K-12 3.:6
MATH TABS 3 & 5 REGION XIX ED SERVICE MATH 1-9 3.28
MATHPR BASIC /SYSTM 5 MATWARE MATH K-12 2.78
METEOR MULTIPLICATIO DEM MATE 2-5 4.27
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

PET BRIDGE Tn TERABUTHIA SUNBURST LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.16
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.40
SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.70
SCIENCE SECONDARY 2.44
LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.60
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.13
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.96FIFTH & NINTH TABS TEST LONE STAR EDUC. SOFTWARE MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.85
MATHEMATICS NIDDLE 3.03FUNDAMENTALS OF MATH STERLING SWIFT PUBLISHING MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.35
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 2.92
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.99
MATHEMATICS SECONDA!TY 3.75
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.15
MATHEMATICS FECONDARY 3.84
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.05
MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.73
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.33
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.05
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.18
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.43READ1TELL MICROGRAMS LANGAUGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.05
SCIENCE MIDDLE 4.21
MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.24
MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.10PROFESSOR SNEAD MICROGRAMS LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.13SEOUENCING SAM MICROGRAMS LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.32SPELLING WORDS LONE STAR EDUC. SOFTWARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.77WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 1 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.88ITINDOUS TO READING, GROUP 10 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.44WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 11 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.64WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 12 MICRO-ED LANCUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.52WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 13 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.43WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 14 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.43WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 15 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.69WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 16 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.57WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 17 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.60WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 18 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.43WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 19 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS F.1.EMLNTARY 3.24WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 2 MICRO -ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMINTARY 3.81
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

PET Cont'd 141811)011S TO RADING, GROUP 20 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.34
9110014S TO READING, cRnim 21 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.26
11141120014S TO READING, CROUP 22 mICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEmENTARY 3.63
'1INDO1S TO READING, GROUP 23 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.49
WINDWS TO READING, CROUP 24 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.42
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 25 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.35
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 26 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.47
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 27 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.23
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 28 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.47
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 29 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.53
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 3 MICRO-EU LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.38
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 30 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.48
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 31 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.23
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 32 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.29
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 33 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.53
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 34 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.19
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 35 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.27
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 36 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTc. ELEMENTARY 3.17
WINDOWS TO READING, CROUP 37 mICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.09
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 38 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.33
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 39 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.87
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 4 MI CRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.72
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 40 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.95
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 5 MI CRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY .1.59
MIND'iC TO READING, GROUP 6 MICRO -ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.60
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 7 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.48
WINDOWS TO READING, GROUP 8 mYCRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.14
WINDOWS TO READING, CROUP 9 MICRO-ED LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.25
DIASCRIPTIVE READING EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI READING 3-9 2.98
DIRECTION & DISTANCE SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV READING 1-3 2.81
EXTRA SPELLING PRACT MICRO-ED READING 3 3.80
JR S SR HI SPELLING MICROPHYS PROGRAMS READING 7-12 3.00
JR HIGH VOCABULARY MICROPHYS PROGR/JIS READING 7-12 3.80
MAP DIRECTIONS 2 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV READING 2-6 3.54
MAP DIRECTIONS 1 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV READING 2-5 2.61
MINDSTRETCHER SERIES ISLAND SOFTWARE READING 3-12 3.10
NUMBER WORDS SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV READING 1-12 3.11
PUNCTUATION MICRO-ED READING 4-6 3.65
READ CONTENT SCIENCE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI READING 3,5,6,9 2.59
READ SCIENCE SOC STU EDUCATIONAL ACTTVITI READING 3-7 2.88
READ IN CONTENT LIT EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI READING 5,6 3.27
READ IN CONTENT MATH EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI READING 5-8 2.69
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

PET Conti d SR HIGH VOCABULARY MICROPHYS PROGRAMS READING 10-12 3.82
"EIRD & WACKY WORLD e2 EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI READING 4-7 3.66
HORD CONTEXT SPELLIN MICRO-ED READING 2 3.62
ADD FACTS 0 - 10 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1 3.55
ADD FACTS 0 - 25 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH K-3 3.48
ADD FACTS 0 - 5 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH K-2 2.88
ADDITION TABLE SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-3 3.21
BARGRAPH SCHOLASTIC 300K SERV MATH 3-5 2.10
CLOCK SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH K-3 4.26
COLUMN ADD SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-12 3.87
COmPARE FRACTIONS SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV NATI 4-10 3.87
COUNTING 1 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH K-2 3.88
DIVISION FACTS 0 - 25 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 3-9 3.03
DIVISION FACTS 0 - 81 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 3-9 3.42
DRAr:sTRIP MATH SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH K-12 3.68
FACTO' S SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 5-12 3.38
FAST ADD SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-9 3.47
FRACTION-EoUIV 1 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 4-9 3.47
FRACTIONS 1 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATN 2,3 3.40
FRACTIONS 2 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-5 3.33
GENIE SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 2-12 3.99
HEXOMINOS SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 6-12 2.51
INEQUALITIES SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 2-9 3.90
MAP DIRECTIONS ONE SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 2-5 2.93
MAP DIRECTIONS TWO SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 3-6 2.12
MATH DRILL SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 2-10 3.55
MATH SEOUENCCS 1-6 MILLIKEN MATH K-9 3.75
METRIC CONVERSIONS SCIENCE KIT INC MATH 5-12 2.93
MICROCOMP PROD MATH EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI MATH 3-12 3.19
MULTIPLY FACTS 0-100 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 3-10 3.30
MULTIPLY FACTS 0-25 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-6 2.96
NUMBER SEQUENCE I SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH K-2 3.97
NUMBER SEOUENCE II SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-3 3.33
NUMBER WORDS SCHOLASTIC BOOK SCRV MATH 2-12 2.80
PLACE VALUE SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH K-9 3.38
PLACE VALUE I SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 2-9 3.32
READ & SOLVE MATH PR EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI MATH 3-9 3.95
RoUNDINC SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 3-7 2.77
RULER CENTIMETERS SCHOLASTIC ROOK SERV MATH 1-10 3.01
RULER INCHES SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-3 3.45
RULER OBJECTS CM SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 3-9 7.86

SUBTRACT FACTS 0-1 SCNOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-3 3.30
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

PET Cont'd SUBTRACT FACTS 0-20 SCHOLASTIC BOOK DERV MATH K-4 3.31

SUBTRACT FACTS 0-5 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV ^1A 11{ K-L 3.03

3 & 5 CR TAB OBJEC COMPUTER EXPERIENCE `LATH 3,5 3.68

TIC TAC FACTS SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-12 4.19

VERBAL PROB CEOM VI MICRO-PHYS MATH 7-12 3.50

ZAP ADD 2-6 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 1-9 3.09

ZAP ADD 5-9 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 2-9 3.49

ZAP MULTIPLY 2-6 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 3 -8 3.54

ZAP MULTIPLY 5-9 SCHOLASTIC BOOK SERV MATH 2.90
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PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

TRS-80 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE RADIO SHACK VOCATIONAL. SECONDARY 3.45
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE RADIO SHACK VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 4.10
ADVANCED GRAPHICS RADIO SHACK mATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.61

SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.54
BUGS NTS SCIENCE MIDDLE 2.63

SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.52
BUSINESS ANALYSIS GRAPHICS PAX RADIO SHACK VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 4.00
BUSINESS GRAPHICS ANALYSIS PAK RADIO SHACK SCIENCE SECONDARY 4.00

BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.00
BUSINESS MAILING LIST RADIO SHACK BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.00

VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.95
C.A.R.D. 1 RADIO SHACK LANCUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 2.92

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 2.27
SCIENCE ELEMENTARY 3.99
SCIENCE MIDDLE 4.17

COMPUTER DISCOVERY - JR. HIGH RADIO SHACK MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 4.50
COMPUTER DISCOVERY - SR. HIGH RADIO SHACK MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.15

BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.33
DESKTOP/PLAN 80 RADIO SHACK SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.00

BUSINESS SZCONDARY 3.00
voCATIoNAL SECONDARY 3.00

DIFK FAYROLL RADIO SHACK BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.10
"OCATIONAI. SECONDARY 3.60
LANGUAGE ARTS ELFMEMTARY 4.20

CAP TI! SCIENCE SERIES TEACH YOURSELF COMP. SOFTUARE SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.35
ENHANCED VISICALC RADIO SHACK SCIENCE SECONDARY 2.90

BUSINEsS SECONDARY 2.85
VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 2.90

EnUATIONS EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.83

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.72
EUCLID GEOMETRY TUTOR RADIO SHACK MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 2.75

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.87
GENERAL LEDGER RADIO SHACK VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 4.50

BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.85
GRAPHING EDUCATIONAL ACTIITIES MATHEmAETCS MIDDLE 3.86

MATHEmATICs SECONDARY 3.92
HMRS: 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER SEA RADIO SHACK TANGUA(E ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.78

LANGUAa. ARCS MIDDT.E 3.32
HMRS: HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES RADIO SHACK LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.57

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.63

0,
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PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

TRS-80 Coned MRS: MOBY DICK RADIO SHACK LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.60

HMRS: MOBY DICK RADIO SHACK LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.50

INDIVIDUAL STUDY CENTER TEACH YOURSELF CO'. p SOF:VIARE SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.73

LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.87

LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.90

LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.93

ATHEmATIGS ELEMENTARY 3.97

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.66

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.88

SCIENCE ELEMENTARY 3.82

SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.85

INVENTORY CONTROL RADIO SHACK BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.44

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.95

MATHEttATICS SECONDARY 3.75

MANUFACTURING INVENTORY CONTROL RADIO SHACK VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.18

MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 3.45

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.25

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 2.86

MATHEMATICS mIDDLE 4.39

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.45

MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY 4.36

MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 3.00

MATHINATICS SECONDARY 3.00

MATRICES, DETERMINANTS RADIO SHACK MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 4.60

SCIENCE SECONDARY 4.60

MOVING ON, SET 2 NTS MATHMATICS MIDDLE 3.19

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.26

NUMBER THEORY RADIO SHACK MATIIEMAT ICS MIDDLE 3.28

SCIENCE MIDDLE 2.78

SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.08

NUMERIC DATA ENTRY PRACTICE RADIO SHACK VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.10

BUSINESS SECONDARY 2.97

SCIENCE MIDDLE 3.84

MATHEmATICS MIDDLE 3.88

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.86

PERSONNEL MANAGER RADIO SHACK BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.05

VOCATIONAL. SECONDARY 3.75

PLANE ANALYTIC GEOMETRY RADIO SHACK :uvniEmAriCS SECONDARY 3.90

r.-

SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.86

-4 PROFILE III+ RADIO SHACK BUSINESS SECONDARY 4.28

...4
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HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

TRS-00 Coned PROJECT MANAGER RADIO SHACK EASINESS SECONDARY 3.85
VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.60

QUADRATIC EOUATIONS RADIO SHACK MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.93
READING SKILLS LAB, SET B NTS LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.70

LANCUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.75
READING SKILLS LAB, SET C NTS LANGUAGE ARTS MIDirE 3.46

LANGUAGE ARTS SELNIARY 3.63
MATHEMATICS ELEME!,TARY ,.83

SUPERSCRIPSIT RADIO SHACK BUSINESS SECONDARY 2.30
VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 2.30

SUPERSCRIPSIT-SPELLING DICTIONARY RADIO SHACK BUSINESS SECONDARY 3.15
VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 3.15

TEACHER'S FRIEND (ESL) SOFT SPOT LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.69
TIME MANAGER RADIO SHACK VOCATIONAL SECONDARY 2.05
TRS-80 CHEMISTRY LAB VOLUME 1 RADIO SHACK SCIENCE MIDDLE 4.20

SCIENCE SECONDARY 4.53
VECTOR ADDITION RADIO SHACK MATHEMATICS MIDDLE 2.20

MATHEMATICS SECONDARY 3.40
SCIENCE SECONDARY 3.94
LANGUAGE ARTS MIDDLE 3.58
LANGUAGE ARTS SECONDARY 3.36
LANGUAGE ARTS ELEXENTARY 4.02

WORDS FOR THE WISE TEACH YOURSELF COMP. SOFTWARE LANGUAGE ARTS ELEMENTARY 3.81
ALPHA KEY RADIO SHACK READING K-2 3.68
ALPINE SKIER DATA COMMAND READING 5 9 3.73
BLACK BEAUTY PENDULUM PRESS READING 6-9 3.70
CALL OF THE WILD PENDULUM PRESS READING 6-9 3.54
COMPUTER MANAGEMENT ZWEIG READING K-6 4.50
DIASCRIPTIVE READING EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI READING 3-9 4.38
DR JEKYL & MR HYDE PENDULUm PRESS READING 4-9 3.55
DRACULA PENDULUM PRESS READING 6-9 3.75
FRANKENSTEIN PENDULUM PRESS READING 6-9 2.54
HUCKLEBERRY FINN PENDULUM PRESS READING 5-12 2.92
HOBY DICK PENDULUM PRESS READING 5,9 2.63
PIK PEK PUT DATA COMMAND READING 3-9 3.86
READ COMP AUTO MECHA DORSETT ED SYSTEMS READING 9-12 3.23
READ COMP CLASSICS DORSETT ED SYSTE "S READING 7-9 1.?1
READ CONTENT AREA EDUCATIONAL AMVITI READING 5,9 1.03
READ HOMONYMS CONTEX RANDOM HOUSE READING 3-6 3.14
READING COMPREHENSION DORSETT ED SYSTEMS READING 4-12 3.31

(1.0 212
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COUKSEWARE EVALUATED 1982/83

HARDWARE PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

TRS -80 Cont'd READING SKILLS LAB A NIS READING K-4 3.31

READING WORD BLASTER RANDOM HOUSE iNC READING 1-10 4.36
READING WORD FOCUS RANDOM HOUSE INC READING 3-10 3.63

RED BADGE OF ZOURACI: PENDULUM PRESS READING 5-9 3.60

RIDDLE? ME THIS DATA COMMAND READING 5 3.68

STORY MIX OFE MICRO SCHL BERTAMAX READING K-3 4.06

TANK TACTICS DATA COMMAND READING 5 3.03

THE TIME MACHINE PENDULUM PRESS READING 5-9 3.71

TOM SAWYER PENDULUM PRESS READING 5-9 3.77

TREASURE ISLAND PENDULUM PRESS READING 5-9 4.03

20,000 LEAGUES UNDER PENDInUM PRESS READING 4-10 2.69

WEIRD & WACKY WORLD EDUC. )NAL ACTIVITI READING 2-4 3.04

BAKER MATH DECIMAL BOB BAKER SOFTWARE MATH 3-9 2.13

BAKER MATH FRACTION BOB BAKER SOFTWARE MATH 3-9 1.99

BAKER MATH MUMBO -JUM BOB BAKER SOFTWARE MATH 3-9 3.84

BASIC MATH FRACTS DRL RANDOM HOUSE INC MATH K-5 4.36

ELEM MATH I, II, IV MICRO LEARNINGWARE MATH 1-10 2.69

ESSENTIAL MATH PRGM RADIO SHACK MATH K-I 3.58

FISH ADD SUBTRACT NIS SOFTWARE MATH 2-4 3.11

FRACTIONS EDUCATIONAL MICROSYS MATH 5-9 2.08

GALAXY MATH FACTS RANDOM HOUSE INC MATH 1-6 4.33

CETTING BASICS 1 & 2 NIS MATH 5,9 2.55

GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS RADIO SHAZ7K MATH 11,12 3.73

GRAPHS IN PHYSICS RADIO SHACK MATH 11,12 3.58

INTEGRAL CALCULUS RADIO SHACK MATH 12 4.66

JR HIGH MATH PKG MICRO LEARNINGUARE MATH 5-8 2.63

K-8 MATH RADIO SHACK MATH 3-9 3.79

K-8 MATH WITH STUDENT RADIO SHACK MATH `C- 10 3.90

K-8 MATH WORKSHPET RADIO SHACK MATH K-9 3.93

MATH BASIC FACT/GAP.IE RANDOM HOUSE INC MATH 3-9 4.50

MATH FLASH FACTS RANDOM HOUSE INC MATH 3-9 4.12

MATH LAB I & II NIS MATH 4-12 4.67

MATH SEQUENCES MILLIKEN MATH K-9 3.75

METRIC/ENGLISH CONV EDUCATIONAL MICROSYST MATH 7-12 1.93

PRABLEM SOLVING MATH MICRO PRGM BERIAMAX MATH 3-6 4.25

QUICK pulz RADIO SHACK MATH 1,5,9 3.67

READ SOLV & DRIL SKL ACTIVITY RECORDS INC MATT 3-12 4.49

7-12 MATH RADIO SHACK MATH 5,9 3.49

TELLING TIttE HOUR CL MICRO PRGH BERIAMAX MATH K-4 2.95

TIMES TABLS SEOUENCE NIS MATH 4-6 3.04

21)4
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HARDWARE

COURSEWARE EVALUATED 1982/83

PACKAGE TITLE PUBLISHER SUBJECT GRADE LEVEL AVG.

TRS-CO Coned WEIRD & WACKY WORLD PR
!MOLE NUM: ADD SUB

2 '16

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITI MATH 3-8 3.77

EDUCATIONAL MICRO SY MATH 1-10 3.77
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TEST WRITING MADE SIMPLE
GENERATE TESTS AND WORKSHEETS ELECTRONICALLY

BY ERICA LODISH

Most teachers look forward
to writing tests about as
much as their students
look forward to taking

them The same is true for work-
sheets Between daily assignments.
end-of-chapter quizzes. make-up
tests. and study guides. most teachers
generate a blizzard of paper

To cut down on the paperwork. you
can bu packets of worksheets and
tests from textbook publishers But
when you use commercially prepared
materials, you end up emphasizing
what the textbook publisher thinks
you should. not what you think is
hest Teachers who are well organized
sate their mimeographed tests and
worksheets from year to year. but to
reuse materials you often hate to re-
type them

Wh not let a computer prepare the
materials for you' With the right soft-
N are. generating a worksheet or a test
can be easy And once the materials
have been created. they can be sa'ed
for future use as well as edited and
updated without hating to be ressir-
ten \kith the right program the rime
ou saxe %ill pa for the program
man; times over
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lions or problems that can be selected
by the teacher to produce a test or
worksheet Other programs use a

to be filled in by the teacher.
these car he used in any number of
curriculum areas and grade levels
Most of these program can be used to
do son-I. or all of the following

Print out materialsAfter creat-
ing a tr.: or worksheet you can print
it out for duplication Some program,

r. dpstribir.ior yue
;tor. than One leo ear,

or th, ea n'. iniorn14tior
in,- optio, u,:tu; lot creatint. make
.Jr !;'t C.h.rs ;CI SOU CrLate incto.

hr:ading
Student-response sheets and teacher
anssser-ke;, ma; also he options

On-screen testsA test of the
-otr\,are tn, student-
it, take teo t,f; the computer the

A,C

t. itIt

'
feedback ranges from telling the stu-
dent the number or percentage of cor-
rect answers to providing an instruc-
tional management program for the
teacher that records how students do

Study guidesHots often do stu-
dents ask "What should I study"' or
"What's on the test" Some of the
software packages allow you to pnnt
out studs guides that w ill answer
those permstent questions And with
all the programs sou :an prepare care

plc test question, to- cluck purpose,

FEATURES TO UK FIE

hethe the test and worksheet
gcne.rat,1 ot. van' 1, suiliz,t-speztti,
or a shell there are a number of tea-
tures to cons'der when evaluating
them

Data disks- Fin I out it the

gram requires ou to Initialac the data

-E.E:-RONIC LEARNING FEBRLIAR) 1986
,a1Mmom,
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disks. Some programs will initialize
your disks for you With others you
will need to initialize disks yourself
using the computer's disk operating
system

Compatib4ityMake sure the
software is cwripatible not only with
your computer, but with your pnnt-r
too Not all test generators work with
every printer Read the documenta-
tion Ask the publisher, or better still.
try the program on your pnnter before
you buy Look for double-strike and
emphasized-pnnt modes if you plan to
put mimeograph forms directly into
your printer

Ease of useLook for menu-dm -

en software with clearly wntten docu-
mentaticn' If it takes hours to deci-
pher how to use the program. it isn't
worth buying After all, you are get-
ting this pz.:kage to save time When
prepanng tesr., and worksheets. are
there warning messages to prevent the
loss of input/ Is it easy to edit' Is the
space available for questions reason-
able Do you fill in fields of informa.
non with helpful prompts') You may
also want to make sure that the soft-
ware saves test items as you enter
them and not all at once at the end
Find out if the program requires a lot
of disk switching and rebooting

Variety of question format
Check and see how many types of test
questions you can create Fill-in-the-
blank questions. short-answer. rear-
ranging multiple-choice, or matching
are some possibilities Even if you can
produce tests in all these way s some
programs do not allow you to mix
different types of question' in one
document If generating test questions
in random order is important for "ou
check for this feature too

RIME MINIM PROGRAMS

Thr tolloAing rcle\A` Willi C's: sou
ar men ins of some of the test end
korr.sheet generator, as

P00
Apple H series. $44 95
Mrc ro Polacr 4:1 Light 12820 Hillcrest
Rd Suite 219 Dulla 752.+0
214 23Y-661i)

Thi- menu-dmen test and work

sheet generator ss designed to allow
teachers to create fill -in- the -blank
questions and multiple-choice ques-
tions. and rearranging exercises
where students put test ACms in or-
derin any subject area Students can
answer questions at the computer or
on a pnnted copy Tests. worksheets.
answer sheets. and student records can
be pnnted Multiple copies of student
disks can be made for many comput-
ers with the program initializing the
student disks Tests can include a va-
nety of question formats

Though the program can do a lot,
there are some drawbacks The docu-
mentation is confusing Multiple disks
are needed And the program requires
the use of passwords and detailed la-
beling of disks The program can be
easily overwntten

TESTMASTER

Commodore 64, Commodore PET, Apple II
series. IBM PC/PCP, $35
Midwest Software. BOA 214. Farming-
ton. MI 48024. 313/477-0897

Testmaster is a Lit generator which
can be used to write, edit, and save
test Items for all subjects Questions
can be multiple choice fill- in -the-
blank, or short-answer and can be
mixed in a single test Tests can be
viewed on the screen for checking or
testing purposes and be printed out
Test questions can be pnnted in ran-
dom order Answer keys and response
sheets can be printed

The program is menu-driven auto-
matically create' data disks and is
ease to Lse The documentation.
which is a little confusing is made
clearer he the fnendl software The
documentation need, photos of sample
screens

THE EASY QUIZ MAKER

Apple II series $15 for two copies and
backup

ompri s' PO ho'
\'H (6'21,2 604

Tn, quo -non the pro
gram can be multiple choler true
false, or fill-in-the-blank, or a mixture
of the three The teacher types in the
entire quetior without am prom t.
Test tile, can be editea or deleted

Tests can be given on screen Tests.
answer keys, and student response
sheets can be printed Questions can
be given or printed in random order

As the title implies. this utility is
easy to handle It is menu-driven with
lots of warning messages at critical
times This is fortunate because the
documentation is short and sketchy
Two features are particularly helpful
The program initializes lata disks, for
you, and file disks art: cataloged so
you can view the names of the tests on
the disk.

THE U MATHEMATICS

WORKSHEET GENERATOR

Apple II series, $59.95
Educational Activities. 1937 Grand
Ave.. Baldwin. NY 11510. 5161223-
4666

This program generates math tests
and worksheets covering addition.
subtraction, multiplication. and divi-
sion Between 17 and 19 levels of
difficulty are available for each arith-
metic operation -Vshen selecting diffi-
culty level. a sample program is dis-
played on the screen Each test can
have a variety of levels, but not a
variety of operations. Teacher's an-
swer keys can also be printed

The EA Mathematics Worksheet
Generator is menu-driven and simple
to run The documentation contains
screen samples which help as a guide
for creating the worksheets The soft-
ware is friendly enough to operate in-
dependently However. teachers can-
not save worksheets Nor are there
special print options for printing onto
mimeograph forms

MATHEMATICS WORKSHEET GENERATOR

Apple II series, $54.99
DCH 125 Spring St Lex:noon MA
0217? 61- ,V,2

Creatz, math test, an kkorkshv.t
or the four Nast, arithnieti. open
non, The program u.e the ,ornput-
er s abiht to generate problems usirg
random numbers Test, an answer
ke.),s can be printed out The skill in -

el is controlled he choosing such
items as the number of digits re

grouping and the nuximun and min
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mum value of the digits Other op-
lions available include fact problems.
zero placement. and the choice of re-
mainders A worksheet can be de-
signed with a variety of operations In
this case. the problems will be
grouped by operation and not generat-
ed at random

This math worksheet generator is
flexible The user can save up to nine
tests on the program disk Once the
user decides to add a new test to a full
file. the last one is replaced There is
no way to create data disks to save
more worksheets This program has
vet useful pnnt options. including
double-strike and emphasized pnnt
modes Double-width prilit is also an
option The documentation is compre-
hensive and includes sample work-
sheets

THE EARTH SCIENCE TEST MAKER

Apple 11 series. $15
J 6i S Software. 140 Reid Ave Port
Washington. NY 11050. 516'944-9304

This is a mcnu-dnven test-making
program that allows the user to create
earth science tests by selecting ques-
tions from a bank of stored questions
on four master disks There are ten
major earth science topics covered
Each topic area offers 53 to 90 ques-
tions The questions are in multiple-
choice foirriat Though designed for
science teachers in an subject area
can use this program because it in-
clude, a shell for users to create their
own tests Test and answer keys can
he printeJ

Thi, is a versatile test generator for
a subiL:r-onenied pic.e of softw art
The program ssill initialize data disks
for the user Ea:h leg item is saed
imme_.atek atter r Is entered And
the soTo., are corm- with a cops of all
the Question- in thc test bank w hich
would be espe.iall) usefu; to those

ho need to :real( midterm, and final
exams in earth science

INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY MASTER

Apple II series
$59 95

Roam House. 201E 50111 Sr . Nel
York. NY 10017. 212/751-2600

Study guides and worksheets can be
created with this software for any
grade level or content area that covers
specific terminology or vocabulary to
be learned The teacher enters the
term, the definition. the source. and a
question From this information. four
different varieties of study guides can
be printed and seven vaneties of
worksheets Worksheets include
wnte the definition. multiple choice.
matching. yes and no. fill-in-the-
blanks. answer the question. select the
correct spelling. or a mixture of ques-
tion types Users must initialize th;:ir
own data disks

This mcnu-dnven software is easy
to use The guide is very organized
offenng screen samples. objectives,
suggested acts, ities. forms to use
when prepanng worksheets. and sam-
ple worksheets and study. guides A
glossae of terms is also included Thc
program uses a master disk and a data
disk. The data disk can hold up to 18
study masters. Study guides and
worksheets can be printed but no an-
swer keys are available

TESTMASTER

Apple II series. $1915
Loresoli PO Bo. 2116 Muscle
Shoals AL 35661 205 766-2799

This test generator allows the user
to create tests score tests. and keep
class records in an) subie:t area The
tests can be administered on-screen or
pnnted out The software keep
records from disk or results can he
entered manual!) Test question' are
limited to ter hne and ehoi.e of up
to four lines klulttpit,horc. fill-in
the -blank and true false questions car
be entered and ans\sc; kes ma, also
be pnnted

Testmamer r ar excellent and flex:
ble test creator The sOttWarc progran
offers a tutonal tor trit user V% Hitt not
menu-dnver. trier: are man) orompt'
and warning signals regarding IA hat

dnve and what disk should be used
Test file disks are initialized with a
cop) program and student record disk,
are initialized h) the master program
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WHAT'S IN STORE

listing available of two
Our reviewers include
to the following crite-

of using a computer for a
all programs are in

48K for Atari, 1 28K for

= Overall performance, giv-
the software is intended D

SOFTWARE GUIDE

QUICK TAKES ON SOFTWARE
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
Welcome to FAMILY COMPUTING's Software Guide, the
dozen of the newest, most noteworthy, and/or best
families from all over the country who have judged
ria long-term benefits and applications, adaptability,
given task. More detailed reviews follow the chart
disk format. Minimum memory requirements are 48K
IBM PC/Pqr or compatibles, and 128K for Macintosh.

Here's a rundown of the rating categories and what
en the limitations and capacities of the particular

most comprehensive
programs on the market
the software according

and advantages
Unless otherwise noted,

for Apple II series,

they mean: 0
computer for which

= Documentation, or the instructions and literature that cazcompony a program. IN = Error-han-
dling, the software's capacity to accommodate errors made by the user an especially important
consideration with software for younger users. PS = Play system, in the games reviews, the qual-
ity of the game design and the game's playability Se = Graphics quality, also evaluated in light
of each particular brand's graphics capabilities. SIP = Ease of use after the initial learning period,
which varies from computer to computer. V = Value for money, or how the software measures up
to its price.

NOME BUSINESS a PRODUCTIVITY
Title Nerdwer*/
Publisher aria Igo imam* Seeks" Retings
Prise description required polls, us*O NI V
FANTAVISION A raritypowerful software 64K Apple. Joystick. 90-day * * * * E *
Broderbund Software that's also easy to use. *fou can KoalaPad. or mouse. warranty 87 50 * * * * *
17 Paul Drive create artistically complex Color monitor thereafter User * * * * *
San Rafael. CA 94903
1415) 479-1170

animation in minutes because
the program does the hard work.

recommended. can make one
backup.

* * * * *

850 t 1985 A tool that's fun. --PRANK

PRINCE Print color pictures using a 64K Apple. C.1toh 90-day * * * * A *
Baudville regular dot-matrix printer' 8510. Epson MX-80/ warranty 87.50 * * * * *
1001 Medical Park Drive Yeswith Prince. a utility that RX-80/FX-80. thereafter or for * * * * *
S E
Grand Rapids. MI 49506
(6161957-3036

includes the software and
ribbons you need It also makes
transfers for clothing. --ntArot

Imagewrlter.
Imagewmiter 11. or NEC
8023.

backup. * *

870 .01935

SLIDE SHOW MAGICIAN String together MacPaint Macintosh 810 for * * * * E *
I 3 pictures in any sequence. adding replacement * * * * *
Magnum Software visual magic with th cinematic disk * * * *
21115 Devonshire St
Chatsworth. CA 91311
1818) 700 -0510

-Special Effects- edlior Great for
animated displays. video
greeting cards, and more --AKER

* *

S60 CI984. 1985
SYLVIA PORTERS YOUR Write checks. maintain your Reviewed on C 64 90-day * * N/A A *
PERSONAL FINANCIAL budget. track cash and cretin Also for Apple. C 128. warranty * * * *
PLANNER expenditures. and project your IBM PC/PCJr * * * *
Timeworks. Inc. financial needs Helps do taxes * * *
444 Lake Cook Road
Deerfield. IL 60015

Refreshingly compkte: did more
than we expected. sinutzPs

1312) 948 -9200
860-8130 01984
VP-PLANNER A powerful spreadsheet program '256K IBM PC/PCJr and 90-day * * * * A *
Paperback Software at a reasonable price. This Lotus compatibles Graphics warranty. 65 * * * * *
2612 Eighth 3t. 1-2-3 work-allke can read files adapter card thereafter. 810 * * * * *
Berkeley. CA 94710
(415) 844-21113

from that package. Will take you
from beginning to advanced

recommended. for non-copy-
protected

* *

8100 01985 use. ausurcits backup.
1

WINN UST Omega performance Denerentation Knot Itineene OS Cavities *NAM UP taw 4 ume este Iry money t Pear et Awry, * Owl
*it tact4eni NIA Na applicebbit IC Lay A Mersa, 0 Dana' UMW rIvigw hem, die".
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WHAT'S IN STORE
SOFTWARE GUIDE

111111CATION/FINI LIUUtN1111

This
Publisher
Prise

SAO
dessripties

Murderer&
liquipaseee
requireci

lockup
policy

Mallow
ialliel le

FM IT Alms to teach logic and rob- Reviewed on Apple. 90-day * * * * (4 *
Random House Software lem-solving but falls short. You Also far C 64/128 warranty 85 * * * * *
201 E. 50th St.
New York. NY 10022
(800) 638-6460
830-840 01985

combine parts of "machines"
so they work correctly. 200
puzzles for all ages. but gets
tiresome MORRIS

Optional joystick.
mouse. and color
monitor

thereafter up to
one year 812
for backup.

*

GARFIELD DOUBLE Reminds me of the word game 64K Apple. 90-day * * * * A *
DARES Boggle the object Is to make warranty $5 * * * * *
Random House Software words from scrambled letters
(See above for address Challenging for ages 6-12. but
and phone) rather dry. even with Garfield of
$40 01985 comic-strip fame PRANK

thereafter up to
ont year 812
for backup

* * *

HOMEWORK HELPER. Helps make math problems as Reviewed on IBM PG 30-day * * * * A *
MATH WORD PROBLEMS problem-free as possible. You PCJr. Also for Apple. warranty. 85 * * * * *
Spinnaker Software know the kind: If a car travels Atari 520ST. C 64/128. thereafter. * * * * *
One Kendall Square north at 50 mph with a 10 mph
Cambridge. MA 02139 head wind. how long will it take
1617) 494-1200 to travel 150 miles? A good
833-850 01985 adjunct to school learning for

grades 7-12. SUMMERS

Color graphics card re-
glared for IBM PC.

*

HOMEWORK HELPER: An interactive word processor for Reviewed on C 64/128. 30-day * * * N/A E *
WRITING students in grades 7-12. Asks Also for Apple. Atari warranty. 85 * * * *
Spinnaker Software the right questions to help with
(See above for address book reports and various

520ST. IBM PCJPgr.
Printer optional. Color

thereafter *
*

* * *
and phone) essays. + SUMMERS graphics card required for
833-850 01985 IBM PC.

LEARNING TO WRITE. Youngsters learn letter shapes Reviewed on Apple Unlimited * * * * E *
UPPERCASE LETTERS and each stroke needed to write Also for C 64/128. warranty * * * * *
Right On Programs them. The learning is reinforced Color mcnitor optional. (includes user- * * * *
1737 Veteran's Highway by colorful graphics that are
Central Islip. NY 11722 animated when the child
(516) 348-1577 completes each letter. There's a
835 01986 separate package for lowercase

letters. --IIUMGARXER ELTGRCIli

damaged
disks)

* *

THE NOTABLE By us= :! a computer keyboard to Reviewed on C 64'128 90-day * * * * E *
PHANTOM simulate a piano's. all ages can Also for 64K Apple. IBM warranty 812 * * * * *
Designware explore the names. positions.
185 Berry St. and sounds of musical notes. Its
San Francisco. CA 94107 goals are modest. but It works
(41b1 546-1866 well. + --MORGEKSTERN

card required for IBM
PC.

thereafter or for
backup.

* *
*

* * *

350 01984

PAINT WITH WORDS Explains the concepts of various 64K Apple Joystick or Unlimited * * * * E
..
*

MECC words by producing pictures on- mouse optional warranty * * I * *
3490 Lexington Ave N screen As children use this (Includes user- * * * * *
St Paul. MN 55112 program more. they have mere
16:21 481-3500 fun learning Highly
830 01984 motivating +

damaged
disks).

* * *

--BUMGARNER ELTGROTH

PICTURE PERFECT Here's a decent beginner's Reviewed on Apple. 90-day * * * * A *
Mindplay program for drawing on-screen Also for IBM PCIPCJr. warranty. $10 * * * * *
82 Montvale Ave. and then printing out. Also
Stoneham. MA 02180 contains a library of pictures to
(617) 438-5454 enhance or begin compositions.
S4C, 01984 For ages 4 + .

Joystick or mouse thereafter up to
one year 87 50
for backup
within 90 days.

* *
*

*

--EIUMGARNE ELTGROTH

SCIENCE TOOLKIT: Investigate the hows and whys of 64K Apple. Apple U 90-day * * * * A
MASTER MODULE light and temperature with the plus requires 9-pin warranty. 87.50 * * * * *
Broderbund Software probes and program provided. joystick -port ofapter. (disk). 822.50 * * * * *
17 Paul Drive With more than TO intriguing
San Rafael. CA 94903 experiments. this peas" la
(4151479-1170 appropriate for the curious.

(interface). or
817.S0 iprobes)
thereafter.

* * * *

A60 01985 -Mecialb' ages 10-15- --moms
efoll10111 11111 OorrM performance III Ciseusranuman SO Lifer hellint MI Grophoco wodory SO Gm of us Wise for warory Poor two Ammar *5 Good

Lacirkot NIA Not score* t taw A Awn. 0 Odin* k LW is *Mkt* loroding so prook Law rwolow Mow cern
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WI. REVIEWS BY JAMES DELSON

-........
TOON Hardware/
Publisher Sete, liquipasd II Whelp Ratings
Prise dssriptless required policy PS WIMP V
APBA MAJOR LEAGUE Using exhaustively detailed stats IBM PCiPCJr Apple 90-day a E
PLAYERS BASEBALL for every current major leaguer. version planned warranty 85 * a a *
Random House Software manage teams through games. thereafter 822 * *
201 E 50th St.
New York. NY 10022
18001638-6460
890 01985

series. or seasons State-of-the-
art strategy. but weak graphics
Good for both adults and kids
age* 10+

for master disk
backup 1112 for
data disk
backup.

* *

ACROJET Negotiate a series of acrobatic C 641128 Also for 90.day * * * * D *
MtcroProse Software race courses with this sporty. Apple Atari IBM PC/ warranty 810 * * * * *
120 Lakefront Drive stunt-flying simulator Some PCJr Joystick1s) thereafter a * * a
Hunt Valley. MD 21030
13011667.1151

features 1-4 players and 10
different races For ages 12 +

*
S35 4.'1985 18+ with adult supervisonl
BALANCE OF POWER A geopolitical strategy game of Macintosh 90-d .y * * * D *
Mindscape Inc nuclear brinkmanship You are warranty 810 * a * a *
3444 Dundee Road the United States ur the Soviet thereafter * * * * *
Northbrook. IL 600E2
13121480-7667
S50 v:1985

Union as you try to gain pont:cal
points without "pushing the
button For ages 12 - +

* * *

THE BARD'S TALE Are you experienced enough to Reviewed on Apple. 90-day * * a a A *
Electronic Arts attempt the ultimate challenge Also for C 64/128. warranty 87.50 * a a *
2755 Campus Drive
San Mateo. CA 94403
14151571.7171
840-845 01985

in a 16-level dungeon? That's
your goal la this Wizardry-like
roleolaying adventure. Great.
king-playing fun for ages 12 +.+

thereafter or for
backup

* * a
*

a *

FIGHT NIGHT Here's the first boxing Reviewed on C 64/128 90-day * * * * E *
Accolrde Inc. construction kit. Build your own Also for Apple Joystick warranty 86 a * a a *
20863 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Cupertino. CA 95014
14081446-5757
830-835 01985

boxer from "spare parts." The
control system is limited. but
the act do is exciting. Lots of
arcade fun for ages 8 + .

optional. thereafter. 810
for backup.

* * a

HEART OF AFRICA Quest through the Africa of the C 64/128 Joystick. 90-day * * * a A
Electronic Arts 1890s in search of a hidden warranty. 07.50 * * *
(See above for address torch This exceptionally enjoy- thereafter or for * a a
and phone)
833 r1985

able role-playing adventure is
flawed by its use of stereotypes +

backup. * a

THE LITTLE COMPUTER An "entertainment" that explores Reviewed on C 64/128 6-mont:i * * a * E *
PEOPLE RESEARCH the home life of your computer's Also for Apple warranty 87 a * a a a
PROJECT
Activision
2350 Bayshore Frontage

"inhabitant He sets up house
eats. plays the piano. dances.
feeds his dog. and is your

thereafter a .4 a a

Road
Mountain View. CA 94039

'friend Not a game. but a form
of kinetic art for ages 4 +

14151960 -0410
825-835 01985
MINDWHEEL With constant feedback for Reviewed on IBM PC/ 90-day * * * N/A E *Synapse a division of Impatient gamers this text-only PCjr Also for Apple. warranty 87 50 ,.. * a a
Broderbund Software adventure Is easier to get into Atari with two disk thereafter I * * *
17 Paul Drive
San Rafael. CA 94903
14151479-1170
840-845 01984

than most 60 pages of
documentation help players with
an entertaining science fiction
story Fun for ages 12

drives. C 64 128 l *

PSION CHESS Incredible 3-D graphics enhance Reviewed on 30-day a * * E
Psion Inc this excellent chess software Macintosh. Also for warranty. 810 * * a * *
40 Lindeman Drive Includes 28 play levels. 50 256K IBM PC/PC/r. thereafter rt.. for * * *
Trumbull. CT 08811
12031371-4371
860 e1984. 1985

classic games to study. and can
be played in six foreign
languages. For ages 10+.+

backup. 18.4
user makes
backup.

* *

SPY VS SPY II: lbu compete to find secret 'Reviewed on C 64/128. 90-day * a * a A *
THE ISLAND CAPER missile parts and escape with Also for Atari. warranty 87 If * * * * *
First Star Software
18 E 41st St.
New York. NY 100)7
12121532-4885

them to a waiting submarine.
Set traps for each other and
avoid the quicksand Uses
varying levels. A treat for ages

user-cLanaged
or for backup.

* * *

830 01965 . . 8+.
11411 MIT Ovate prrformance DansmentatIon PG Pi. gram IS Gairker 5uols17 IND Errs al we V Yak., le weal" k Poor *I ill AYH**, be Coud

Earellrm leA Nil applicable I Easy A Menet 0 Dana * Lamm mint lame chin
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This chart represents the initial list of software developed
by schools in the AUM. The software is being marketed

through a program called the Apple Academic
Courseware Exchange that sellsprograms for about $8
to $30 through Kinko Graphics stores; located in mail.),

college communities throughout the US.

1

CONSORTIUM SOFTWARE
['PRODUCT TIRE

Appletones
Kiewit Computation Center
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
Donald Z Spicer

Application
Music

VERSION

Version 2 0
5/12/85

REQUIREMENTS

128K

DESCRIPTION

Teaches the importance of four
thingc in the composition and
arrangement of music repeti-
tion, silence, changes in volume,
and timbre

Atlas and Overlay Tool
Kiewit Computation Center General
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
Donald Z Spicer

Atlas 0 22 128K
6/19/85
Overlay
1/25/85

Pictorial-atlas program

Binary Trees
Kiewit Computation Center
Dartmouth College
Hanover NH 03755
Donald Z Spicer

Application
Computer
Science

Version 2 2
1:/12/85

128K Provides practice with binar
trees, by means of graphic
representations

CLR Anova Student
Version
Clear Lake Research
561; Momingside 12127
Houf.,,r, TX 77005
Daz.:d Pvl La'i

Application
Statistics
(particularh
psx cholop )

512k Analvsis-of-vanance program
that plot, interactions and com-
putes a vanet% of follow -up
tests

Drill
Knew it Computation Center
Dartmouth College
Hanoi er NH 03755
Donald Z Spice,

Tool
General

Version 2 0
5/20/85

128K General dri:l program for an
course in which text- and/or
picture-based dnll is imr,c,rtant

Event Tutor
Knew it Computation Center
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
Donald Z Spicer

Application
Macintosh
Programming

Version 1 1
5/9/85

128K Helps programmers learn about
Macintosh "events"

Huckel Molecular Application Version 1
Orbitals Chemistry 3/1/86
Franklin and Marshall College
Department of Chemistry
Lancaster, PA 17604
John J Farrell

128K, Finder 4 1 or earlier,
Pascal, pnnter

Calculates energy eigenvalues,
eigenvectors, and pi-electron
charge densities using the as-
umptions of simple Huckel mo-
lecular orbital theory

122 4 A* MAGAZINE, JUNE 1986
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PRODUCT TYPE MUM RIQUIRIMIPITS otsaurnom

Mac Simplex
University of California
Santa Barbara
Department of Mathematics

I Santa Barbara CA 93106
john E Donrr

Application
Operations
Research, Math

Version 1.62
1,'21/86

128K, program to pnnt text
files MacWnte, File, or Edit
(this requirement will be
eliminated in next version)

A tool for students of linear pro-
gramming and linear algebra

rMac Voice
Carnegie Mellon Unnersity
Department of Music
5000 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh. PA 15213
Marilyn Tan Mona,

Application
Music T1- ory

Version 1 0,
1985

128K Designed to assist music-theory
students in writing four-voice
Lhorales, according to the
guidelines of 17th- and 18th-
century practices

Mozart
kiew it Computation Center
Dartmouth Co 11.-ge
Hamner NH 03755
D, nald Z Si''' c`

Application
Music

Version 2 0
5/12/85

128K Introductorl, music-composition
program

PSI (Problem Solving
Interpreter)
Recd ,,i11,24,-.
Development Lab
Portland OR 97202
Mariaime ColNroe

Tito!.
General Sciee /
Math

Version Atl 03 15 128K Finder 4 1 or higher A simple interpretne language
designed specifically for prob-
'ern solving, calculations, and
graphical modeling

Reed Applications I
Reed College
De. elopment Lab
Portland, OR 97202
Airtainic C ,hzrove

Tools
General and
Mathematics

Version 86 03 15 128K. Finder 4 1 or higher Includes several utility, aca-
demic, and iconographic appli-
cations created with the Rascal
Development System

Reed Applications II
Reed College
Development Lab
Portland OR 97202
Marianne Colgrove

Applications
Math, Science,
Music

Version 86 03 15 128K, Finder 4 1 or higher Includes several utility, aca-
demic, and iconographic appli-
cations created with the Rascal
Development System

Skel
Kievkit Computation Center
Dartmouth College
Hamner. NH 03755

L Donald Z Spicer

Tool with source
code
Macintosh
Programming

Version 2 4
5/9/85

128K Skeleton demonstration. Macin
tosh program to illustrate the
basic code for handling a simple
Macintosh user interface

The SmaliGol
Compiler
University o; California.
In me
3018 %fountain 1 len Drne
Laguna Beach CA 92651
Thonia A Standish

Application
Computer
Science

Version 1 0
10/1/86

128K
Finder 4 1

An animated compiler

Tools for Writers
Drexel Unnersity
1 Dartmouth Circle
Swarthmore, PA 19081
Et'a M Thur.',

Application
English
Composition

Version 1 I

4/1/86
128K, Finder 1 1 or higher Allows sti.dents to perform

checks and diagnostic tests on
their own ,wnting

Venn
Kiewit Computation Center
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
Donald Z Sprier

Application
Philosophy

Version 2 0
5/22/85

128K Program for teaching syllogisms
and Venn diagrams in intro-
ductory philosophy courses

The Would-Be
Gentleman
Stanford University
IRIS, Cypress Hall E7
Stanford, CA 94305
Barbara fasinski

Application
History/Politics

Version 4 1

3/14/86
512K recommended,
MiniFinder 4.1

Histoncal simulation
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SOFTWARE: SIDE BY SIDE
DATA BASE PROGRAMS

EDITOR'S NOTE: Each mor.:h. Software Side by Side takes a comparative look at different software packages within thecontent of "Computers in the Curriculum The packages are reviewed by an educator with extensive educational computing
expenence This month's data bases all of which can be used for organizing research information. are rated on a sale of 1-5(1 = unsatisfactory. 2 = average. 3 = good. 1 = very good. 5 = excellent)

Readers should realize that this selection of programs does not represent the entire spectrum of software available

Scholastic PFS:
File
S99.95. lab pack
of five for $185
(Scholastic
Software. 730
Broadway. New
York. NY 10003)
1984

Apple II
family (64K).
IBM PC/PCjr
(128K)

Grades 6-12
Form must be first
designed on the
screen Then data

S S S

Reviewer's Comments: This is a good
package to introduce data bees It is easy to
learn and to use It also comes with a
teriffic. attractively-packaged manual an.:
can access many cumculum-specific data
bases published by Scholastic There are a
few problem areas. though Copying files or
changing form design is a long and tedious
process. Also, the program does not contain
a word wrap feature
Publisher's Repoeue: Copying files is fast
and easy using the Copy Whole diskette
feature While changing files or form design
takes time. it is a straightforward and easy
process

MIME

can be entered int.
the form Allows

to flies

4 4 S
users copy
from disk to disk
Can be tzed in
conjunction with
the other
Scholastic PFS
programs (Graph.
Write. Access.
Plan. Proof and
Report) Holds up
to 1000 records
per disk

3

Friendly Fier
154.95. lab pack
of 5 for $109.95
(Grolier,
Sherman
Turnpike. Dept.
333. Danbury,
CT (Mt 16)
1984

Apple II
family 164K).
Commodore
64. IBM
PC/PCjr
(64K)

.

Grades 4-12
A one aisk data
base with an
interactive iutonal
and a game where
students use the
sorting and
selection functions
to search through
small data basi on
twenty animal:
Questions are
selected at random
Holds up to 330
recuts per file.

55555
Reviewer's Comments: Though it is not
nearly as flexible as the other programs
reviewed, Friendly Filer fu surpasses them
in terms of ease of use and fitness for
students Students do not have to memorize
commands It is so easy to use that reviewer
did not have to consult the manual.
Instructions are presented on screen with
clear and precre prompting The screen

2
display is uncluttered However, the program
can only gP.nerate index card-type reports
instead of column reports Also, each file
holds only seven fields
Publisher's Response: Publisher has no
response

Reviewed by PM Nibs, compose coordinouse, Nyack OM Public Solna.

ILLICTRONIC LIMNING MARCH 19114
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Rapid Recall: An
Electronic
Notebook
$49.95
(Microcomputer

IBM PC PC.ir
(128K). Apple
II senes (64K)

Grades 7.12
Creates electronic
notebooks for
stonng and

Reviewer's Comments: This program's on-
screen tutorial is quite good and is very easy
to use It is not cluttered with useless
infornation that only the technicians need to
know The program uses memoryretrieving

Work hops
Courseware. 225
Westchester

information Each
page of the

4 inefficiently by saving in blocks of 56 lines.
whether you use one or 56 lines However,
the word processing powers of Rapid Recallnoteboic contains

Ase Port
Chester. NY
105731

56 blank lines
Provides word

3 3 3 shine It has a word wrap. erase blocks--all
of the features which make data entry easier
than many data base management programsprocessing

1Q85 functions Needs 2 2 The manual is a problem It is simply a few
only one disk drive _ Xerox-copied pages of instructions

Publisher's Response: The currentto operate Disk
includes a tutonal
Users create new
fields as they need
mem File size
depends on record
size

1 documentation contains nsenr -five pages
which we feel is more than a few Within the
next two months 14 documentation will be
put in a printed booklet form

AppleWorks
$250

Apple II
family 164K)

Grades 9-12
An integrated data

Reviewer's Comments: Appiework3 is best
suited for a two-dnve machine with 128K or

(Apple. 20525
Manani Ave .
Cupertino. CA
95014)
1983

base, spreadsheet.
and word
processing
program User can
move back and

5 5 5 better. Without the second dnve. a great
deal of disk swapping must be done The
data base program is extremely flexible
Record access through the "find" teature is
very fast Screen menus are easy to read and

4 4

forth at will among
these three
software
applications and
the files they

3 3 self-explanatory In addition. the Applessorks
program provides the user with on-screen
help menus The program is complex and
will take time to learn, however. the tutonal
disk and manual are excellent and helpful

create. Also allow-
users to combine
the three kinds of
information Has
tutorial disk and
manual Holds up
to 1,350 records
per file

' Publisher's Response: Appleworks has been
used by students as young as third grade.
Difference in use bs third graders versus
secondary students depends on how
instructors design exercises Appleworks can
be used by teachers for administrative
purposes

VersaForm
$r)
(Applied
Software
Technology, PO
Box 1769, Los
Gatos, CA

Apple II
family (64K),
IBM PC
(64K)

Grades 9-12
Requires
information to be
typed onto a screen
"form" designed
by the user Forms
then stored in data

Reviewer's Comments: The set-up procedure
for VersaForm took almost an hour to
accomplish Following the installation guide.
seven disks had to be formatted, and then
the six sides of the supplied disks had to be
copied onto the seven disks The odd disk
becomes a work disk The manual is poorly

95030)
1981

base and can be
retneved for

3 3 3 3 pianned and poorly wntten. Those
tnexpenenced with data bases will have
trouble understanding it. VersaForm doessorting, editing. or

for report wnting.
Three double-sided
disks filled with

2 2 2 have some nice features. lookup table.-
automatic checking and filing, and extremely
fast random access searching

various utilities
Comes with a
users' guide for the
Apple II senes
Can store 1,000
records per disk

, Publisher's Response: VersaForm allows
users to log accounting-type activities It
extensively checks the validity of entered
data and provides quick access to selected
information
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-EduTech

SOFTWARE

RESOURCE GUIDE NUMBER 1

MARCH 1983

Project EduTech is designed to help educators identify technological appli-
cations that may resolve special education service delivery issues. In
conjunction with this design, a variety of prcducts have been prepared and
other's are planned for dissemination to educators.

This listing was compiled in response to the many requests for information
on educational software. It includes an annotated list of resources, di-
rectories, periodicals, and vendors (of both courseware and adaptive de-
vices) that provide services or products related to microcomputer software
for special education. The annotations provide a brief description of the
resource or periodical and a mailing address for further information.

The list of vendors is not exhaustive but represents a portion of the
resources available. Specific products have not been reviewed. Inclusion
in this listing does not constitute an endorsement of the vendor or recom-
mendation for purchase of specific products but is solely for information
purposes.

EduTech staff encourages you to reproduce these materials and share them
with your colleagues. For more information about products and resources
available from Project EduTech, please write to:

JW INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
Project EduTech, Log P
7617 Little River Turnpike
Annandale, VA 22003

This work was developed by.JWK international under Contract No 300414424 with tfis SWIM Education Programs Office,Oepartment of EducationThe content, however, does not necesaarliy reflect the position or policy of ISEPIED and no official endorsement of these materials 'shouldbe intermit
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RESOURCES IN COMPUTER EOUCATION (RICE)
NORTHWEST REGIONAL LA3ORATORY

300 SW SIXTH AVEKUE
PORTLAND, OR 97204

RICE is a new on-line database providing more than 1,500 descriptions of

microcomputer courseware for use in elementary and secondary education, and

a file of more than 150 developers of such courseware. NWRL plans three

additional databases: Computer Literacy, which will contain objectives and

test items; Project Register, which will provide descriptions of K-12

computer applications in schools; and Inventory, which will contain data

on hardware installations in schools.

SECTOR PROJECT
EXCEPTIONAL CHILD CENTER
UMC-68

LOGAN, UT 84322

The SECTOR project is a state funded special education computer technology

resource located at Utah State University. SECTOR conducts reviews of

courseware and maintains a bibliographic information base for special

education.

SOFTSWAP/CUE
SMERC LIBRARY
SAN MATEO COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION
333 MAIN STREET
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94063

SOFTSWAP is a joint project

puter-Using Educators (CUE)

domain educational software.
educators who copy t;.--m on

They may also be ordereJ at
Any educator who contributes

SOFTSWAP disk in exchange.
developed at the California
available from this source.

of the San Mateo Office of Education and Com-
which serves as a clearinghouse of public
The programs are available free of charge to

their own disks at the Microcomputer Center.
cost. SOFTSWAP also 4s a software exchange.
an original program on a disk may request any

BLOCKS, the courseware development system

School for the Deaf and other courseware is
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TRACE RESI RCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
WAISMAN CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON

1500 HIGHLAND AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53706

In cooperation with the Communications Aids and Systems Clinic of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, the center studies and develops techniques and aids
to augment vocal skills of clinic patients. The center collects, documents,
and disseminates information on these and other communication aids and tech-

niques. Trace has published the International Software/Hardware Registry
and the Non-Vocal Communication Resource Book.

VOCATIONAL STUDIES CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
1025 WEST JOHNSON STREET
964 EDUCATIONAL SCIENCES BUILDING
MADISON, WI 53706

A list of microcomputer software programs for vocational education is

available from this source. Other publications related to microcomputers
in education, and vocational and career education curriculum guides also
are available.

WESTERN CENTER FOR m!CROCOMPUTERS
IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

1259 EL CAMINO REAL
SUITE 275
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 326-6997

The Western Center for Microcomputers in Special Education publishes a

bimonthly newsletter--The Catalyst - -to communicate to special education

users the latest in research, developments, and products.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF

COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS (ADCIS)
ADCIS HEADQUARTERS
MILLER HALL 409
WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225

ADCIS is an international not-for-profit association for professionals in
the field of instructional technology. This association facilitates com-
munication between product developers and users to reduce repetitive

efforts among developers of CAI materials. ADCIS provides a variety of
membership services including annual conferences, workshops, CBI publica-
tions, and local chapter affiliations. It also sponsors several special
interest groups, including Educators of the Handicapped.
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THE ILLINOIS COUNCIL, CONGRESS OF ORGANIZATIONS
OF THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

COMMITTEE ON PERSONAL COMPUTERS AND THE
HANDICAPPED (COPH-2)

2030 IRVING PARK ROAD

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60618

The purpose of this organization is to search out, evaluate, and share
information on hardware, software, software modifications, educational
materials developed for disabled people, and use of computers as part of
the personal development of handicapped children. Members benefit from
hardware and software demonstrations, computer loans, technical assistance,
a membership list (ENTER-ACT), a quarterly publication (Link and Go), the
testing, manufacture, Lod distribution of low-cost, computer-related
hardware, and all-day meetings every other month.

THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S LOGO
ASSOCIATION (YPLA)

1208 HILLSDALE DRIVE
RICHARDSON, TX 75081

YPLA is an independent, nonprofit national computer club run for and by
young people. A subscription to Turtle News, a monthly magazine, is in-
cluded with membership. Members also have access to a software exchange,
an electronic bulletin board, and a resource library. The software ex-
change, for all popular personal computers, includes teacher and user
developed software ranging from simple to complex games and educational and
business software. Also available is software developed by and for the
handicapped.

ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGE LABORATORY
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
EAST LANSING, MI 48824

The Artificial Language Laboratory is involved in basic research in the
field of computer processing and formal linguistic structure. Research
includes speech analysis and synthesis, interspecific communication,
pattern recognition of human electromyographic (EMG) signals, and neuro-
linguistics. The Laboratory is also involved in developing vocational and
educational aids for the blind.
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DIRECTORIES

A number of information directories which include descriptions and
reviews of educational software are listed in this section.

THE APPLE SOFTWARE DIRECTORY
VOLUME THREE: EDUCATION

WIDC VIDEO
5245 WEST DIVERSEY AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60639

This directory describes educational software from more than 400 vendors
and is cross-referenced by subject.

CLASSROOM COMPUTER LEARNING DIRECTORY OF NEW
EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER SOFTWARE (1983-84)
PART B

CLASSROOM COMPUTER LEARNING
5615 WEST CERMAK ROAD

CICERO, ILLINOIS 60650

Formerly Classroom Computer News Directory, Part D of this Classroom Com-
puter Learning Directory lists over 1,200 educational software r,....ages for

elementary to high school levels. Technical and ordering information is
given which includes the name of the producer, the software format, com-
patible hardware, additional software needed, the cost and preview policy.

COMMODORE SOFTWARE ENCYCLOPEDIA
COMMODORE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
681 MOORE ROAD
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406

Morn than 1,000 programs for business, recreation, education, and personal
u3e for Commodore PET microcomputers are included in this directory.

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
REGISTRY, 1983

TRACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
FOR THE SEVERELY COMMUNICATIVELY HANDICAPPED

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
314 WAISMAN CENTER
1500 HIGHLAND AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53706

This Registry lists programs and modifications created or adapted for use
by handicapped individuals. The Registry is divided into four sections:
software for handicapped individuals, selected other software, hardware

modifications, and user notes. It is updated continually by means of

subscription.
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MICROCOMPUTER DIRECTORY: APPLICATIONS

IN EDUCATION SETTINGS
MONROE C. GUTMAN LIBRARY
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138

This directory lists 276 sites nationwide at which microcomputers are being

used for instructional and administrative purposes. The projects are

listed by state with a description, contact person, and funding source.

NON-VOCAL COMMUNICATION RESOURCE BOOK,
REVISED 1983

TRACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ON COMMUNICATION, CONTROL AND COMPUTER
ACCESS FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
314 WAISMAN CENTER
1500 HIGHLAND AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53706

This Resource Book provides descriptive information on communication aids,
communication boards, charts, and laptrays, communication training,

assistive devices for communication, and a guide to controls. A

manufacturer/aid index is appendixed. The Resource Book is updated

annually.

SCHOOL MICROWARE DIRECTORY
DRESDEN ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 246
DRESDEN, ME 04342

Published twice a year, this directory lists and describes educational
software for grades K-12, as well as administrative packages. Programs are

included for the Apple II, Atari, PET, and TRS-80 and are indexed alpha-
betically. More than 180 software suppliers are listed.

SOURCES FOR COURSES
TALMIS
115 NORTH OAK PARK AVENUE
OAK PARK, IL 60301

Over 900 computer programs for kindergarten through college levels are
listed in this annual directory. The software is indexed by title, topic,

grade level, and publisher. Published software reviews are referenced.

1

41
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THE SPECIAL WARE DIRECTORY
LINC RESOURCES, INC.
1875 MORSE ROAD

SUITE 215
COLUMBUS, OH 43229

This Directory lists companies manufacturing microcomputer software for

special education. The information presented includes curriculum skill

areas, educational levels, hardware compatibility, warranty and review

policies, and instructional and testing applications.

1983 SWIFT'S DIRECTORY OF
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
APPLE II EDITION

STERLING SWIFT PUBLISHING CO.
1600 FORTVIEW ROAD
AUSTIN, TX 78704

Descriptions of educational programs for the Apple microcomputer by subject
and grade level are contained in this directory. The contents are divided
into commercial and noncommercial publishers.

TRS-80 EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE SOURCEBOOK
RADIO SHACK EDUCATIONAL DIVISION
400 TANDY ATRIUM
FORT WORTH, TX 76102

The TRS-80 Sourcebook lists all educational programs for TRS-80 microcom-

puters including many programs in the public domain. The Sourcebook is
available from Radio Shack dealers.
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PERIODICALS

A partial listing of the many hundreds of journals, magazines, and
newsletters available to educators is provided. The listed periodicals

were chosen because of their general content and intended audience.

CLOSING THE GAP

PO BOX 68
HENDERSON, MN 56044

Published bimorthly
Subscription -- $15.00

This newsletter explores the uses of computers (including peripherals and
software) with the handicapped and special education students. Special

modifications and applications for the deaf and hearing impaired, blind and
visually impaired, mentally handicapped, learning disabled, and severely
physically handicapped are also addressed. A special section on software

news and reviews is included.

COMMUNICATION OUTLOOK
ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGE LABORATORY
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
EAST LANSING, MI 48824

Published quarterly
Subscription -- $12.00

This quarterly newsletter on electronic aids for the handicapped is a

publication of the International Society for Augmentative and Alternative
Communication, and is published jointly by the Artificial Language Labora-
tory and the Trace Research and Development Center at the University of
Wisconsin.

THE COMPUTING TEACHER
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER &

INFORMATInN SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

1787 AGATE STREET
EUGENE, OR 97403

Published 9 times a year
Subscription -- $16.50

Publishei by the International Council for Computers in Education (ICCE),
this journal is for people interested in the instructional use of com-
puters. It emphasizes teaching about computers, computer applications,
teacher education, and the impact of computers on curriculum.

COURSEWARE REPORT CARD
150 WEST CAROB STREET
COMPTON, CA 90220

Published 5 times a year
Subscription--$49.00

This review of educational microcomputer software is published in two

editions: elementary and secondary. Each issue contains about 20 reviews
which includes the Apple, Radio Shack, Atari, Commodore, and Texas Instru-
ments.
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e CREATIVE COMPUTING
Po BOX 789-M
MOkRISTOWN, NJ 07960

Published monthly
$2.50 per issue

Subscription--$24.97

Creative Computing includes nmerous short articles about hardware and
software for microcomputers. Focused primarily on the hobbyist or home
Jser, this publication contains a great deal of technical information
written for the novice. Reviews of software and new products are included.

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
140 SYLVAN AVENUE
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS, NJ 07632

Published monthly

Subscription--$49.00

This professional journal for educators covers all types of educational
technology. Each issue includes software reviews as well as articles
dealing with computer applications, research, and evaluation.

ELECTRONIC EDUCATION
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

SUITE 220
1311 EXECUTIVE CENTER DRIVE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301

Published 8 times a year
$2.00 per issue

Subscription--$18.00

Nontechnical discussions cf issues and news briefs on applications edu-
cational technology are provided by Electronic Education It also con-
tains descrintive reviews of computer systems and instructional packages.

ELECTRONIC LEARNING
SCHOLASTIC, INC.
730 BROADWAY

NEW YORK, NY 10003

Published 8 times per year
Subscription--$19.00

Electronic Learning presents nontechnical introductions for elementary and
high school teachers to the educational applications of microcomputers and
other learning aid-. The software review section provides reviews of com-
mercial programs by both a classroom teacher and a content , -ea specialist
or school administrator.

INFOWORLD

375 COCHITUATE ROAD
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701

Published weekly
Subscription--$31.00

Infoworld format includes analyses of computer hardware and software, news
stories, and new developments in the microcomputer industry. It is aimed
at the home, business, and educational user.
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SCHOOL COURSEWARE JOURNAL
1341 BULLDOG LANE
SUITE C
FRESNO, CA 93710

Published 5 times a
year on cassette or on
diskette

Subscription-465 and
$80

This computerized magazine offers educational programs for Apple II, PET,
and TRS-80, and Atari microcomputers on cassette and diskette. Each issue
includes excellent support material, including a teacher manual and nupil
worksheets. Programs concentrate on 10 pre-college curriculum areas.

SCHOOL MICROCOMPUTING BULLETIN

LEARNING PUBLICATIONS, INC.
303 BAY DRIVE NORTH

BRADENTON BEACH, FL 33510

Published bimonth:y

Subscription--S28.00

School Microcomputing Bulletin consists of 24 four-page bulletins which
describe and evaluate microcomputer developments, 12 monthly supplements of
sources of materials, software evaluatiGns, workshops, and special field
reports by educators using microcomputers.

SCHOOL MICROWARE REVIEWS
DRESDEN ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 246
DRESDEN, ME 04342

Published twice a year
$20.00 per issue

Subscription-435.00

School Micro/are presents fifty reviews and an index of reviews in other
publications of microcomputer software. Each revi.w includes an evaluation
of content, instructional technique, and programming, as well as informa-
tion about the topic, grade level, cost, and system requirements. Reviews
are included for the Apple, Atari, PET, and TRS-80 microcomputers.

SOFTALK

11021 MAGNOLIA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601

Published monthly
$2.50 per issue

Subscription-424.00

Satalk lists software available for the Apple with brief reviews in a
TITIREETof categories including education, word processing, data base man-
agement, and games. A regular column deals specifically with educational
applications and new products. This publication is an excellent source of
all types of information for Apple microcomputer users.
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-TEACHING, LEARNING, COMPUTING
SELDIN PUBLISHING, INC.
1061 SOUTH MELROSE
SUITE

PLACENTIA, CA 92670-7180

Published 10 times
per year

Subscription--$24.00

TLC is a new magazine geared toward classroom teachers who are interested
TWpersonal computing. Readers are kept up-to-date on developments in
computer legislation, special education, administrative planning, and the
academic disciplines. Each issue Is planned to include current computer
trends and predictions; indepth product reviews; computer management
techniques; software test results and evaluations; and profiles of inno-
vative educators.

WHOLE EARTH SOFTWARE REVIEW
PO BOX 11956

SAN DIEGO, CA 92128

Published quarterly
Subscription- -

$18.00 /yr.

This new software review magazine, available through subscription and on
most newsstands, provides reviews of software for writing, analyzing,
accounting, managing, telecommunications, drawing, learning, playing, pro-
gramming, as well as other new or small categories.

VENDORSCOURSEWARE

Presented here is a list of software vendors who offer programs that
may have application in special education instruction and instructional
support.

ADD ":'ON-WESLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
SOFTWARE MARKETING

READING, MA 01867

Instructional support: Student activity fund accounting system, school
equipment inventory system, annual school purchas-
ing system.

System(s): TRS-80 Model I or III, Apple II

APPLIED EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
RFD #2, BOX 213

DUNBARTON, NH 03301

Instructional support: Grade reporting, district-wide education assessment,
test scoring and scheduling, daily attendance ac-
counting systems.

System(s): Apple, TRS-80, Commodore, IBM, Xerox

A
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AQUARIUS PUBLISHERS, INC.
PO BOX 128

INDIAN ROCKS BEACH, FL 33535

Instruction: Survival skills, special needs.
System(s): Apple II, TRS-80

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS
PO BOX 30160
EUGENE, 'IR ,7403

Instruction:

Instructional support:

System(s):

COMPU-WARE
7 MECHANIC STREET
DOVER, NJ 07801

Instruction:

Instructional support:

System(s):

English, math, reading, science, music.
Audio-visual program, grading system, authoring
system.
Apple II

Math, language arts, spelling, social studies,
science, economic simulations, special needs.
Classroom management.
Apple, Atari, CP/M, TI, Sorcerer, TRS-80, PET

CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

SPECIAL EDUCATION INDIVIDUAL
EDUCATOR PROGRAM

8100 34th AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55440

Instruction: Special needs.
Instructional support: IEP system.

System(s): Control Data 110

DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING MATERIALS
ONE ELM PARK
PO BOX 4000

ALLEN, TX 75002

Instruction: Math, special needs.

System(s): Apple II plus

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC.
PO BOX 392
FREEPORT, NY 11520

Instruction:

Instructional support:
System(s):

Reading, language arts, math, social studies, sci-
ence, physical education, special needs.
Classroom management.
Apple II Plus, TRS-80, PET, Atari
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

PO BOX 746
MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128

Instruction:
Instructional support:

System(s):

EVANS NEWTON, INC.
7745 EAST REDFIELD ROAD

SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260

Instructional support:

System(s):

Language arts, math, science, social studies.
Programs for teaching computer languages, class

management.
Apple, Atari, PET, TRS-80

Curriculum-attendance-IEP-test management, teacher
information and record keeping.
Apple, Commodore, IBM, TRS, other micros using ad-
vanced optical scanning.

HAMMETT/MICROCOMPUTER DIVISION
HAMMETT PLACE

BOX 545
BRAINTREE, MA 02184

Instruction: Computer literacy, foreign languages, language arts,
logic, science, social studies, special needs.

Instructional support: Word processing, classroom management, budgeting,
authoring system, inventory control.

System(s): TRS-80, CBM/PET, Apple

K-12 MICROMEDIA
PO BOX 561
VALLEY COTTAGE, NY 10989

Instruction: Math, language arts, reading/vocabulary, science,

computer literacy, business eucation, early child-
hood, social studies.

Instructional support: School management programs, educational games.

System(s): PET, TRS-80, Apple II

LAUREATE LEARNING SYSTEMS, INC.
1 MILL STREET
BURLINGTON, VT 05401

Instruction: Special needs.

Instructional support: Microcomputer language assessment and development
system.

System(s): Apple II Plus
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LEARNING TOOLS, INC.
686 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139

Instruction: Special needs, vocational.
Instructional support: Curriculum management, teacher planning.

System(s): Apple II & III, IBM, Xerox, TRS-80

MICRO SCHOOL PROGRAMS,

BERTAMAX, INC.

101 NICKERSON STREET, SUITE 202
SEATTLE, WA 98109

Instruction: Math, language arts.
Instructional support: Instructional management system, reading level a-

nalysis, gradekeeper, school attendance, career in-
formation system.

System(s): Apple II, Atari, TRS-80

MICROCOMPUTER EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS (MCE)
157 S. KALAMAZOO MALL
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007

Instruction: Special needs, vocational education, home economics,
functional mathematics, consumer education.

System(s): Apple II

OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING, INC.
8950 LURLINE AVENUE, DEPT. L3
CHATSWORTH, CA 91311

Instruction: Math, science, library science, social studies,
language arts, foreign language, business educa-
tion, survival skills, music, art, special needs.

Instructional support: School _siness management programs.
System(s): Apple, TRS-80, PET, Atari

SOUTHERN MICRO SYSTEMS FOR EDUCATORS
PO BOX 1981

BURLINGTON, NC 27215

Instruction: Special needs.
Instructional support: WISCR, WAIS-R, IEP for the learning disabled.

System(s): Apple II Plus, IBM
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SYSDATA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
7671 OLD LENTRAL AVENUE, NE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55432

Instruction:

Instructional support:

System(s):

TOTAL DATA SYSTEMS
PO BOX 547
RAYMORE, MO 64083

Special needs, math, computer literacy.
School information management, Woodcock-Janson,
school census.

Apple II

Instructional support: IEP, student scheduling, grade reporting, student
database, accounting.

System(s): CP/M

UNICOM
A DIVISION OF UNITED CAMERA
297 ELMWOOD AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02907

Instruction: Language/reading development.
Instructional support: Grade reporting, school inventory.

System(s): Apple II

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA EDUCATIONAL CORP.
425 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60611

Instruction: Language arts, science, math, special needs.
System(s): Apple II Plus
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T his Guide is not ir,!ended to be a compilation of all the software products available to
education. Space simply prohibits such a collection from inclusion in EL All prices

listed are suggested retail prices and are subject to change without notice. Check with
local distributors for educational discounts.

It is against the law to copy or reproduce any original workwhether diskette,
cassette or printed materialwithout prior written permission of the cop) ght owner. Any
person or institution making such copies is subject to prosecution. P!: programs in this
Buyer's Guide are protected by copyright law.

Index of Publishers

Adhninistrative Aids

Basic Skills

Computer Literacy/
Programming

Instructional Games

Language Arts

Library/Media Aids
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ADMINISTRATIVE AIDS

Absentee Recording System, $96.95
Apple DOS 3 2
Helps school administrators keep track of up
to 1,725 students Menu-driven Stores stu-
dent's name, I D number, sex. address
phone number, courses and teachers Also
sets up school year calendar Single Source
&Aware.

Administrative Absentee Program, $50
TRS-30 I. 16K, Level II Cassette or
diskette
Lists daily absentees for both students and
faculty User friendly Available for elemen-
tary junior and senior high school levels
Educational Sens :oneultants, Inc.
The disalsMnt Principal, $159.95
Apple II Plus, 46K
Affords smsIlto mid-sized schools a system
for keeping and updating student records
Hard copy printouts can be generated alpha-
beticaily by class. grade level, entire school
or students birthdate Learning Systems.
Ltd.

Automated Accounting for the Micro-
computer, $37.50
Apple Models II, II Plus and Ile. DOS
3 2 and 3 3. 32K. Commodore 4032
32K. Monroe 008820, 32K, TRS-80
Models I, III and IV, 32K
Covers accounting practices for grades 10-
12 including accounts payable and receiva-
ble. general ledger end payroll Requires
some familiarity with manual accounting
practices. but no knowledge of computers
South-Western Publishing Company.

CCA Data Management System VS
4.1,1, $99.50
Atari Models 800 and 1200, 40K min-
imum, disk drive and printer
Completr let filing and organization sys-
tem Debra,,,, enters sorts and reports infor-
mation Not copyguarded C. E. Software.

Class Scheduling Program, $349.95
Apple with Applesoft. 48K. 2 disk drives
and 80 Column printer
Allows schools with up to 2.400 students and
up to 999 courses and sections to analyze
master schedules and prepare individual
schedules Allows for automatic entry of
required courses and fast entry of any op-
tions! request and alternates CMA micro-
computers.

Cus /Statf, $243
Apple II Plus. 48K, disk drive, B&W
monitor
Provides school 0 floats with a toot to calcu-
late the number /31 custodians needed Con-
sists of multi-meche mstenals, including a
manual and ucliOtape MASRO Cooperative
Corporation.

Educational Manageme-'1 Series I and
II, $425
Apple II Plus, 48K. 2 disk drives and 132
Column printer
Composed of two modules including com-
plete schttol inventory control and grade
reporting Unicorn.

Employ-Ease Human Resource Soft-
ware, $1,500-$4,500
NCS Sentry Plus including NCS Sentry
3000 Scanner and IBM PC
Administers and scores tests and surveys on
Scannab4 forms Information processing
modules Include employment selection, em-
ployee data, government complianCe and
administretive data Nellenal Computer eye-
term

111111-10Ck An AdministnIthe Program
for Seboots, KM
Apple Models II and II* 34K, IBM PC,
64K, TRS-60 III, 48K, 2 disk drives,
reader option available
An integrated data base system that allows a
school to expedite student scheduling, daily
attendance recording and reporting and to
keep up-to-date and highly accessible stu-
dent records Educational Software & Mar-
keting Company.

Expense Trim, $4113
IBM PC, TRS-80111, other CP/M micro-
computers, SO Column printer.
Automates fund accounting procedures of
school administration small profit and nor-
profit organizations and departmentalized
budgeting for divisions of larger companies
Structured to provide control information on
expenditures in relation to budget targets
Output, Inc.

General Ledger and Financial Reporter
Fact Sheet, $595
IBM PC. Compaq Portable Computer,
2 disk drives or IBM PC/DOS Compati-
ble hard disk, minimum 64K RAM
Features user customization of financial
stetements in which user can estrum finan-
cial data from the worst ledger and can
produco unlimited variety of reports Main-
tains 12 months Of previous year balances by
account for comparative reports and more
Information Untirorted Software

HEI-School Attendance, $755.67
Apple Models II and Ile. Apple serial
interface board, 2 disk drives. DOS 3 3.
80 column printer, HEI card reader,
121-4 model 3
Provides a means for recording and report-
ing both daily and term student attendance
information Enters pre- formated cards into
the reacer by category Categories include
absent, tardy. cut, field trip and authorized to
leave building NEL Inc.

Listmaker, $97.50
Apple Models II and II Plus. TRS-80
Models I and III, 48K, disk drive
information and management package used
for student lists customer records real es-
cats listings and membership rosterrange
of direct mail spplicstions from labels to per-
sonaiized form letters R elides Digest Serv-
iette. inc

Magic Memory, $99.95
Apple Models II and lIe, Albert, Franklin
Data base address book system Simulates 5
standard address book yet contains ad-
vanced teat...rem to add edit move and print
information It will print labels lists and an
entire address book complete with index
tabs Med, Int
$4 Mailing List, 534,95
Commodore 64
Holds 250 names and addresses per file, fea-
tures full screen editing for adding, deleting
or chsnging cidresses It has full sort cspe-
bilities and can print or review individual
entries, sorted versions or the entire file
Computer Marketing Services, Inc.

Mall/Phone List, $14.95
Apple II, 48K
Allows you to enter and store name address
and phone data for friends or businesses
Information may bechanged deleted sorted
and printed on the screen or on mailing
labels Conseil-Tatiana. Inc

Microbla, $140
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, Atari 800,
C B M DOS 2 0 (404C or 8050 drivel).
TRS-80 Modele1,11 and III, IBM PC, and

other microcomputer" operating under

CCoPn/sMists of six independent accounting pro-
grams which teach the fundamentals Of
accounting, bookkeeping and the interac-
tion between debits and coedits and other
essentials Compton's.

Order Entry Fact Sheet, $595
Compaq Portable Computer. IBM PC,
2 disk drives or PC/DOS compatible
hard disk, minimum 64K RAM
Generates Order confirmations and Calcu-
lates prices for up to five discount categorise
and tax jurisdictions Includes five tax table*
allowing rate, for multiple locations and
special taxes on specific products Also main-
tains backorder status Information Willow
Mid Software.

PFS:File, 5125-5175
Apple Models II, Is and Ill, IBM PC or
equivalent, TI Professional Computer
Records, files retrieves and summarizes in-
formation Organized on forms designed on
the computer screen Software Publishing
Corporation.

PFS:Report, $125
Apple Models 11. Ile and III. IBM PC, TI
Professional Computer, 2 disk drives,
printer, PFS File
Sons, calculates, formats and prints presen-
tation quality reports from the information in
hies created with PFS File It prints 9-20
columns per report including three calcu-
lated columns Totals, subtotals averages.
subaverage, counts and ubcoums can be
printed on every column Has comprehen-
sive sorting capabilities plus automatic page
numbering, title printing and centering
Software Publishing Corporation.

Project Sorts, $245
Apple 11, Franklin Ace, 2 disk drives,
video monitor and most printers
Individual addresses, telephone numbers.
birth date. entry date, etc . are part of the
standard file Information can be organized
into 10 major categonee which can be divided
Into 12 subcategories for a total of 129 differ-
ent sorting variables Evans Newton, Inc.

Scheduling Program, $2,500
Apple; Atari, Commodore, Franklin,
Radio Shack, minimum 32K. 80 column
screen, hard disk drive and printer
Handles annual. semester tri-mester and/or
quarterly classes Prints s conflic. mstnx.
students schedules periods offered and
class rosters Generates master schedule
Students schedules have provisions for book
fees, workbook fees and lab him C.E.A.F .
Inc

The School Attendance eystem, $3,250
Apple Models II Plus and Ile
Designed to keep and report attendance on a
school-wide basis. it contains full on-line
creating, editing and deleting of student and
class records Written in UCSO Pascal Edo-
cations, Adminietratton Data Systems.

School Inventory, $39
Apple, 48K, 3 3 DOS. 2 disk drives.
Keeps track of Inventory for up to 1.000
items It will alter, update, erase and print
reports Educational Courseware.

School Payroll System, $500
CP/M in BASIC 2. dual 320KB/disk
drive microcomputer, standard 13re
Character wide printer
Hand*. 99 deductions. TSA's retirement
systems. auto, sick/vacation pay and payroll
checks and numerous reports that pre easy
to reed Scheel Mansion'', filys.mo.
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School Records, $140
Apple II, 2 disk drive'
Includes storage, sorting and printout for
students' names, addressee eminency In-
formation, bus ranee. homerooms and lunch
schedules Store. Int ormation on up to 1,000
students letscatienal Computing Systems.
The School System Micro-Scheduler,
82.350
IBM PC. MSDOS/PCDOS Operating
System. 256K RAM, 2 disk drives. 132
column printer, 80 column vide() screen
The gonersl futures include scheduling by
course numbers of up to eight alphanumeric
Characters, schedules for up to four semes-
ters and schedules for any type of time table
Handles up to 32 periods per day, eight days
per cycle and global alternatives as well Is
individual student 'Nernst.* Columbia Com-
puting Services.

Student Record / Attendance / Report
Card Program, 82,500
Apple Atari, Commodore, Franklin,
Radio Shack, minimum 32K. 80 column
screen, hard disk drive and printer
Figures attendance period-by-period or cu.
muietively sorts students by virtuslly any-
thing on record, generates class rosters
reports report cards, letters. perfect Intend-
once and deficiency notices C.E.FLF., Inc.

TaNymaster, 879.95412915
IBM PC, TRS-80 Models I and III,
LOBO MAX 80, LNW and other TRS-80
compatibles
Summarizes and analyzes budgets and ex-
penses Contains up to 702 defined cate-
gories Numbers csn be added to any
category in any order with new totals shown
instantly An on-line HELP file is included
Proeoft.

BASIC SKILLS AND
TEST PREPARATION

College Board 1963 SAT Exam Prepare-
don Sides, $295.95
Apple, Atari. Commodore, Franklin,
IBM PC, TRS-80.
includes 42 programs covering vocabulary
reading comprehension word relationships,
mathematics and tests Of standard written
English Krell.

College Entrance Examination Prepara-
tion: Part IThe Verbal Series, 8575
Apple Models II and IIe, 48K RAM with
AppleSob BASIC, disk drive. 3 3 DOS
video display
A five disk series which is designed to pro-
vide individualized training in test-taking
strategies and skill Braes for the SAT and
other similar conegeentrenceexlms Aclust-
able time frame Sorg-Warner Educational
Systems.

College Entrance Examination Prepare-
don: Part IIThe Verbal Strategies/
Mathematics Series, 8575
Apple Models II and Ile, 48K RAM, with
Applesoft BASIC, disk drive, 3 3 DOS,
video display.
A seven disk series which is designed to pro-
vide individualized training in test-tskIng
Strategies and skill um for the SAT and
other similar collegeentrenceexlme Under-
standing developed through explanations of
answers and dletractoni Adiustabie time
frame Illerg-WernertMostlenal Systems.

1

Computer SAT Test Preparation Kft,
8453.76
Apple, Atari BOO. Commodore 84, IBM
PC, TRS-50: 46K
Combine's comprehensive textbook with a
compute, program A detailed user's merl-
on. educators manual and student record
booklets supplement the program Coronado
Publishers, Inc.

Dial-eDrill Mome Learning System, 815
per mondi/per course
Minicomputer-based, CCC-17 Instruc-
tional System, Digital Speech System
Delivers low-cost computer- assisted instruc-
tion to students over home touch-tone tele-
phones Designed to improve students basic
skills by offering supplemental coursework
in melte arithmetic, reading and spelling
with 6-10 minute sessions in which student
controls Dace Computer Curriculum Corpo-
ration.

English Achievement Sedest-V, $39.95
each; Si 75 /set of Rye diskettes
Apple. 48K, disk drive. IBM PC Com-
modore ModCs PET 16K and CBM 64
cassette or diskette, TRS-130. 32K. disk
drive
Five progrs fn package contains data base of
sentences presented in Int four formats
used on the Engiah CEEB Exam The
program provides explanations error analy-
ses and approximate English achievement
scores Microcomputer Wouttehops.

English SAT I, $30
Apple Models II and Ile, disk drive
Tutorial for verbal portion of the SAT Multi-
ple sections of 25 multiple choice questions
on antonyms, analogies. sentence comple-
tion grammar end reeding comprehension
Instruction mode gives explanations for all
answers Micro Lab..

GED-100, 81,275
TRS-80 III, 48K 2 disk drives
Provides diagnosis remediation, reinforce-
mint testing and individual prescriptions for
basic materials in order to prepare stuoents
for the GED test Educational Software a
Marketing Company.

How To Read In the Content Areas
CP/OK Read, $49 each; 81119/set
Apple. Atari 800. Commodore Models
64 and PET. TRS-80, 48K, cassette or
diskette
Twenty programs in the areas of science
Social studies, literature and mathematics
Concepts include detecting spotlighting,
receding Ind surveying Educational Actin-
Pm Inc

Knowledge Master Series, S27 per
diskette
Apple Models II Plus. Ile and ill, Frank-
lin, 48K, disk drive
Consists of 46 disks, each containing 400
questions covering hundreds of topics in
areas such as earth science, physical science.
math, literature, English and mythology
Academic Mallinerks.

Memoriam, S79.95599.95
Apple, Atari Models 400 and 800. Com-
modore 64, IBM PC, TRS-80
Using technique from cognitive psychol-
ogy gradual well.- data is memorized eas-
ily end becomes sveisble to the user for long
term retention end moan Contains multiple
modes for training and an editing feature
met Corporation

Pei Reading, 855.55
Apple Models II, II Plus and Ile, Frank-
lin Ace 1000 and 1200. 48K RAM. disk
drive.

Tests 5 child's ability on one of 200 obiec-
nye*. then teaches only what the child
doesn't know It also manages the teacher's
record.. student records, class records or a
grouping report by Objective universal Sys-
tems for Education, Inc.

Plato Basic Skills Series, $49.95
TI 99/4A.
Designed for children who need challenges
qr sdditiOnal learning materials in course -
work generally presented in grade, three
through sigh, Three packages include math,
reading and grammar Tessa inetniments.

Preparing for the SAT, 891.95.81111.95
Apple Models II, II Plus and Ile. 48K.
Atari Models 400 and 800. 16K cassette;
24K diskette
Teaches how to take the SAT and other apti-
tude tests Includes six programs Antilop,'"
Number Series, Quantitative Comparisons
and Vocabulsry 1 & 2 Also contains unit on
time strategy Program Design, Inc.

Preparing for the SAT, 816.95 cassette;
823.95 diskette; six programs $125 cas-
sette, 8139.95 diskette
Atari. 16K
Teaches students how to t eke the SAT,
deveiop problem solving skills and answer
questions typically found on such tests K12
Micromedia.

Prep-100, $455
TR S-80 III. 48K. 2 disk drives
For students planning on taking the ACT
Assessment Examinetien The program pre-
vides diagnosis. remedietion, reinforcement,
testing and prescriptions to aid students in
preparing for the actual test Educational
Software Marketing Company.

Preschool 10 Builder 2, 115.95823.95
Apple II, 32K, Atari, 16K and 24K w/
joystick
Designed for egos three through six, the
program's two parts teach letters, symbols.
numbers and word discrimination by having
the user decide whether pairs of figures are
the same Or different Program Design, Inc.

PSAT and SAT Word Attack Skills, 849
Apple Models II and II Plus. 48K. DOS
33
Includes two software tutorisls which pre-
pare college-bound students for the anto-
nyms portion of the SAT Timed tests are
included Edu-Ware.

Run, Robot, Run, 859,95
Apple II, 48K
Specifically crested to- *limy Childhood edu-
cation and written by educerors it includes
numerals and numbers, counting skills
social skills letters of the alphabet memory
games and more of the basic skills Oung
,.hildren need Educational Teaching lade

Schoolhouse, 824.115
Apple II, 48K
A collection of 10 programs on me disk
covering topics such as spelling, language
arts. Romsn numerals fractions and alge-
bra CompuTettone, Inc.

Spanish Achievement I, MIS
Apple. 48k. disk drive
Provides practice in one vocabulary format
of the French Achievement Examination
from 5 bank of over 150 problems From a
choice of tour Options the student must
select the appropriate word omitted Stu-
dents receive an English trens:etion of the
sentence and an explanation of each option
plum achievement score and a dictionary of
missed words Microcomputer litiefeeh011111.
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S pada I Skill Builders I, $211118
Apple II. 48K
tor use in srxlat education situations or for
the handicapped. It requires limited keyboard
skills and the speed of the presentation may
be adjusted through a password protocseo
management file Gems paddles may also be
wood to respond to screen presentations
Compu-Tetkintk Inc.

State Assessment Preparation. $100/
grade level
TRS-60 III, 48K. disk drives. cassette or
diskette
An extensive set of programs to prepare stu-
dents for the State Assessment tests Com-
posed of special reading, vocabulary drills
and vocabulary testing, it includes 70 to 100
programs per grads level including the third
fifth eighth and eleventh grades Educe-
tional Software Consultants.

Thinking Skills, $41
TRS-80 Models I and III. 16K cassette
or 32K diskette
Four programs sharpen thinking skills with
concepts and rules of classification and
categorization. number and 'otter patterns
Sunburst Common kittens.

The Young Folks Series. $110-9100
Apple II PluS. Commodore PET
Contains a senes of four programs which
teach young learners concepts such as m
out on Off, Over under, full, empty and dif-
ferent It processes words which frequently
c lute re, anal problems and contains letter
match.% games Offend Software.

COMPUTER LITERACY
AND PROGRAMMING

Alphabet/Keyboard. 924-934.50
Apple II, App lesott 48K. 3 3 DOS. TRS-
80 Model I and IN, 16K cassette. TRS-
80 Model III. 48K diskette
reaches young students to type letters in
alphabetical order Provides good inffitiduC-
tiOn to the computer keyboard Note No
attempt Is made to teach finger positions or
Other typing skills Random Holm, Inc.

The Amazing Sen. $79.95
Apple, Atari. Commodore. Franklin,
TRS-80, IBM PC
introduces programmers of all apes to artifi-
cial intelligence It teaches Ben a 'anguoge
and guides the user in writing increasingfy
difficult programs Krell
The Apple's Core, $49.95
Apple Models II Plus and lie 48K, disk
drive
An introduction to Appleton computer pro-
gramming for the beginner Teaches how tO
use and program the Apple The Professor.

B asic Teach, $70
IBM PC
A tutorial on the BASIC programming lan-
guage in which the user learns lo use BASIC
commands and applies the fundamentals
learned to s series of practical applications
Melon Publishing Company.

B asle Tutor Series, $295
Apple 48K, 3.3 DOS.
A nine-dlek Wee that provides a guided
tour into the world 01 Appleton program.
ming introduces system commends through
writing programs with edunci and graphic*.
Educational Courseware.

Bask Tutor 3 Graphics Commands,
$39
Apple 48K, 3 3 DOS
Introduces and explains how to create iow
and high resolution graphics. Educational
Courseware.

SIX 912.95 -914.95
Commodore Models 64 end PET 16K,
available on cassette or diskette
Introduces the simplest programming con-
cepts and commands including RUN LIST
PRINT. FOR-NEXT IF-THEN, GO-TO END
and REM An evaluation of student compre-
hension n included Micrograms, Inc.

The Cue TIston $99.94
Major CPM-based hardware
A tutorial designed to expedite the task of
learning the versatile tiectronic worksheet
program "SuperCalc Classroom Consort!'
Media

Computer Awareness, $74
Apple Models II Plus Ile and II with
Applesoft ROM card, disk drive, one
color. B&W or green monitor. 48K
Hands-on practice to computer literacy cov-
ering 'what Computers Do "How Compu-
ters Work 'Everyday Computers and-Intro-
duction to Programming "Society for Visual
Education, Inc.

Computer Concepts, $45
Apple II Plus. Atari 800, TI 99'4A
Introduces high school and college students
teachers and other adults to blast computer
concepts, including the keyboard storage
and memory files editing and databases
Plato Educational COurseware-Microcompu-
let

Computer Literacy: Adventures of the
Lollipop Dragon. $255
Apple II Plus, 48K
Teaches where and how computers are used
Provides hands-on activity with games and
colorful animated graphics to teach letter
km number key locations Introduces spe-
cisl function keys how to manipulate the
flashing cursor and plotting points Society
for Visual Education, Inc.

Computer Literacy: An introductory
Course, $111
Apple Models II and Ile, Atari 800. IBM
PC, TI 99/4A, TRS-80 Model III and
Color Computer
Consists of 15. 45- minute !lessons Includes s
teacher's manual, 15 student wOrkboOkl 15
transparencies ',grit wall posters and five
copies Of two sample programs on diskette
or cassette Designed for people with no
computer experience Uses a hands -on
approach Continental Prim. Inc.

Computer Literacy: Introduction, $45
Apple 11 Plus, Atari BOO, T1 99/A
Gives junior and senior high scnool students
a basic understanding of computers and
how they are used in business industry end
society It gives s brief introduction to the
history uses and MUSS surrounding com-
puters and is the foundation fora full curricu-
lum in computer literacy and programming
Plato Educational Coursewere-Microcompu-
taw

Concurrent Programming Package,
$2.000
Motorola MC 68000 based computer,
Pascal 2 compiler on host system
Gives the user the ability to write concurrent
programs in standard Pascal and to develop
embedded systems containing thole Pro-
grams Using Pascal primitives and the
stand-alone support library, users can write
and control reel-tome processes and device
drivers 1,11,11141111 Oregon Software.
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CA;prnoleModelsdels II and II Plus, 64K RAM;
or 48 w/language card.
A complete self- contained, self-paced Inter-
active tutorial which teaches how to Program
in Apple Pilot Ape* Computer. Inc.

The Cyberlogo Turtle,$99.15
Apple Models II and Ili, 48K
An open-ended computer literacy learning
environment that allows students to move
the Cyborlogo Turtle and draw pictures by
pressing single ity- Offers an on-line HELP
feature and a complete description of the
language It also includes a STEP mode for
easy debugging Cybeftronlcs International,
1r c.

Data Entry Acthities for the Microcom-
puter. $511.50
Apple II Plus, DOS 3 2, 32K, Apple
Models It Plus and Ile. DOS 3 3, 32K,
TRS-1.',U Models I. Ili and IV, 32K
Devitopsaccuracy and dexterity in keyboard
characters and numerals Students work
through tO business activities and receive
feedback relating to the percentage of errors
made in entering the information and the
words-per-minute South-western Publish-
ing Company.

Discover Basic: Problem Solving with
the Apple II, $74,95
Apple Models II Pius and ate, 32K, DOS
33
An introduction to programming and prob-
lem solving that promotes personal hand-
and-mind involvement Stresses a step-by-
step approach to problem solving Sterling
Swift
Edubas I, $15
IBM PC, 64K, disk drive, DOS. BASIC,
color/graphic adapter. 80 column B&W
or color screen
Teaches how to program Me IBM PC with the
BASIC language Includes 13 lessons with
analogies examples and exercises Designed
for beginners Europro, Inc.

Edubas II, $105
IBM PC, 64K, disk drive. DOS, BASIC,
color/graphic adapter, 60 column B&W
or color screen
Unlocks the advanced functions of the
BASIC language of the IBM PC such as
string manipulations, file manipulations and
graphics Europro, inc.

Fasten $29.95
TRS -oO Models I and III. disk or tape
A machine language ut.lity tnat speeds Jp
most TR5-150 BASIC programs by 20-50%
No hardware changes are involved Ansiyzaw
BASIC programs while they run then die-
pisys a simple criai,g that sequences vans-
Diet sO MP the ROM will run faster Works on
Purchased software and handles programs
too large to be compiled Presort

Fliebase. $75
Microcomputer with 280. 8080 8085
Microprocessor, CP/M 2 2, 64K PAM,
disk drove
Menu- and prompt-driven Package ,hat proc-
esses files of reCOrdS comprised of comma-
delimited fields Options inclJde record
selection, merging, sorting _resting new
files and appending existing files EWOP
Semler., Inc.
How To Program In the BASIC Lan-
guage, 449
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, 32K. Atari
800, 32K, TI 99/4A, TRS -80, 32K
Teaches step-by-step BASIC programming
No programming background required
Sterling Swift.
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ISM Personal Computer ;Recommend,
PS
illIk4 PC
A Me directory listing that provides a fast and
easy way to issue DOS commands. manage
Mae and execute programs ISM.

Introductory Logo Activity Packet, $19
TI 99/4A
Consists of methods and materials needed
for setting up a clesarOom computer area as
well as games. reproducible activity cards
and detailed lessons for teaching Ti Logo
Computer Ed.

J-Formst, NO
PC DOS 1 10, 128K
A utility program which includes an c.c.
Ironic disk of up to two meg when used with
DRAM, background print Spools, of up to
two meg with JCIAM. 10 sector formatting,
capacity to read, write and format disks or
quad drives high spud Me transfer program
and hard disk support Tall Tree Systems.

The Karst Simulator; $55
Apple II w/language card and disk
drive
implements a Pascal-like compiler /debugger
environment in which to learn and explore
programming Allow. users to write programs
that instruct a robOt to perform Certain tasks
Cybertronics international. Inc.

Keyboard. S30
Apple II, 3 3 DOS; Mart Model 400 and
800. 32K. TRS-80 III. 32K
Containing both sound and graphics, it ac-
quaints the user with the keyboard location
of numbers, letters and special characters
through a facsimile of the keybOard which
appears on the screen Umber Support
Software.

Know Your Apple, $34.95
Apple II Plus, 48K
Tells the story of the Apple with music. voice
and animated examples Packaged in a gin
box replica of the Apple computer MUSE.

Know Your Apple Ile, $24.95
Apple 110. 48K
introduces the new Apple Ile computer
:nciudes step-by-step lessons on how the
computer disk drive, printer and monitor
work Pecksged in a gift box replica of the
Apple computer MUSE.

The Last One, $395-$600
Apple II Plus. 48K, CP/M 64K, IBM PC
t,4K TRS-80 III 64K. CF/M-86 for Vic-
tor 9000/Sirius 64K, two disk drives
A program code generator that allows your
program design (in flow-chart type state-
ments) to be interim, in an easy- to-use menu
style It produces error free BASIC code Any
program produced is independent with no
royelty or license fees to pay Krown Com-
p/Ong.

Link Sampler, $OO
Apple Models II and III
Designed to make learning the Pascal lan-
guage easy and feat It includes 21 teaching
programs that mix some simple business
routines with easy mathematics and a few
games Link System

MagICalc. $149 96
Apple Models II and Ile. Franklin, Albert,
48K minimum, DCS 3 3
A second generation spread sheet that will
automatically use moat 90 Column displays
end will access up to 512K of add-on memory
A 70 column software display is included
Features include indivldull COlumn widths,
automatic pegihatIon and cell attribute
Ailed. Inc.

The Master Memory Tutorial Map.
$AN
Atari Models 400 and 800, 16K tape,
32K disk.
Covets over 3C memory locations in the
Atari Professor Van Chip and Proto narrate
their way through hashing displays, disap-
pearing cursors, inivie video screens and
dozers of other effects Educational Soft-
ware, Inc.

MasterTYpe, $39.95
Apple Models II and Ile, Atari Models
400 and 800. 32K. disk drive
Presents the action of space invader What
on full color screen combined with a series
of 17 progressive lessons to teach students
touch typing skills Prints hard copy mutts
of each lesson Lightning Software.

Meet the Computer Beginning BASIC.
$29
Apple with Applesoft BASIC. 32K. 3 3
DOS Atari Models 400 and 800 with
Atari BASIC. 16K. Commodore PET
with 2 0. 3 0 Or A 0 BASIC, 8K. TRS-80
Models I and III, 16K. IBM PC
Fifteen color-coded activity folders teach
beginning BASIC programming. statements
and commands Includes reference folders.
reproducible graphs and charts, program-
mers guide and other activities Sunburst
Communications.

Meet the Computer: intermediate
BASIC. $35
Apple with Applesoft BASIC. 32K, 3 3
DOS. Commodore PET with 2 0.3 0 or
4 0 BASIC, BK. TRS-80 Models I and III.
16K
Introduces students to a variety of inter-
mediate BASIC functions, commands and
statements Concepts include random num-
bers. special functions, arrays. varying input
forms and graphics Sunburst Communica-
tions.

Micros Made Easy. $150
Apple Models II with Applesoft and
Apple 11 Phi* with 48K RAM. disk drive.
DOS 33
An introduction to microcomputers for the
absoiute beginner Prepares the learner to
use microcomputer with ease The user seta
Me pace and can go back as often as neces-
sary Science Research Asentales, Inc.

New Step by Step, $99.95
Apple Models II, II Plus and Ile, 48K
Teaches now to program the Apple in BASIC
st user s own speed It Includes computer
graphics, animation. sound eltects and a
voice track Include.' two diskette four
audio cassettes and a workbook Program
Design. Inc.

No Follis Logo. $10
Apple II, Franklin
The MIT copyrighted version of Loy, it au
includes the MIT application programa
DynOf rock, Rocket, Animals. The Sound Edt-
tot, The Shape and The Logo Assembler
Krell.

PC Logo. 61611.118
IBM PC, 64K expendable to 128K
Incorporates the best features of Logo for
the Apple computer and will also utilize diS-
tinctive features available on the IBM Pr:
Ilorvarll Associates, Inc.

Quick Compress, $19.95
TRS-80 Models I and III, din or tape
Removes the blanks and remarks from even
the largest BASIC program in iess then three
seconds Talmo only 2711 bytes of memory.
and produces Small, fay programs without
awning their logic Prowl

SnaL $ES.10-$211.110
Commodore Modals 64 and PET, 16K,
cassette or diskette
Students experiment with entering directions
that control the movement of a snail on the
screen Advanced levels allow the students
to be more creative 88 they teach Me snail to
execute patterns of movement A teaching
guide a included MIcrOgrunc Inc

Sorting Techniques I, $24.95
Apple 48K. disk drive
A.1 excellent rellOurCe for the Computer
science teacher in conjunction with a course
In programming or an AP course in compu-
ter science Contains five sorting routines
Each sort Is shown graphically using 10 large
block letters picked randomly The taller may
show the sort one step at a time by pressing
the space bar Microcomputer workshops

Step by Step 2. $469.95
Apple Models II. Ile and II Plus, 48K.
Covers intermediate BASIC programming.
macrons language and high resolution gra-
phics Consists of two diskettes four audio
cassettes and a workbook Program Design.
Inc.

Structured Basic, $59.50
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, DOS 3 3,
32K, IBM PC, TRS-80 Models III and IV,
32K
Presents the entire BASIC language in an
easy- to-understand Style Each chapter con-
tains four programming assignments with
varying degrees of difficulty Requires no pri-
or programming knowledge South-Western
Publishing Company.

SuperOrive, $45
IBM PC with PC DOS. disk drive
Enhances the processing speed of your IBM
PC Can assign RAM memory space for use
of up to four SuperOrive electronic disk
drives and retrieve data at -RAM speeds
AST Reaserat, Inc.

Supersoft C. $2754500
CP/M-80. CP/M-86, MS DOS (IBM PC
DOS)
A multi -pass Compiler which produces highly
optimized code, making it possible to avoid
assembly language coding for most tasks
Supersoft

SUPERSPOOL, $45
IBM PC with PC DOS printer
Provides buffered output of print data to
raili or serial printer while permitting

concurrent processing of other programs
SUPERSPOOL worst.' in the background'
and frees the operating system for other
tasks suchas execution of another program
AST Sesoarcs. Inc.

Terrapin Logo Lan2uage for the Apple
II, $149.95
Apple Models II, II Plus and Ile, Frank-
lin Ace 1000, 64K RAM, disk drive
Beginners as young as Pre-aC hooiera learn
structured thinking through Turtle Graphics
More advanced programmers can use foe-
tures such as list-processing, interactively-
defined procedures and !Ob: vanebles
Terrapin, Inc.

Tonto:sill Scribe, $160
Any CP/M 2 2 systarn, M' DOS (IBM
PC DOS 2 0) 48K minimum, printer
optional
A utility program for the export-import of
courseware showing .t to be spoil-checked
and the number of *noted pages changed
The Answer In Computers.
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Turtle Graphics 11, $119.95
Commodore 64
Introduces an easy -to -lean computer lan-
guage and lets the first time user try prta-
gramming Gives yea an expended WI of
graphic Cepa,' lines but is used in the same
way ea the Turtle Graphics program SOW
Common,.

Turtle Tracks, $30-$40
Apple II, 48K, Atari Models 400 and 800,
24K. Commodore Models 64. VIC 20
and PET 8K or 18K expanded. TI 99/4A.
32K extended BASIC.
A mini-programming language the uses
Turtle Graphics to help children and adults
understand notions of computer program-
ming Kkistuft.

Type Right. $29.95
Commodore PET
A complete course of 22 typing programs
including easy directions for the beginner,
hundred* of reel words and five typing
games Barron Enterprises

Typing Strategy, $24.95-$34.95
Apple 11. Commodore Models 64 and
VIC 20, IBM PC
Uses an animated Imps of Ms keyboard and

pair of hands to teach the strategy ex-
hibited by mister typists and kybord
operators Ilehailaral Engineering.

Typing Teacher, $14.95
Apple I1, Atari 800, 48K
utilizes behavioral learning principles to
teach anyone to muter the typewriter or
keyboard The program concentrates on drill,
practice and reinforced learning through

of pueight phases instruction Com-Tedons.
Inc.

Typing Teacher $22.95
IRS-80 Models I and III, 18K, Model
100, 8K
Consists of 'man pan pcksg which be-
gins with initial familiarization of key loca-
tion through words and phrases to complete
memory of the keyboard 'On screen dia-
gram show correct placement for lingers to
mister proper techniques Instant Software.
Inc

UES Microcomputer Courseware with
Educational Software, $1,700
Apple Ile Commodore 8032. IBM PC.
TRS-80 III
A complete computer litercy course which
teaches keyboard outshone BASIC lan-
guage how to print, clcult use disk files
and how to vest, and use your own soft-
veer United Education a Software

Understanding Computers, $268
Apple Models II and II Plus, 48K, DOS
3.3 w 'language card
An introduction to basic computer Mer*
concepte, providing instruction in the his-
tory of computers, fundamental applications,
hardwire, software programming and future
computer uses Encydepudis 'Minnie'
Educational Corporation.

Vanilla Pilot, $211.95
Commodore Models 64 and VIC 20. le
34K, 40 and 80 column screen
Pilot language interpreter including Tulle
GrephiC The Turtle a direction can beset to
turn left or right The pen can be sat to any of
the 18 colors in the C8M-64 This Pilot
includes xtnsions such is f INOM4ACE.
CHANGE and OUMP Tansaramt Softer",
Inc.

VisiCalc Programming: No Experience
Necessary, $59.98
Apple Models II, II Plus and 11s. Atari
Models 800 and 1200XL. IBM PC, IRS-

80 III, 2 disk drives. 48K RAM
A self-instructional disk and 225-page guide
teaches new users how to use VisiCelc effec-
tively In five to Mght hour* It rrogreese
from basic VisiCalc commends end func-
tions through sophleticeteci applications
Allows first time users to build a profit analy-
sis model from scratch and also includes five
Other program templates Program requital
any 16-sector version of VisiCelc Litt*
Crown and Company.

WindrIve, $20
IBM PC DOS
Allows user to use Winchester Herd Disk
Systems with the IBM PC It supplies the
program to Configure, define volumes and
format the hard disk Tel Thee Systeme.

Tour First Programming Experience:
Robot Probe, $49
TRS-80 III, 32K
Students learn to think logically in the g me
which uses a pseudo language to introd..-e
students to programming A strehded Obot
only understands certain commands so stu-
dents must learn to think logically to suc-
cessfully complete the mission Sunburst
Communications.

INSTRUCTIONAL
GAMES

Air Navigation Traine; $40
Apple Models II Plus and 111.48K. DOS
3 3.
A navigation simulator designed for flight
instructors and student pilots featuring a hi-
res cockpit, sound effects, adjustable USN
ground track map and adlusteble winds
Space-Time kmodates.

The Big Race, $19.95
Apple II, 48K. with Applesoft
Using the excitement of a horse race to moll-
vets children to Morn the multiplication facts
or times tables, it includes four levels of diffi-
culty Nova Software.

B umble Games. 845-$85
Radio Shack Color Computer, disk
drive or cassette, 18K extended BASIC
Bumble, a creature from the planet Cumin,
Medi children egos four to ten through six
games that teach the essentials of grsphing
positive numbers Plays Tic Tee Toe and
draws Bumble a picture It includes single
and two pieyer games PoNeft librery look
Company.

B umble Plot. $45-$65
Radio Shack Color Computer, disk
drive or cassette player, 16K extended
BASIC
Starts where Bumble Games leave off Chil-
dren, ages eight to thirteen, move through
six games teaching the ementiele of graph-
ing both positive and negetiv. numbers It
includes single and two pleyer gemee NOM*
Library loot Company.
Cartels and Cutthroats, $39.95
Apple, 48K, look drove
A strategy game designed to tax your busi-
ness sense by putting you In charge of your
own multi-million boiler menufeClunng plant
Armed with up-to-date newswires. market
summerife. Pit, statements and special
memos from department heads yOu mike
the decisions For beginner to advanced lev-
els Strategic Simuiallons,

Challenge It, $100/grade settee
Apple Models II Pius and Ib, COmmo-

dors PET, 32K
Designed to teach cumculum units. II con-
tain three different programs on the sixth
trials level and three on the fifth grade level
consisting of The Computer Program. The
Game, The Ouestions and AcilvItiee. The
Complete Vocabulary, The Reproducible
Crossword Puzzle and The Bibliography
Right On Pretreat..

Chess 7.0, ULU
Apple. Atari, 48K. disk drove
A program for enhancing daily problem
aolvirg and concentrated thinking Skill@
GOESTA.

Computer Facts in Flys, $28
Apple. 48K, Atari, 48K. IBM PC, 64K
Ono or more players participate by selecting
from more than 1,000 popular and academic
ublecte The object is to esiociste answer,
with the five clones and categories selected
Avalon MI Microcomputer Games.

Computer Math Games, Volumes 1-7,
$324
Apple Models II. II Plus and Ile. DOS
3 3. 32K.
Math games that provide fact practice, skill
drill vocabulary review and problem stra-
tegy work for on to four players Supple-
ments any basal mathematics series No
programming knowledge required egrattois
We ley PuMlahlng Company.

Cookie Monster Munch, $34.95
Atari VCS 2600
A maze game which develops mapping skills
for young children In the easiest Mammon.
the child moves the Coale Monster along
the maze path, gobbling cookies along the
way At difficult levels, the child becomes the
"cook* kid" who tnes to peek up cookies
and return them to the er before Cookie
Monster catches up Atari. Inc.

Delta Droving, $31.95-$411.1111
Apple Models II Plus and Ile. 48K. Atari
Models 400. 800 and 1200. 46K ROM.
Commodore 64: IBM PC, 64K, color
Card. pnnter optional.
Lets children create colorful drawings on the
computer screen by using single key com-
mends to control the cursor Ons or more
drawings can be nested irside one another,
building complex drawing program Pro-
grams can be used in graphics or text mode
apinnsiter.

Ducks, $12.95-814.95
Commodore Models 64 and PET, 18K,
cassette or diskette
A flock of ducks swims on the screen the
child counts them and anti- @ response if
Correct the ducks Quack and fly prosy if
wrung, the ,child is given second chance
than the computer assists Up tc, 20 ducks
opar Micrograms, Inc.

1.01:rchess, $50
BM PC. 84K. disk drive. DOS, BASIC.

color/graphic adapter, 80 column B&W
or color screen
kilowc user to play chess within one hour
after starting Provides practice Europe%
Inc.

$34.95-$39.95
Apple II, 48K, Atari 32K, 18K
A series of educational games IlhICh combine
educational value and computer - generated
fun Each package contains two learning
games Over 60 pages of support materiels
for students and teachers ere included Mar
ken Publishing Centoony.

The tdu-Pek. $24.0
Commodore 64 Color Computer
Contein four program Ruler
player in charge of country and lets

puts the
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him/her rule as lOng as s/he Can. Micro pro-
vides the player the opportunity of running
computer manufaCturing plant. Dungeon of
MONK° has the player search for treasure
by answering math problems Geography
lets the Player meet lOcabons around the
world and U S Computer INK

Fatback Outwit, $39.0
Apple Models II and Ile, 48K, disk drive,
DOS 3.3
By answering questions, students race their
Care around the track The faster they answer
the fester their Cars will race Comes with
ready to play quizzes or you can add your
own quizzes. Creative Publications.

Final Consonant Bingo Bonanza. 59.9.-
$14.95
TI 99/4A. tape recorder
Bingo is used to provide randomly selected
word patterns emphasizing final consonant
word endings Each game board presents a
different choice The program keeps 'record
of the uSers' progress Music. graphics and
audio prompts add interest Computer Ed.

Finger Painting and Color Book 1.
$34.15
Apple 11. 48K with Applesoft
Designed for children, age three and up. it
allows them with the help of a joystick track
ball or game paddles, to finger paint with any
of the computer's hi-res colors Color book
contains 10 pages of various illustrations
and one blank sketching page This is a two
PrOgram package Nova Software

Following Directions, $41.115
Apple Models II Plus and Ile disk drive
Players must follow directions to get trom
one plate to another Game plays differently
every time it's used. as this method for play is
dependent upon the route the players are
directed to fol'Ow prior to the start of the
gams Landis j on certain spaces gives
Player en opportunity to answer questions
Reading salectiona focus on giving direc-
tions Leming Wet
GedrUdea Puma. $44.15
Apple Models II, Ile and II Plus, disk
drive, color monitor
Allows the analySis of complex iogic puzzles
using hand designed computer graphics It
sharpens abetraCt thlIking and reasoning
Skills and Matures six different games for
ogee six and up The Learning Company.

Gertrude's Secrets. $44.1115
Apple Models II, Ile and II Plus. disk
drive, Color monitor
'knows players to solve challenging color
and maps puzzles with Donis pieces they
can design Learn to recognize patterns and
categories Features seven different games
For ages four through nine The Learning
Company.

Gomoku/Deelpho4 $111.115
TRC-80 Modals I, III and IV, cassette or
diskette
Gomm, is a version of the ancient oriental
board game The object is to get flys markers
in a row on an i t' by 11" baud Decipher ma
stimulating wordpuzzle aserctee One to five
players compete et any one of five levels of
difficulty as they attempt to decipher
Scrambled word leaks end Beyond, Inc.
The Great Computer Gameworka,
$51.511

Apple Modelalland Ile, 48K, disk drive.
DOS 3 3.
Students select one of three racetracks and
their own playing pleCei for each game The
faster they answer the questions, the teeter
their playing pima* move No programming
required to crests gull questions It has

One and two Ogre option Creative egetise-
Ilena
Nigh Rise. $311
Apple Models fiend Ile
An arcade-type game, focusing on planning

eye-hand Coordination Paps percep-
tion and logic, it consists of moveable shapes
arranged In columns. has 24 levels marked
by increasingly complex shapes and fewer
columns to choose from Micro Labe.

Juggles' Rainbow, $37 -$50
Radio Shack Color Computer, disk
drive or cassette player, 16K extended
BASIC
For preschool to first grade levels, Juggles
the Clown prepares youngsters for Wool
with six games that promote reading and
math readiness skills Games include spatial
cOncepts. eye-hand coordination matching
colors. recognizing opposites and using
words to give directions Contains ono and
two player games Follett Library Seek
Company.
Learning with Leeper. 634.15
Apple
Children too young to read can learn basic
skills such as counting. eye-hand coordina-
tion and number shape and color recogni-
tion and be introduced to computers with the
four separate games included The games
are played with a joystick Stern-On-Une.

Letter Man, 124.95-134,95
Apple II. Commodore Models 64 and
VIC 20 IBM PC
Teaches typing and increases typin,_ speed
through play User is placed in a maze filled
with words. letters and numbers and is
chased by gobblers whose Speed is set by
the player Behavioral Engineering.

Master Match, $39.95
1CM PC
A quiz show emcee invites the player to find
logical matches in images and word' under
numbered mystery squares Pla;mrs use vis-
ual memory. factual knowledge and reason-
ing skills to win points Computer Advanced
ideas.

Match-em/Challenge Match -em, $14.9$
TRS-80 Models 1,111 and IV, cassette or
diskette
Marc:. -em Ise two student memory and con-
centration gams and has throe different skill
levels Challenge Match-ern is played against
the IRS-Wand has four different skill ieveis
Seeks and Beyond, Inc.

Memory Builder: Concentration,
$18.115-523.115

Apple II, 32K. Atari. 16 and 24K
Tests user'. power! of concentration memory
and attention span by matching pairs of words
kidder behind th grid at boxes on is screen
The gamed get tougher as players progress
The turnouts, keeps score Program Design,
Inc.

MIllionwek a, $411.15
Apple 48X, 2 disk drives
'layers bet 'Brain Bucks' on their ability to
i miser questions of varying levels of CA-
_ ilty to win $1 million Forty-two subject
categories ars evadable to choose from with
three speeds for different age Imes Oren-
bank. Inc.

The Mindetretcher Series 1-5. $100-
$125
Apple II Plus, Commodore PET
Contains nine programa designed for VW
students in grades three to nine The stu-
dents are Challenged to use analytical prob-
lem solving techniques to solve entertaining
and educational puzzles Wend Softwws.
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Moptown Motet $311.111
Apple Models Il, Ile and II Plus, 41K,
disk drive, Radio Shack Color Compu-
ter, 16K, disk drive or cassette player,
color monitor
In seven Increasingly challenging game,
children test hypotheses use analOglee and
develop strategic thinking skills Children
ages nine and up arrange Moppets in Mop -
town's fantasy wend The Learning Company

The Mysteries of Wonderland, price
IBA
Atari Models 400, 600 and 1200, 32K
diskette, 16K cassette
Aimed at improving the student's skills In
visual perception, logical thinking and prob-
lem solving The student embarks on a chase
of White Rabbit before he reaches the door
to Wonderland Walt Disney Educational
Medi Company.

Nursery Time. $211.95
Apple Models 11 and 11e, 48K DOS 3 3
An open-ended electronic book with music.
color animation, hidden letter challenges
and prompt for own story The two-sided
disk total' 123 routines It includes a backup
diskette and a 13-page idea booklet Merry
See Communications.

Paint, $8115 Including a mouse
Corvus Concept, 16 and 32K, M68000-
based workstation
A comprehensive drawing, digitizing and
compOsing program providing more than
200 common and functions in a general
graphics -tool box The tools include a var-
iety of dots brushes. dithers ribbons, lines.
blocks. shades patterns. frills and affeCte
Cones Systems.

Painter PoweA $40
Apple Models II and Ile, disk drive.
A graphics program allowing users to "'noir
in different colors on the screen using pad-
dles. keyboard. Joystick or a combination of
these Beginner and advanced modes with
six colors and variable speeds Screens may
be saved. reworked, printed as hard copy or
Made into slides Micro Labs.

PRISM. $11.96-$24.116
Apple Models II and II Plus, 48K. DOS
3 3. Atari Models 400 and 800, 16K. IBM
PC 64K
Hidden in three Separate locations i ra three
keys All the clues needed to find the i eye ars
contained in the story of PRISM A surprise
Climax to the adventure is renewed whin all
three keys ars discovered intensationat Soft-
ware Marketing.

Reading for Detail. $49.95
Apple Models II Pluil and Ile, disk drive
Players compote to be the first to arrive at the
winner's circle in this horse racing gams
When they land on specially-designated
spaces. the players receive a chance to
answer a question based on a short reading
soiettion Learning Wall.

Shelby Lyman Chess Tutorial Settee,
$39.55
Apple, Atari, Commodore, Franklin,
IBM PC
Teething the latest and moat effective meth-
ods of chess instruction and artificial intelli-
gence programming techniques, this package
covers all aspects of the game ham under -
a basic chess weaponry to the subde
points of can - matching Krell.

South P016,014.915
Atari 800 TRS-80 Models 1,111 and
IV, cassette, Or diskette
A simulation tor one Or two players that
represent' the race to discover the South
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Pole The Ousts must use skill and good
judgment to manage sled dogs, men, food
and fuel In order to reach their destination
Player* will encounter many of the difficul-
ties of the original Scott and Amundsen
expeditions Basks and Beyond. Ins.
Spelling See names, $21.95
Apple II 48K. DOS 3 3 w/game paddles
and Applesoft
Designed for users ages four to seven it has
fOur cOlorful. hues games. including Squad-
ron SkyhOOk. Puzzle and Convoy which
strengthen the player's spelling and reading
skills while exercising eye-hand CoOrdina-
tion memory and motor skills [du -Ware.
lipid* Attack. $24.34
Apple Models Ile and II Plus. 411K, DOS
33
Player controls Spate and must reach the
correct answer before opponent but beware
of the Ditit can destroy' Teachers can
create their own sentence and word lists
from any subject area and design multiple
cnoics true/false and fill-in questions De-
signed for grades one through eight Ahead
Designs.

StIckybear AOC, $311.115
Apple Models II, lie and 11 Plus, 48K,
DOS 33
An alpnabet program for ages three through
Six featuring fully-animated pictures with
sound Displays objects that move over color
backgrounds Does not need special nerd-
ware Zeros.

Stickybear Numbers, $39.55
Apple Models II, Ile and II Plus. 48K.
DOS 3 3
Allows Children three thrOigh six to develop
number recognition and build Counting skills
through play Play othects include cars, birds,
bears, nets and ice-cream cones Zeros.

Teaching Tools, $24.05
Apple II, Commodore PET. IRS-150
Models I and it
Shown a game board of numbered boxes
players uncover two boxes on each turn try-
ing to find those with matching contents
The program includes an authoring Capabil-
ity Designed for one to fOur players the
Computer can take the role of one player
leeching Toole.

Teasers by Tebbe: Puzzles end Prob-
lem Solving, $35
Apple, 48K. DOS 3 3 with Applesoft
A delightful Character called TObbs intro-
duces two programs designed to help stu-
dents decd which number can't be might
be or must be he missing number in grid
problems it includes six levels of difficulty
Sunburst ConiniunIcaftons.

Three Mlle Island, $311.55
Apple Models II Plus and Is 48K
Player takes charge of a nuclear reactor in
this educational simulation game Avoid a
melt-down and make a Profit Combines
education and entenonmi 't MUSE.
Tic Tee Show, $35.96
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, IBM PC
Uses animated color graphics with the ap-
pearanCe of a TV game show Educates,
while entertaining children Ogee fOur through
twelve abOut vaned subjects such as presi-
dents, French vocabulary, body system.,
math problems and more It Includes an
easy-to-use authoring system Computer
Advanced Ideas.

TM Game, $40
IBM PC. 66K, disk drive, DOS, BASIC.
color/graphic adapter, 80 column 84W
or color screen
A wey for Side 0' MU% to sharpen their math

skills Thetunttions of addItton, subtraction.
multiplication and Ohneion are available with
three levels of difficulty Moslem Inc.
TAO* Brain Trust, $30
IBM PC, 180K or 320K disk drive, color/
graphics monitor adapter. DOS 1 1,
64K memory or DOS 2 0,128K memory,
advanced BASIC
This game can be used repeatedly each time
with new questions Mayers choose from
categories such as word recognition, reed-
ing, question-answering, skills, geography
vocabulary and movies Meyers can also
write their own questions Reston Publishing
Company.

Wordrace, $24.85
Apple. Atari. Commodore 64
A fast-paced educational word game with an
accessory disk and Claim to Cams /Sports
Derby which includes famous people in
history and sports Don't Ask Computer
Software.

LANGUAGE ARTS

Alphabet Zoo, $21.15
Apple Models II and112. 48K, Atari, 48K.
Joystick. Commodore 64. 64K, Joy-
stick, IBM PC 84K. color card
A combination of two maze games that !oath
the relationship between sounds, lettersand
sharpen skills SpInneket.

The Antonym Game and The Vocabu-
lary Game, 429.50 each; Wiest
Apple Models il and Ile with Applesoft,
48K
Two baseball games designed to help stu-
dents in grades 10-12 improve their vocabu-
lary and prepare for the SAT and similar
examinations J111 Software.

Basic Language Units: GrammerAd-
jectives. $35 each, $215 /cot
Apple Models II and Ile. 48K, disk drive,
TRS-80 ill. disk drive. 48K
An approacn tO developing or reviewing lan-
guage skills including identifying articles
and adjectives, recognizing the word being
modified, recognizing comparatives and
Superlatives and practicing forming ;nem
Presented with explanations, examples and
exercises at each level Advancemen or
remeeiation up to two ieveis The set include*
Siren disknes Continental Press, Inc.
Basic Language Units: GrammarAd-
verbs, $35 each, $215/set
Apple Models II and Ile, 48K, disk drive,
TRS-80 III 48K. disk drive
An approach tO developing Or reviewing (lan-
guage skills including identifying adverbs
recognizing the word being modified reC09-
wing comparatives grid superlatives and
practicing farming them Presented with ex-
pianations examples and exerCiee at each
level Advancement and remediation up to
two levels The set includes seven diskettes
Continental Press, Inc

toyond Words 1, 2 or 3, $11.95-$23.115
TRS-SOCOlOr Computer, 32K, extended
color BASIC
A three part menu-driven program covering
misspelling. synonyms and antonyms at all
levels Computer island.

Blisaymboilar Biles Drills, $3$
Apple II. 48K with Applesoft BASIC in
ROM
Consists of series of drills to help the '..u-
out loom a symbol language for non -vocal

people Both Single Symbol Drill and Vaud-
Symbol Drill can be operated through any
switching device, game paddle or simple
keyboard contact Minnesota educational
Computing C.ansertium.

Calendar Spellings, $7,50-$11.$0
Commodore Models PET. CBM and
VIC. 20
The student chooses whether to practice
spelling the seasons, days or months There
are five seconds to study each word before
entering it A score is kept and corrected
answers and spellings are shown at the end
of each round Looming &Moore.

Chambers of Vocab, $41.99
Apple Models II. II Plus and Ile, 48K.
disk drive
A maze gams that teaches vocabulary skills
in which players must use their word skills to
escape from the maze by detour;, le word-
beasts that dwell within the Chamber moo-
ties Digest Services. Inc.

Class,* of Nouns, $80
Apple, Commodore PET
Helps teach recognition of Common nouns,
proper nouns and special Class,* of nouns
Designed for high school English students
Srelnbank. Inc.

The Ooze Technique for Developing
Comprehension, $34
Apple. Atari, Commodore PET, TRS-60
Certain words are deleted from the rssding
passages The deletions are then su Onkel by
students who select from the alternative pro-
vided Only One answer is Correct when
judged in the context of the whole reading
selection Orange Cherry Mods.

Comprehension Power Program, $1301
level
Apple II Plus, 48K.
Develops comprehension and study Skills
through preview skimming and comprehen-
sive reading practice Students may alter
presentation rates and re-read u required
Responses to comprehension Questions are
stored for review by both students and teach-
ers instructIonel/Communieettons Technol-
ogy. Int.

Consonant-Vowel-Consonant, $20-
$2p4p.

91 e5A , 48K, disk drive. Commodore
Models 64, CBM and PET 16K, cassette
or diskette
Seven steps are shown on the screen A
blank square, vowel and a consonant
appear st the bottom of each step Ths stu-
dent types in a beginning consonant to make
s word if a proper word is made a haPOY facio
appears and the student moves up to the
next step A sad face appears I the conso-
nant does not make word and no progress
is made up the Stairs lalcrOCOmputer wort-
shoes.

Create Vocabulary, $25.95
Apple II with Applesoft in ROM, disk
drive. 48K. cassette player
Designed to help teachers build vOCabulltry
drills and tndnoduatiled Orating The teschar
adds the words arid the Student sees a td
hears it and indicates on the computer if she
knows the word Kaffir/ COureeltefft. WIC.

Crypto-Cube, $35.98
Apple Models II and III, Atari Models
400, 800 and 1200XL, 46K, disk drive,
IBM PC
An educational computer word puzzle game
featuring a cube which rotates Each side of
the cube exposes grid similar to that found
in a Crossword puzzle Players take turns
uncovering letters to fill in the missing words
The Beetle Compose
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DoIt-Yourself Spell Ing, $ULU
Atari 1I5K.
Allows the student to make up a list of words
and program them into the computer with
his/her own voice cassette Lists of words
that childne.ishould know from first grade on
are included Designed for all ogee Prevent
Design, Inc.

Dragon's Keep. $2196
Apple
An adventure game with a controlled vocab-
ulary for the second grade It is played with
the keyboard and accompanied by sound
Outline maps. peel-off stickers and corn pus
decals are included llierre-On-uns.

Dumbo Flies Home, price TBA
Panasonic Home Computer, 32K, cas-
sette
Provides youngsters with en opportunity to
develop reading readiness and word recog-
nition skills In order to help Dumbo fly safely
back to the circus. Players must match pit-
tune to one from a group of four At an
advanced level, they match words to INC-
tures wan Disney Edusationel Media C.ono-
pony.

English: Basic Mechanics, $9S/modul4.
$265401
Apple Models II Plus and lie, 48K,
Applesoft in ROM. DOS 3 3 disk drive
A set of 58 computer-Dased lessons arranged
in three separate modules Student takes s
test to determine his/her skill level before
starting each module Programs state facts.
check student answers and provide review
and drill Keeps complete records for stu-
dent and teacher Educulture.

English BasicsPart of Speech CP/DK
Eng 01, $145-$170
Apple. 48K. Atari 800, 48K, Commo-
dore Models 64 and PET. 16K, TRS-80
32K diskette. 16K cassette
A 20-program series covenng the five parts
of speecn including nouns, pronouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs Each part contains
four tutorial-drill programs. Each part of
speech may be purchased separately for
$34 95 on cassette of $3995 on diskette
Educational Activities, Inc.

English Grammar Drills, $200
Apple Models II Plus and Ile. 48K. 3 3
DOS
Chiloren can gain practice in the areas of
grimmer that often Cause problems Exer-
cises are broken down into spproximately 10
minute segments and use varying forms to
hold interest Includes four diskettes Com-
Prem.

Foreign Language Cla ssroom Words,
$45
Apple II Plus Atari 600 TI 99/4A
Provides drill and practice on words that are
neiplui to students studying a foreign lan-
guage It contains 500 classroom words
divided ir :o lOcategories including reading,
writing arithmetic general science (plants
ano animals) social studies languege atniet
ice art music enc names of countries Avail-
able in Spanish, French and German Plate
Educational Counsewere-Microcomputer.

Foreign Language Vocabulary Drill,
$24.95
Apple II, 48K. Atari 800. 48K, printer
Optional
A drill and Oreetrce Program available for
either German, French or Spanish to English
translation and vice-versa The program
includes several practice files and allows the
teacher, parent or Student to develop addi-
tional specific hies Centill-Tellenev Ina

The French Game, $3440
Apple Models II and Ile. 48K, disk drive
An automobile racing game designai for
beginning. intermediate or advanced French
students It Contains almost 1,000 words of
varying difficulty Words are displayed In

r
when

French and Spanish Foreign Language
Series, $80
Apple II Plus, Commodore PET
Uses graphics to present oversized words and
diacntical marks The first program has nouns
grouped in convenient topic areas The
second tale verbs grouped according to end
type The third uses number. colors and
months The fourth allows the MOW to
create customized word lists lelend Sonoran.

Fundamental Punctuation Practice,
$01-$13$
Apple II, Appleton. 48K disk. 3 3 DOS.
TRS -50 Models I and ill. 16K, and 48K.
IBM PC
More than 30 lessons in punctuation skills
including periods. sentences. Abbreviations.
initials Question marks commas dates.
addressee quote,, conjunctions and more
Random House, Inc.

Grammar and Writing, $211111
Apple Models Il and II Plus, 48K. DOS
3 3 yr/language card. TRS-80 III. 48K
Composed or lour individual diskettes cover-
ing the parts of speech, sentence patterns.
ussoe and paragraphs An exploration theme
generates interest end provides educational
content It provides immediate feedback on
students performance and includes a variety
of exercises. definitions of te:ms and a
record sheet to enable the teacher to monitor
the programs Encyclopaedia laritannice
Educallonal Corporation.

Grammar Mastery Series, $195
Apple Models II. II Plus and Ile, 48K.
disk drive. DOS 3.3
Aimed at proven area* of persistent difficulty
for students, based on the American Lan-
guage Academy's experience in teaching
English These materials have been devel-
oped Ind, andently of specific textbooks
and shou . be easy to integrate into meet
ESL/EFL curricula Arnenc-in language
Academy:

Green Screen Stories, $20
IBM PC-DOS. BASIC. 64K
Stories for young readers with dictionary
questions and activities The books include
Small Taiga for ages 6-10, Grimm', Fairy
Tales for sgoh 11-12 along with the books
Myths and Sprung Welcome Around the
World D. lei. Studios.

Hancheritirg Skills, $30.116
Apple II. 4We 3raphics Tablet. 48K
A teacher coo grapoically demonstrate the
correct formation of manuscript letters cur-
sive letters and even cursive letter connec-
tions and combinations Using an Apple
Graphics Tablet teachers can enter any or
all of these lettere to be used in the hand-
writing instruction process Learning Sye-
tem Ltd.

Homonyms, $40
Apple II. DOS 3 3, TRS 6011(32K. Atari
Models 400 and 800, 32K
Designed for grades 3-12. this educational
drill game contains 00 sets of homonyms in
four different modules with three different
levels of difficulty TM tutorial mode pre-
sents each homonym and its definition A
concentration mode lets the student match

homonyms With definitions and a quiz mode
allows the student to De tested on all 80 sets
of homonyms Teacher Suwon Illettwers.

Junior High Language Arts, $500
Apple Models II and Ile, 48K RAM with
Applesoft BASIC, 51/4- dlak input. 3 3
DOS and video display
An eight-disk series which combine* the
final lour disks of Word Structure and the
final four disks of Sentence Structure to pro-
vide a comprehensive language arts OM-
gram that is appropriate to the needs of the
junior high school student Borg-Warner
Educational Systems.

Junior High Spelling, $25
TRS-110 I, 16K, Level II cassette or
diskette
Laing multiple choice format, it reinforces
spelling skills by requiring the student to
type correctly-spelled words It rewards cor-
rect entries by showing graphic displays
Educational Software Consultant*, Inc.

Kld Sits Words Falk $100
A ppleil with Applesoft. 48K, disk drive.
DOS 33
A drill and practice package using graphic*
for reinforcement With each correct answer
the student adds another feature to a colorful
clown face It has the ibility to create new
lessons quickly and can handle an unlimited
number of lessons and a" udents Potomac
Micro Resource*, Inc.

La Cornets Ds Toros, $27.96
Apple Models11Plus and Ile. 48K. DOS
3 3, TRS-80 Models I and III
Spanish hangmen for beginners and inter-
mediates dossier Publishing.

Language Arts, $79
Atari Mou'els 400 and 800, TRS-80
A 6-part series leading to developing a stu-
dent's communication skills Each program
introduces 20-30 new words in coniest with
definitions Audio narration is provided and
multiple-choic ;newer, allow the student to
progress only when the correct answers are
given Dorset Educational System, Inc.

L6410119* Skills, $276 /diskette sides,
$29.r5/single; $226 /cassette series,
$24.95 /single
Apple Models ll and Ile, TRS-60 Mod-
els I anti ill, cassette or (diskette
Programs use a con. emotional approach to
teach language Onll sections using randomly-
selected practice sentences enable students
to apply their knowledge Aquarius.

The Latin Hangman, $211
Apple Models II. II Plus" Ile and 111
'Neches famous Lahr, sayings ar.d Common
sentences with a hangman game The vocab-
ulary sections coiiison common Latin vocab-
ulary drills similar oo flesh cards George
Earl

The Linguist, $39.115
Apple Models II Plus and Ile. 48K. DOS
3 3, Applesoft In ROM
A general purpose utility program for creat-
ing translations end tutorials in any of 20
languages Gassier Publishing.

Magic Spells, $40-$41
Radio Shock Color Computer, disk
drive or cassette player. 16K extended
BASIC
With speihng and word unscrambling games,
Players develop visual end mental IICIMY and
spelling skills This program features Magic
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Spells e word bet editor and lists of spoiling
"demon- words for the elementary grades
Folletl Library Sot* Company.

Mastering Affixes, Compounds and
Syllables, $59.50
VersatOr Educational Computer
Students identity plurals, prefixes and suf-
fixes and recognize words that contain these
modifiers Compound words are identified
as two base words combined to find a true
compound Syllabication includes identify-
ing how words are divided by several basic
rules Six lesson modules contain over 600
words Centurion Industries, Inc.

Mickey In the Great Outdoors, price
TBA
Atari Models 400, 800 and 1200, 32K
diskette 16K cassette
Students help Mickey along his expedition
by finishing incomplete sentences creating
words out of random letters finishing in-
COmplete equations and rearranging nurner
ice( sequences into their correct order Walt
Disney Educational Media Company.

Milton Bradley Microcomputer Soft-
ware. $4995
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, Applesott
BASIC, 48K, DOS 3 3
Language programs for middle gradaS and
uP consisting of activity sheets and program
diskette Content areas include commas,
endmarkS building better sentences read-
ing comprehension, context clues. prefixes
end suffixes Milton Bradley.

Missing Links: A Game of Language
and Letters, $45 -$55
Apple II with ApplesOtt BASIC. 48K,
DOS 3 3, Atari 800 with Atari BASIC.
48K, IBM PC, 64K
Passages from classic books appear with
missing letters and words and act as a lan-
guage puzzle that mproves reading writing
spelkrig grammar and comprehension skills
Helps vudent appreciate symsx vocabulary
and tne meCnItnics of writing Sunburst
Communications

Multiple Skills, $92.95
Apple 11 with AppleSOtt in ROM, disk
drive, 48K, cassette player
A variety of lessons Covering root words
affixes homonyms compound words Diu-
race and contractions with a first throug
third grade vocabulary level The instruc-
tions are presented to the studen on tape
with tri.: . of tne CCD Hartley Course-
wars, Inc.

Nouns, $9.95-$14.116
TI 99.4A console, cassette player
Provides practice in identifying types Of
nouns Graphics color and animation add
interest and sustain motivation An Edu-
Secs which inctudes a cassette tape along
with reproducible follow-up games or activ-
ity meets and progrem documentation is
also avaiiebie Computer It

Old McOonald'a Farm, $14.95
Radio Shack Color Computer, TDP
100, 16K RAM Or othisr cOlOr computer,
16K extended BASK.
A drill progrem on the iong and short vowels

Contains tape recorded (audio messages
Children eCtually hear someone speaking tO
them while they are working with the pro-
gram Tidily st Corporation.

Painless Punctuation, $17
Apple, Atari, Commodore PET, TRS-80
The student chooses the punctuation in
Some humorous and interesting passages
incorrect responses get a short review of the
punctuetion rule invOlvIK1 Students gel to
see the need and reason for using punctua-
tion Orange Chevy Media.

Passive Voice Module, $82.50/master
diskette; $25 /expansion diskette
Apple II Plus and disk drive
For secondary English and ESL students. it
consists of a screening exercise and three
practice exerCilial eech with a different for-
mat 111 random selection of problems and
branching for review Also included is an
automatic scoring and record-keeping sys-
tem River Bend Software

Phrase-Reading, $49,9$
Apple Models Ile and II Plus
Uses famous short stories designed to assist
stow secondary readers at reading levels two
to four Beneficial for simnel education and
non-English speaking students Creative
Curriculum.

Processing Power, $190
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, disk drive.
monitor
Helps students progress from isolated word
recognition to fluent silent reading Unique
computer -!used tachistoscopic training tech-
niques heighten a reader's ebility to repidty
and accurately store words in short term
memory The progrems have both e devel-
opment and special education trick Includes
six diskettes Bell and Howell.

Proof It, $34.95
Apple II PluS 48K DOS 3 3
Stories suggested by Children s own writing
with their own errors are used to develop a
pattern tor proofreading Merry See Com-
munication&

Puzslelt. $100
Apple Models Ile end II Plus, Commo-
dore PET
A group Of programs that graduate in Clini-
CUlty from the simplest three letter words to
the 'float difficult Six and seven letter word
ladder puzzle Right On Programa.

Reading Comprehension In Social Stud -
lee, $50 each; $225/set
TRS-801, 16K, level II cassette or disk-
ette
A series of programa to 'more.' reeding
comprenension while providinii n'ormetion
about important moments in history A zotal
of fl vs series can be ordered separately or ea
a set Educational Softwere Consultants.

Reading for Comprehension, $372
Apple Models II and ii Plus. 48K, DOS
3 3 w/language card and disk drive
Contains six stories and exercises to strength-
en skills in tne areas of comprehension word
meaning, synonyms antonyms°r homonym
composition, sentence structure. punCtuatiOn.
dictionary use vocabulary and spelling Lacy-
sopeedis lintannica Educational Conierailen-

i

Reading Comprehension: Whole OW.
Went?, $18.95-$23.85
Apple II, Atari, 8-16K
Contains tote) of 200 exercises to chal-
lenge reading comp-shension and analytical
skills Designed for ages eight and older
Proems Design, Inc.

The Reading Machine, $59.95
Apple II with ApplesOft in ROM, 48K
RAM, disk drive
Covers reeding skiiis taught typically in kin-
dergarten through third grids with over 28
instructional objectives Record keeping, re-
inforcornent system included Southwest Ed-
Psych Sersices.

Reading Skills Courseware Series,
$58.95
TI 99/4A
Following the teachrpracticerappirasSesi
instruction pattern, the reeding skills series
Covers word identification comprehension
study and research and literary understand-
ing and appreciation Scott Foremen.

Rhymes anJ Riddles. $29.95
Apple Models II Pius and Ile. 48K. Mari
Models 400, 800 and 1200, 48K, IBM PC
64K, color card, Commodore 64
A letter guessing game presented in tnree
formats including nursery rhymes riddles
end famous sayings An easy-to follow book-
let is included SpInnaket

Scramble, $15.95
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, 48K, DOS
33
A program that allows teachers to maks Mew
own word lists Each list contains 20 words
Students unscramble words while learning
to spell Designed for grades one through
six Ahead Designs.

Senior High Spelling, $25
TRS-80 I, 16K, Level II cassette or
diskette
Designed to improve skills at tne senior high
level the format requires students to select
the COrraCtiy spelled word and type it on the
keyboard Word lists for college-bound Stu
dents included Educational Software Con-
sultants, Inc.

Sentence Structure, $600 (option to
rent)
Apple Models!! and Ile 48K RAM with
Applesoft BASIC, 51/4" disk input. DOS
3 3, video display
An eight-dim series designed to help middle
grade through junior high students to com-
municate more effectively by providing incli
viduaItzed instruction end practice in basic
sentence analysis Autometic student place-
ment and tracking are included with a built-
in management system Illorwerner Edu-
cations Systeme.

Sentence Structure Skill Building Ad-
ventitres, 1159.95, $299 /set
Apple Models Ile and 11, 48K, DOS 3 3,
disk drive
Program. include Sentence Sense, Subjects
and Predicates, Verbs and Complements.
Sentence Patterns, Clauses and Verbals
Each is designed in s game/reward structure
combined with colorful graphics end anima-
tion Society fat Visuai liduzedort, Inc.
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Sapience, $49.98
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, disk drive
Players arrange short reeding selections by
topic and order them in groupings of sequen-
tial paragraphs Players use the computer
keyboard to place the paragraphs in proper
sequence as they appear on the screen
Lemming WML

Speecireed., $64.95479.95
Apple Models II, II Plus and Ile, Atari
Models 400, 800 and 1200. Commodore
64, IBM PC
Designed to teach faster, more efficient read-
ing in lust 10 minutes a day °perste. from
5-500 words per minute in four different
training modes Met Corporation.

Spellicopter, MAK
Apple Models II Plus and lie, Atari
Models 400. 800 and 1200XL. IBM PC.
48K, disk drive
A computer-based Welling game in which
the pilot must accomplish a mission that
requires keen memory verbal welling and
navigation skills The Bogle Company.

Spilling Be.. $33
Atari Models 400 and 800. 16K. Atari
BASIC in cartridge
Four-hundred keywords and sentences are
listed in the support manual along with
instructions fOr modifying drills An easy ectr-
'Or allows the teacher to modify the Jrille or
mate new ones Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium.

Spelling Demons and Unscramble,
$59 50
Versator Educational Computer
Combines the skill Of mastering irregularly
Nuked words containing double consonants.
silent isners and homonymns and the chal-
lenge of building one to lour new words from
a group of scrambled letters Eight lessons
contain a total of 257 words plus 115 nioden
words Centurion blehmfrille, Inc.

Spelling Drill/Spelling Review, $19.95
Atari 800, 32K, TRS-80 Models I Ill and
IV
A two program package for all grade levels ,t
provides a custom made spewing dr:I' and
review, problem words in common usage
Seeks and Beyond, Inc-

The Spe1114 Machine, $49.95
Apple II with 48K RAM, APPlesoft in
ROM, disk drive
Contains 700 words and sentences for ,ii
grades Includes a reinforcement system
record keeping and test editing system for
insertion of user selected words Southwest
111Psych Sources.

Spellings The States, 97.50-99.$0
Commodore Models PET, CBM and

VIC 20 with cassette
rn. Snafu are divided Into flve groups
alphabetically The student Ch0011414 which
One to practice Corrected answers are
shown, scores are kept and students can
repeat the same list or try another Learning
Software.

Spelling Wiz DLM Academic Skill
Builders. $44
Apple Models II Plus and III, DOS 3 2
or 33
A wizard who uses his magic wand to zap
missing letters into words assists students in
Spelling words commonly misspelled from
grade levels one through six One of six
Packages included in Academic Skill Build-
ers DOA. Inc.

Storybook Animals and Things. 924.95/
diskette, S19.95/cassette
Atari Models 400 and 800.24K diskette,
16K cassette
As many as four students work simultane-
ously using joysticks and moving their num-
bered cursors around the screen s playfield
to soli.' word puzzles like word Search
crossed-word, scramble and quotation Edu-
pro.

Subject-Verb Agreement Module, $62.50
Apple II Plus, disk drive
For secondary English and ESL students, it
consists of five exercises each featuring a
varied format random selection of problems
and branching for review The module in-
cludes an automatic scoring and record
keeping system Oliver Send Software.

The Talking Alphabet, $24.95
Apple II 48K with Applosott
Children as young as three can use this pro-
gram to hear end see the upper and lower
case alphabet It also draws letters slowly so
that the children can trace them on the
screen with their fingers Also counts and
draws numbers Nova Software

Teachers' Friend, $15
Apple, Radio Shack
Teaches English as a second language 10
Students who can read English at the second
grade evil Each lesson takes abOu. 10-'5
minutes to Complete however the computer
will progress at the students 'ate Soft spot
Ltd.

Trickster Coyote, $41148
Apple Models II, II Pius and Ile, 48K
disk drive
An adventure game for ages eight thrpu:h
adult it touches vocabulary words by havinc
the user stay on Coyote s trill avoiding h.
tricky words amides Digest Services, Inc.

Tutorial Comprehension, $1140-9995
Apple Il, Applesort, 48K. DOS 3 3, TRS-
60 III. 48K diskette, 16K cassette

Provides tutorials and practice lessons in
five key comprehension skills, Including
main idea, details, sequence, inference and
Critical reading Norodom Nouse, Inc.

Verbs, 99.95 -914.15
Ti 99/4A. cassette player
Provides practice in identifying types of
verbs Graphics. color and animation An
Edu-Sack includes a cassette tape along
with eproducible fidllow-up games Compel-
Mr Ed.

Visual Vocab, 829.95
Apple II Plus. 48K, DOS 3 3
Deveiops an understanding of adjectives by
conceptual categorization with known syn-
onyms Two study and two evaluation pro-
grams use 26 and 12 levels of difficulty Merry
S ee communications.

Vocabulary Builder 1, 2, 3, S16.95 -92195
T RS-80 Color Computer. 32K, extended
color BASIC
A 200-question, 1,000 -word vocabulary prac-
tice program in four part multiple choice for-
mat Available for grades three -five (level I)
grades six-eight (level II), or grades nine-
twelve (level III) User modifiable Computer
Island

Vocabulary Building Games, $59.95-
$69.95
Apple Models II. II Plus and Ile. 48K,
Atari Models 400 and 800, 24K diskette,
16K COMM*
Includes four packages called Astro Quotes
Time Bomb Kross N Quotes and keinicross-
words Kraut N Quotes not available for
Apple version Program Design, Inc.

Warrior Words, 91118-914.95
Commodore Models 64 and PET, 16K,
covens or diskette.
Seven rows of words descend upon a city By
correctly typing a word and pressing the
space bar the word is erased The object is to
Clear consecutive 'Veins of words in an
Otte r47.! in save h city Micrograms, Inc.

Whoie Brain Spelling, $34.95
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, 48K. disk
drive, color monitor
Uses the graphics color capabilities of the
Apple to provide positive user feedback and
to emphasize visual aspects Of the learning
process Available in Ilk word-list catego-
ries including General, A Child's Garden of

Words Fairy Tales, Medical, Secretansi and

Scientific Sublogle.

Wizard of Words, $39.95
Apple Models Ile and II Plus: IBM PC
Knights heralds jugglers a princess and a
fire-breathing dragon help as the Wizards
wand makes five different word games ap-
pear Over 20.000 words keyed to age !emits

Words and lessons can be added to any
game Computer Advertised temp
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Word Attack. $41.55
Apple. IBM
A vocabulary building system of 67S words
in which the words and sentences illustrat-
ing usage are presented On nine different
levels fOr students egos eight to adult It has
an editor to enter additional word lists
Davidson A Associates.

Word °Melon, $15.55
Apple Models II Plus and Ile, 48K. DOS
33
Each student commands a leer and attempts
to divide the word correctly before time runs
out Students can learn about prefixes suf-
fixes compounds and syllables Supplied
with 2 000 words for grades one through six
Ahead Designs.

Word Factory, SST
Apple. Atari, Commodore PET. TRS-80
This program set gives students the oppor-
tunity to change words end create new ones
It includes a set of two diskettes Orange
Cherry Media.

Word Functions, $99
Apple, Commodore PET
A totel of nine separate programs in two
parts Part I includes homonyms, a homonym
matching game, synonyms and a synonym
matching game Part II includes antonyms.
more antonyms, troublesome words (to /too/
two) and troublesome words (irs/Its) Brain-
bank. Inc.

Word MasterDIM Academic Skill
Builder, $44
Apple Models II Plus and Ile. 48K, DOS
3 2 or 33
Gives students practice identifying pairs of
antonyms synonym! Or homonyms at three
difficulty levels. wnile racing against time
and advancing electronic rays 01.11. Inc.

Word Memory, $50
Apple II, DOS 3-3, At an Models 400 and
800. 32K. TRS-80 Il., 32K
Designed to improve .ord Sepuencir using
atim limit A Choice mu*. )e media', the
number of words (14) to be remembered in
the sequence The selected list (10-20 words)
is displayed in review Selected memory
wordS appear on the screen for 10 seconds
.rid then disappear These words must be
found in the list and their corresponding
numbers entered sequentially A total of 10
games may be played Designed for grades
one through six Teacher Support Softer...

Word Memory, $95
Apple Models II Plus and lie. disk drive,
monitor
Pasturing tachistoscopic word recognition
exercises that improve visual efficiency per-
ceptual accuracy and visual memory Stu-
dents learn to recognize target words that
improve silent reading skills The programs
are correlated lesson by lesson Sell and
Howe&

Word Memory Programs, NS
Apple II Plus, 48K
A game-like recognition activities with key
level one vocabulary from major basal reading
series, as well SI I/CT's beginninn, reading
vocabularies for elementery and secondary/
adult students It provides left-to-nght visual
functional and teChiStOSCOPC word reCOgni.
non practice at rates for individual need*
Instructional/Cofernunicebents Technology.
Inc.

Word Power, $111.$8
Apple II. 48K, printer optional
A drill and practice program designed to
hap anyone from the third grade up increase
vocabulary Includes several practice tiles
and users can input revise store and retrieve
their own specific files, each including up to
30 words COmpu-Titbit, Inc.

Word Roots, $39
Apple. 48K. DOS 3 3
Self-paced instruction designed to "prow-,
vocabulary skills through the understanding
of word roots and families Educations'
Courseware.

Word Scrambler and Super Speller,
$19.95
Apple II, 48K, DOS 3 3 with ApplesOft
Designed for students in kir lerganen through
College. these programs teach spelling, review
missed words and provide word unscrambling
exercises The use provides the word lists
Avant-Garde Creations.

Word Zapper, $12.95 - $14.95
Commodore Models 64 and PET, 16K
cassette Or diskette
Contains over 200 correctly spelled words
and an equal number of misspellings "fie
Student zaps misspelled words If 12 errors
are made the zapper machine stops and a
lesson and spelling drill are provided Micro-
grams Inc.

W-ItIng Competency Practice CP/OK
20190, $65
Apple. Commodore Models 64 and
PET, TRS-80
Instructs the student in the basic writing volt
areas of letter writing report organization
and persuasion Provides tutorii instruct on
and mOt.villing graphic rewards Educational
ACl/vItles, Inc.

Zaner - Bloser Spelling Schoolware,
$19.15
Apple II, 48K DOS, disk drive Com-
modore Models 2000 4000 and 8000.
32K. disk drive. TRS-80111, 48K DOS 2
disk drives
Includes eight computer diskettes one for
each grade level and each with eight spoiling
activities for learning to spell it can program
user s Own words .or the ones provided
law-Slow Educational Publishers.

LIBRARY AND MEDIA
AIDS

The Animator, $49.95
Apple Models II, II Plus and Ile
A system for producing and running at
mated film strips that uses Only key from.*
and calculates the in-between frames Demo
Includes a ballet sequence Sabre Software
Systeme.

Bookworm, $99
Apple Models II Plus and Ile. 48K disk
drive, CPM. monitor, TRS-80 Models I
and 11. disk drive option
A library circulation program to monitor
overdue books for school libraries which will
store up to 1.500 books print over -due
notices and allow search and sort for up to
Six categories J. L. Hammett.

Computer Cat. $1,995
Apple II Plus. 64K or Bell and Howell
equivalent, hard disk drive
A computerized replacement for the card
catalog aveilable in both LI single-user and
multi-user version Foshan include pass-
word access to complete records complete
reporting capatalities, screen directions for
all functions and more Allows the user to
Search any subject, author or title while the
librarian can be printing reports at another
station Colorado Computer Systems, Inc.

Ilbstats, $23
CP/M. in CBASIC2. dual 320KB/disk
drive and 132 character printer
A utility class program which ellowS daily
input of circulation statistics for all circu-
lated materials based on Dewey Classifica-
tion along with both nonprint equipment and
miscellaneous items School Management
Systems.

Media and Equipment Management
OB-26000/28010, $99
Apple. Commodore Models 64 and PET
16K, TRS-80
Designed to assist the media and audiovisual
specialist in handling management tasks In
an efficient end effective manner For use in
schools and libraries Educational Activities.
Inc.

Reeearchlt, prices listed Individually,
below
Apple Models 11 Plus and Ile, Comm0-
dore PET 32K
Series has six Resaarcrut programs that
familiarize students with six reference t00111
which include The World Atlas ($60). Read-
er s Guide to Periodical Literature (US).
Flows Thesaurus (W) The World Almanec
ti 00) A Telephone Directory (PS) and DiC-

tionary ($100) nleM On Programs.
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Teacher Support Software
502 North Will 7501 Strum
SuitS 380
osnoevnte Fl 32001
904'311-3002

TeocNng Tans
P 0 Bo. 50086
Palo 4.00 Ca 91303-0065
415,4934477

Tecletiftegy animalism Education Cann. Replan,
(TLC 14.)
Hopei., School District 27C
EyalJetion Centor/Roorn 244
1001 Stets Highway 7
Hopkins kin 55343
Titers Coreerenan
14504 County Road 15
minnoapolie ion 554e1
812/4731225

Term Comoutart lorneee
P 0 Ben 725
New Providence N J 07974
201/615-0923

Terrapin. Ins
360 Green Street
Cennbetdge laa. 021311

Tina. Ineinumwde
Educetion Department
P O Boa 53
Lubbock. Ta. 71409

Tope Programming Ifftorprless
MOO SW Camille Terrace
Portland Or 67223

Unlcom
261 Elmwood Avenue
Providence R 1 02907
401'67-5800
UMW Education 11
15720 Ventura Pin)
Encino Ca 91430
213/9074049

Universal Synonts for education Inc.
14901 E rtarnplon Avenue Suits 250
Aurora Co 90014
rosier Software
2120 SW Nth Street
Portland Or 97225
503417.5317

Visual liteterlale. Inc.
110 0,0V9 MIPPU9
Our111114.11 e0031

312/24111710

Wadsworth Electronic Publishing Company
10 Clans Onnt
Belmont Cs 94002
Walt Dewy blucational Wain Company
500 South BUMS Vista Street
Burbank Ca 91521

Jain Wiley and Sons Inc
405 Third Animus
Now York N Y 10156
212/6504520

Xenia
Computer Software OlvfaiOn
245 LiJrigluti Road
M.ddletown Ct 08457
isnor-fiftroar Educational Pubilehoro
2500 W Fifty Avenue
P 0 eon 113784
Columbus Oh 43218
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The term

maps,

You can create

There are

Graphing

Many
(i.e.,

For

were

At

graph,"

enter

"computer graphics"
or other designs

graphics by
language) or you

two major kinds of

Graphing programs

GRAPHICS

to pictures,
created on a computer.

in BASIC
designs with graphics

graphs, are sometimes

drawing pictures

graphs are "menu-driven."

form how
GED.

pick the option

Enrolled

charts,

(or other

software.

and other

with

many students

"to make

asks you to

I

usually refers
that are

writing a program
can create

graphics software:

for creating
electronic spreadsheets,
programs.

can be used for
input devices.

for creatinj

to show in graphic
Basic Ed, or

graph
a graph
graph

would probably
enter:

ENROLLMENT

Number

Ii
Igraphs,

Iprogramming

II

I

I

II

I

I

I.

III

Ia

I

IReturning

IS

III

UI

IIIII

Ii

III

I

used together with
general application

Drawing programs
or without special

programs.

computer programs
PFS: Graph).

example, you want
enrolled in ESL,
((MENU))

SELECT:

1. Make a
2. Select
3. Edit a
4. Print

the main menu, you
(1) You would

STUDENT

Level

BE

GED

TOTAL

to the main menu, pick the option that
the data (i.e., the number enrolled) (3)

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

Level Number Enrolled

BE 365
ESL 425
GED 575

Ii

Is
TOTAL 1365

II li la Iii
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Returning to '0'2 main menu, you would now be ready to select the
of graph ou want to create. (2)

If you decide to ask the program to create a bar graph, your data
would look like this:

STUDENT ENKOLLMENT

. ,.

I

I I

1 I

lir'

I

I I

I 1

I 1

I

I

In

Ikind

lli
7"
I

I

lil
Iii
I

I 1

IN
I I

Iii

6% %

r 500Q

ce0 4'.'
0
cc I' Sa

1:

:

__....... . .. .... .. .... ..._ _ .....r . .....

- - ---

/

....

ABE ESL GED

ABE
HUMBER

f . ESL
MI GED

you ask for your data to appear in a pie graph, the program will
sometimes change your new data into percentages and show a graphic
like this:

STUDENT ENROLLMENT

NUMBERNU

1

I

I
11
I 1

I

I II 1

1 1

I El

IIf

I

I 1

Ili
WI

lil -..

El 42%

I

!III
I

I
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iii

,
GED//,/ W 31%,/
ESL.. 10,
II 27%,/ / / ABE,

...

I
INOMM SIMI

a
MIN

I a I ii
MIN MEM

Iu I
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0 Drawing programs.

Many of the graphics software currently on the market can draw or
"paint" all kinds of pictures of your own design.

Many young students are using LOGO to create drawings on their
computer. LOGO is a programming language which calls the cursor(shaped like a triangle) a turtle - hence "turtle logo." With
turtle logo, you can create geometric shapes and pictures.

Some software graphic programs use a graphics tablet (i.e., Koala
Pad, Animation Station). A graphics tablet often looks like
a small, lap-sized chalkboard connected to the computer. You draw
on the tablet with a special pen (stylus) or your finger. The
design then appears on the computer screen.

Computer graphics use one of three basic programming techniquesto put a picture or the screen. The three include: (1) high -
resolution graphics, (2) low - resolution graphics, and (3) character
graphics.

Character graphics is done by simply printing letters or symbols from
the keyboard onto the screen in such a way they make a pattern.

0I

10 PRINT "
20 PRINT "
30 PRINT "
40 PRINT "
50 PRINT "
60 PRINT "
70 PRINT "
BO PRINT "
90 PRINT "
100 END

RUN

X"
XXX"

XXXXX"
XXXXXXX"

XXXXXXXXX"
XXXXXXXXXXX"

XXXXXXXXXXXXX"
XXX"
XXX"

XXX
XXXXX

XXXXXXX
XXX X XXXXX

X XXXXXXXXX X
XXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXX
XX X
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le lir'
I. PRINTERS

Ii
lir

the most part, letter-quality printers don't print graphics.
Dot-matrix printers do print graphics. Another type of printer,

Ili
called a plotter, produces finer-quality graphics than the dot-matrix.
Plotters work well with geometric lines and shapes. They print your

IiiIII
work on paper by using different-color pens.

Ii
IIII

III
High quality graphics like the ink-jet printer (sprays colored ink
on the paper) or laser printer (actually burns paper with laser light) Iiii
are more sophisticated but expensive.

Ill
Iiiclearest, most colorful graphic images are produced by taking a

III
picture directly from the computer screen using a graphics camera.

Iii
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111. III

I ir Ifij
Iii III
Iii Is

I

lil

Iii

ill
iii

Ii
11
Iii
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wor

Computers designing computers. The design of this computerized robotic arm is being generatedby a computer given instructions bya program that contains the technical specifications.

GRAPHICS USERS

Who uses compth r-generated graphics?
Everyone from firefighters to molecular
physicists. In other words, people in
many different professions benefit from
computer-generated graphics. People
find ingenious new ways every day to put
computer graphics to work.

Did you ever wonder what makes your
sneakers so comfortable to wear? What
gives them all that bounce? The secret isin the designand more often than not
these days. good sneakers are designed
by computer. Not just any old computer,but one that's compatible with special

computer-air _d design software. or CAD
for short.

Sneaker designers. car and airplane
manufacturers. architects. and artists
are just a few of the people who benefit
from using CAD CAD enables designers
to draw. change. and edit three-dimen-
sional plans. The finished design can
then be viewed from different angles
What's more. CAD can work with CAM.
which is computer-aided manufacture.
to direct the machines that actually make
the product.

Unlike paint programs. CAD software
stores not only the design but also infor-
mation about it. Take a new sneaker de-

Coe vi
W..4.4y,try. IA 0 -Hilt CA Aal
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Fhture pilots can take off. fly. and land without leav-
ing the ground using computerized simulators.

sign. for example. If you draw the
sneaker on a regular paint system. it rec-
ords the sketch. If you draw it on a CAD
system. stored along with the sltetch of
the sneaker is information about sole
thickness. the measurements and mate-
rial of each piece of the sneaker. and how
It should be constructed. If changes are
necessary. they can easily be keyed in by
the designer.

CAD's usefulness isn't limited to pro-
fessional designing A community in
Maryland uses a CAD system to help fire-
fighters. Blueprints and other important
information about buildings are re-
corded in the system. In the past. this
information was kept in paper files that
were difficult to keep up-to-date Now the
information can be up-dated easily. and
the computer. stationed on a fire truck.
can be consulted as the firefighters rush
!o the fire

ANIMATED PIXELS
Another area in which compr Is are
saving people hours and hours of pains-

ANUMMINIENF

taking work is animation. Do you re-
member any of Disney's films like Cin-
derella and Pinocchio? Did you know-
that each frame of those films had to be
created by hand? Animators had to draw
a large number of sketches with gradual
variations from one figure to the next.

That was before days of computer
graphics Now, using a technique called
key frame inbetweening. the animator
creates the first and last frame of a se-
quence and the computer provides the
frames in between. To make Pinocchias
nose grow. an animator could now draw
Pinocchio with a t mall nose, a medium-
sized nose. and a very long nose. and the
computer would fill in the motion in
between.

Animated cartoons are a form of
simulation To simulate means "to pre-
tend" or "to imitate." For example. the
drawings of Cinderella dancing with the
prince are meant to look like real people
dancing The same is true for other ani-
mated graphics Today computers are
used to simulate scenes that people can-
not actually see but believe to exist. For
instance. scientists use computer anima-
tion to simulate events that are either too
small or too far away to capture on film
a hydrogen atom spinning on its axis or a
spaceship floating by Saturn.

Another valuable use of computer-gen-
erated simulation becomes clear when
you consider this scene the pilot of a
commercial jet airliner carrying several
hundred passengers is preparing for a
landing The lights of the city come into
view and the pilot spots the runway off in
the distance A mile from the runway. the
plane encounters unexpectec: turbu-
lence The plane dips and then plunges

254
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downward. The pilot fails to react quickly
enough. The plane crashes.

This is part of a highly effective com-
puter simulation that is used to train pi-lots. These simulations are similar to.
though much more sophisticated than.
simulation video games. with which you
are probably familiar. First developed for
the U.S. Air Force. flight simulators pro-
vide pilots with training at controls ex-
actly like those on the planes they fly. The
simulations look real and are generated
with enough speed to create the appear-
ance of real motion. This training could
mean the difference between life and
death in critical situations.

Pr -haps even more amazing than com-
put.:s that simulate life are those that
watch and listen to the outer reaches of
space. These computers work together
with radio telescopes. which collect data
from the radio spectrum. Tie computers

take this information and translate it
into a visual form that scientists can
then interpret.

Closer to home are the satellites the.
orbit the earth collecting information
about everything from trout migrations
to mineral deposits to earthquakes.
These satellites. scanning the land can
look below the surface of the earth and
pinpoint areas rich in oil or iron ore. A
computer then pieces together the bits of
data collected by the satellite to form a
photograph of the entire area.

Even closer to home are computers
that serve as the eyes of medicine. Like
computers that create images of space
and the earth. those used in medicine are
revolutionizing how we see the human
body. The days of two-dimensional x-rays
have come and gone. Now. using comput-
erized tomography. doctors can produce
three-dimensional images of the inner
body. In tomography. the computer takes
many two-dimensional readings and
combines them mathematically. It then
manipulates this information to produce
three-dimensional images. Often these
images eliminate the need for exploratory
surgery
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II BASIC KEYWORDS USED IN GRAPHICS

II

11 GR tells the computer to switch to the graphics mode.

111 COLOR tells the computer which color to use.

VLIN tells the computer to draw a verticical.

HLIN tells the computer to draw a horizontal lire.

111

II

I

111

1
III

i1

i1

r
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III

UI I

II

I
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INI

ICI
IiI

1 1

WIown

ir'

ICI

ICI

I

I

Ini

loi

IiI

IiI

IiI

IiI

IiI

IiI

WI

I 1

IiI

GRAPHICS FOR YOUR COMPUTER

Each brand of computer must be programmed for graphics in its
way. The following sections list graphic information for the

following computers:

APPLE

ATARI

COMMODORE

TRS-80

The printed information has been taken from Chapter 23 of The Random
House Book of Computer Literacy by Ellen Richman, 1982.
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What do you know about computer graphics? Match the following words to theirdefinitions.

1. Tiny dcts of light that make-up a picture on the screen.

2. Pictures, charts, graphs, maps, or other designs that are created
on a computer.

3. Small, lap-sized chalkboard connected to the computer. Used to
draw pictures on the computer's screen.

4. Very detailed drawings on the computer.

5. Printer which burns paper with laser light.

computer graphics
pixel

high resolution
graphics tablet
lazer printer
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in The Apple Computer fe$

At Your Desk C144-1'\

GR standsstands for graphics.*

Text refers to letters, (1;
numbers, and symbols

To draw designs on the Apple computer, you need to use a
special statement in your programs:

10 GR

The GR statement changes the screen so mat it is ready to display
graphics. Only the four bottom lines of tree screen can be used for
text. The rest of the screen is reserved for the picture that is being
programmed

<----- This part of the screen
is used for graphics

4------- This part is used for text

Now imagine that the top part of the computer screen .s a graph
with many small squares like the picture on the next page. The
computer can be programmed to draw the spaceship on the screen
by coloring ;i1 certain boxes to make a pattern.
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NW con use only
the numbers from
0 to 39 to locate a
Square

Find this line on the
graph

Find these lines on the
graph

Remember ;he
location is 20 across and
1 down

The main part of the
ship will be red When
you color in the letters
over the red, they will be
C blue.

You will be asked to
program the other
ietteis in "Try These

PLOT lights up one square at location 20, 1. To find this location, start
at the upper left-hand corner of the graph. Move across to column 20
and down to row 1. You should be at the tip of the spaceship

You can color in any rectangle on the screen using PLOT and two
numbers separated by a comma The first number tells how far
across the screen. The second number tells how far down the screen.

Now, choose the color red to fill in the spaceship.

20 COLOR = 1

The Apple has two statements which allow you to draw horizontal
(across) and vertical (down) lines To draw the straight line on the
left side of the spaceship, you can use the VLIN statement. VLIN
stands for "vertica line."

30 VLIN 4 24 AT 17

This statement tells the computer to draw a vertical line from row 4 to
24, at column 17. To thaw the straight line on the right side of the
spaceship you would type:

40 VLIN 4 24 AT 23

As you can see, both lines go from 4 to 24. In fact, all the lines that
make up the rectangular body of the spaceship go from 4 to 24. They
can all be drawn at once using a FOR-NEXT loop:

30 FOR X = 17 TO 23
40 VLIN 4 24 AT X
50 NLXT X

EX klePS CAM/Y6iNd. "or
rr's /7, ruell is, r#1N /9,...

AND PNALir, la 23 fif n
The top and bottom of the spaceship still need to be drawn Use

horizontal lines to draw the top section. 1he statement to draw a
horizontal line is HUN

60 .-4LIN 18 22 AT 3
70 HUN 19 21 AT 2

Line 60 tells the computer to draw a line going across from 18 to 22 at
row 3 Line 70 has the computer draw a horizontal line from 19 to 21
at row 2

The top of the spaceship is one rectangle at location 20, 1. This
statement (wh'cti you've seen before) colors the rectangle'

80 PLOT 20, 1

The bottom section of the ship is left for you to do in "Try These."
Now, choose another color for the letters "USA."

200 COLOR = 2

At this point in the program, the computer will switch to dark biue.
The letters can he programmed using VLIN, HUN, and PLOT. This
part of the program draws the letter "U"

210 VLIN 5 9 AT 19 <---- L aft side of the "tr
220 VON 5 9 AT 21 4----- Right side of the 'U`
230 PLOT 20 9 4--- Bottom of the 'Ll
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Don't forget to use
the statements
you used in
exercises I and 2

You may wont to
Choose a efferent color
for each initial

1. What is the statement that instructs the computer to clear the
screen for graphics?

2. What statement would you use to draw in dark green?

3. Write a program to light up a square in each of the four corners of
the screen

4. Write a program to draw a horizontal line across the top of the
screen and a vertical line down the middle of the screen The two
lines will look hke a large letter "T (Choose a color for the
lines )

5. Draw your initials on a graphics sheet Then, write a program to
draw them on the computer If there are any curves, such as :ri the
letter C, you will have to use straight or diagonal lines. Your letters
can be aay size and any color.

6. Write a program to fill the entire graphics screen with a color of
your choice. You can use either horizontal or vertical lines.

7. Write a program to draw the base of the spaceship on page 149.

8. Write a program for the flames coming out of the spaceship.

9. Write a program for the letters "S" and 'A" in "USA."

I

(etba-34 C

AZ-. 4.--7--.---4/4/4--

At the Computer

1 Type and run this program

I ri 7P

20 COLOR = 3 0*Thiase ARE THE /VINICER5
Alc() v:Regys0/3:04:::0

0
.\\.c\ 0 TO 39.

2. Stop the computer and list the program. You can't read all the

whole screen back to text, type the command
Imes because they roll off the top of the text screen To change tne

30 H = INT(RND(11 401
40 V = INT(RNOtil'401

JVUMBERS IRON
50 PLOT H V
60 Gum 20

TEXT

2 6 2

rile GRApmcs 5.4/617-1
ALDIv6 7/19 (o66$ OF

7 in
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You can clear the 1*,
screen by typing HOME

Now the color can be*
any number from i to 15

Type NEW

Type NEW

Type NEW t*

Type NEW (.1;)'

( CI

Or older models there
may be fewer numbers
that you can use

The graphics screen will change to text. Now you can list your
program. Change line 20 to.

a COLOR = INT(RNO(1) 15) -4- 1

Run the program again

3 Draw a square that "moves" across the screen
10 GR

20 FOR H = 0 TO 39
30 COLOR = 9
40 PLOT H 20
50 COLOR 0
60 PLOT H 20
70 %E XT H

80 SOTO 20

WO,
LOOK AT THAT

COLORFul. Ot1TPVT

"......_

(.11

As you can see, the square is not really moving. You are coloring
in one square. then erasing it by coloring it black (the background
color) Then. ou are coloring in the next square, erasing it, and
so on

4 Draw a square that "moves" down the screen.

5 Type and run a program to draw your initials. Use your program
from "Try These" exercise 5.

Don't use numbers
larger than 39, or
you'll get an error
message!

6 Draw the entire spaceship shown on page 149 You have already
done part of the.vork in "At Your Desk." Use whatever colors you
like You ma wish to begin by programming a background color
over the entire screen

in The Atari Computer
L_____

At Your Desk
1.---''''

To draw pictures on the Atari computer, you need to use a
special statement in your programs

GRAPHICS 3 for OR 31

There are eleven numbers, 0 to 10, that you can ',Ise with the
GRAPHICS statement For now, you will use only GRAPHICS 3.

The GRAPHICS 3 statement changes the screen so that it is ready
to display graphics Only the four bottom lines of the screen can be

20 ,00
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0 Find these squares on
the graph

used for text. The rest of the screen is reser,-..c1 for the picture tha, ,

being programmed.

(---- This part of the screen
is used for graphics

<------ This part is used for text.

Imagine that the top part of the screen is a graph with many
small squares like the picture on the next page The computer can be
programmed to draw pictures on the graphics screen by coloring in a
pattern of squares.

In order to see anything cn the screen, you must tell the
computer you want to use colors by typing:

COLOR 1

\\W

OU CAN USE

SOME OTHER
NUMBER AFTER

TI4 COLOR

STATEMENT.

YEs.bwr You DON'T USE

0 FOR WOW. IT ZS TUE

BACKGROUND COI-OR.

YOUR aRApgics wohfr
Sigh./ uP ON THE SCREEN.

3
The statement that is used for lighting up one square on the

screen is PLOT To plot a square. you have to identify it with two
numbers like this.

PLOT '9 13

This statement lights up one square at location 19, 13 To find this
location, start at the upper left-hand corner of the graph. Move across
to column 19 and ''own to row 13 You will see that this is the top of
the letter "A" on the spaceship.

You can color in any square on the screen using PLOT and two
numbers separated by a comma The first number tells how far
across the screen The second number tells how far down

You might be thinking that it would take a very long time to
"plot" squares to draw a picture But the Atari computer uses a
statement that can do a lot of work for you Look at this program

10 CR 34 Set up the screen for graphics
20 COLOR 1( Use color
30 PLOT 0 04--- Draw a square at 0 across and 0 down
40 ORAWTO 5 5( A new statement!

DRAWTO in line 40 means "draw a line to So, the computer will plot
a square at 0, 0 and then draw a line from that position to position 5, 5
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Find these squares and
lines on the graph

Remember use a colon*
when you have two
statements on one line.

D 0
o
w
n 2

3'
4,

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13
14

15

16
17

18

19

The output is a diagonal line like this:

Here's a program for part of the spaceship colored in on the
graph It uses COLOR, PLOT, and DRAWTO:

10 GR 3
20 COLOR 1

30 PLO, 17 2 DRAWTO 17 13
40 PLOT 18 1 ORAWTO 18 13
50 PLO 1 19 0 DRAWTO 19 13 These lines draw the
60 PLOT 20, 1 DRAWTO 20 13 'tall' port of the
70 PLOT 21 2 ORAWTO 21 13 _ spaceship
80 PLOT 16 14 ORAWTO 22 14
90 PLOT 1, 15 DRAWTO 23 15 These lines draw the
100 PLOT 14 16 ORAWTO 24 16 bottom of the spaceship

If you don't tell the computer what colors to use, it will choose
the colors for you. It %Nill choose black for the graphics background,
blue for the text background, and orange for the graphics squares. To
choose your own colors, you must use a new statement
SETCOLOR along with COLOR.

Across Atari Graphics Sheet for GRAr ri I CS 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ;3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

Ilmarnommma...jmummulummlsimmons 111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111M1111111111 11111111111111111111111111111M1

1111111111M11 AM.muminumnim Imo Nom
111111111111111111111111M1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111110111111111111.1111E 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=11111111111111111nnimmo
11111111EimmIWIE simmummmums...........mumummumummussannumImmumminummommlims.
immummiloommmummumummt. im
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You can't use the
number 3 when you are
in GRAPHICS 3

Number 10 causes
a blank screen.
Don't use dl

The color register is the
first number after
SETCOLOR.

Look bock ot --)
Page 148

SETCOLOR rn..ans you are going to "set" or choose a color.
SETCOLOR is foliuwed by three numbers such as these:

SETCOLOR 0. 12.2

Let's look at one number at a time The first number chooses what
you want to color. It is called the color register. In GRAPHICS 3, you
can use the numbers 0, 1, 2, or 4:

0 and 1 mean choose a color for the graphics squares.
2 means choose a color for the text background.
4 means choose a color for the graphics background.

The color register in SETOLOP 0, 12, 2 is 0. It tells the computer you
will be choosing a color for the graphics squares.

The second number chooses the color. You can use the numbers
0 15:

0 grey 6 lavender 11 green-blue
1 gold 7 blue 12 green
2 orange 8 blue 13 ye!low-green
3 red-orange 9 light blue 14 orange-green
4 pink 10 turquoise 15 light orange
5 purple

The second number in the SETCOLOR statement above is 12, so the
statement tells the computer to choose the color green. So far, the
SETCOLOR statement means the computer will color graphics
squares green.

The third number chooses the brightness of the color. You can
use the numbers 0 to14. Zero is the brightest; fourteen is the darkest.
The third number in the SETCOLOR statement above is 2, so the
computer will draw very bright green squares

SETCOLOR only chooses what you want to color (the color
register, the color, and the brightness). To put the color on the screen
you need to use the COLOR statement. COLOR is followed by 0, 1, 2,
or 3. The number is always one more than the color register in
SETCOLOR (If the register number in SETCOLOR is 4, then the
COLOR number is 0) Here are some examples:

SETCOLOR 0 12 8
COLOR 1

SETCOLOR 2 15 8
COLOR 3

SETCOLOR 1. 7 8
COLOR 2

SETCOLOR 4 2 8
COLOR 0

Now, you can choose colt,. 3 for the spaceship program. These
lines replace old lines 10 and 20
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You will be asked to
program the other
letters in "Try These"

Your Atari computer
manual has charts to
show you which color
registers to use You can
also experiment

You can also use GR. 0
to clear the screen.

A COLOk statement is
not necessary with GR.
or GR 2.

10 GP 3
12 SETCOLO1 4 9 14
14 COLOR 0

16 SETCOLOR 0 0 12
18 COLOR 1

Line 12 chooses light bile for the graphics background Line 14 puts
the color on the screen Line 16 chooses grey for the graphics
squares which make up the spaceship Line 18 puts the color on the
screen

Now, you're ready to draw the letter "U First, you have to
change the color If you don't, the color will be the same as the
Spaceship, and the letter "U" won't show up

100 SETCOLOR 1 3 21_
110 COLOR 2 _J
120 PLOT 18 2 ORAvVTO 18 5
130 PLOT 20 2 DRAvVTO 20 5
140 PLOT 19 5

Choose a color and bright-
ness for the grape ics squares
Put the color on the screen.
Draw the 1J"

Line 100 is very important Remember, you can use 0 or 1 for the
color register to choose a color and brightness for graphics squares.
You already used 0 in line 16. If you use 0 again, the computer would
change all the graphics squares to the new color. Since you want the
letter "1.;" to be a different color. you must use a different color
register (1 ) for those squares

The four color registers, 0. 1, 2. and 4, allow you to have four
different colors on the screen at one time In the spaceship program,
the graphics squares (registers 0 and 1) are grey and red-orange The
graphics background (register 4) is light blue No color was chosen
for the text background, so it is automatically blue

So far you have seen only GRAPHICS 3 GRAPHICS 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
and 10 work just like GRAPHICS 3, but they have more (and smaller)
squares on the graphics screen Some of the graphics numbers use
other color registers than the ones that are used in GRAPHICS 3.

GRAPHICS 0 is used for text The computer is automatically set
in GR 0 when pu turn it on. You were using GRAPHICS 0 when you
typed the programs in the other chapters in this book.

GRAPHICS 1 and GRAPHICS 2 are special. They allow you to
%rite graphics text Graphics text is letters. numbers. and symbols
that are displc*ed on the graphics ,creen They are made up of small
graphic s squares Here is a progr; ;-n that prints graphics text in
GRAPHICS 1 and regular 1,xt tae te\t screen

20 PA,V THIS S TE)(T
30 pF,,1,,7 #5 -THIS IS GRAPHICS EXT
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GRAPHICS 2 Is the
same, only the letters
are toilet

Choose a color for the
grophic.s squares

In line 30, PRINT #6; tens the computer to print in graphics text Theoutput of the program looks like this.

THIS IS 412111111CS TEXT

THIS IS TEXT

1. Here are three graphics statements: GR. 0, GR. 1, GR. 3.
a. Which statement is used for graphics screen display?
b. Which statement is used for graphics text?

c. Which statement is used for text only?

2. Name the statement that:

a. chooses a color register, a color, and a brightness
b. tells the computer to draw with the chosen color and

brightness.

c. draws ole sqiiare

d. draw a line.

3. The program below draws o,ie square near the m: 'dle of the
screen

1C GR 3
20 SETCOLOR

30 'COLOR

40 SETCOLOR

50 COLOR

60 PLOT 19 10

a. Write lines 20 and 30 to mace the background color light
orange (Choose any brightness you want )

b. Write lines 40 and 50 to make the square blue (Any brightness
will be all right )

4. 'Mite a program to light up a square in each of the four corners ofthe screen
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Choose a color for the,*
graphics squares.

There are only two
numbers you con
use for graphics
text

5. Write a program to draw a line across the top and a line down the
right side of the screen.

6. Using graphics text, write a program to print your name on the
graphics screen. (Remember, PRINT #6, is the statement for
graphics text )

7. Write a program to draw the letters "S" and "A" on the spaceship.

1

Don't forget the
cohort

vou can also press
SYSTEM RESET

At the Computer

1 Type and run this program. Use your name in line 120

10 GP 3
30 COLOR 1

70 PLOT 0 0
120 PRINT GRAPHICS BY MARK MORRIS"

You should see an orange square 'n the upper left corner of the
screen The graphics background is black, and the text
background at the bottom of the screen is blue. GRAPHICS BY
(your name) appears in the text screen

2 Add another statement to line 70 If you start typing now, your new
line 70 will be displayed in the text portion of the screen Type.

70 Poi 0 0 ORAvVTO 19 19

Try to LIST your p:ogram Part of it rolls off the top of the text
screen Clear the -,creen of graphics by typing GR 0 (no line
number, \ow. you can list your program on the regular text
screen Run the program You should see a diagonal line

3 T'pe GR 0 and lis; the program Add thi,-, .nv

20 SETCOLOR 4 5 8

Change line 30 to

30 COLCR 0

RUN the program You have changed the background color of the
graphics screen. Retype line 20 several times, changing the color
and brightness of the line (But leave the color register, the first
number, 4 We want to change only the background color )

ail.
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etype NEW

4. Add these lines:

100 SETCOLOR 2, 14, 8
110 COLOR 3

You are changing the color of the text background. Change the
numbers for color and brightness seveial times.

5. Change the color of the diagonal line. Add these lines to your
program:

53 SETCOLOR 0 12, 2

60 COLOR 1

Run the program

6. You can use a FOR-NEXT loop to change the line to all the colors.
Add these lines:

40 FOR C = 0 ro 15
90 NEXT C

Change line 50 to.

50 SETCOLOR 0, C 8

WOW!
Loop: AT rah'

coo Rf""
NT POT I

RUN the program and watch the colors change. Does it run too
fast' Put in a pause after you draw the line Add:

80 FOR P = 1 TO 200 NEXT P

Run the program again

7. Draw a square that "moves" across the screen.
121 GA 3

20 FOP A - 0 TO 3t3

30 SETCOLOR 0 4 6

40 COLOR 1

50 PLOT A 10
60 COLOR 04-- COLOR 0 without SETCOLOR changes
70 PLOT A ' 0 the graphics squares to the background
80 NEXT A C0101, 'erasing- them

Ruh t:le program. Of course, nothing is really moving. The
computer PLOTted a square, "erased" it, then PLOTted a square in
tt.t. -ext space, "erased" it. and so on.

,
L. r.aw a square that "moves" down the screen.
9 Dra',,, the L:ntire spaceship shown on the graphics sheet Part of

the program appears in "At Your Desk You have written the rest
of the program in "Try These Choose your own colors for the
background. the spaceship, and the letters. Print a message in the
text window, such as PROGRAMMED BY (your name).
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cl in The Commodore Computers

An Inverse heart has
the colors reversed A
block heart appears on
a green background

NAN

At Your Desk
-r \---az

Find the circle on the
graph

You dont have to C,I;
count spaces.

Imagine that the computer screen is a graph with many small
squares like the picture on the next page. The Commodore computercan be programmed to draw pictures by filling in certain squareswith graphics characters. Graphics characters are symbols, or little
pictures. You can find them on the fronts of the keys on the
keyboard. To print these characters on the screen, you must use the
SHIFT key. For example, to print a diamond, you would hold down
the SHIFT key and press Z.

Suppose you wanted to fill in one graphics square with a circlelike the one in the upper left corner c he graphics sheet First, youmust be sure the cursor is at the top c. the screen To do this, you canclear the screen by using this statement
10 PRINT "0"

To type the heart, Nou press the CLR key as you are typing You will
see an inverse heart symbol appear on the screen

You have already used the CLR key to clear the screen By typingit in a PRINT statement as part of your program, you instruct the
computer to clear thescreen when you run the program

The second line of the program is
20 PRINT V< To type the circle. you press SHIFT and Q

When 'ou run the program, the circle appears at the beginning of thefirst line
Look at the graph The numbers go across froi:i 0 to 39 and

down from 1 to 25 Suppose yOu \A antcci to put the circle in the upper
right hand corner of the screen VA.1 could put 39 spaces inside thequotes

22 Pg1'..T c-1
" 40th spoce

you have to
count the zero

But, there is a shortcut that uses '4 ne\A statementTAB This
statement has the computer print the carcie at box 39

20 PRINT TAEg39i "fr
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40
look at the graph to
find the output of lines
20, 30 and 40.

Since there are 16 lines
of the pattern, you
could also type
50 FOR X =110 16

Use TABs and PRINTs to (g>
help you put the
designs in the right
positions

There are 25 lines on the screen, so if you wanted a graphics
character at the bottom of the screen, you would have to type 24
blank lines or 24 PRINTs. But you know a shortcut to take care of
thatthe FOR-NEXT loop.

10 PRINT 'IX
20 ',-OR X = 1 TO 24
30 PRAT 24 lines
40 NEXT X 1 of blanks
50 PRINT TA8(20)

Here is the output-

You can put together as many graphics characters as you want,
to make a design Here is a program to draw the top of the spaceship
on the graph

10 PRINT CY
20 PRINT TAB(19)

30 PRINT TAB(
40 PRINT TAB(17)

To draw the bod, ofthe spaceship you can use a FOR-NEXT loop
This part of the program draws two lines going down from 4 to 19

50 FOP X = 4 TO 19
i30 PRAT TAB(17)

70 NEXT X

You will be asked to program the bottom of the spaceship in "Try
These" and the letters "USA" in "At the Computer

1. When you type a graphics character, what additional key must you
press'

2. Draw a design on a graphics sheet using any of the graphic.:
characters you saw in this section Write a prograrn to draw the
design on the ,crcen

3. Continue the spaceship program so it draws the bottom of the
spaceship Start with line 80
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4. Continue the spaceship so it draws the flames coming out of the
bottom of the spaceship.

t("Clazy At the Computer

It is gooc, practice to
clear to screen at the
beginning of every
program

Remember, a colon
lets you put more than
one statement on a line.

Remember, al trivets*
character Is bock on a
green bockgrDund

YOu can combine I*
symbols In one
statement

I Practice typing several graphics characters Remember to hold
down the SHIFt key You can also press the SHIFT/LOCK key
until it clicks It will keep the keyboard in the shift position. To
get out of die shift position, press the SHIFT/LOCK key again.

2 The PET computer will draw a graphics character whereer the
cursor if . It is important to know how to move the cursor around
when you write a program. First, practice clearing the screen.
Type

P ess CLR to get the heart. Dor 't
10 PRINT forget the quotes.

RUN the program Notice that the screen is cleared, and the
curso- is in the top left-hand corner.

3 Now type-

20 PRINT PRINT

30 PRINT '2,- < Type SHIFT-W

Run the program You will see three blank lines and the circle c

the fourth line

4 There is another way to move the cursor down. You can use a
PRINT statement, quotes, and the CRSR. key. Pressing the CRSR.
key inside the quotes) puts an inverse Q on the sc een Type
these lines

T Ito I-
PP,IN'

Run he program You will see three blank lines, then a solid
circle

5 Now print a d:amond aboA, the circle This time, you must use
the CRSR t key in quotes. Pressing the CRSR' key (inside the
quotes) puts an inverse dot 0.1 the screen. Type:

60 PRINT -0 is the graphic! diamond (SHIFT-Zj,
This is the CRSR t key

Now run the program.
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0 Remember, the inverse
Q is typed by pressing
the CRSR . key

Remember to press
STOP whe-. -.J want to
start typing again

Type NEW 4>

Type NEW t*

Type NEW

6. You have already learned 'iow to mDve the cursor to the right by
using a TAB statement. Typic.

70 PRINT -111111111111" TAB(10) -41

Line 70 will move the cursor down 5 lines from the diamond and
print the spade on the sixth line, at 10 across

7 There is one more important cursor movement moving the
cursor to the home position. The home position ;s the upper
left-haad corner of the screen To move the cursor to the home
position and print a heart on the screen, type this line

80 PRINT 4-

To ge. tne inverse S, press the HOME. key (inside the luotes) as
you type Now run the program

8 LIST the program from #2 It should look like this

10 PRINT "O"

20 PRINT PRINT PRINT

30 PRINT "I'
40 PRINT 0 0E1-
50 PRINT
60 PRAT "
70 PRINT 1000010 TAB(101**-
80 PRINT "

After you RUN the program, you'll see the READY message on
the screen When you create a picture with graphics characters.
the READY message might get in the way of your picture So
eliminate the READY message by making your orogram never
end To do tins, -type

9..! C33TO 90
77115 15 A

ONE-LINE
INFINITE
LOOP/

RUN the program Line 90 keeps the computer busy The
program mill never end, and the READY message will not appear.
Use a one-line infinite loop at the end of all \our graphics
programs

9 Draw ,'our initials on a graphics sheet You may wish to use thin
lines, thick lines. curved lines blocks, triangles, etc Then, write
a program to draw the initials on the screen

10 Program the entire spaceship on page 161, but without the letters
USA

11 Now ;:dd tlie letters "USA Use gru, -s characters to make up
the letters Hint You may want to use HOME, CRSRT, and CRSR
in this program
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Iv The TRS -80 Computer
7

mus use
porenthem and
a comma

tf you use numbers
that ore too large.
you will get an
error message

Find these rectangles
on the graph.

At Your Desk

Imagine that the computer screen is divided into many small
boxes or rectangles like the graphics sheet on the next page The
computer can be programmed to draw a picture oy aghting up certain
rectangles to make a pattern. For example, a spaceship is representcd
by lighting up the rectangles shaded in on the graphics sheet.

The statement that is used for lighting up one rectangle or, the
screen is SET. This instruction lights up the rectangle that is the t:o of

the spaceship:

SET (52 1)

To find the rectangle at location (62, 1), start at the upper left-hand
come:- of the graph Move across to the column marked 62 and down
to the row n...rked I You s;iould be at the tip of the spaceship

The first number in parentheses tells you how far across the
screen The second number tells .iou how far down the screen This
statement lights up the tip of the "A Find it on the graph.

SET (62 20)

Across Down

You can light up any !ectangie on the screen oy using SET But,
you can use only the numbers on the graph You can use numbers

' from 0 to 127 for the first number and numbers from 0 to 47 for the
second number For example, this statement lights up the rectangle
in the ;:pper right-hand corner of the screen:

SET (127 0,

You might be thinking that it would take a very lolg 'ime to light
all the rectangles to show the spaceship You have learned other
statements that can do a lc: of the work for you Look at his program:

,;FORD - 7 TO 29

20 SET (56 01
30 NE. TD

Sjf

75E7
( 16, a) 2

YES 0 REPRESEA/75 1\1\
mt%

ALL roVE WEE'S tfobva
DOWN fklal 7 70 24

(
This FOR-NEXT loop lets you light all the rectangles down the side of
the spaceship with only one SET statement. These rectangles will
light up, forming a vertical line: (56, 7), (56, 8), (56, 9), . . . (56, 29).
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rivil unit- ALSO
bees Down, FROM

7 To 19, 8177175
----,,NAT ida ACRC31.

../

Find these rectangles
on the graph

O

A DATA statement car,
go anywhere in the
program

Line 100 lights up
rectangles (62, 1), (6i 2),
(60 3), etc

Find these lines on the
graph

way.

The other side of the spaceship can be programmed the same

10 FOR 0 = 7 TO 29
20 SET (68, CA

30 NEXT 0

Since both sides of the spaceship are the same length, you can
use one FOR-NEXT loop to draw them. Instead of having two
programs, you can use this program to draw both sides of the ship.

10 FOR D = 7 TO 29
20 SET (56 Di
25 SET (66 0)
30 NEXT 0

The line across the bottom of the spaceship can also be drawn

with a FOR-NEXT loop.

40 FORA = 46 TO 78
50 SET ;A 39)
50 NEXT A

This loop draws a line that goes across from 46 to 78. It is located at
row 39 (down). The rectangles that make up this line are- (46, 39),

(47, 39). (48, 39), . (78, 39)
The diagonal lines on the top of the spaceship can be drawn by

SETting each individual rectangle.

70 SET (62 11
30 SET (61 2)

90 SET (50 31
100 SET (59 4)
110 SET ;58 5)
'20 SET (57 6)
'30 SET (63 2)
140 SET (64 31
150 SFT ;65 4;
160 SET (66 5)
170 SET (67 6)

ITS A cirriz
TIRIN6 TYPIN6
ALL THESE SETS;

'N1

There is a way to avoid typing the SETs and parentheses. You can put
all the numbers into a DATA statement

70 DATA 52 1 61 250 3 594 58 5 57 663 2 64 3 65 4 66 5 67 6 -1 -1

Then you can READ the DATA, and SET what you READ

80 READ A 0
90 IF A = 1 THEN GOTO 120 E-- The data -1. -I are 'dummy' data
100 SET (A 0)
110 SOTO BO

120 < The program con,Inues

To fill in the box under USA you could draw three horizontal (across)
lines

120 F 3R A , 59 TO 66
130 LET (A d71
140 AEI (iA 28)
150 ()ET 'A 291
160 JEXT A

27J



In FOR-NEXT loops, the
inside loop is done first

The D loop is nested
inside the A loop

Use a graphics sheet *0
to help you figure this
out

Don t use numbers
lc ger than 127
across or larger
than 47 down. or
you'll get on FC
ERROR message
FC stands for
'illegal function
call' It means you
used o number
that was too large

Or, you could use two FOR-NEXT loops Read this part of the program
carefully.

120 FOR D = 27 TO 29
130 FOR A = 59 TO 66
140 SET fotk D)

150 NEXT A
160 NEXT 0

First, 27 is stored in D, and 59 is stored in A The rectangle at (59, 27)
lights up Then, the next numt,er, 60, is stored in A, and the rectangle
at (60, 27) lights up The program continues in this loop until all the
numbers for A are used up The output is a horizontal line 3t row 27.
Then, the computer goes .o the next D, which is 28. The program
loops through all the numbers for A The output is a horizontal line at
row 28. Then, the computer goes to the next D, which is 29. The
output is a horizontal line at row 29

When two FOR-NEXT loops are used together, they are called
nested loops In the program above, the A loop is nested inside the
D loop In the program below, the D loop is nested in the A loop. This
program fills in the same box under USA on the spaceship. It draws 8
short vertical (down) lines from columns 59 to 66

120 ;OP A = 5S TO 66
130 POP D = 27 TO 29
740 SET ;A DI
150 NEXT

160 NEXT A

One loop mu:t be
completely inside
the other loop

1. Draw the outp it on a graphics sheet

10 FOP A = 40 TO 90
2C SET iA 25i
30 NEXT A

2. Describe the output for this program

112 r-OR -- 073
C - 0TO47

3C SET tt
40 NEXT "2

5: %Ex'

3. trite a program to dray. USA as it appears on the spaceship Use
FOR-NEXT loops to draw the straight lines

4. Draw your initials on a graphics sheet If there are any curves,
such as in the letter C, you will have to draw them using straight
or diagonal lines Your letters can be any size, large or small
Then, write a program to draw the initials on the computer screen

2b0
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THAT 4,a KW
THE cot4ReTER
BUSY THE

OR0e,R4/4 WILL

NEvER ENO VNIESS
YO' 5700

THE COMRPS ESP

Type NEW

Type NEW I*

This program has an 64>
infinite loo' You'll need
to stop the computer

/0:
At the Computer VAIrje

Type and run this program

;`)P A 0TO 127

30 NEXT A

THE STRAASNT idivE
Yeo SEE AS THE 007Ri/T

/20 RECTAN6i1S
NY A ROW

2 Add this line to 'your program and run it

5 CL.S.

CLS means "clear screen Tins line tells the computer to clear
the program from the screen The program is cleared before the
output is printed !ea\ ing a dear screen fur sour computer
picture

Change a statement in your program so the computer draws the
line at the bottom of the screen

4 Change a statement in sour program so the computer draws the
line at the top of the screer ,fter you run tne program. look at
what happened to the beginning of the line The READY message
covered it up' The READY message appears Ahen the computer
reaches the end of a program To a\ old ha\ mg part of your
graphics blo( ked out the program must ne\ er end So. add this
statement to Vow program

'2,22 '2,0C

You don t ha\ e to use line n,imber luUu An line number \\ill
do but it must be the last line in our proqam

5 Change a statement in your program so the computer draws a
dotted line across the screen (Hint Light up e\ery other
r«_tangle 1

Fi Vs'T:tf. a proLlraiTi to tiravt \ our initials `rot can use ouT program
from 'Tr\ These' exert ise 2

liQht up re' tangles ratirionth on the sc (cell Part of the pr( )S,),',1111

is done for wu Complete Iine s 20. 4(1 and 30

2
20 A Pick the highest number
30 ;V) i you want tor across and down
42 SET

50 30'0
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Type NEW

RESET is a statement*
that turns off the lighted
rectangle.

Type NEW, or change *
some lines from the
previous program

8 Draw a dot that "moves" across the screen.

10 CLS
20 FOR A = 0 TO 127
30 SF (A 24f
40 RESET (A, 24)

50 NEXT A
60 GOTO 20

The dot is not really moving. You are lighting up one rectangle.
turning it cif, then lighting up the next one, turning it off,
and so on.

9 Draw a dot that ":novel" down the screen.

10. Write a program for the spaceship as it is shown on the graphics
sheet. Parts of it hae ben done for you in "At Your Desk Also.
you programmed the letters in "Try These."
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Apple Ile Graphics

Isi lai 111*
lil

ICI lai Ipi 1.11.11.11.11mi I1 Isi lot ICI hug 1.1

lil

ICI

Enter this program and run it. Draw the picture that you see on
your screen. Describe how it moves.

5 TEXT s GR
10 FOR L 19 TO 0 STEP - 1

20 FOR A * 0 TO 15
30 READ 15 #C #D
40 GOSUe 1000
50 NEXT A $ RESTORE
60 NEXT L : COTO 5
70 END
1000 COLOR= 0: HLIN 11,29 AT A + L + 1
1010 COLOR= D: HLIN 5 #C AT A + L
1020 RETURN
2000 COLOR= 0: VLIN 9 + L, C + L AT A
2010 RETURN
5000 DATA 18,22,1 +17,23,2,16,24,3
5010 DATA 15 #25 ta t2B #5,13 #27 #S
5020 DATA 13,27 #S #14,26 #5 #15 #25 #4
5030 DATA 16 t24 t3 t17 #23 a #19 #22 #1
5040 DATA 20 t20 *1 #20#20#1#20 #20 1
5050 DATA 20 t20 *1,19,21 #7

Description:

Here are some BASIC keywords used in the program.

GR instructs the computer to use most of the screen for
graphics %And only the bottom four lines for text.

READ...DATA The READ statement in line 30 reads three pieces of
information from the DATA statements and puts them
into variables B, C, and D

HLIN draws a horizontal line. For example, HLIN 3, 14 AT 10
draws a horizontal line on row 10 going from position 3
to posit'on 14.

VLIN draws a vertical lint_ For example, VLIN 4, 20 AT 10
draws a vertical line In column 10 from pcsition 4 to
position 20.

COLOR tells the computer which color you want to use.

1

ill

I

Iii

ICI

PO00110.1 1001141Eu 'III!
Copyright C 1956 by Houghton MOM Company
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Commodore 64 Graphics

I

Enter this program and run it. Draw the picture that you see on
your screen. Describe how it moves.

10 FOR L = 0 TO 17
20 READ Aod,C
30 GOSUB 1000
40 NEXT

50 RESTORE

60 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
70 GOTO 10
80 END

1000 PRINT SPC(A);CHRS(C);
1010 FOR X = I TO B
1020 PRINT CHR$(113);
1030 NEXT X:PRINT:RETURN
5000 DATA 18,5,148,17,7,150
5010 DATA 16,9,153,15'11,158
5020 DATA 14,13,129.13.15.158
5030 DATA 13.15,152.14113.159
5040 DATA 15.11.153.16.9.158
5050 DATA 17.7,129.18.5,158
5060 DATA 20,1.14412011.144
5070 DATA 20.1.144.2011.144
5080 DATA 20.1.144.2011044

Description

Here are some BASIC keywords used in the program.

READ...DATA The READ statement at line 20 reads three pieces
of information from the DA -+A statements and puts
them into variables A, B, and C

SPC The SPC fu )ction works with the PRINT statement and
instructs the computer to print a number of blank spaces
equal to the lumber stored in variable A.

CHRS The CHR$ function works with the PRINT statement and
instructs the computer to print the character associated
with the number in the parentheses. The CHR$ function
in line 1000 changes the color in which the Commodore
prints things. The CHR$ function in line 1020 instructs
the computin to print character number 113.

1111,31

Copyntiht O 1918 by '-ioulahton Mifflin Cornpony.
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'11Pr 1Pr Iqr T IV" NP"

44,

WORKSHEET 61 IBM Pqr Graphics
Enter this program and run it. Draw the picture that you s( a on
your screen. Describe how it moves.

5 WIDTH 40
10 FOR A $ 0 TO 15
20 READ B,C,D
30 GOSUB 1000
40 NEXT:RESTORE
50 PRINT:PUNT:COTO 10
60 END
1000 PRINT TABIB);:COLOR D:O:PRINT STRINGCC219)
1010 COLOR 7,0:RETURN
5000 DATA 18.5,1.17.7.2
5010 DATA 16,9,3,15,11,4
5020 DATA 14.13.5.13.15.6
5030 DATA 1315,6,14,i1:5
3040 DATA 15.11.4.16.9.3
5050 DATA 17.7.2.18.5.1
5060 DATA 20.1.4.20.1.4
5070 DATA 20.1-4,20.1.4

Desc

Here are some BASIC keywords used in trie program

WIDTH sets the screen width You could set the width to
20, 40, or 80 characters wide.

READ...DATA The READ statement in Line 20 reads three pieces of
information from the DATA statements and puts them
into variables B, and D.

COLOR The COLOR statement in line 1000 will cause the next
character to be printed in the color contained in
variable "D". The zero used in the COLOR statement
sets the background color to zero (black)

STRING$ The STRING function in line 1000 is used with the
PRINT statement to print the character numbered 219.
That's the character you see on your screen. Each
character is representec by a number in the PCir's
ROM. The "C" represents how many of that character to
rint on each line.

iCer.a./4/11/Cirri:IVAL481111104irriCieriCi
At. AI. AIL

Copynght C 19436 by Houghton Miffbn Company
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.........gs

WORKSHEEI 62 TRS-80 Model III Graphics
.

Enter this pi ogram and run it. Draw the picture that you see on
your screen. Describe how it moves.

10 FOR LOOP = 0 TO 17
20 READ A .15

30 COSUB 1000
40 NEXT LOOP
50 RESTORE

60 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT
70 GOTO 10
1000 PRINT TAB(A);
1010 FOR X = 1 TO B
1020 PRINT CHRS:214;;
1030 NEXT XPRINT:RETURN
5000 DATA 18.5.17.7
5010 DATA 16.9.15.11
5020 DATA 14,13.13,15
5030 DATA 13.15.14 13
5040 DATA 15,11.16.9

.

5050 DATA 17 .7 .18 .5

5060 DATA 2011.20.1
5070 DATA 20.1;20.1
5080 DATA 20,1.20.1

Description:

Here are some BASIC koywords used in the program.

READ...DATA The READ statement at line 20 reads two
pieces of information from ',he DATA statements
and puts t' 1 into variables A and B.

CHRS This function prints the graphics character
that you see on your screen. Each character on
the TRS-80 has a number from 1 to 255.

Copynght G 1986 by Houghton Main Company
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1.1

Computer Assisted (aided) Instruction is the process
of using the computer as a learning aid usually
allowing the student to interact with a learning
activity on a computer.

The microcomputer is an effective instructional
which is capable of providing appropriate attention
to the unique needs of each individual student,

improving the availability, and use, of within-class
instructional resources, and more effectively

motivating the student -- regardless of his or
ability level.

The increasing attention being given to the use of microcomputers in educational
this question in many people's minds: "Can computer assisted instruction
classroom teacher?" The answer is definitely not Not at all. Though it is
of instructional computers was first started In schools, they Wye viewed
providing each and every student with the one-to .one discovery dialogue
shown to be exceedingly effective by the Plato -- the greet master teacher
respects, the early development of compater-as gsted instruction was
recreate the unique interaction that occurs naturally between student
individuelized tutorial session. At this siege of droelopment, however,
assuredly that the microcomputer and computer misted instruction
-ideal" instructional level

As generally used today, the term CAI of computer assisted instruction
-approaches- drill and practice, tutorials, siltyladon, and Problemsolvin9-

CAI INCLUDES

<4 DRILL PRACTICE
TUTORIAL II
SIMULATIONf PROM. tla - SOU/ INS

,
,,

411$

a ft.
dif to

1 11 11 11 II II 111.11111.1 Iuli.l lilt li li 11 11 ii I
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Literacy with Computers

To be functionally literate in America in the 1980s and beyond,
implies that one has attained a quality high school level education or
its equivalency, including computer literacy.

We recognize that there are many levels of proficiency inherent in
the concept of computer literacy. We do not suggest that the skills of
sophisticated computer programming are needed by the average citizen.
However, we do believe, in general, that to function effectively in
contemporary society, one should develop certain knowledge about and skills
in the use of computers. The knowledge base involved developing an elementary
understanding of what a computer is, what it can do and what it cannot do.
This level of understanding might also include an awareness of some of the
issues brought upon us by the "age of microelectronics."

The computer skill needed by most adults is that of being able to use a
microcomputer and accompanying software as a device for learning as we
ordinarily might use a book, audio tape, film or laboratory equipment and
materials.

Results of a study using microcomputers with adult students (most
young adults) indicate:

(1) The use of microcomputers resulted in faster attainment of the
knowledge and skills needed to r=ss the GED (High School
Equivalency Examination) and higher levels of student motivation
as measured by attendance, active involvement in learning
activities and expressed interest and satisfaction by students.

(2) Their attention span is longer when they are interacting with
computers than when being presented with similar information by
human teachers.

(3) Involvement in the _se of microcomputers has a positive effect
on the self concept of the young adult learner.

-- -Using computers to facilitate learning.

(1) involvement with computers is likely to be most successful when
both teachers and students voluntarily engage in computer assisted
instruction.

(2) Teachers should be thoroughly trained in the use of the equipment
and in the nomenclature of the basic components of a microcomputer.
We found that a two-day hands on clinic with 2 or 3 follow-up 1 or 2
day workshops provided adequate training for most teachers.

(3) Access to computers should be provided to small learning groups as
well as individuals.
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(4) Shy or seemingly withdrawn students should be given ample
opportunity to learn with computers, otherwise the more outgoing
students are likely to monopolize available time and equipment.

(5) Teachers should continuously monitor computer learning to be
certain that all who want to participate have equal opportunity
and time; that learners know how to properl "load" programs and
operate the equipment; to give assistance when the computer cannot
compute because of improper input; and to provide additional
information, explanation, or clarification regarding concepts
being learned.

(6) Students who show superior skill in using the r mputer should be
encouraged to supplement the work of the teachL, in assisting
others
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Suggestiors To Consider In Selecting Cornnurcially-Developed Computer Assisted
Instruction Lesson Material "Software"

1 Does the instructiona, software being considered appropriately "match" your
predetermined instructional objectives'

2 Does the instructional software's specific application (i.e., problem solving, drill and
practice, tutorial) have pctential for meeting the student's identified learning needs"

3 Does the instructional software prescribe entry level skills"

4 What are the experiences of other educators who have used the instructional softwarebeing considered 7

5 Has the instructional software been evaluated adequately with respect to establishing itseffectiveness in improving learner outcomes?

6. Can the instructional software be adapted to meet changes m the curriculum and in the
way student needs might be more effectively addressed?

7. Does the vendor provide updates and error correction for the instructional software
following purchase or lease?

8. Is the instructional software pedagogically sound? Does it provide for a diversity of
instructional approaches; dependent upon individualstudent needs?

Is the reading level used in the software appropriate for the intended student users?

What length of time will the students be expected to use the software' In individual
sessions? How often?

Whet overall visual effect does the material have? Does it hay. appropriate "eye appeal?"

Are the trophies used where appropriate to facilitate leery ng

Are content strands provided which contain a sequence of lessons ranging from army to
difficult?

Are teacher manuals and/or student manuals provided to compliment the software,
where such would be useful?

' Does the vendor provide adequate documentation concerning the appropriate reading
level used to develop the software instructional content?

Does the software provide -on. line" directio to the student while he or she is interacting
with the computer?

I
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litholl..1 111 1111.1 11111E0N lei lim INI IN hili 1.1 kg Isillii Iii
111 ii
INI 9 Is the instructional software user-controlled?

IIIIii
.

Is random selection of software content possible?

Can the user branch to various parts of the lesson for help, for exam..Nle to a glossary, and
II

Illget back sgam to the place where he or she "lett off"?

III Are 'he next steps the student well be exposed to made clear?

SIIii .

Is the user able to contro' the reading rate and pace?

Does the software permit the student to revise previous work during a session? Al
fli 1Il1

lir, s?
10 How does the software provide feedback to student

IIIAre appropriate explanations given regarding wh, 'an incorrect response was
Is1 unacceptable?

I.1
spelling error corrected in feedback to the student?
Does the software program allow acceptance of m:orrectly spelled answe s? If so is theIii II

III microcomputer 7

What provision is made fo. dealing with student input which is not recognizable by the
I

III
IIi III11. Does the . nstructional software program provide for perma-ent retention andIn management of scoring and student performance or is it lost when the microcomputer is

turned OH? 11Is 12. Is the instructional software easily and quickly loaded into the microcomputer by the III
1111

student. or is it susceptible to &Image. or 'Muire complex procedures to load?

I Il 113. Will user training be required to effectively use the instructionsi software? !r so, who willII ixovide the training? Isi
Is 14. Does the instructional software vendor provide "backup" software and courseware disks.

cartrid9e4 or tapes at a reduced price? le I
II 1.1
Is! lei
Iii Iii
Iii is,
Iii lei
I., Iii
IN wool IN III NI 1111111111.11.11.11111.11.11.1 IN IN IN

Are all wrong answers given by the student treated appropriately without demeaning thestudent?
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V ILICTIONIC FIENtuAry 1906

DRILL AND PRACTICE'S BAD RAP
ARE WE HONEST ABOUT OUR OBJECTIONS TO DRILL?

Computenzed drill and practice
has gotten a bad name Ad-
ministrators frequently wel-
come me into their schools

with the hope that I will finally be
able to show them some "good" soft-
ware They complain that after exam-
ining demonstration matenals and
looking through catalogs they have
found little that is impressive. Most
software they claim is only good for
dnll and practice. an activity they be-
lieve unworthy of a teacher's valuable
computer time

This is a curious attitude given most
edu.:aiors would agree. I believe. that
drill is a nesessary part of learning
For example. number facts are com-
monly presented to children void of
any inherent meaning and must simply
he learned through repetition Other
skills are basic to some higher-level
skills sword identification to reading
comprehension' and must eventually
be executed without conscious effort
Such automatic recall can be obtained
through the repetition of dnll

Since the educational community
clearly believes drill and practice is
necessary . it is logical that computer
dnll-and-practice actisities would be
common if evidence could show that
thr computenzed approach was panic-
ulam effect's,. %hilt educational re-
searsti iri genera! is otter inconslu
...Ise Moo, rev ICU' of computented
dril -andepra:tice studies ,Bozemar, &
BL-ns Lili, arum(' Ty( knolog,
I9tsi 21 4 Int 32-40 %inkonhaler &
Bass Lducanona; Technolop IV I
12 171 24.321 seem to indicate a sig-
nifican advantage for the use of this
compute. ait:, Me,

It rss.ai,i ha- dinionstrated th
,4;u. ,o-i:,aterite, dil, an,.! pra.
th: or). n. ,... ri;:htrui;, v. onde7 ally
ea...,d;,: r. -.s' th, s appii.alion I hi
li...,i tn.' Pa.:- their reistan.e not or.
resear,r J.1:. hu ratne or compar
son, u ,ti. , qui n otions 01 1(1(.11

IL J. I it.. ni.,tiod I (t exammi
th-..

Objections. Perhaps critics sec corn-
. puter drill-and-practice activities as

liming limited salue besausc good
teachers and good teaching matenals
do not ask students to engage in repet-
itive. even dull. work As a parent I

know this is not true My son and
daughter bnng home stacks of dittoed
worksheets nearly every evening
These worksheets frequently appear to
require dull and repetitive actis its

Perhaps. then. teachers reject com-
putenzatior. of these worksheets as
just too expensive I wonder if people
who think this way consider the in
school and out-of-school time my
kid.' teachers had to spend to score
these worksheets Since. in part. my
taxes pay for this time. I would rather
the time be spent working directly
with my children or perhaps preparing
to work with them

Finally. critics feel perhaps that
computerized worksheets just aren't
necessary I wonder if these critics
hese really looked at how paper work-
sheets are actually used in schools
My kids first see their worksheets in
corrected form. at best. the day after
the worksheets were completed At
that point I think they tend to look at

1

the grade and probably feel good if
they have done well and bad if they
have done poorly Ben if they actual-
ly bother to look dt the problems they
hase missed. the delay since they :IN
did the eercises presents them trim
reconstructing and es ..ruating their
orik:ina; mental Jul, hies

CAI benefits. l must iontess my bias-
es and admit to being a strong prorio-
rent of microcomputer appliiati,,ns
Those ::erieral biases aidi
pea' it lit: to he son%
menu support,ng r...1,70,,smpufc
and prau),.e ,n Uas.r,soms FIN: "le
miroi.soiputer .an tat.: :he toile to
gist. the -tudr:nt the dpi'-anii-prau,,,
attention that is needed The i'omputer
will not tire ot presenting prehlkms oil

of ,orre.ing then

-
itsr# (,f4liq I' 4 4(,, WI( I l(Ph Mot (p,
P1, 66,0 (I: 1 Mt( r 4114 of %mg? Dv
lint(. rri 6I1111 f orh%
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Secondly. the computer can provide
more mmediate feedback Admitted-
ly. a tacher could also provide imme-
diate feedback and perhaps pros ide
additional useful instructional com-
ments. but as stated earlier this is of-
ten Impractical I believe students
need to have access to their thoughts.
decision criteria. and recollection of
other mental activities in order to
make the most of feedback This feed-
back must be given within moments
of the student's onginal response for
full access to these recollections In a
practical sense. I believe the student's
lilrlihood of being able to operate in

..me frame will be greater when
engaged in computerized dnll and
practice

Finally. the computer. at least theo-
retically. offers the potential for great-
er individualization Learning tasks
can be adapted. perhaps automatical-
ly. to a particular student's needs

Improved products. Can computer-
ized drill and practice activities be im-
proved' Aside from obvious issues
like the quality of the presentation. the
avoidance of distractions. and the ap-
propnateness of feedback. I think
more could be don,: to take advantage
of the computer's ability to gather and
analyze data.

First. there is the matter of efficien-
cy Merrill and Salisbury (Journal al
Computer-based Instruction 1984.
// 19-21i have used an analysis of
errors to specify where practice time
should be most efficiently concentrat
ed 4 second use might also be made
of error analysis Phse (Conimnoran
Edut ammo! P%%, hobo 1419 J
1"% I 19-1, it that all :rror, ar.. no
the ar:,, rlputc, . tuid al!.
re.,,rd ;70r- on J pr" r"lerr-r

^a, determin: Ar.
analysis i Trot' Par....rn ,ouid he um..
'ui Ire as..ng 'hi

N hie I am as CV.Ited at. me next
eduiator h, the potential of the tom
puter to ctahilsh edu,arional
111,r,,,,orid it I .fear that teaiher
use dr.1 and pra.t.,, 'n .1Jssrotsm

, arm! t re Ie.W. to duos.,
drill and pra,11,e ,,ut altogether I 'j
reommend we ,ontinue 1,, refine
,,,Inpureri:ed drill and practise also 266
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ESL PICTURE GRAMMAR
A helpful drill on English verb
tense forms.

Grade Level ESL students at
intermediate and advanced leiels
Instructional Design Outstanding
Content- Good
Appropriateness Outstanding
Interest Level. Good
Ease of Use Good
Support Materials Good
OVERALL VALUE Good

Negotiating the thicket of English
verb tenses is never easy for stu-

dents learning English as a second
language Students need steady prac-
tice using these verbs, especially ir-
regular verbs, before they can master
their forms. The best way is for stu-
dents to get immediate feedback as
they practice individually. but few
classrooms allow teachers the flexibil-
ity or the time to work individually
with many students for long Now
ESL Picture Grammar can offer that
indisidual attention to students The
program a.ks students to form sen-
tences represented by easily under-
stood pit tut es. am! corrects then' on
the spot

DESCRIPTION: This program
manage' to translate an emit) that
normally requires teacher dictation
and picture cards into an independent
activity The object is to show stu-
dents the idea behind a simple sen-
tence and have them write it using a
verb in its correct form On-screen.
the subject and objest of the target
sentence are represented h) simple
pictures The verb is given in its first-
person present-tense form and stu-
dents arc asked to create a sentence
using the serb and the two nouns So
for examplt the word "choost

d bl'INCCI, a picture of a N.% anti
.1 pis lure off stands for the sch
tern ills, \ the ham

As the student adtantes through th,
24 levels of the program. the target
sentence becomes mcrcasingl con,
pies The program begins askir g tot
negatise statements or questions It
also asks students to form sentence, in

i1 1iu1IiiIaili1Iu1
the past. future, and progressive
tenses

The program will test students on
their mastery of the content of the 24
levels and store student scores

STRENGTHS: This program is use-
ful because it allows teachers to en-
gage students in meaningful indepen-
dent drill work that provides
immediate feedback In this way it
helps to solve the management prob-
lem often associated with an ESL
class that usually contains a diverse
student population.

The exercises proceed in a logical.
orderly sequence Even as students
move on to more difficult skills, the
program returns every now and then
to previously learned skills This pro-
vides good reinforcement, and intro-
duces some variety into the activity.

The comprehensive teacher's guide
describes the program in an cam!) un-
derstandable manner Picture and
word cards are also provided for
teachers to use in introducing the pro-
gram so that students understand that
the picture of a boy always stands for
the pronoun "he The program is
nicely designed and easily under-
stood, something not always true of
programs for ESL classes

WEAKNESSES: While the pro-
gram is designed for independent use.
teachers will have to introduce its use
carefully . explaining the function of
the on-screen pictures and making
sure students understand which word
each picture stands for There is no
on -screen tutorial or introduction

The program is thorough and corn-
th )ugh repetitious after 4 while.

because ever) sentence has the same
structure subject 4- verb - obiect
Retre%tri it\ Joann< Mara n Prin
< qua Tin Haitian( 8( hoof ( old
8ro '1)

Hardware. ppl, II sent s i4ttki
Publisher. ( iesslei Soliss Jr( 40;1
firoativ,.s NL v. York. N1 10l10";
212/67f 3114
Price: 559 9s
Proiew: preview asailable
Backup: Can bs made from original

h 122 on R( <der Serene Card

.1.11.111111.11.11.1 al lei 1.11.11.1 Ii

1.1
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COMPUTERS IN THE CURRICULUM

MATH IN THE NEW AGE
ELECTRONIC LEARNING ARM, 1116

WHILE COMPUTERS ARE
beginning to change mam aspect of
traditional instrutlion. their polenii.:
impact on the mathematics classroom
I- enormous Not only w ill Compute
thangs how mans traditional maw.
topics are taught. but they w ill dra
maticalls change the mathematic cur-
riculum itself Support for maior cur-
ri..u;urn reform in the not too distan
future tome- in mans form 1 h,

earhooi of the Natioroi
Council of Teacher of Math( mati, l an extellent source of arguments for thisreform. as are most report hs tht blot ribbon committees that has examinedthe current state of mathematit education in the United States

Change will come because nexpensixe software programs for school andhome computers can do nearly all of the mathematical manipulations andcalculations that arr. taught from firs: grade through calculus Such programscan manipulate poonomial and trigonometric functions. factor and redustpolynomials soitt equations inttirate diti..rentiat:. and e'en moreIhere ever) n ason to behest tha. %tit h programs. or their equit aient xt

soon be exalable in a pocket calcula-
tor That means that the otervehelm-
ini: maiorit of our mathematics cur-
riculum voth its heavy emphasis on
manipulation might he displaced ht an
ne pensite calculator Thai s strong
Molls 1:zon to consider M.1101
;urn re form

TEACHING WITH CAI
AND PROGRAMMING

The nature of this reform can be
stewed as basing two distinct parts
The first part is to make appropriate
use of the computer to help teach
those topics that are already in the
cumculum This is a familiar applic3-
non that applies to nearly all curricu-
lum areas

The second part is modify ing the
curriculum so that it properly reflects
the availability of the computer This
will certainly hase the most signifi-
cant !ong-term impact. as this will
change the dad! actis me, of et erxone
teaching mathematics in exery class-
room in the country

Using the computer as a problem-
solving tool is fundamental to both of
these parts. and certainly a topic re-
ceiving considerable attention among
mathematics educators The cumcu-
lum should show students how to
solve problems using software written
by others and by teaching students to
wnte their own computer programs
Both of these skills are very impor-
tant
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A complete list of the commercially
available, demonstrably useful soft-
ware for the mathematics classroom
would be very long. The software
ranges from arithmetic drill and prac-
tice to sophisticated analysis of stu-
dent errors, and from traditional com-
putation to higher-order thinking
skills. One limitation in using most
available programs is that they don't
help solve problems chosen by the
student On the contrary. most of
them present the student with yet an-other problem to solve That's okay.but that's only one use of the comput-
er and it does not provide the prob-
lem-solving assistance the studentneeds.

Teaching students how to programis. in my opinion, essential to their
using the computer as a problem-solv-
ing tool After students have learned
to program, they can use the computer
to address problems of interest to
them If someone :Ise has already
wntten a program that will help. then
by all means, teachers should encour-
age students to use that program.
However. the majority of problems
are not likely to have pre-wntten soft-
ware solutions readily available. and
students will need to know how cc
program to apply the computer to their
problem

Do students need to develop the
skills of a full-time programmer' Cer-
tainly not. Most of the programs they
write to help solve a specific problem
will be surprisingly short

Must a math teacher teach program-
ming" No. the most qualified teacher
should do so Programming is a tool
that is useful in the study of mathe-
matics So is reading if other teachers
can teach both of these skills that's
just fine

11 41 11 k .1 k(11111 10k
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11 a( III k 4"11111k1 ( 10k
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ADAPTING THE CURRENT
CURRICULUM

There will not be any sudden. dra-
matic reforms in the mathematics cur-
riculum. no matter how desirable
those reforms appear to be Consider-
ing how the computer can be used to
help teach those topics already in the
mathematics cumculum is. therefore.
very important. The following activi-
ties reflect the type of computer appli-
cations that will be contained in a
revised cumculum. but all can be im-
plemented in mathematics classes to-
morrow. Tomorrow is the day after
todaythese are not suggestions for
the distant future.
Activity I: Algonthms and flowcharts
are new words for old ideas. An algo-
rithm is an ordered set of rules or
steps to be followed to solve a particu-
lar problem or produce a particular
result A flowchart is a pictorial way
to represent an algorithm Students
should be taught to c.eatc algorithms
and express them in oeral different
way s. one of which is a flowchart

Consider the standard problem of
solving a simple linear equation.
something many students can do even
prior to their first year of algebra
There is much to be learned by desel-
oping an algonthm to solse the gener-
al equation Ax + B = 0 Figure I is
a flowchart of one valid algorithm
By learning to create and express al-
gorithms students learn to consider
all cases The two cases when A is
zero should not be overlooked Teach-
ers should check the algebra book
used in their school Both of these
cases are probably omitted from the
many pages Of materials describing no
more than what is contained in this
flowchart Show your students the
equation above and ask them to desel-
op their own flowchart



Activity 2: One of the most important
problem-solving technues in mathe-
matics is trial and error The computer
has made this technique even more
effectivetnals no 1onger require a
major computational etfort When stu-
dents are taught trial and error meth-
ods. they become Lonfident i;lat they
cal. solve any equation or inequality
That's much better than their current
feeling that they can solve only a few
special cases. and they can only do
that if they can recognize the special
case. Is this particularly hard' Here's
a BASIC program to solve the equa-
tion

\/ X' - 3x =

100 REM TRIAL AND ERROR SOLI TIONS
110 INPUT X
120 PRINT SORIX' 3,
.zu PRINT

;441 t-,o-ro 110
;11 END

t sing this program as J model. ask
siotionts to solve some sandal- Nu."
lions or Inequalities

Activity 3: Simulations provide many
opportunities for real problem-solving
applications The following is an ex-
ample of a problem appropriate tor
tumor high school students who san
apply ,`ie computer as a probIem-solv -

ink: tool Have students look at the
flowchart and run the program that
solves it

Problem: Collecting baseball cards is
a fast-growing hobby Because thz
cards are wrapped when you buy
them. you cannot know in advance
which cards you are buying If there
are cards in a complete set. how
nunv cards would you expect to huv
betore getting all 30'' One tlowchat
for the solution of this problem is gis -

en in Figure 2

Apple and Commodore version:

1(X) REM BASEBALL CARDS
114 DIM C(30)
;00 REM MAKE COLLECTION EMPT'
210 FORE= Ito 30
220 LET 0E1 = 0
230 NEXT E
+00 REM COL NT THE NUMBER OF CARDS

BOUGHT
110 LET K = 0
400 REM BUY A CARD. PUT IT IN COL-

LECTION, COUNT THE PURCHASE
410 LET 13= INTL30 RND114 +
420 LET C(B1 = I
430 LET K = K + 1
500 REM IS AT LEAST ONE CARD MISS-

ING '
510 LETS = I

520 IF CtS1 = 0 THEN 410
530LETS=S+ I
540 IF S = 30 THEN 520
600 REM DISPLAY NUMBER OF CARDS

BOLGHT
610 PRINT "You bought ".K. Lards
620 END

Conversions for other computers:

TRSDOS: Replace line 410 with this
LET B RNDt30)

MS-DOS Add this line to the pro-
gram
90 RANDOMIZE

Then, replace line 410 with this.
410 LET B = INTIRND301+ I

Solution: Choosing a random integer
in line 410 simulates buying a pack
without knowing which cards are in-
side Each time it runs, the program
will produce a different result depend-
ing on which random integer it begins
with To find the number of cards a
collecter should buy, take the average
of several runs



LSTART )

MAKE

' COLLECTION EMFTY

SET NUMBER OF

(ARDS BOUGHT TO 0

BUY A CARD

PU' CARD IN

((AUCTION

ADD 110 NUMBER

OF CARDS BOUGHT

YES

DISPLAY THE NUMBER

OF CARDS BOUGHT

END

1: 2 film( hart that Oiowl an
algorithm for determining the number
of hie Lir& It, ha% in order to

le, t a t ,minlett let

START

ASSIGN VALUES TO A AND B

IS

= 0 AND YES

0

SOLUTION IS X = -BiA

SOLUTION IS ALL VALUES OF X

THERE IS NO SOLUTION

END

Fig I A flowchart that shows an aleorthm to solve the equation

.1116
r B = 0
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ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
BY GWEN SOLOMON

()n-line data banks.
.)1(1 In'oces.wwv.

and clata base.% will
help your .student.s

pro.spect for infor-
mation

SPRING IS THE SEASON
of the researa paper % ith the warm-
er bre,vcs and lengthening days come
the questions that mean it's term paper
time again "%here do I start"
"V% hat am I supposed to do" and
"How do I look this up' bery li-
brarian and teacher who has taken stu-
dents through the research process
knows there's not: enough time to
gise indi%idual students all the guid-
ance they need to find the right re-
sources But with more and more computers available in school libraries.
teaching students to use reference materials can be made easier Students can
use sottw are to find reference materials and team how to use them

The ads antage of using the computer is that students can learn how to use
library materials at their own pace Then using data base and word processing
programs, students can record and organize notes more efficiently for sophisti-
cated research papers And with on-line data bases. students hest a new way to
acquire research materials beyond the resources of their school This article will
introduLe these three applications and suggest some acts ales teachers and li-
brarians can use to help students find and use research materials
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RESEARCH SKILLS
SOFTWARE

ii. 'r IUUC/11, mart meir rem.arcn
;yr .dos, haste reterenes: materials

are I in the Jc,n,riart let
J I Shiba S& 1',, h. 1-cto-
. Aetisities Baldwin

/-4-;"719) present% in:ornheion
about ''asie reference materials Stu-
Jeiits practice .elect,ng the hest re-
source in which to find information
Lome J simulated card car,110g cries-
clopedia almanac dictionary atlas
hook of quotations. thesaurus and
hook It world records

Hot, Do I Find It if I Don t listokt
tt liar I in Looking for' from Sunburst
iPleasantsille. NY. 600 4 31-193.1i
helps older students deselop search
strategic. to locate resource. The pro-

grim poses a series of questions about
the student s topic Depending on how
the question. are answered. the pro-
gram takes students NI description. of
tandard relerenee ma.crial Teae hers
or 'inrar.aro car lt.lt..n11/. the
orot:rao.1 sr. mat direct si,adent.
to resource. rie.i , lora%

Lihrr bt ti:de sot"., are
tat adahie from Films for the Human-
ities Prineeton. \J x(s) :;-51.26, i.
the most sophisticated of these library
simulation. Students explore a simu-
lated card catalog stack an encyclo-
pedia maga/ine catalog non-hook
catalog non-hook materials. and eon-
temporars biography collection Li
'wan 9,t//t contains 515 topics for stu-
dent. to practice researehing After
finding and collecting tact. in :he sar-
iou. sections of the simulated 'lbws

student. can compare their results
with J model search An on-screen
librarian is always nearhs to explain
how h use material.

\TIONS
SOFfl% \RE

in,. students hate learned how to
collect information. the real test is
Antall: J term paper For this task. the
computer I. an exceptional's usetul
:ool for on:anizmil and presenting in-
tormation Student. can use J dJiJ
`)ae to record the information they
_airier rhe can create J tile for each
suntopic and store citation. and test in
indis ;dual records

A data base helps students make
sense out of the traditional stack of
;lie card. that will not put theniselses

Cracking the Toughest Reference Book:
Compiling a Computer Dictionary
Ht %fun Lee Shalto%

The dictionary can be the tough-
estest reference book for students

to crack. There's so much informa-
tion. even in school editions. that
students are often intimidated
Thick. threatening dictionaries
stand unopened. unused. and dust:.
on the classroom shelf

Teachers often introduce the dic-
tionary by hasing students create
their own This is a saluable exer-
cise. but there are drawbacks I'
esery student creates his own dic-
tionary none can be sere compre-
hensive If assembling the dictio-
nary is a group project. organizing
the information and presentation of
the dictionary can be a nightmare
Here's a solution with an interest-
ing twist Compile a computer dic-
tionary. Lung commercial soft-
ware. or programs of their own.
students can learn everything you
want them to know about dictio-
naries.

Here arc three ways for students
to use a computer to create a dictio-
nary. For each. start with a list of
the vocabulary you would like in-

eluded in the dictionary 1 our stu-
dents will need a cood dictionary to
set-se as a source for theirs If you
arc using a soabulary list from a
technical area. make sure the stu-
dents hase a science or technical
dictionary

I. Commercial Software. The
easiest way to create a computer
du.tionary is to use commercial
software Any soLabulary software
that allows teachers to enter their
own socabulary lists and defini-
tions will do One that is widely
at al 'able is Das idson s Word -It-

k' IT orrance CA. SOO 556-
61-11) The program is a four-part
socabulary building program that
contains nine levels of socabulary
There are extra data disks you can
buy to 'supplement the list

Here's an actisity that works
with Word Attu( k'
I Gise the students a group of 5 to
2 words
2 Have the students wnte a short
definition for each entry. using a
dictionary Each definition should

take up fewer than 36 letters and
spaces

3 Ask students to write a sentence
showing how the word is used
4 \cm hate students write a sen-
tence where the word is missing.
but the context makes the maw.
clear
5 Hate students enter their infor-
mation into the program and then
test each other with the activities in
the program

sing a commercial vocabulary
program is easy. but means sacri-
ficing some flexibility You hate
to set up sour dictionary the way
the program is set up You hate
more flexibility. and can structure
your informat:on more like a dic-
tionary it you create it using a data
base program

2. Data Base Programs. You can
create a dictionary with any data
base program Two particularly
easy-to-learn ones are Grolier's
Friendly Filer (Danbury, CT,
800/14514.814510 and DCH's Note.
book Filer (Lexington. MA:
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into manageable order On Le students
nase roit;h outlines for their papers in
n ird tho Lan use the search and sort

;ion...1 'ho,r II' rr.,$*fri,
/, the lr rt.sLarLn information

1-r 1,: untori, nt outtin, stu
Lar.n il;Lir data and

r r' "kJe ..inportn;: ind Loa-
.to Lan .reams a ribii-

ot:rapr.., from their researLh notes
Any data base program Lan he usLd
err pnyram speLitk.alls .reared for

ass...mhimg researLh note' is Gro,icr
on 1,,r1/ Whitey 11),Inhur CI

011ISA1-sSiti1
11 nen all the notes are arranced.

students .an use a word processor to
Ara' the term paper They Lan orga-
m/L 'he report as they wish and then
ft...se it true re%ision is possible

J word proLessor sake an-

thing words, order of ideas. fo.us
and position of quotes an he
.har47ed easil, For a tcLhmeal report

,hart and displas statisttLal anak-
Ints.2r.ted programs that allow

nident to mesh eraphs Lharis and
ttAt LLated Kith word pr, L,
data -is,: and LraphiLs programs are
ideal Soeral are aailable I hey in-
Jude Appiettorio from Apple Cuper-
tinti CA 411X 946-1010i. the SLholds-
tiL PFS series t's.ew York. \'
212 51ii-;5171 and Tends s 11(.4
mut( I Ft 11 orth IX SI" 39(1-z-001

ON-LINE
DATA BASES

Sin. e librars resourLes are !milted
by funds and by the physiLal Lon-

stunt in the room or building sa.t
amount of information that Jr.
rent relo ant. and necessary are al,.

iuLicrits tnrout:h on-line Baia
bases 11 ,th a Lomputer modem Jed-

JL..d ph.,n.: line. .ornmuni. anon.
software and a sahsLription Ill nth, or
more nforniation retries at scrsi.Ls
student. ria%e aLLess to teLrmiLai in-
formation and a limitless number of
reterenLes A trained teacher or lihrer-
ian an help students learn to reinese
information 11 hole on-line searches
Lan he espensise. ethantages to this
torn of re.eer.h include speed and
aL.ura.y Citation. and documents
Lan he downloaded to the students.
.omputer and stored on disk or printed
out I f or a winpleu primes to on um
rt.%0 Ur( it ire' EL. Nat L niber De.
entner 1984 pp 33-4U

hl 7 S62-66501
I Hase students choose socebu-
iery words from a subject they are
now study mg.
2 sing a dictionary. hase stu-
dents 'ind six items of information
tor each word pronunciation. ety-
mology. short meaning. synonym.
entonym. etc Srt up the data base
with those items as fields
3 Once students enter and '.ase the
material ectis ities depend on the
.epebilities of the program Stu-
dents could print ou a list of ant-
onsms and try to guess the original
word Or students could hese the
pr, eram sort the words in alphabet-
kdi order to print out a lull dictio-
nary

3. Programming. For a computer
.lass assembling a dictionary data
base is a great program design ac-
tisity The following activity has
students write a BASIC program
that displays a word. its meaning.
an antonym. and a sentence that
includes the word
I Start by choosing a list of words
for the data base For each. have
students write a definition. an ant-
onym. and a sentence using the
word
2 Set up the data base The infor-
mation is stored in program lines

called data lines Data lines are
numbered. so they can be made
part of a program when you 'cant
the computer to process the data
Programmers usually use high
numbers for data lines, so that
there are lots of numbers left for
program lines

The data for this program will be
stored in pairs of lines The first
line contains the word. the deign-
tton. and the antonym The second
line contains a sentence using the
word

Have students start the data base
at line MX) Separate the items of
intormation with a comma Line
1010 will contain the word in a
sentence These might be the en-
tries for the word "splendid

10410 DATA SPLENDID BRIGHT OR
SHINING DL

1010 DATA THE PARTY DECOR',
TIONS LOOKED SPLENDID

The data lines for the next word on
the vocabulary list would follow on
lines 1020 and 1030
3 End the data base with these two
"dummy" lines. Our BASIC pro-
gram will look for these to know
when It has read all the data

9991 DATA WORD.DEFINITION.AN-
TONYM

9994 DATA SENTENCE

4 The last step is to hase students
write a program that processes the
information in the data base The
following sample program asks the
user to type in a word. then prints
its definition, antonym. and a sam-
ple sentence for the word on the
screen

Apple version:

10 REM DICTIONARY DATA BASE
20 HOMF
yu REND WS in.AS
4(i READ STS
so IF STS = 'SENTENCE' THEN GOTO

Is0
n0 PRINT

INPL T SELECT A WORD XS
s() PRINT
40 IF XS = WS THEN GOTO I to
100 PRINT NOT Ps DATA BASE TRY

ANOTHER WORD GOTO 60
I 10 PRINT WORD WS
120 PRINT DEFINITION DS
;ti PRINT ANTON\ M "AS
41 PRtN1 EXAMPLE STS GOTO 60

150 1.D
949/. DATA WORD.DEFINITION

ANTONYM
9994 DATA SENTENCE

Conversions for other computers:
Commodore Replace line 20 with
this PRINT I 1"

TRSDOS Replace line 20 with this.
CLEAR 25

MS-DOS Replace line 20 with this:
CLS

Mars Lee Shalvo is a free/ance
writer K ho has trained many teas h-
en in the use of computers.
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19.!1 irk ludes indcxe, to 11: news

,1%,r 11111 pefl,odl..11. .Ina
1;111i-111,11,k

ienLls tC,M1014: ,net
.1 bitsi

oid \ spe, 1.11

i iid,iits determine %111,n
ra-, niJ% he heipiul their

tiipiLs J redu.cd rate Is a,111,1hle
for ...adt..mif institutions

Rib Ser%Kes
1 of im \\ xoti 471171 pr.,

.11A retet,n,c, ,u4.h
and more than $41 data bases

in in, -,.cnes. medkine business.
edu,tion sot. 'al science'.. and hu-
ntaim,s

In addition to these Jnd other bib-
hgrarrit, data bases The Souse

.r. \ Mmi ::h- 366i and
CompuSei..e 'Columbus. OH.
6;4 ai"-Nboth are general intorrna-
nor ;Les that otter access to enf-
,Iorkdia nos, Jnd .:teetronif

,ther thine, These too ,:an
heir todenis assess ,urreni intorma-
;ion for their researfh

THREE RESEARCH
TIN ITIES

tiLp students know their took
hrtn r,tercrke sources and .otkJrc-
thc I: be able to make gtiod use of
.ottipur:r. in preparing researsh
per, Here are some JLIIities that %ill
.ntr.idaLe students to both

I. Introducing Reference Sources.
To Hate students learn about tradition-
JI retcrake materials. hate them cre-
ate J ;hurt eosering the bast:

It.xt in the school iihrar
across the top 01 the chart place the
headings -Source. "Tpe of Infor-
mation. -rArrangement. and Spe-
clal Features Gice students J \I of
b.isit. reference sources in the librar.
and haw them till in the three remain-
trig ,ategories A sample entry might
look ilk. this

Source: The Vt'arld Almanat
I pe of Information: facts on pet)
plc places. science. sportN. music.
art. gocernment and polities. 'Hera-
lure. entertainment. business

Arrangement: hc .uhlect
Special Features: puhlished %earl% .

.unuran of sear s news index h%
:opi, and name in front quick index
ill bask

2. Creating J Data Base of Re-
sources. A %anat.on iit the ihiic
:1.11% to 0,rnputct
data has.. of iihrar resour,;. that stu-
dent Use to start their rese.irLh

l sing a data base program design
forth with the fields uses! abuse

hpc 01 Intontianon
Arrangement and Special feJ-

iures Nou ma% also want to add J

WITH COMPUTERS,

LIBRARIANS AND TEACHERS

CAN ONE STUDENTS THE

iND,\I'DUAL RESEARCH

SUPPORT EACH NEEDS

new field Loeation for students to
indite where the source is stored
Loalions might !mimic %arious class-
rooms. the school librar. or J public
librar Students might also indicate
the Dewey Decimal number or the
Librar of Congress number of the
source. It the source 1% Julogoi in
that

Create J list of topics that students
can use to till in the 1spe of Intor-
illation held Each entt% must de-
scribe information the same cc.1. in
order for students to be able to search
the tile later A list cot topics might
include these animas art. tilli01,10
bile.s. business. tuners. entertain-

p1( t 1IHUI 111 110111

('1,11111 11 011111 t !In 11111111 11111(

1101Pli 11I,10 1.% 11111;110M re N, ger

SI It ill 4///1/ It 1111,4. 01.'l SPOill 1100

ii%

losin 10.11 sit:J.:II .1 Jitto,m1 r.:-
tii ..11.11i.L 11.1%c

Mein 1 \' the iniiirnlation or tikir
siluri.c into (he ,LItJ bass

lhen h.1%e thL students dt. some

prat.tke seart.hLs on their data bases
For example . student, to tok.ate

the resourLes the. .Would eo II) for J
hit1.2r.iph% of PresidLin I he
would searLh tor ...%Lr% eta% v ilh

people or gowrnment Jnd
'ifs in the "1 pe of Intormation
tield

3. Using Data Bases for Note Tak-
ing. sitter student- haw started their
research. hate them create and use
some simple data base tiles to orga-
mze their notes l sing mz,terial col-
lected on their topic. the can practice
searching and sorting their the to
come up with J rough outline for their
research paper 11.1%e them type up
their outline using a word professing
program

A data base for research notes
might use these fields

Topic:
Subtopic:
Source:
Page:
Notes:

A da'a base of sources that can be
used in preparing J hibliograph
might use these tields

For Books

Authorts:
Title:
CR) of Publication:
Publisher:
Year Published:
Pages:

For Periodicals

Authorts
Title of Article:
Title of Periodical:
Volume and Number:
Pages:
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TEXAS LEADS THE WAY
Arthur Luehrmann

Partner
Computer Literacy
Berkeley, CA 94708

You Texas folks have done something that my state and most other states are still chewing over I'm
talking about the statewide computer literacy requirement, of course. Mind you, I'm not saying that you're
the only people under the sun who think computer education is important. Nearly everyone in education,
from the substitute teacher to the Secretary of Education, seems to think it would be nice for kids to have
a chance to learn about computers Every year there are twice as many computers in U.S. schools as
there were the year before. Most secondary schools and many middle schools have classes in computing.
Learning opportunities exist nationwide as never before.

And that's as far as most state computer education policies dare to go the creation of opportunities.
Opportunity, however, is not enough Opportunities abound for learning a foreign language, studying great
literature, and exploring history, yet how many take the opportunity? All kids have an opportunity to study
math for 12 years, but few do. They all go through high schools that offer three or four years of science
classes. but few avail themselves of the opportunity

And what of the young people who do seize such opportunities? Walk Into a twelfth grade math or
science class and you won't see the average high school senior sitting there. Instead, you're likely to find
more boys than girls, more light faces than dark ones, and many signs of affluence and advantage.

As many reports prove, this is also what happens when the computer class is only an opportunity. The
math jocks flock to class, and others feel it lust isn't for them. And, in fairness, the math-shy kids are
often right When a computer teacher is faced with a mathematically sophisticated bunch of kids, it's awfully
difficult not to pitch the class in a direction they're eager to trot That may be why so many elective computer
classes look like thinly disguised math classes

Texas educators (and legislators) have given the problem a great deal of thought and have done exactly
the right thing Computer literacy is too important to all concerned - kids. their parents, and the society
as a whole - to be left as an elective subject Furthermore, by requiring all students to take a computer
literacy course, you folks have, neatly and simply, sliced through the Gordian knot of inequity that entangles
the elective computer classroom

I don't mean to gloss over the difficulties that remain acquiring equipment rapidly enough to make hands-
on experience the backbone of the class. providing training opportunities for computer teachers, selecting
appropriate instructional material evaluating student performance, and the like None of this will be easy,
and because of this fact. a grave danger lurks just around the next bend

Having decided that all kids will enroll in a computer literacy class, computer educators con expect
pressure from various sources to weaken course content Many, believing that a real hands-on introduction
to computing is too hard for average kids. will press for a watered down. let's-all-read-about-computers
course in which kids learn hardly any useful skills

Wnat s the best response to tnis pressure', Here s what t heard one Memphis teacher shout back at
an administrator who wanted a weake course for "average kids' "Don't you sell my kids short' Don't
te:I me wnat they can t learn. you come to my classroom and see for yourself' Amen lady It s essentia'
that this message be brought home to worriers The gob is up to computer teachers I know many of you.
and I know you can do it

31)6
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COMPUTING WORLDWIDE
ELKTIONK LEARNING MANCH IeR6

SEVERAL COUNTRIES HAVE EMBARKED ON NATIONWIDE SCHOOL
COMPUTER PROGRAMS The *anew Issue opted for a more

gradual process a the mitablishmeni
of computer education in schools The
introduction of computers and the
training of teachers will be spaced
over the next few years This process
ma) be less threatening to teachers.
said Takashi Sakamoto. a member of
the four-man "Special Committee on
Primal and Secondary Education m

"OUR GOAL AND THAT OF THE
President of the Republic is to turn the
present generation into the best trained
in our history. said French Prime
Minister Laurent Fabius when he an-
nounced his government's plans to in-
stall microcomputer labs in all of
France's 50.000 schools

France is one of four industrialized
countries to have embarked upon na
non% ide computer Mcrae} campaigns
in the past two years Japan. the Sovi-
et Union. and hats are the other coun-
me, that have launched educational
programs. although it is still too earl.
to assess the progress made bs the
latter two Britain. meantime. has had
a computer literal) program for file
years

Indeed. since Britain began its na-
tional computer literacs scheme in
1981 virtual!. even pnmar) and sec-
ondars school in the counu has in-
stalled microcomputers The Depart-
ment of Trade and Indust* paid half
of the cost for the first microcomputer
installed in each school. at a total cost
of 12 million pounds (Sic

The purchast of these first micro-
compuier: was designed to raise the
swarenes, of teachers parents and
administrators in tht potential of com-
puter in education It worked Ac-
cording to Geoffre Hubbard director
of int Coun:I; k Educational

the' admir,,Iers Briteir s Orr
Mr. iitt proie,:-. the as eragt
scn 10; nos has 15 micwompu'orr,
most). financed loca' scnoo:
board- and parent-teacher asso, le
tiOns

Jr Franct misrocomputer netvorks
car o' sups cornoutts
v ei. insta. it lr al: sr, s. .

and int Ir. large: pr.,r.:
sch tots Smalle, prima-% scno,l, rt
ce)%ed one computer each. Th.
schoos also reteoo monetar hand
out* w ith 'A hi, h to purchase softy. are
bnngin; In total cost of tht printer
lass sea it. 201' niillior, trant 45:1I
noloon

Japan prefers to folios the British
example. however It spent two bil-
lion yen (S8 million) in 1984 and a
further four billion yen alb million)
last ear to subsidize the purchase of
the firs: microcomputer for each of
Japan' primar and secondary
schools At the moment it is estimated
that less than 5 percent of primary
schools and less than 3 percent of
secondary schools in Japan own mi-
crocomputers

the Information Society" at the Minis-
try of Education According to Saks-
mot°. the committee has developed a
three-level, teacher-training curricu-
lum that will be used h) trainers from

Teacher Training The greateci prop educational centers. universities. and
; km facing educational computing. private industry
1 however. is the reluctance of teachers

As a further aid to teachers. theto learn about the nets technolog.. rs
Japanese are developing model soft-according to officials in all the awn -

ware programs and standards for soft-tnes In an effort to combat the prob-
ware evaluation that are to be distrib.lem. Britain. France. and Japan Prase
uted among the schools The Knish)all coupled their microcomputer fi .

nancing with massive teacher-training of Education ahead) publishes a
programs rnonthl journal to keep teachers in-

In Britain. each school that received formed of new developments in edu-

subsidized microcomputers sent at cational computing
In a similar program. the Frenchleast two teachers for training The re

Ministr of Education evaluates soft-Dcpartmen: of Education and Scien,i
ware from around the world and corn-cicselort.: at shirt dfterent
piles a catalog of software approvedlesels thJ base h;en ;mended
for school use, the cost of which ismart Thar (KR, tea: rare. in the pas',

bsschzed the povemmentthree sews Ms's' teaches enroll in a mt
f ou-daN v ou,s. Tht COMPUTERS INCREASEalso reteite training packages sob IN SOVIET SCHOOLS

art . and suggested course schedules
Computer classes are now pan of

British teacher, and !cache, trainer,
the cumculurn m all Soviet secondary

in'ces't re% is y. ti Li,h 11 r schools. according to a recent article
courst Most eau:weft repor the' a; m the Chnstaar; Selma Munaorthourr tht course- maces. tca.n.' Computer: are also being phased into
awareness of what computers can do. Soviet Itiombtnat., (teaching and job
teachers still emerge ss ithout a full training complexes. similar to Amen
understanding of hoc best to use can vocauons schools)
them Local education authorities fur- Most of the keyboards on comput
thermore arc reif:tarn to release err used tm Soviet chiloren have bott,
teacher, fron, their duties for sera Engl:sr. anc Russian, letter keys or,
long them Thats because in main cases

France started ads anced teacher children must use programs that art
training courses in 191s1 'Ivo thou rimer, bs Engliish commands Typing
sand school teachers more than hall in English, hoveer. tends to slow
from nonscience disciplines recessed Soviet children down somewhat
a year of full-time training in the edu bet. so. Scene: children find corn-
cational applications of technology at puler- entering int( their b% es more
27 uni%ersit centers aptund the coun- aria more all true time "Perhaps one
try In turn. these teachers helped drys predicted one U. -year old pr.
train 110.000 other teachers in one- enrolled in the program. "there
week courses held during school sac.- even be computers that can be used
.ions
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POETRY FROM
PLANTS
I've always said that Ap-
ple owners come up with
the most creative and off-
beat uses for their comput-
ers. and a letter I recently
received from Joe Sanchez
of Long Beach, California,

.441111

serves as an excellent ex-
ample of that point. San-
chez is an aerospace
engineer and former nu-
clear-weapons specialist
who talks to his plants.
The difference is that for
the past two years, his
plants have been talking
back. In fact, with the as-
sistance of an Apple, the
plants even write poetry.

Sanchez read the book
The Secret Life of Plants
and was intrigued by the
research that indicated

that plants gave off electri-
cal charges in response to
en% Konmenial stimuli To
further explore this phe-
nomenon, Sanchez c'n-
structed a device that
combined an Apple II sys-
tem. a voice synthesizer,
sensitive electrodes for at-
taching to plants, and a
30K program he wrote to
convert impulses from the
plants into words

Although Sanchez ad-
mits that plants can't think
or theorize, he maintains
that plants can react to hu-
mans Sanchez believes
that valuable practical ap-
plications may result from
his expenments; currently,
Sanchez is pursuing the
possibility that plants can
serve as a sort of watchdog
to detect the presence of
people, an application he
feels may be useful in cre-
ating secunty and alarm
systems

3 f.)8



Retooling
Your Business Education
Curriculum

The business world is
changing, and more
and more business
education specialists
are adapting their
classroom practices to
suit. Here are some
ideas for how you can
fit microcomputers
into your own
curriculum as well.

Lly Russell
W Guthrie
and Deborah
H. Guthrie
Rossi* Godirse is an adoration& coadoster con.
sultan: Kith Guthrie COonineirr "Adams no
Watsontnion. PA Deborah Guilin, has lossild
Bosoms Edorehon for filo pats and u NOW on
assistant at Golirir Compsikr &Adams

HOW TO PREPARE YOUR
STUDENTS FOR AN
ELECTRONIC FUTURE

,
I 7

T'S STILL A CLASSROOM
THE BLUE JEANED STUDENTS BENDING OVER HOME.

i WORK ASSIGNMENTS ATTEST TO THAT BUT MORE
AND MORE THESE DAYS, THE BUSINESS EDUCATION
RESOURCE CENTER AT MILWAUKEE'S WASHINGTON
High School is taking on a different look. Six of the students
are bending over microcomputer keyboards, working with
accounting and electronic spreadsheet software programs A
few others tap away on electronic typewriters; yet another
sets the controls on a high-production copier. Soon, these
students and others will be --zorking with a computerized

t "!. telephone system and a Wang Alliance Word Processor.
This classroom is being transformed .ato an officea

V_ -'4 ip-xr sophisticated. state-of-the-art, ekctronic office. It's becoming
the perfect settmg for Washington High's new course. "The Office of the Future."
designed to simulate an environment students are likely to encounter when they enter the
business world

Like their colleagues at many other schools. educators at Washington High are worried
about preparing students for a tight job marketone that's requiring new technologi
related skills. They see surveys showing that by the time this year's eighth graders
graduate an estimated 75 percent of all jobs will be related to information processing. And
they have decided it was time to act.

"By exposing students to a technological environment now." explains "Office of the
Future" Teacher Marilyn Schmidt, "we're not only helping them to feel basically clanfon.
able with the equipment, we're also better preparing them for any business job."

Obviously, not every school may be able to provide its business education students with
access to as much sophisticated hardware as Washington High. But even with a single
microcomputerand the right softwaremy school can go a long way towards helping
students learn to create and revise text. maintain and merge files, and complete payrolls
electronicallyskills they'll need for that office of the future. (Conhnotth

taken from ELECTRONIC LEARNING, April 1983
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START WITH SOFTWARE

HE FIRST PLACE TO RR; IN itE
struct unng sour business edu( awn
curriculum is with software And.

thanks to the hundreds of programs that
have befrn wntten for the "real- business
world tha, can -- and shouldbe used in the
classroom. business ediu atm teachers hair
many programs to choose from Start with
the -Big Five- in Ow( software.are. These hi e
business package, form the foundt.an of
information processing and irwud,

I. Data Base Managersto file. store
and retneve information

2. Graphics Packagesto %isuall% d-
pict information with line. har. and pm i harts

3. Electronic Spreadsheetsto m.1
copulate mformition and help predict the
future

4. Word Processors to mate and edit
telt:

5. Data Communi'..ations Packages
-- to allow (Int micro to communicate with
another and 10 reme t. information stored
on mainframe «unputers

To supplement these five. there are a
number of progiams designed for specific
business. milli at i.ois. sin It as keeping trai k
of pderol! and i ompleting tax forms. as well
as programs th.ii actualli teach and drill
hipme. pia. Ink's IN information on some
business proms designed for the

nt,d 111.n ket. set the dun on pages 59 - tit I 1

DEVELOP NEW
TEACHING STRATEGIES

Once you've selected your software. pur
chased the appropriate microcomputer to
run that software. and acquired a hard corn
pniter, you're ready to begin to restructure
your cumculum. Keep in mind that you-
course content will not necessarily change.
the principles of accounting are still the pm
elides of accounting Rut there will be new
teaching plans and strategies that you'll want
to develop. What follows are some ideas for
how to augment your treatment of all the
traditional In siness education subject areas
from typing to business law using the elec.
l..-onic techniques of the Eighties.

AC cot 7NTING/
BOOKKEEPING

Software: financial management
programs (payroll. accounts payable, ac-
counts receivable, general ledger, order
entry, and checkbook accounting); tax
preparation program
Teaching Suggestions: Using your
standard simulated company- practice set.
have a group of students set up a phan-
tom company and keep the books on Lie
microcomputer Have each group pro-
duce payroll checks (use continuous form
checks if available). accounts payable
checks, invoices. and profit and loss
statements Go to your local IRS office
and get some actual IRS forms and sched-
ules. Have students use one of the many
federal income tax preparation programs.
Most of these will prim out infornution
on the official federal form (a single-sheet
printer is desirable).

Software: typing tutor program: word
Processing Program
Teaching Suggestions: Teach begin-
ning typing in the usual manner and then
introduce a typing tutor program. These
programs help students build and improve
typing speed and accuracy: some also

keep track of student progress Toward
the end of a typing course. it would be a
good idea to introduce students to word
processing They will already be familiar
with the keyboard, and this will prepare
them for future courses where the full
editing capabilities of the word processor
are taught. Have students type in an
assignment from another course, such
as an English essay. and print it out

OFFICE PRACTICE
Software: spreadsheet: data base man-
ager; graphics package: data communica-
tions pad age; word processing program
Teaching Suggestions: Introduce the
electronic spreadsheet. Have students
set up a mock school budget and allow
one of the input variables to be percent
raise for employees This would allow
stddents to then ask "What if?" questions:
What happens to the total budget amount
if all employees receive an 8.8 percent
raise next year? How many mills of tax
does this amount represent? What hap-
pens with a 10.8 percent raise? Intro-
duce the data base manager. Have stu-
dents define a set of data items that one
might find in a company personnel file.
For example: name. address. date hired,
supervisor, building, years of everience,
salary, and so forth. Then ask them to
enter a record for each member of the
dass pretending each one is an employee
of the company. Students can then use
the retrieval capabilities of the system to
ask for a reporton all employees that

were hired since a given date and have
less than three years experience. tot
instance. Introduce the graphics pack-
age. Ask students to produce a bar chart
or graph based on the information stored
on the data base manager. such as a graph
showing the years of experience et` an-
ployees in a given buildmg. Have stu-
dents prepare a letter, report, or memo
using the word processing program, fol-
lowing the old rules for margin, letter
style, spacing, and paragraphing. Have
them present t .! final cow; then ramie
a sentence or two for them. Have them
make the changes themselves to see how
quickly and easily it can be done. If
your word processing package has merge
capabaities, have students type in three
or four names and addresses in a stan-
dard word processing file. and a form
letter in a different file. Then have them
merge the two tiles. sr a letter will go to
each name from the name and address
file. Introduce a data commimiattions
package. Have each student type a letter
using a word processor and then send
that letter tom remote micro in the school
district.

SECRETARIAL
PRACTICE/
TRANSCRIPTION
Software: word processing prowarn;
spelling decker: electronic thesauna;
automatic calendar
Teaching Suggestions: As in a trail-
boa secretarial course, focus on the
"mailable" letter. Start by dictating a let-
ter and have the students key it in on the
word processor. Have students use a

(Continwel on Mgt S5)
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40 Electronic Bulletin Boards: A Retrospective
Bulletin boards %Ave been with us
in one form or another for hun-
dreds of years and will likely stay
with us well into the future. Why?
What's so special about bulletin
boards; electronic or otherwise?

It's difficult to pinpoint when
the first bulletin board appeared.
Perhaps cave paintings were primi-
tive bulletin boards. In the modern
sense of a community communica-
tions media, the earliest bulletin
board may have been the medieval
practice of posting royal proclama-
tions in the center of commerce, the
town square.

The traditional bulletin board,
with a wine variety of messages
tacked to a freely accessible surface,
abounds m our supermarkets, fac-
tories, offices, schools, Laundro-
mats, community centers, and city
halls. These bulletin boards are
more than just a way to give away
kittens or sell tires. They make it
possible for people with a message
to reach out to the community as a
whole.

Electronic Thumbtacks
The thousands of computer-based
bulletin board systems (BBSs)
which are °Min.., today offer the
traditional message posting and a
great deal more. Imagine trying to
maintain a senes of communica-
tions with other pcs ple using a reg-
ular bulletin hoard at a super-
market Driving to the store even
time you want to leave or lead a
message makes extended commu
nication via corkboard and rote-
card extremely inconvenient Even
if you make the trip regularly, a less
than careful search of the posted
messages may miss the very reply
that was sought.

The fact that a BBS can be ac-
cessed remotely, without leaving
one's home, makes an ongoing dia-
log between many parties a simple
matter. A computer dedicated to
running the BBS manages the mes-

sages; in addition to numbering and
indexing the messages, it also auto-

matically notifies its many users of
messages intended specifically for
them.

The first BBS was born of ne-
cessity in 1978. Microcomputers
were just getting off the ground,
and the first micronauts were few
and far between. The four major
enclaves of personal computing
were located M California, Illinois,
Texas, and Massachusetts. Al-
though the computer clubs in these
areas exchanged newsletters regu-
larly, there was a decided lack of
spontaneous interaction between
the major groups and even within
the groups themselves.

Ward Christensen and Randy
Suess, both members of the Chica-
go Area Computer Hobbyist Ex-
change (CACHE), came up w!th the
answer. They developed a program
to run on a computer that was
equipped with a modem hooked up
to a phone line The program
turned the computer into an auto-
mated message system. Callers to
the Computerized Bulletin Board
System (or CBBS, as its onginators
referred to it) could leave and re-
trieve messages at any time of day.
The CBBS was a huge success, and
other clubs began pressing personal
computers into service as bulletin
boards

The Spread Of BBSs
CBBS was not a um ersal program
It was written for computers which
used the CP/M operating system
(Control Program for Microcom-
puters). Christensen and Suess
wrote a widely publicized article
describing the program and the
structure of their system as it ap-
peared to the person calling into the
CBBS. Realizing that similar pro-
grams would be written for other
types of computers, they proposed
that the functions and commands
used by the CBBS be standardized

!or all BBSs. This would make it
unnecessary or people to learn a
whole new set of commands for
each type of board they accessed.

Sure enough, BBS software for
other popular systems soon fol-
lowed. Craig Vaughn and Bill Blue
created a program for Apple II com-
puters called the People's Message
System (PMS). Close on their heels
was Bill Abney, who produced Fo-
rum 80 for the Radio Shack TRS 80,
and Tom Giese, father of the Atari
Message Sc Information System
(AMIS) for the Atari 400 and 800.
Late in 1982, the first version of t
Remote Bulletin Board Sys:ern
(RBBS) for the IBM was written by
D. Thomas Mack and Jon Martin.

Aside from a message ex-
change, most BBSs offer a selection
of public domain programs and
other types of files. By using termi-
nal software capable of receiving
files via modem from a remote com-
puter, callers can transfer (down-
load) copies of these files from the
BBS to their own machines.

Most of the free software avail-
able from BBSs cor sists of pro-
grams that computer enthusiasts
like yourself have written and wish
to share with other people. A pleth-
ora of games, word processors,
spreadsheet.,, database managers,
and terminal programs are avail-
able for the price of a phone call.
Whatever your needs, you can ac-
quire a respectable library of al-
mostfree software that will handle
all but the most demanding tasks

Next Month Current Trends in
Bulletin Board Systems
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